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Abstract 

This thesis examines postcolonial African female authorial identity construction in eight 

novels by Mariama Bâ, Assia Djebar, Fatou Diome and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Dwelling 

upon the transcultural, transnational and multilingual postures embraced by three 

Francophone and one Anglophone writers, it formulates the hypothesis that postcolonial 

African female authors tend to develop similar writing strategies, including translanguaging, 

realism and the autobiographical discourse. These strategies allow authors to resist 

oppression and subvert power relations ranging from patriarchal hegemonies, 

Eurocentrism, fémi-imperialism and universalism. The case study authors have been 

selected for being prolific and having created bestsellers. Although they belong to different 

generations, write in different languages, and participate in different migration patterns, a 

comparative analysis of their works reveals a similar female postcolonial authorial anti-

hegemonic commitment, which seems to transcend national and linguistic borders. Looking 

at two novels by each writer, this study adopts both socio-historical and textual analysis 

approaches, which take into account the authors’ background histories, non-fictional 

declarations and selected novels. Female authorial identity has been investigated in this 

thesis for several reasons. First, the authors’ adoption of English and French as their 

languages of writing has been scrutinised by critics and questioned as a non-African literary 

choice in their countries of origin. Second, their experience of living in more than one 

country indicates that their authorial identities are torn between their native countries and 

their adopted ones. By drawing on a range of theories by Frantz Fanon, Philippe Lejeune, 

Homi Bhabha, Debra Kelly, Philippe Hamon, and Françoise Vergès, this study elaborates the 

concept of hybrid resistance, articulating the situation of postcolonial African authorship 

and encapsulating the major strategies of resistance adopted by my case study writers, 

which contribute to the formation of their authorial identity. The examination of the corpus 

is divided into three parts: Part One focuses on the theoretical and socio-historical context 

of the authors, Part Two investigates the main stylistic techniques espoused by the writers 

and Part Three explores the hybrid resistance, which represents a major finding of the study 

as the thesis concludes that postcolonial African authorships are constructed at the 

intersection of Western and non-Western techniques of writing and geographical and 

linguistic backgrounds to resist multiple, often intertwined sources of domination. 
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 Introduction 

The Context of Female African Authorship in French and English 

African literatures are multiple and very diverse. They include North African novels in 

Arabic, sub-Saharan literature in indigenous languages, Afrikaans literatures and 

Anglophone and Francophone literatures, to cite only a few. Before colonisation, explorers 

used to depict Africa according to their outsider’s perspective, while some prominent 

Western writers such as Shakespeare created visions of Africa in their oeuvres without even 

visiting the continent. Moreover, before colonisation, and prior to the emergence of the 

novel genre, Africa has had a long and important narrative tradition of oral storytelling, 

which served to preserve tradition, educate, entertain and mirror African societies. During 

the colonisation of Africa in the late 19th century, with the imposition of European 

languages on Africans, a new type of African written literature emerged: “its privileged 

status as a written genre may be attributed to the European influence and its association 

with imaginative consciousness grounded in literate modernity” (Irele, 2009: 1). These 

written literatures in Africa have taken a particular path since their emergence was 

influenced by the oral tradition characterised by a “didactic and reflexive purpose of the 

folktales and fables that inform the sensibility and define the imaginative faculty in 

traditional African societies” (Irele, 2009: 1). During colonisation, a first generation of native 

African authors appeared, including the writers Léopold Sédar Senghor (Senegal, 1949), 

Mohammed Dib (Algeria, 1952), Amos Tutola (Nigeria, 1952), Camara Laye (Senegal, 1953), 

Cheikh Anta Diope (Senegal, 1954), Kateb Yacine (Algeria, 1956) Najib Mahfouz (Egypt, 

1956), Kwam Nkurumah (Ghana, 1957), Albert Memmi (Tunisia, 1957), Assia Djebar (Algeria,  

1957), Chinua Achebe (Nigeria, 1958) and Ahmadou Kourouma (Ivory Coast, 1968) to cite 
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only a few. These authors share some similar thematic dynamics. They tended to portray 

the poverty and misery of their fellow nationals under colonial rule (Albert Camus, Misére 

de Kabylie (1939 and 1945) Mouloud Feraoun, Le Fils du pauvre, (1950)) and/or advocate 

human rights and adopt pan-Africanism to promote the independence of their respective 

countries (Albert Memmi, Portrait du colonisé, (1957) Franz Fanon, Les Damnés de la terre, 

(1961)). During this period, it is evident that female authors were scarce for clear reasons 

including belligerent conditions and women’s exclusion from education. After 

independence, various African literatures started forming according to the adopted 

languages in writing. Some authors opted for indigenous languages, others continued 

writing in the colonial language, which they appropriated claiming agency and entitlement 

in the same way as the Western writers did. Some of these writers however abandoned the 

ex-coloniser’s languages at some point in their careers for their native languages. Many 

authors were published abroad; it is relevant to mention that some publishers were set up 

to publish African writers such as, l’Harmattan (1975) or Présence Africaine (1949) based in 

France, Peaches Publications (1961) in England, and Broadside Press (1965) and Lotus Press 

(1972) in the USA. This does not mean that there were no publishers in their homelands, but 

African writers publishing in foreign institutions are often attracted to Western publishers, 

either because they hope to achieve prestige and recognition, greater international 

exposure, and economic profitability, or to have freedom of writing without censorship. 

There are other factors which make publishing in African countries difficult. For example, a 

research survey focusing on African journal publishers whose presence is noticed to have 

been augmented from the 2000s onwards specifies that most publishers are concentrated 

in Nigeria and South Africa, the remaining 38% being scattered over the continent: “The 

financial status of journals is still a bit murky, although many respondents implied a scarcity 
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of resources. Nearly one third of respondents indicated that their journal operates in a 

‘cashless’ environment” (Murray, 2014: 7). As art and literature are subject to the economic 

and financial remuneration and gains, literary prizes appear to be an important trigger and 

symbolic goal for writers and the expansion of the literary production. There are prizes 

dedicated to writings in the African context, including the Noma Award, the commonwealth 

award and the Cain prize (Kiguru, 2016), but African writers are not limited to these awards. 

For example, Assia Djebar received a number of prizes outside Africa, including the 

prestigious Neustadt International Prize for Literature for her contribution to world 

literature, the Marguerite Yourcenar Prize, the International Prize of Palmi and the Peace 

Prize of the German Book Trade, demonstrating that an African writer can succeed beyond 

the space purportedly designated for their evolution. 

Generally speaking, contemporary African female authors trigger international audience as 

there are many bestselling authors such as Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (USA), Fatou Diome 

(France), Bernardine Evaristo (UK), Calixthe Beyala (France), Assia Djebar (France). This is 

due to an increasing interest in this long overlooked category of writers until the late 20th 

and early 21st centuries. More importantly, African female writers attract international 

readership as their fiction tends to provide a sociological and anthropological depiction of 

African societies. African Francophone female authors particularly often portray the politics, 

culture and the male/female relationship in the African context (Griffiths, 2011).  The 

historian Catherine Coquery‐Vidrovitch notes : “La littérature de langue française sur les 

femmes africaines nous apprend beaucoup plus, à vrai dire, et de façon autrement plaisante 

que ne le fait la littérature dite savante des anthropologues ou des historiens” (1998 :5). 

However, the current success of African female writers and readers’ interest in them are 

relatively new phenomena. During colonisation, publishers did not encourage women to 
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write and by the time the first women such as Assia Djebar in 1957 or Flora Nwapa in 1966 

were published, the canonisation of African writing was dominated by men: “Apart from the 

colonisers’ languages, the ideals of Victorian colonial education became an additional 

hindrance for African women writers” (Zulfiqar, 2014: 3). With regards to critics and the 

study of works by African female authors, multiple seminal works exclude or barely mention 

female writers in their study such as Eustace Palmer’s An Introduction to the African Novel 

(1972) and The Growth of the African Novel (1979), and Gerald Moore’s Twelve African 

Writers (1980). This underscores the importance of encouraging female authors to write and 

also proves the loopholes present in African canonisation and the perpetuation of the real-

life male hegemony in the intellectual scene. More importantly, while a wide range of 

research on a mix of female postcolonial authors from different continents (Africa, South 

Asia and Latin America) has been conducted (Françoise Lionnet’s Postcolonial 

Representations: Women, Literature, Identity (2000)), there is limited criticism undertaken 

on exclusively African female writers. 

This research employs the term “postcolonial” and engages with the field of postcolonial 

studies taking into consideration the nuances and the evolving definitions of the term and 

field. This study is aware that there are divisive angles of vision to this term. The term has 

been conceptualised and its different connotations and functions articulated by theorists 

including Edward Said (1978), Franz Fanon (1986), Gayatri Spivak (1988), Homi Bhabha 

(1994), Stephen Slemon (1995), Robert Young (1995) and Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and 

Helen Tiffin (2000). It is important to distinguish between the terms postcolonial and post-

colonial. First, while postcolonial deals with the body of works that have emerged from the 

colonial context and tackles themes related to the ex-colonies and the critique of literature 

related to Africa, South Asia and Latin America regardless of the time period in which these 
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literatures emerged, particularly considering that some postcolonial works took form during 

colonisation, post-colonial refers to the period of time that came after independence. 

Slemon highlights “a lack of consensus and clarity” that characterises the definition of 

postcolonialism and simultaneously contends that this absence of clarity is ‘what is 

genuinely enabling about the field’ ” (1995: 100). Therefore, “Postcolonial theory is built 

from the colonial experiences of people who engaged in liberation struggles around the 

world […] it bears witness to constant cultural forces for representation; it allows people 

emerging from socio-political and economic domination to reclaim their negotiating space 

for equity” (Rukundwa and Aarde, 2007: 1189-1190). While the field of postcolonialism 

stimulates opposing reactions as is the case in France, where this term is not appreciated 

due to its complex relationship with its past, it is relevant to consider that postcolonial 

studies are still essential for the documentation of the people’s experiences and the 

representation and understanding of the cultures and issues of postcolonial societies 

through literature. More importantly, this field is still relevant because neo-colonialism and 

economic imperialism hold captive the previously colonised countries. Additionally, the 

consequences and repercussions of colonisation are visible with African diaspora and 

immigration to Europe, which is a contemporary world issue. For all these reasons, 

postcolonial theory still remains relevant today. The term postcolonial, as it appeared within 

the frame of English studies, was first accepted by, incorporated within, and applied to 

Anglophone geographic areas and literatures. Although the term Anglophone itself is less 

employed in scholarly and academic writings in the English-speaking areas of the world and 

is used predominantly in academic work produced in non-English speaking countries, it falls 

under the guise of the postcolonial. The ambiguity lies in the fact that “in much  current 

usage the two terms are used to describe parallel fields, as though ‘Francophone Studies’ 
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was a completely separate field of research to ‘Postcolonial Studies’” (Salhi, 2003: 7). Yet, 

effectively, both fields address writings with non-native English and French. 

On another level, “Francophone” is a postcolonial term which appeared in politics to refer 

to “the totality of regions in Africa, the Caribbean, the Pacific and Indian oceans where 

French is considered to play an undisputed social role, and the totality of the regions in 

Europe and North America, where French is spoken as the first language” (Salhi, 2003: xiii). 

Moreover, another designation, that of “Francophone Postcolonial Studies exists as a 

challenge to any exclusive definition of the postcolonial. The acknowledgement of a 

Francophone postcoloniality allows sustained attention to the non-European cultural 

contexts and products that emerged from French imperialism” (Forsdick & Murphy, 2003: 

13). However, “Francophone” has been used in a different sense by critics who wanted to 

distinguish between literature produced in the French language by native French and non-

French authors. Writers originating form previously colonised territories or elsewhere, who 

are not French natives but use the French language in their productions are called 

Francophone writers. It is a distinction, which does not appeal to many writers, because 

they feel it excludes them from the field of French literature despite their erudition and 

mastery of the French language. Assia Djebar, for instance, was elected to the Académie 

française and yet she continues to be referred to as a Francophone writer. Calixthe Beyala, 

Fatou Diome and the 40 signatories of the Littérature-monde manifesto published in Le 

Monde in March 2007 denounce this distinction. While the study of Francophone literatures 

has remained somewhat marginal in mainland France, where only a few works published by 

postcolonial authors have become part of the literary canon (Laroussi and Miller, 2003), in 

the past twenty years, scholars educated in English-speaking countries and working outside 
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France have developed a new approach to Francophone literature inspired by postcolonial 

studies.   

There is debate about whether Franco-French writing is part of Francophone literature, and 

logically it is, but in practice, the distinction between French from France and French from 

elsewhere implies a hierarchy, which is resisted by writers. The scholars who fight for a 

more equal treatment of both fields often argue that in the English language field, which 

does not distinguish between English and Anglophone authors, postcolonial writers have 

been incorporated into the canon, however, this happened gradually. Second, the English-

speaking world has centres other than London, such as New York, while the Francophone 

world still has Paris as its uncontested centre. As Pascale Casanova (1999) notes:  

The particular case of Paris, denationalized and universal capital of the literary World, must 

not make us forget that literary capital is inherently national. Through its essential link to 

language – itself always national, since invariably appropriated by national authorities as a 

symbol of identity – literary heritage is a matter of foremost national interest. (34) 

The phrase “literary capital is inherently national” highlights the idea that despite Paris’s 

international influence, the globalisation of the capital feeds the national ego and 

superiority. This explains French scholars’ arguable unwillingness to detach the French 

language from national identity, but by doing so they perpetuate the colonial hierarchy, 

while benefiting from the universal impact of Francophone authors. Effectively, both 

Francophone authors and the French literary scene are enriched by their mutual 

contributions. On the one hand, the French literary canon gains from having non-French 

authors who write in French, making this language a prestigious, ever-evolving tool of 

writing. On the other hand, Francophone authors gain from writing and publishing in French 

because of their access to what Pascale Casanova terms “The Bourse of Literary Values” in 

her study of “the literary economy” governed by the realities of the market (1999: 13). 
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 On the other hand, the term “Francophone” bears a more complex meaning, tainted with 

some ambivalent connotations due to France’s reluctance to come to critical terms with its 

colonial past. In fact, until recently French scholars’ unwillingness to adopt a postcolonial 

approach was closely linked to politicians’ attempt to suppress colonial memory and lack of 

recognition of France’s responsibility in crimes against humanity committed through the 

enslavement and exploitation of colonised populations, including torture that was widely 

practised, in particular in Algeria. Forsdick notes that the debate about France’s colonial 

responsibility still triggers reactions from different social categories. He sees proof of this in 

the Charlie Hebdo attacks in January 2015 which provoked new, intense debates about 

France’s colonial legacies and their links with the insidious radicalisation that occurs in 

France: 

Debates concerning the legacies of Empire had been increasingly evident in France itself 

since 1999, when the French state first officially acknowledged that the conflict in Algeria 

between 1954 and 1962 constituted a ‘guerre’ in its own right. This was a move that 

triggered controversies to be accentuated two years later, in 2001, when General Paul 

Aussaresses admitted in his memoirs, Services spéciaux: Algérie 1955-1957, the widespread 

use of torture in that war. (2015: 3-4) 

Another subject of controversy is the acknowledgement of non-French authors as being part 

of the French canon. Casanova suggests that cities that serve as literary capitals result in the 

universalisation of the literature of their respective nation. She pinpoints the evolution 

through time, infrastructure and material resources as the determiners of a literary capital. 

As a literary capital, Paris welcomes authors from across the French-speaking world and 

turns them into global commodities in the same way London or New York launches 

Anglophone authors into the global literary space. According to this logic, the term 

“Francophone” should encompass all literatures produced in the French language, including 

the works of France-born authors, instead of making a binary distinction between the 
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French and the Francophone, which perpetuates colonial discrimination. Until this happens, 

the Francophone literary scene remains a site of permanent struggle as Bourdieu highlights 

in Les règles de l’art (1992): 

Les transformations radicales de l’espace des prises de position (les révolutions littéraires ou 

artistiques) ne peuvent résulter que des transformations des rapports de force constitutifs 

de l’espace des positions qui sont-elles mêmes rendues possibles par la rencontre des 

intentions subversives d’une fraction des producteurs et les attentes d’une fraction du 

public, donc par une transformation des rapports entre les champs intellectuels et du 

pouvoir. (325) 

Thus, Francophone literature is a field marked by historical legacies and colonial 

repercussions, where the former colonising power rejects the idea of French authors being 

aligned in the same rank as writers from the countries once dominated by France. On the 

contrary, the existence of a French-speaking community scattered over the world is 

understood as a way of reminiscing the greatness of the French Empire to counterbalance 

the present-day worldwide dominance of English resulting from the British Empire. Fordsick 

and Murphy explain:  

‘la Francophonie’ [is] a group of French-speaking countries/regions through whose cultural, 

diplomatic and commercial connections France maintains its opposition to what it perceives 

as the ever-increasing influence of English-speaking cultures […] Use of the epithet 

‘Francophone’ itself - in phrases such as ‘littérature francophone’ [Francophone literature], 

referring to all literature written in French except that produced in France itself - suggests a 

neo-colonial segregation and hierarchization of cultures that perpetuates the binary divides 

on which, despite the rhetoric of ‘civilizing mission’, colonialism depended for its expansion 

and consolidation. (2003: 3) 

This passage highlights the problematic nature of the Francophone field. It sheds light on 

the specific terms that constitute the sum of the colonial experience such as “neo-colonial 

segregation and hierarchization”. In light of the complex ways in which postcolonial and 

Francophone studies differ, depart from, or complement each other, it is important to 
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mention that this thesis applies a postcolonial lens to a mixed set of Francophone and 

Anglophone writers.  

Established in the 1990s, “Francophone postcolonial studies” is now an important field of 

literary studies, which explores non-French authors writing in French from a postcolonial 

perspective. For instance, in a recent essay entitled “Francophone North African Literature” 

(2015) Jane Hiddleston returns to Abdlekebir Khatibi’s Le Roman Maghrébin (1968), a 

pioneering piece of scholarship which attempted to theorise North African writing but 

remained neglected until Francophone studies experienced “a surge in popularity in the last 

twenty years” (82). She explains how Khatibi set forth the postcolonial North African novel 

as an emerging different type of fiction: 

Khatibi’s readings associate the novel closely with the political context of the War of 

Independence. Indeed, according to Khatibi, the mission of the novel at that time was to 

‘exprimer le drame d’une société en crise’. In this respect, Khatibi’s discussion anticipates 

something of Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin’s paradigmatic conception of 

postcolonial literature as a corpus of works that ‘emerged in their present form out of the 

experience of colonization and asserted themselves by foregrounding the tension with the 

imperial power, and by emphasizing their differences from the imperial centre’. This does 

not mean that each work produced at the moment of crisis necessarily takes the form of a 

straightforward depiction of it, however, and one of Khatibi’s central concerns is precisely 

the complex form of the novel’s engagement with its epoch. (2016: 83) 

The North African novel is directly related to the colonial historical context, especially since 

the language of its expression is, at times, the one of the previous coloniser. Khatibi’s 

emphasis on difference is important and I shall examine the notion further in Chapter 

Seven. For now, I will concentrate on “the novel’s engagement with its epoch”, a phrase 

that shows a perennial sense of championing and committing to one’s country at a time 

when neo-colonialism perpetuates Western influence in postcolonial societies. As 

emphasised by Hiddleston, Khatibi was a pioneer in conducting a complete study of North 
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African writing, but it is only when Anglophone postcolonial scholars showed interest in 

Francophone literature that Khatibi’s work was given credit. Hiddleston deplores the fact 

that North African literatures in French received little critical attention in the years after 

decolonisation and highlights the importance of addressing the colonial past and its legacy 

from a postcolonial perspective: 

The end of the French presence in the North African colonies of Algeria, Morocco and 

Tunisia, and in particular the Algerian war received little critical attention in the years after 

decolonization. These have now become a more prominent focus of intellectual enquiry. 

Despite this insurgence of interest in the colonial past in North Africa and its legacies in the 

present, however much work remains to be done and this remains a troubled field; critics 

cite, for example, article 4 of law 2005-158, proposed on 23 February 2005 though later 

retracted, according to which university research must accord recognition to the positive 

contribution of the French who served overseas. (2015: 82) 

Hiddleston shows that in France postcolonial Francophone literature has not received as 

much critical attention as it deserves. Her article highlights that there are still many 

unresolved issues in North African literature. She also emphasises the importance of 

contextual knowledge in addition to theoretical approaches when addressing Francophone 

writing. This approach promoted in Hiddleston’s essay and her 2011 book, Assia Djebar: Out 

of Algeria will inform the methodology adopted in this study, in addition to inspiring my 

work on Djebar’s writing and life between multiples territories. 

African postcolonial literatures can often be analysed through a binary and dichotomous 

lens. Dichotomy is often associated with negativity, lack of nuance and creativity and, in 

psychology, is associated with borderline mental disorder. In postcolonial studies in 

particular, it is noted that due to the African colonial history, literatures produced in African 

contexts are often described by critics as either national or assimilated (Senghor, 1948), 

subversive or submissive, their languages of writing are either indigenous or European 
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(Ngũgĩ 1986), their perspective on feminism is believed to be influenced either by Islam or 

by Western feminism and so on. However, as shown by contributors to intersectionality 

theory like Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw (1989), the reductive binaries need to be 

reconsidered to reveal the complexity of multiple interwoven layers. This is desirable not 

only to advance a feminist approach to African literatures produced by women, but also in 

critical theories in general. This study, inspired by the intersectionality feminist theory 

developed by Crenshaw, proposes to adopt multiple, complementary perspectives for the 

analysis of African female authors’ works. It aims to explore the construction of postcolonial 

female literary identities and to investigate the aesthetic particularities of African 

postcolonial literature and female authorship through the works of four women writers 

from three African countries.  

The Corpus 

This study will explore female African authorship in French and English through a focus on 

four authors and eight novels. The four authors originate from Senegal, Algeria and Nigeria, 

which were colonised by Britain and France and belong to the greater regions of the 

Maghreb and Sub-Saharan Africa. The authors’ languages of writing are English and French. 

Djebar lived between Algeria, France and the United States, Diome migrated from Senegal 

to France and Adichie lives between Nigeria and the United States, whereas Bâ spent her 

lifetime in her native country. The writers and their novels have been selected for their 

representativity. Two of the authors, Mariama Bâ (1929-1981), the author of Une Si longue 

lettre (1979) and Un Chant écarlate (1981) and Assia Djebar (1936-2015), who wrote Vaste 

est la prison (1995) and La Femme sans sépulture (2002) among other novels, can be 

considered as the pioneers of African women’s literature. The other two writers, Fatou 
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Diome (b. 1968) and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (b. 1977), belong to the second generation 

of female authors born in Africa and produced bestsellers including Le Ventre de 

L’Atlantique (2003) and Impossible de grandir (2013) by the former, and Half of a Yellow Sun 

(2006) and Americanah (2013) by the latter. They have been selected as case study authors 

not only for their belonging to different generations, but also for their writing in different 

languages and participation in different migration patterns. Due to their differences, they 

allow us to expose different patterns through the comparative analysis of female 

postcolonial authorial commitment across national and linguistic borders. This selection has 

been intended to be broadly representative, so that the findings can be valid for a larger 

group. Beyond their differences, the authors share a number of similarities, which makes 

their comparison possible. They have in common relatively similar, colonial and postcolonial 

diasporic/African female perspectives and all of them use a former colonial language in their 

writing. Furthermore, they have voiced their positions both through the medium of their 

literary expression and through other means, including essays, interviews and social 

activism. The four authors exhibit a number of differences which will allow this study to 

reveal broader trends across the African spectrum. It is relevant to mention that a 

comparative analysis a discussion of the difference between the case study authors, lest the 

examination falls into the trap of a monotonous and sterile study. Thus, the fact that the 

four authors come from three different countries, Algeria, Senegal and Nigeria, and belong 

to different generations will provide important pointers about the dynamics and evolution 

of African writers over time, thus adding a diachronic dimension to this study. The corpus 

includes one North African author, Assia Djebar, versus three sub-Saharan African authors, 

which will shed light on how the colonial history has affected their work. Three of the 

selected authors migrated to France and to the United States while one, Mariama Bâ, 
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remained in Senegal. This difference will allow me to explore in which ways the use of the 

French and English languages is impacted by experiences of living in multiple territories. 

Finally, the selected body of work, which includes novels by one Anglophone writer, Adichie, 

and three Francophone writers, helps establish a comparison between the Anglophone and 

Francophone literary fields, informing my understanding of their differences pertaining to 

the colonial and postcolonial relations between ex-colonisers’ treatment and response to 

the wave of postcolonial authors who embraced their languages in their writing and 

declarations. 

The selection of the novels is intended to provide a balanced comparison between authors 

because some of them, Djebar, Diome, and Adichie, have been more prolific than others. 

More importantly, the inclusion into the corpus of an earlier and a more recent novel by 

each author enables me to analyse the evolution of their language of writing and notice 

some larger trends, including the increasingly audacious presence of the writers’ mother 

tongues in their later works. Additionally, the choice of eight novels provides a wealth of 

themes to be analysed and discussed in relation to historical, political and social realities 

specific to each writer’s mother country. These themes are crucial to observe the writers’ 

anti-hegemonic commitment through three main intertwined paradigms that a preliminary 

analysis indicated to be fundamental: language, realism and resistance. Ultimately, a 

comparative examination of the eight novels is expected to shed light on how women 

writers of African origins respond to similar struggles and postcolonial traumas and develop 

comparable stances about their languages of writing. To this end, it will be useful to 

investigate why they have recently come under scrutiny and criticism for choosing European 

languages for writing. Multiple reasons and arguments have been advanced as to why they 

should write in their mother tongues rather than in the languages of former colonial 
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empires, which may preserve traces of colonial power relations. To understand the choice of 

the languages of writing, this study will focus on the writers’ identity formation through an 

analysis of the already mentioned paradigms of language, realism and resistance, 

formulating the hypothesis that linguistic, novelistic and anti-hegemonic oppositional 

strategies are crucial to constructing and shaping the authors’ literary identities.  

This is the point where intersectionality theory becomes useful. Being a theory that favours 

the interplay of several aspects into one, it is possible to consider that the interconnection 

of three types of resistances in the present research comes under the umbrella term of 

intersectionality. When Kimberlé Crenshaw first coined the term, she aimed to point out the 

feminist exclusions of multiple aspects of women’s lives, such as race or class, as the main 

concern of the feminists of the 1980s and 1990s was the emancipation of women from male 

hegemony. Evans et al. suggest that intersectionality: 

brings together a set of ideas about the complex multidimensionality of subjectivity and 

social stratification and the consequences of its mis-specification. At its root, 

intersectionality posits that different dimensions of social life (hierarchies, axes of 

differentiation, axes of oppression, social structures, and normativities) are intersecting, 

mutually modifying and inseparable. They ‘fuse to create unique experiences and 

opportunities for all groups’. (2013: 3) 

The passage not only defines intersectionality theory but also highlights the impossibility of 

dealing with women’s issues in isolation, arguing for consideration of more profound and 

complex aspects of domination, which perpetuate women’s submission. These aspects 

include manipulated religion, political hierarchies in place, or a globalisation in which 

imperialism and economic multinationals as well as Eurocentrism play a pivotal role in the 

subjugation of women, in particular those from previously colonised countries. With this 

definition in mind, this thesis will adopt a fundamentally intersectional approach, not only 
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to women’s resistances to various forms of domination, but also to key features of their 

authorial identity construction. While this research considers socio-historical understanding 

of the authors’ background as intrinsic and necessary to the subsequent understanding of 

their literary productions, the work will focus on dominated rather than dominant 

viewpoints and favours female postcolonial authors since they occupy the intersection in 

which multiple dominations are the most concentrated.  

Literature Review and Key Concepts 

As we have already seen, postcolonial theory is generally accepted and is widely used as an 

analytical framework in the field of Anglophone literature, but it is still often resisted in the 

Francophone field (Forsdick and Murphy, 2003). As a result, scholars of Francophone writing 

have approached the field from two main perspectives: structuralist-semiotic analysis 

focusing on literary genres, stylistic and other formal elements on the one hand, and literary 

history on the other. Due to these different traditions, African literary studies are sharply 

divided along lines dividing literatures produced in English, French or Portuguese. Therefore, 

there are almost no comparative studies of authors writing in the English and French 

languages. This study proposes to fill this gap by investigating the ways in which literary 

identity is constructed by postcolonial women writers whose self-definition as authors is 

blurred, either due to the historical political circumstances in which they wrote and their 

belonging to multiple territories as a result of migration (Gafaiti et al., 2009) or for their use 

of a European language. Therefore, a comparative study is needed to explore their complex 

and decentred identities, which encompass translingual, transcultural, transnational and 

sometimes ambivalent epistemological positions. 
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As authorial identity is a key concept of this thesis, it is pivotal to define it. Postcolonial 

studies are imbued with the theme of identity, claiming that colonised peoples’ identities 

suffered various crises due to colonisation and post-independence migration. This crisis of 

identity affects ordinary people as well as authors. As Mercer (1995) argues, “Identity only 

becomes an issue when it is in crisis, when something assumed to be fixed, coherent and 

stable is displaced by the experience of doubt and uncertainty” (43). This means that 

postcolonial subjects’ identity is systematically formed against criticisms and from the 

combination of colonial history, the trauma following decolonisation, the plurality of 

cultures within the African context, the weight of modernity and the perpetual quest for 

equilibrium between antinomic poles. The difficulty of defining identity in postcolonial 

studies is highlighted by Dizahi: 

According to [the]Oxford English dictionary, identity is defined as “The fact of being who or 

what a person or thing is” but in [the] postcolonial context, identity is a complex concept 

that would be difficult to define. The identification of an individual or a group or a nation in 

postcolonial terms is linked to the “other”, that means they recognize themselves "us" with 

the existence of the “other”. (2015: 1000) 

The construction of the four postcolonial female writers’ literary identities will be examined 

in this thesis, taking all the parameters into account. My conception of identity is grounded 

in three main approaches. One is characterised by a connotation of pride and dignity, 

another explained through culture and a last one related to colonialism and postcolonialism. 

First introduced by Erikson (1958) in his theory of stages of psychological development, 

identity is defined as a “fundamental organizing principle which develops constantly 

throughout the lifespan”. The political scientist, James D. Fearon underscores the social 

consequences of identity and the subject’s agency in developing distinguishing features in 

which to take pride when defining who they are:  
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As we use it now, an ‘identity’ refers to either (a) a social category, defined by membership 

rules and (alleged) characteristics, attributes or expected behaviours, or (b) socially 

distinguishing features that a person takes a special pride in or views as unchangeable but 

socially consequential. In the latter sense, ‘identity’ is a modern formulation of dignity, 

pride, or honour that implicitly links these to social categories. (1999: 1) 

From the perspective of a political scientist and philosopher, Benhabib defines identity as 

intrinsically entwined with culture: “Culture has become a ubiquitous synonym for identity, 

an identity marker and differentiator” (2002: 1). Following Benhabib, I regard cultural 

translation as a strong indicator of identity construction. More recently, Angela Roothaan 

(2017) examined identity through a politico-cultural lens and in a postcolonial context. Her 

definition is important for this study as it deals with identity in relation to national borders 

and ethnic and territorial belonging particularly since the case study authors can be labelled 

as transnational as they belong to multiple countries. This third definition exemplifies the 

post-colonial outlook of many African societies. For example, the Tamazight (Berber) people 

have a rather different perception of identity as they reject the idea of being linked to 

people whose presence has been imposed by frontiers, which have been drawn during the 

scramble for Africa in 1884/85. They have created a flag that symbolises their identity 

beyond established borders and includes all North African Tamazight people of Algeria, 

Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, and the Canary Islands. This very idea is illustrated in Roothaan’s 

definition of identity: 

In the global post colony, the nation states are the primary measure of belonging or identity. 

The colonizing powers installed modern states where they had not been before, and left 

them behind when retreating. It is important, though, to state that today, in a world where 

borders are drawn as state borders, the state is not a universally recognized measure of 

belonging for all societies. There are, for instance, movements among indigenous peoples 

that contest their belonging to a state they never signed on to. (2017: 34) 
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Here Roothaan reiterates the idea that national borders resulting from colonial division of 

Africa have not evolved naturally and often ignore ethnic borders in that they enclose 

different ethnic groups into one country, while dividing members of the same ethnic groups 

into different countries. Roothaan’s definition is also relevant to this thesis as it shows that 

identity is not only linked to the nation state, but can be inclusive of other parameters such 

as ethnicity and culture. In this study’s context, writing in colonial languages does not 

necessarily mean not belonging to one’s national literature and culture and being 

assimilated to other states. It may mean instead that the authors’ identity is performative 

and constructed through their intellectual activities and literary expression straddling 

different national literary traditions and cultures. 

Taking into consideration the definitions of identity discussed above, this thesis defines 

authorial/literary identity as the complex set of personal experiences, intellectual, 

ideological, and political views, and identifications with different cultural traditions and 

literary canons of my case study authors which have shaped their work and determined 

their linguistic and narrative strategies. The authorial identity is similar to one’s 

understanding of everyday identity; only the authorial identity is documented through 

fictional and non-fictional literature, is performed in an intellectual way and can be a 

representative voice for subaltern subjects. These elements will enable us to shed light on 

my four authors’ complex and multifaceted sense of belonging by means of their fictional 

and non-fictional work, and ultimately, on their contribution to the current debates on 

African and postcolonial literature. By focusing on writers with diverse life trajectories, this 

comparative analysis encompasses extended time periods, geographic zones and multiple 

languages. The differences between the selected authors will foster comparisons, and will 
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allow this thesis to test the hypothesis that postcolonial female authorial identity has some 

core traits and characteristics that remain unchanged over time and geographic distance.  

My notion of authorial identity is underpinned by the distinction proposed by narratologists 

between different voices and positions present in a narrative. I will rely on Shlomith 

Rimmon-Kenan’s classification of the participants in fictional narration: “the real author, the 

implied author, the narrator, the narratee, the implied reader, the real reader”. Drawing on 

Booth’s theory of the implied author and reader, Rommon-Kenan distinguishes the extra-

textual participants such as the real author and reader from the intra-textual ones:  

Of the six participants […] two are left outside the narrative transaction proper: the real 

author and his equally real counterpart, real reader. In the text, they are ‘represented’ by 

substitute agents which Booth and numerous others […] call the ‘implied author’ and 

‘implied reader’. More than just a textual stance, Booth’s implied author appears to be an 

anthropomorphic entity, often designated as ‘the author’s second self’ […] According to this 

view, the implied author is the governing consciousness of the work as a whole, the source 

of the norms embodied in the work. (2002: 87-88) 

Rimmon-Kenan’s innovation resides in analysing the understudied relation that links the real 

author to the implied one. She suggests that implied authors are “often far superior in 

intelligence and moral standards to the actual men and women” who produced the literary 

works. This thesis will therefore take into consideration simultaneously the “real author” 

and the “implied author” on account of the fact that the works of my case study authors 

exhibit a strong autobiographical vocation. The relationship between real author and 

implied author is complex and subtle: for example, the real author may be, as is variously 

the case with my writers, a militant in real life, publish pamphlets and essays and produce 

engaging pieces of journalism, with the implied author inheriting some aspects of the real 

author’s stance and promoting similar ideas in the fictional texts. Accordingly, I will use the 
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term “authorial identity” to refer to the real author’s identity. To further clarify the 

relationship between these two entities, this thesis distinguishes between the private 

identity of the author as a real person and their authorial identity, which is strictly linked to 

the real author’s ideological and intellectual self-positioning. Authorial identity is a part-

conscious, part-subconscious construct, as can be deduced from the implied author of the 

literary oeuvre and the extra-literary public declarations of the author as a real person. In 

addition to the subtlety of authorial identity that authors develop and display outside and 

inside their fictions, it is sometimes also difficult to distinguish between the protagonist and 

the real author, in particular in fiction with a strong autobiographical content. 

My thesis adopts a number of key terms and draw on areas of research which have been 

employed by theorists and critics with shifting meanings, which may be strongly dependent 

on the context in which they are used. The notions of commitment, realism, 

autobiographical writing and resistance will feature prominently in this study and I will 

define them now to clarify the meanings with which I use them. I will adopt the definition of 

commitment provided by the Nigerian writer and critic Chinua Achebe as “The writer’s duty 

to help (his people) regain (their dignity) by showing them (the West) in human terms what 

happened to them, what they lost” (1975: 8). This understanding of engagement was first 

introduced by Jean Paul Sartre in his essay Qu'est-ce que la littérature? (1948) and later 

adopted by Achebe to signify responsibility and duty. Realism is an aesthetic mode of 

writing that opposes and differs from romance, fantasy, and art for art’s sake types of 

literatures (which consider art without any commitment to social, political and moral 

issues). It aims to portray nature or life in the most genuine way. It favours the description 

of life in a verisimilar manner that speaks to the reader. As Hamon (2015) explains: 
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Dans la tradition poéticienne et rhétorique, on le sait, la question du réalisme 

(comme position esthétique) et celle du style (comme écriture) ne sont guère 

posées, ne ‘communiquent’ pas, ou ne sont guère posées en relation l’une avec 

l’autre. Sauf éventuellement antinomiquement: Balzac, c’est bien connu, n’a pas de 

style. Zola, qui voulait une langue ‘transparente’, pas assez. (Hamon, 2015: 32) 

 Scholars have tirelessly tackled realist aesthetics because of the enduring popularity of the 

realist novel. Among the most important contributions to its elucidation are Erich 

Auerbach’s Mimesis (1968), and Hamon’s Puisque réalisme il y a (2015). Auerbach’s analysis 

of the realist aesthetics tackles divergent, complementary and convergent aspects, as 

categorised by Hamon, which will be examined in Chapter Four. Realism and its 

understanding have evolved since its first appearance in the 19th century because its 

popularity has been fluctuating intermittently. The definition of realism has proved itself to 

be flexible, contradictory and inclusive of many layers of meaning. Hamon describes it as 

“un mot vague et élastique” (2015: 7) that has evolved over time: 

En sachant que chaque époque, donc chaque école littéraire, fabrique son réel, élabore sa 

conception du réalisme contre celle des prédécesseurs, et que le réalisme ne saurait 

évidemment être cantonné à l’intérieur du seul XIXe siècle: le roman picaresque espagnol, le 

réalisme psychologique de Jane Austen […] les grands romans historiques engagés […] sont, 

à leurs manières respectives, autant de fabriques originales de certaines formes de la 

mimesis. (2015: 7) 

According to Hamon, the original French realism (19th century), English social realism (19th 

century), and American realism (20th century) each captures a specific historical time, with 

the latter, in particular, representing emancipation from English literature and continuity 

with the American renaissance as a symbol of American identity. In African countries, realist 

aesthetics emerged before independence in the 20th century and its popularity has endured 

during the postcolonial period. Thus, while realism in Europe belongs to a tradition that 

goes back to the 19th century, it has been adopted by authors of the emerging African 
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literatures as a fitting narrative strategy to represent postcolonial Africa. The importance of 

realism lies in its ability to capture and crystallise cultural, social, political, and historical 

aspects, making the novel an elaborate source of knowledge. For this reason, realism is a 

narrative mode appropriate to convey resistance. Effectively, each of the three parameters, 

which are the focus of my thesis, namely realism, resistance and engagement, are present 

either separately or simultaneously in postcolonial African women’s fiction. The polyvalent 

character of realism means it can be problematised and personalised according to different 

contexts. In an African context, realism is bound to engagement; thus, for instance, if the 

writer’s struggle is political, then the novel’s realism will be all about politics. While tackling 

political issues in literature could be done through allegory or satire, to cite only a few 

stylistic techniques, realism is used to address political issues in a direct and explicit way and 

serves as a way of depicting culture, society and language, which makes realist aesthetics a 

complex technique of writing.  

Life writing, a phrase used to designate various forms of autobiographical writing, can 

enhance realist aesthetics, in being able to provide not only personal and intimate details of 

its author’s life but also a focus on social, historical, and political aspects that form the 

context of this life. The eight narratives examined in this thesis draw on the life of their 

authors, which they seem to put forward as exemplary and illustrative of the life of women 

from their homelands. In his seminal essay “Le Pacte Autobiographique” Philippe Lejeune 

defines an autobiography as “Un récit rétrospectif en prose qu’une personne réelle fait de 

sa propre existence, lorsqu’elle met l’accent sur sa vie individuelle, en particulier sur 

l’histoire de sa personnalité” (1975: 14). In his attempt to distinguish a novel from an 

autobiographical work, Lejeune underscores the fact that an autobiographical work is 

characterised by a transparent and straightforward enunciation of the author’s identity, for 
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instance, by stating on the cover that it is an autobiography. He also highlights 

“resemblance”, which he propounds is noticeable within novels, where the readers’ 

analyses and comprehension of the text lead them to conclude that the essence of the novel 

is derived from the authors’ own lives and experiences, and thus their identities (Lejeune, 

1975: 25). Lejeune’s work will underpin this comparative analysis in two ways. First, it will 

inform my research about the components and elements which make an autobiography a 

narrative and second, I will use his concept of “resemblance”, defined as a process that 

occurs when the reader is familiar with such contextual information as the novel’s historical, 

geographical and cultural setting or the author’s background, and is able to notice multiple 

points of similarity between reality and the events taking place in the fictional work. The 

notion of resemblance articulated by Lejeune can be confused with mimesis. In other words, 

there is a fine line between autobiographical fiction, and a novel constructed in ways that 

resemble reality and mimic reality as seen by the author. Therefore, it is clear that realist 

aesthetics (mimesis) and autobiographical writing (resemblance) interact to serve the same 

purpose of displaying and constructing the literary identity of the authors. This will be 

thoroughly examined in Chapter Five where, I will investigate what motivates the authors to 

tackle and illustrate socio-political themes through their lives and how autobiographical 

writing contributes to their authorial identity construction. More importantly, we will see 

that the four examined authors have intimated that writing about oneself means healing 

and that digging deep into their traumas probably means digging into traumas that are 

common to other women of their home states. 

Debra Kelly’s Autobiography and Independence: Selfhood and Creativity in North African 

Postcolonial Writing in French (2005) is directly relevant to this study because she 

elaborated the notion of “autobiographical discourse” as a better articulation of the 
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postcolonial autobiographical writing. This will be espoused in the analysis of the case study 

novels in particular, given that her book studies writers from Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 

and uses life writing to examine the effects of colonialism and Eurocentrism in works by 

Mouloud Feraoun, Assia Djebar, Abdelkebir Khatibi and Albert Memmi. Kelly focuses on 

Maghrebian identity and the different strategies and techniques used by these four authors 

in their autobiographical writing: 

I wish to return to the question of genre and to a prevalent discourse in the work of French 

critics who have taken an interest in North African writing in French, the idea that since an 

autobiographical tradition does not exist in Arabic literature, the genre of autobiography has 

in some way been ‘borrowed’ from the European tradition, and these colonial and 

postcolonial subjects are ‘imitating’ a way of constructing the self that is not part of [the] 

traditional way of thinking about [an] individual within their own communities. Yet, 

autobiography has also been called a tool for ‘decolonizing the mind’ within the colonial and 

postcolonial context, and the autobiographical productions of writers from formerly 

colonized territories have frequently been led to experimental textual practices in which the 

self becomes a ‘place of creative, and by implication, political intervention’. (2005: 11-12) 

Kelly’s analysis shows the problematic nature of the autobiographical writing by North 

African authors in French. Her study is directly related to colonialism and postcolonialism 

and the ways in which North African authors emancipated themselves from strictly 

European styles of writing, genres and languages while they paradoxically also freed 

themselves from the strict and conservative societies in their countries of origin. She claims 

that there is “a series of issues that need to be addressed concerning the contribution of 

texts by North African writing” (12). The issues or concerns that Kelly refers to can be 

extrapolated in her previous quote when she talks about the ambivalent nature of 

postcolonial writing. Postcolonial authors use strategies and genres such as autobiography 

to “decolonise the mind”, that is, to emancipate as well as detach one’s mind from the pre-
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established epistemology grounded in Eurocentrism and simultaneously to resist social 

injustices they suffer in their native countries. However, my authors’ works are novels not 

autobiographies, which is why the autobiographical discourse is more relevant than 

autobiography. I will explore this ambivalence or double standard in Chapter Seven of this 

thesis. Kelly’s analysis of the autobiographical discourse in a postcolonial North African 

context, and in particular the chapters “Life writing in the colonial and postcolonial context” 

and “Assia Djebar, history, selfhood and knowledge”, will be a source of inspiration for my 

methodological choices and insights, even if she deals with mainly male authors and her 

scope is limited to the Francophone field. 

Resistance refers to defiance, struggle, and opposition, which are common to all four 

authors examined in this research. David Jefferess (2008) notes that “The idea of ‘resistance’ 

provides a primary framework for the critical project of postcolonialism. Resistance is a 

continual referent and at least implicit locus of much postcolonial criticism and theory, 

particularly in terms of the analysis of the failure, or deferral, of liberation in Africa, South 

Asia, and the Caribbean” (3). Resistance is one of the fundamental aspects of the case study 

corpus which contributes to the construction of the four authors’ identity. This study will 

suggest that some postcolonial writers use their literary productions to describe the 

struggles of postcolonial subjects faced with Eurocentrism, both in their African homelands 

and in Western societies, and to channel their ideas as active, committed and concerned 

authors. Resistance to hegemony has been a way of subverting other ideologies such as 

patriarchal or Eurocentric mind-sets. It is also a way of opposing the established ideas in the 

current globalised intellectual scene. Homi Bhabha describes the 20th century as a period 

characterised by the “beyond”, referring to a neutral hybrid space where different styles, 

cultures and identities coexist, and where boundaries between them are blurred. In The 
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Location of Culture (1994), he introduces the notion of hybridity as a mode that is prevalent 

in the intellectual and cultural sphere, more particularly in the postcolonial context. Indeed, 

for him, hybridity is key to describing moods and trends, which are pervasive in the 

contemporary world, especially in the postcolonial period. Bhabha, as a pioneer of 

postcolonial theory, underscores not only linguistic, political, racial, social, and cultural 

hybridity, but also conceptualises resistance. His work will serve as an important base for my 

concept of hybrid resistance. 

There are numerous postcolonial scholarly works on resistance in which the notion is 

variously understood and interpreted as revolt, opposition, subversion or mimicry. Neil 

Lazarus’s Resistance in Postcolonial African Fiction (1990) and Jeanne-Marie Clerc’s Assia 

Djebar: Ecrire, Transgresser, Résister (1997) are two of them. This thesis introduces the 

notion of hybrid resistance to encapsulate resistance through mimicry, opposition and 

subversion all at the same time. The qualifier “hybrid” refers to the hybridity of the writers’ 

struggles (the anti-Eurocentric and anti-patriarchal ones) and the hybridity of the narrative 

and stylistic choices they make to express their struggles. As the novel is a European genre, 

mimicry takes place through the novel form itself and the language of writing. Subsequently, 

once the mimicry takes effect, the African female authors oppose, undermine and subvert 

pre-existing styles of writing through relexification, translanguaging and intrusion of cultural 

elements, which are identity markers of each author’s country of origin and which are not 

present in the traditional novel form. At this point, a few words are required on the concept 

of culture. Being an intricate and inextricable part of identity, culture has been defined and 

reshaped according to context. In a 1994 article, Apte states that “Despite a century of 

efforts to define culture adequately, there was in the early 1990s no agreement among 

anthropologists regarding its nature” (2001: 1994). Among the numerous definitions, each 
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of which focuses on different aspects depending on the context and the researcher’s 

vantage point, two are particularly relevant to this study since they relate to the meaning of 

identity. The first one is a classic landmark definition by British anthropologist Edward Tylor 

who in 1870 stated that culture is “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, 

art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 

member of society” (in Avruch, 1998: 6). The second more recent definition is elaborated by 

Matsumoto as “the set of attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors shared by a group of 

people, but different for each individual, communicated from one generation to the next” 

(1996: 16). Given the similarity between the two definitions and the aforementioned 

definitions of identity, it is safe to consider that culture and identity are intertwined notions 

that can be studied in parallel. It is also essential to examine authorial identity through the 

lens of cultural references in fiction.  As a result, this form of hybridity will constitute a 

pivotal part of my analysis of the strategies of identity construction and self-representation 

of the four postcolonial authors.  

From a feminist perspective, the notion of resistance is highlighted by Gayatri Spivak in “Can 

the Subaltern Speak?” which was first published in 1985. The essay conceptualises 

subalternity in a way that encompasses anti-colonialist, feminist and Marxist standpoints, 

and concludes that “For the ‘true’ subaltern group, whose identity is its difference, there is 

no unrepresentable subaltern subject that can know and speak itself” (1988: 27). Spivak’s 

answer to the question asked in her essay is that the subaltern can speak but is not properly 

listened to, as she claims that women and peasants are not represented because they are 

not well informed about their histories. This means that the minorities, the marginalised 

and the women whose roles are downplayed and disparaged have more reasons to resist. 

Thus, the emerging voices and intellectuals who can faithfully represent depict the struggles 
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of their fellow “subaltern groups” speak not only for themselves but for their 

group/community as well. The importance of Spivak’s work lies in opening the way and 

prompting critics to analyse postcolonial narratives.  

Another crucial study that addresses women’s role in postcolonial contexts is Françoise 

Vergès’s Un Féminisme décolonial (2019). It explores decoloniality, a recent digression from 

postcolonialism that is emerging as a sub-field of postcolonial studies and deals with the 

female racialised subject and articulating a visionary understanding of feminism applied to 

postcolonial women. Vergès criticises the “fémi-imperialism” that is to say a Western white 

epistemology that dictates a standardised worldview on the needs of women and 

systematised global solutions neglecting the different needs of women from different 

backgrounds. She designates this type of universal feminism as a “féminisme civilisationnel” 

which adopts, restores and imposes the colonial codes, behaviour and strategies of 

hegemony upon African and Asian countries through the feminist theory. Furthermore, by 

associating feminism with imperialism, Vergès propounds that feminism has been used for 

economic and political purposes and has lost its original intention of emancipating women. 

As a result, she proposes “le féminisme décolonial” as a solution to the racialised women, 

who are considered collateral: “les féminismes de politique décoloniale n’ont pas pour but 

d’améliorer le système existant mais de combattre toutes les formes d’oppression: la justice 

pour toutes les femmes signifie la justice pour tous” (39). She urges for a complete 

reformation of feminism to make it relevant to a wider range of issues affecting more 

women. Vergès’s work is exceptionally important for this thesis in that I ask questions that 

are very close to the issues it discusses, providing a strong theoretical basis for my notion of 

hybrid resistance (to be discussed in Part Three). 
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Rationale and Aims and Objectives  

The rationale behind undertaking this study is grounded in the first of the three elements ‒ 

language, realism and resistance ‒ that run through the thesis. Language will serve as a 

unifying thread linking the hypotheses and research questions of the thesis. The language 

choices of postcolonial African writers has been the subject of recent debates and 

controversies. Barber and Furniss (2006) have flagged up the question, arguing in favour of 

developing an in-depth socio-historical understanding in order to avoid falling into the trap 

of an overly simplifying dichotomy of writing in indigenous languages seen as authentic and 

writing in European languages seen as assimilative (2006: 2). Earlier critics, including Ngũgĩ 

Wa Thiongʼo (1986) and Kunene Mazisi (1992), had suggested that, on the contrary, African 

languages are bearers of cultural and social values which are lost when writers write in 

European languages. According to this outlook, novels which are written by Africans in 

European languages are devoid of authenticity and do not represent the writers’ nations 

and countries of origin. In Ngũgĩ’s terms, “The literature […] produced in European 

languages was given the identity of African literatures as if there had never been literature 

in African languages. Yet by avoiding a real confrontation with the language issue, it was 

clearly wearing false robes of identity: it was a pretender to the throne of the mainstream of 

African literature” (1986:22). For Ngũgĩ, literature that is written in European languages is a 

disguised, unfaithful representation of African identities; thus, only literatures produced in 

indigenous languages can portray the essence of African peoples.  Kunene concurs with this 

argument, claiming that: 

Writers who write in foreign languages are already part of foreign institutions; to one extent 

or another, they have adopted foreign values and philosophical attitudes, and they variously 

seek to be a member of their culture. They cannot be said to be African cultural 
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representatives who write in another language because, in spirit, at least, they speak from 

the perspective provided for them by the affective apparatus of mental control exercised by 

the former colonial power. (1992: 32) 

This controversy around language inevitably leads to a set of further questions. First, 

audience represents a serious parameter when writing because choosing a language 

necessarily determines who is going to access it. Ngũgĩ proclaims that by choosing a wider 

audience, postcolonial authors renounce being read by the majority of their own people 

and, by doing so, they give up something of their identities. Therefore, authorial identity 

becomes the centre of discussion. Ngũgĩ’s criticism implies that writers wear “false robes of 

identity” when writing in foreign languages. He alludes to the elaboration of a fake identity, 

based on the assumption that language and identity are interchangeable or complementary. 

He claims that languages reflect the cultural traits of a person and author, and expression 

renders identity intelligible. Therefore, accusing writers of their languages of writing not 

being representative of who they are puts into question and scrutinises their identity as 

individuals and writers. 

Ngũgĩ makes a fair point when he argues that African literature need to rid itself of the 

former colonisers’ Eurocentric views and hierarchies and that the best way to achieve this is 

to rid African literatures of European languages as primary languages in Africa, which 

contain forms in which colonial hierarchies survive, particularly in view of feminist critiques 

of patriarchal language, such as Spivak’s (2008) which highlights that language is a 

depository of gender, ethnicity and culture. At the same time, however, Ngũgĩ disregards 

the possibility of decolonising one’s perception using other techniques than writing in 

indigenous languages. He excludes the possibility that postcolonial societies can decolonise 

their vision by reaffirming their identities and focusing their energies on re-establishing their 
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heritage and history while they continue to speak and write in the colonisers’ languages, 

and recommends that they develop their indigenous languages, which suffered from several 

colonisations since the Roman times. However, it is equally important to consider that 

decolonising the African gaze might also be possible in European languages which can be 

more widely read and accessed and therefore have a greater impact. My socio-historical 

investigation will show, in Chapter Two, the four authors’ vantage points regarding the 

language question and their roles as African authors who use English and French languages. 

Additionally, the fact that some African writers migrate or live between multiple territories 

challenges established ideas of distinct national literatures, which are either exclusively 

African or purely Western. Hafid Gafaiti (2009) has named this in-between state as 

“transnational literature”, arguing that “Francophone” postcolonial writers who write in 

French are still not fully accepted in France as part of the national canon and are therefore 

doomed to remain in a limbo between multiple belongings. Therefore, according to Gafaiti, 

authors’ literary identity compels a re-examination of the criteria used to categorise identity 

in relation to space and its representation. Homi Bhabha (1994) attempts to overcome 

binary definitions of identity by introducing the notion of the “third space” which allows 

critics to acknowledge postcolonial authors’ blurring of the boundaries of “here and there” 

and to mix different identities and belongings. This thesis will focus on this third space as a 

yet-to-be-defined element in postcolonial female African authors’ identity construction, 

which is characterised by in-betweenness and hybridity. To extend the notion of a third 

space conceptualised by Bhabha, this research articulates the role and functioning of this 

liminal space as a way of reconciling Western countries with their former colonies. 

Simultaneously, I argue that this is a virgin space that allows a postcolonial author to shape 

a new path and perform her identity. 
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There are several reasons why a focus on identity is vital for the success of a study seeking 

to determine what distinguishes African female authors from other writers. Although the 

process of identity construction is individual to each person, it is important to understand 

the common denominators shared by a group of authors who share similar histories and 

cultures. Thus, knowing and understanding writers’ histories leads to a better 

comprehension of their oeuvre, as it is hardly possible to isolate the text from its author. 

The authors’ place in their oeuvres has long been debated in literary criticism. First, Russian 

formalism (1915) foregrounded the text as the essential and only source of understanding 

of any novel. Second, the Anglo-American New criticism (1941) includes a group of scholars, 

who appeared after the First World War, such as I.A. Richards and his Practical Criticism 

(1929) and took shape with John Crowe Ransom’s The New Criticism (1941) which 

elaborated the close reading (content and form) approach along with the different scholars 

of his epoch. Then, there is the socio-historical and poststructuralist criticism influenced by 

Bakhtin (1965), Bourdieu (1977, 1982/1991), Derrida (1978), Weedon (1997), and Foucault 

(1980), as Morgan propounds: 

Weedon (1997) is centrally concerned with the conditions under which people 

speak, within both institutional and community contexts […] Weedon notes that a 

person’s subjectivity, which is defined as diverse, contradictory, and dynamic, 

signifies a different conception of the individual than that associated with humanist 

philosophy, which presupposes that every person has an essential, fixed, and 

coherent core. (2012: 3) 

This quote points out two inter-related elements: that language cannot be dissociated from 

its people’s contexts and that identity is a dynamic and subjective notion that is not steady 

and suspended. Therefore, while structuralists such as Roland Barthes 1967 announced the 

death of the author and shunned the author’s intentions, biography, historical contexts and 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/I-A-Richards
https://www.britannica.com/biography/John-Crowe-Ransom
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material life circumstances, this study is grounded on socio-historical, poststructuralist logic 

which regards the author as a pivotal component of their oeuvre. This entails that knowing 

who the author is and being familiar with their life context contributes to our interpretation 

of their identity as individuals, which is highly influential in the direction their texts can take. 

And knowing the intellectual penchants, ideologies, commitments and causes they advocate 

is equally important in the understanding of the novels, which frequently have messages to 

transmit. Although these writers use essays, journalism and even academic writing to 

express their intellectual and social commitment on the themes of their choice directly, the 

novel form remains an alternative way of expressing similar ideas more indirectly. Tackling 

social issues through fiction has multiple advantages. It allows authors to impact readers’ 

emotions rather than just on their intellect. It may also be a way to accumulate prestige or 

avoid being censored. as in the case of the Algerian writer Kamel Daoud who used to be a 

journalist writing social commentary and addressing the Algerian political, religious and 

decolonial situation in his articles, but only after publishing his critically acclaimed novel 

Meursault, contre enquête (2013) did he gain international visibility. After establishing his 

popularity, he then re-published a selection of his newspaper articles from 2010 to 2016 in a 

volume demonstrating the importance and popularity of the novel in addressing political 

and social issues. Furthermore, postcolonial authors are even more worthy of study due to 

their complex identities, which is partly due to their belonging to multiple territories, their 

use of European languages, their ambivalence towards their languages of writing and, more 

importantly, the fact that it is hard to fit them into one type of literature. Therefore, the 

construction of authorial identity is central to this thesis also because the literary strategies 

they adopt help shed light on the way they conceive of themselves as authors.  
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This takes me to the Aims and Objectives of my research. The aim of a comparative analysis 

of eight novels by four postcolonial women writers is to explore the ways in which the 

selected authors particularly, and a wider range of authors belonging to the same category, 

construct their literary identities and at the same time express them through their written 

and oral utterances. By tracing the literary identities of the selected authors, the research 

expects to respond to the overwhelming scepticism of such critics as (Ngũgĩ (1986), Irele 

(1990), Kunene (1992)) vis-à-vis postcolonial writers and their sense of belonging. While 

there are multiple elements which can be part of the authors’ self-definition and identity 

construction, this research has opted to focus on three main elements, namely commitment 

through language, realism and the autobiographical discourse, and resistance, which 

represent strong intertwining paradigms. These are observable in and common to the case 

study authors and are also certainly present in other authors’ works. Thus, the research 

formulates two interrelated hypotheses; firstly, writing in the language of former colonisers 

and using Western literary genres such as the novel does not prevent authors from 

developing specifically African literary identities and resisting Eurocentric domination. 

Secondly, identity formation in the authors’ works is shaped by their specific approach to 

language, their adoption of the realist aesthetics and their commitment displayed both 

within and outside their literary productions.  While the case study authors, amongst others, 

are criticised for their uses of English and French, they also are not systematically accepted 

as French authors by their host countries especially, in the Francophone sphere. Therefore, 

one of the questions is: how do they respond to such criticism? This study suggests that the 

case study writers strategically or subconsciously espouse commitment (which will be 

particularly addressed through language use and translanguaging), realism and resistance in 

their fictional and non-fictional productions, which are conveyed through English or French 
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languages as the ultimate answer to criticism with regards to their literary belonging. At the 

end of this study, understanding is expected – how the three elements operate in the texts 

and how they coexist and serve each other concretely. The thesis is structured around these 

three elements and the following research questions: 

1. What opportunities and challenges does writing in the language of the former 

coloniser entail for (female) African postcolonial authors? How do they use the 

language for their own purposes? 

2. How is African female postcolonial authorial identity constructed and shaped 

through the appropriation of Western literary models, genres and languages? 

3. How do the authors resist patriarchal and postcolonial hegemony in their oeuvres 

and beyond? 

Methodology and Structure of the Thesis 

To engage with the novels in-depth and find answers to the articulated research questions, I 

will adopt the following methodology. I will first undertake a socio-historical analysis of the 

context in which the authors have produced their texts. Investigating the historical contexts 

of the authors’ upbringing and the events, which marked the histories of their native 

countries will provide a first level of understanding of the texts. Moreover, this socio-

historical approach will be enriched and given greater depth by the authors’ own non-

fictional material, including their activism, their delivered speeches, essays and academic 

writing as well as interviews. The purpose of adopting such an approach is to examine the 

writers’ activities outside their fictional writing to explore the complementarity between 

their fictional oeuvres and their regular real-life activism. This socio-historical analysis will 

also consider the paratext and secondary sources on the historical and political background 
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of the authors in order to yield a wider picture in which the authors evolve. This approach 

will also allow this thesis to explore the specific links between the authors’ commitment, 

and linguistic, aesthetic, and stylistic choices. 

Throughout the socio-historical analysis, the information pertaining to the authors’ 

biography and extra-literary activities will be regularly referred to and linked to the novels 

when necessary. Subsequently, the study will engage in a close reading to the novels 

focusing on characters and themes because they are central nods where ideology is 

inscribed into a work of fiction. This will be achieved in two stages. First, Mariama Bâ’s Un 

Chant écarlate (1981), Assia Djebar’s La Femme sans sépulture (2002), Fatou Diome’s Le 

Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003) and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun (2006) 

will be analysed in Chapter Four which tackles realist aesthetics and mimesis. This will be 

done through focusing on characters as agents of history, as they can be accurate and 

perceptive representations of present and past reality. Four different novels will be 

examined for their autobiographical content: Mariama Bâ’s Une Si longue lettre (1979), 

Assia Djebar’s Vaste est la prison (1995), Fatou Diome’s Impossible de grandir (2013) and 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Americanah (2013). The autobiographical will be probed in the 

novels to address how experiences and intimate stories are used to display the authors’ 

identity. Emphasis will also be put on translanguaging as the four autobiographical or semi-

autobiographical novels exhibit a large presence of the authors’ mother tongues. Therefore, 

translanguaging will be examined as a technique for constructing authorial identity. After 

analysing the novels individually, the study will finally undertake a comparison between 

them to see whether their uses and strategies are similar or different to draw a conclusion. I 

will compare the previously analysed eight novels to investigate how the hybrid resistance 

they typify contributes to the authors’ literary identities. I have elaborated the notion of 
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hybrid resistance from Bhabha’s original work on hybridity, which refers to a place of 

reinvention of different aspects and modes through their intersection. It favours the 

mingling and merging of multiple elements to form completely new ideas. This strategy will 

be examined at two levels. First, it will be used to demonstrate that the selected 

postcolonial female authors employ the novelistic genre not just as a mere emulation of 

Western literary models but also to take advantage of its heterogeneous character and the 

opportunities it offers to mix various stylistic expressions. Second, the analysis will show 

how these authors resist and subvert ideas and use their mother tongues, resulting in a 

hybrid resistance. The analysis will focus on two key forms of resistance: resistance to 

Eurocentric views and totalitarian univocal history instead of a multiplicity of histories. 

Eurocentrism tends to assume that civilisation, modernism and progress are mostly 

European and overlooks the history of colonialism and, in particular, oppression, past and 

present, applying a selective remembering that still sees Europe as a source of aid rather 

than exploitation. From a Eurocentric perspective, Africans are often seen as migrants in 

Western countries – potentially harmful, less civilised and irremediably foreign. The 

Eurocentric demeanour is not only in the West but also permeates former colonies (for 

example, through the belief that fairer skin is more beautiful, or that going to church is 

modern while animism is backwards and so on) (Amin, 1988). Second, resistance to 

patriarchal hegemony and social injustices experienced by women will be examined. I will 

probe resistance through a range of themes and motifs, which embody the dominant ideas 

the authors want to subvert, denounce or resist. These include Eurocentric clichés, African 

countries’ local social injustices, male hegemony and totalitarian (or a grand narrative that 

supersedes all other stories) history. The analysis will culminate in demonstrating that, 
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thanks to hybrid resistances, the authors remain engaged with both their national and 

international audiences.  

The thesis is composed of three parts and seven chapters. In Part One, the authors will be 

introduced, first through a socio-historical analysis of their intellectual trajectories and with 

a particular focus on their attitude towards language and their adoption of a critical 

approach to patriarchy and colonialism. Chapter One will discuss their upbringing, education 

and activism within and outside their writing. Chapter Two deals with African postcolonial 

studies and the language question considering both sides of the debate: African writing in 

European languages versus African writing in indigenous languages. It also investigates the 

authors’ postures towards their language of literary expression. In Part Two, Chapter Three 

analyses, compares and contrasts the eight novels by the four case study authors with a 

particular focus on language use. Chapter Four will examine what Auerbach (1968) calls 

“themes” and Phillip Hamon (2015) terms “characteristics” of realism in four novels as one 

of the seminal aesthetics of literary identity construction. Chapter Five will examines the 

autobiographical elements present in the eight novels drawing on Debra Kelly’s notion of 

autobiographical discourse rather than conventional autobiography. Part Three introduces 

and explores the concept of hybrid resistance. In Chapter Six I make my way through the 

various theories on which I draw and which I bring together to elaborate the notion. 

Chapter Seven identifies the types and strategies of hybrid resistance deployed in the eight 

novels and investigates, by way of comparisons between texts and authors, how hybrid 

resistance contributes to the construction of our authors’ literary identities.  
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Part One: Identity Formation through Language 

Part One of this thesis will lay out the socio-historical contexts from which the four female 

novelists studied in this work have emerged. Reviewing the history of colonisation and 

decolonisation in Algeria, Senegal and Nigeria and comparing socio-historic and linguistic 

conditions in each country will help develop an understanding of the diversity of African 

contexts in which the authors’ literary identities have evolved. This part focuses on language 

with the aim of exploring how language is used in the literary strategies and techniques 

deployed by the authors in their fiction. Thus, language is the thread linking the various 

aspects of this thesis. By examining the socio-historical context of the four authors, 

including the recent histories of their countries of origin, their biographies and their non-

fictional productions and declarations, one can understand how the language of literary 

expression leads to the literary identity formation of postcolonial female African writers 

whose background is generally multilingual. More importantly, Part One proposes to 

examine how postcolonial African authors chose their language of writing and developed a 

political and social commitment, which is apparent through their various activities including 

writing and other forms of activism. 

Part One will be composed of two chapters. Chapter One will look at the historical and 

personal context of Mariama Bâ, Assia Djebar, Fatou Diome and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

and their respective countries of origin. Subsequently, in Chapter Two, authorial identity will 

be addressed from the vantage point of language. After considering the principal factors 

contributing to African postcolonial authors’ language choices in general, I will focus my 

attention on the four female writers’ particular experience and their reasons for choosing 

French and English as their languages of writing. I will explore the authors’ reflections on 
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their relationships to the languages in which they write and the role of language in their 

writing. Finally, Part One will lay the foundations for the analysis of the novels and reflect on 

how the use of languages relates to the novels’ principal themes and impacts the authors’ 

literary identities. 

Chapter One: The Four Writers in their Contexts 

1.1. The Impact of Colonial History on the Emergence of African Literatures 

The history of African countries occupies a prominent place in the literary oeuvre of the four 

authors examined in this study. It represents colonisation, decolonisation, immigration, and 

civil war that involved Western powers in conflicts in the colonial conquest of the African 

continent. Colonisation is defined as: 

the extension of political control by one powerful nation over a weaker nation. These foreign 

immigrants dominated the countries where they settled not only politically, but also socially 

and economically. In order to sustain their domination, they seized the lands of people, 

settled there and imposed various forms of taxes. In another way, colonialism referred to as 

the rule of a group of people by a foreign power. The people and their land make up a 

colony. The foreign power sends people to live in the colony to govern it and to use the 

colony as a source of wealth. (Adeyeri et al, 2012:3) 

Having been colonised over 300 years ago, Senegal is the oldest French colony. Explorers 

established their first settlement there, in Saint-Louis, in 1659: “Its geographical position 

meant that it commanded trade along the Senegal River. The four communes of Senegal 

(Goree, Dakar, Rufisque and Saint-Louis) were the only places during the African colonial 

period, where African inhabitants were granted the same right as French” (Bawa, 2013: 2). 

However, the colonisation proper of Senegal did not start until the 1850s, when French 
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governors invaded the existing kingdoms of the different ethnic groups of the pre-colonial 

Senegambia.  

The 19th century scramble for Africa (1884) only ratified the already acquired territory of 

Senegal to France. In 1895, Senegal became part of French West Africa. Given the fact that 

France adopted an assimilation policy, which aimed to turn African indigenous people into 

French people, Senegal is said by Bawa to be the closest country to France’s ideal of 

assimilation: “France espoused an additional goal of transforming the African populations 

within its sphere into French citizens. Nowhere is this effort epitomised better than in 

Senegal” (Bawa, 2013: 4). The stark imposition of the French language and attempt at 

deleting indigenous languages such as Wolof, Peul, and Serer, amongst others, was so 

effectively executed that any written material that was published in an indigenous language 

was subject to taxes and constraints so as to discourage people from using their mother 

tongues, especially to disseminate knowledge. Bawa points out: “The enforcement of this 

policy was so strict that the printing or publication of books in African language for use in so-

called “village schools” was subjected to a 12.8% tax. Imported books in other languages 

(e.g. German, English) were levied the same amount of tax by the customs service” (2013: 

5). This example illustrates French linguistic assimilation policies which had longstanding 

consequences on literatures produced in former French colonies in Africa.   

World War II damaged the reputation of France within its African colonies insofar as 

Africans discovered that France could be defeated. In 1940, German troops invaded France 

and the North of the country remained under German rule until the allies rescued it to win 

WWII. It is important to mention that France did not lose thanks to its colonies, as great 

numbers of African soldiers continued to fight from France, including the tirailleurs 

sénégalais.  
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However, it is pertinent to mention that unlike Algeria, which obtained its independence 

through a violent and bloody war that lasted for six years, Senegal gained its independence 

peacefully. This happened through the handover of power to Léopold Sédar Senghor, a 

fervent partisan of assimilation, educated in France, who became the first president of 

Senegal. Due to the complicity between African and French governing elites, Senegal 

became an independent nation on 4 April 1960 through what Chafer (2003) calls a “smooth 

transition”. 

Senegal’s post-independence period was marked by emigration to France which resulted 

from poverty. In fact, not only was Senegal facing issues with legal emigration but with 

illegal one, particularly as the geographical location of the country implied that other 

neighbouring countries such as Mali, Guinea Conakry and Gambia could use the Senegalese 

borders as a transitory passage to venture to European countries. Gueye and Deshingkar 

dwell on the factors that shaped the migration phenomenon in Senegal explaining the 

psychological effects and conditions which make immigration even more prominent in 

Senegal in comparison to other African countries: 

It is said that migration has been embedded in the culture of Senegal since colonial times 

when the leader of the Mourides, Cheikh Amadou Bamba was exiled. Different explanations 

have been offered for the current patterns of high-risk irregular migration from West Africa 

including economic hardship imposed by structural adjustment programmes, and ideas of 

masculinity, pride, honour and courage which ‘intertwine in accounts of the decision to 

embark on a pirogue to Europe’. Others such as De Boeck and Honwana (2005) have linked 

the migration decisions of African youth to their aspirations for a different way of living and 

wealth. (2020: 16) 

The fact that migration is embedded in the Senegalese culture provides a crucial explanation 

to Diome’s tackling of the theme of emigration to France in more than one novel.  
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Algeria is the largest former French colony in Africa. Its colonisation was started on 10 May 

1830, a situation that lasted for 132 years. Despite the staunch Algerian resistance to the 

French forces during the first years, the French powers decided that Algeria would be the 

most appropriate location for a French settlement. The invasion and occupation of Algeria 

happened gradually. To set up French rule in Algeria, France relied on settlers from France, 

Spain and Italy to take hold of the massive Algerian territory. These European settlers “were 

perceived to occupy a liminal cultural and racial space which separated Europeans from 

Berbers and Arabs” (Barclay et al, 2018: 6). The Berbers and the Arabs were living in the 

worst conditions as women reported distressing rape anecdotes and the way they used to 

stain their bodies with filth at the arrival of French soldiers to their neighbourhoods to avoid 

sexual assault. This was reported by Françoise Vergès in her latest work on violence (2020), 

where she recounts a French soldier’s confessions about the atrocities that he witnessed in 

Algeria: “Nous approchons d’un village. J’entends alors l’aspirant P… crier à sa section: ‘vous 

pouvez violer, mais faites ça discrètement!’ Le soir en rentrant, j’ai appris qu’une jeune 

musulmane de quinze ans avait été violée par sept soldats, une autre de treize ans par trois 

autre hommes” (29). Moreover, there was stark discrimination between the European 

settlers and the Algerians whose lives were unvalued. The code de l’indigénat of 1886 

allowed the management of the population in Algeria and installed a system of segregation 

that guaranteed the payment of taxes by the Algerian indigenous peoples while depriving 

them of primary rights such as the right to vote. The rise of Algerian nationalism took place 

between 1908 and 1945 as Arabs and Berbers, calling themselves “young Algerians”, started 

to request rights for suffrage and representation in the French National Assembly. Although 

the French settler leaders were outraged by the new Algerian demands, Charles de Gaulle 

granted some rights in 1944 in exchange for military aid against Germany during WWII. To 
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motivate Algerians further, he promised them independence. The rise of nationalism in 

Algeria was also noteworthy due to the imbalance between the seven million Algerians who 

outnumbered by far the only one million European settlers, known as “pieds noirs”, whose 

fears were exacerbated due to the politicisation of the Muslim society in Algeria, in 

particular when in 1946 Muslim political parties started not only demanding rights to vote 

but full independence (Barclay et al, 2018: 14).  

On 8 May 1945, as the Second World War ended, the Algerian civilians organised a peaceful 

demonstration in Sétif, Guelma and Constantine to express their joy at the allies’ victory 

over Germany, as this entailed their own independence. However, French military forces 

and “pieds noirs” fired on the demonstrators, declaring Martial law, which culminated in the 

massacre of 45000 Algerians. Ironically, the day of the armistice is a celebration in France 

but a day of mourning for Algerians. The repercussions of this bloody event led to the 

Algerian war of independence. The decolonisation process finds its roots in the Setif 

massacres and political nationalist parties that started to secretly emerge.  

The decolonisation of Algeria was organised through bombing attacks, executed mainly by 

women in coffee shops and centres where “pieds noirs” gathered in large numbers. These 

isolated and unpredicted attacks announced the outbreak of the Algerian war for 

independence on 1 November 1954 and ended on 5 July 1962 with the death of 1.5 million 

Algerians. Negotiations between France and the temporary Algerian government ended 

with the Évian agreement which ended the armed conflict between the two countries while 

conceding important advantages to France, particularly regarding the exploitation of gas 

and oil in the Algerian Sahara. Thus, in addition to the exploitation of Algerian natural 

resources as a result of the Évian agreement, the same political party that had initially noble 

patriotic intentions and led to Algerian independence perpetuated its power for almost 60 
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years. The emergence of promising leadership candidates such as Mohamed Boudiaf (1919-

1992), a post-independence heroes and mentors for Algerians, was hindered by his 

assassination during a live televised speech. The lack of diversity in the Algerian political 

scene, as well as the lack of representativity and the eagerness to smother the Berber 

protests for the acquisition of their rights (right to institutionalise the Tamazight language 

and right to teach it in schools), created a sense of unrest in post-independent Algeria as the 

pre-independence methods of power relations were preserved. These factors spurred the 

insidious emigration phenomenon, as many Algerians prefer to risk their lives in the 

Mediterranean Ocean heading towards Spanish shores rather than live in a disguised 

democracy and intentionally undeveloped economy. 

As far as language is concerned, decolonisation aimed to replace the colonial French 

language with Arabic as the country’s official language. The French language was still 

maintained and employed in administration and education. A “divide and rule” strategy was 

implemented by France, which provided education only in the region of Kabylia and left 

others illiterate, creating a conflict between educated and non-educated Algerians. 

Benrabah (2013) produces an in-depth examination of language conventions and problems 

and associates it with politics and the interventions of a local elite attempting to impose the 

Arabic language, thus rejecting the language and culture of the coloniser as a decolonising 

strategy which consists of ridding the country of the remnants of the coloniser to restore 

one’s national identity. He states:  

Nationalism has a unifying and equalizing function. And its pretention is to use language 

planning as a ‘modernizing’ process capable of solving ‘language problems’ as well as 

‘communication problems’ allegedly related to multilingualism associated with the pre-

modern age. According to the nationalist view, a single uniform language and ‘high culture’ 
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supported by fairly monolithic educational system promote nation-building and 

modernization. (2013: 14) 

Benrabah’s analysis is highly relevant to understanding Djebar’s emergence as a writer. The 

political decolonisation strategy focused on the Algerian elite that mastered the Arabic 

language, as they had been educated in Arabic countries and invested in bringing, for 

example, Egyptian and Syrian teachers to teach the first post-independence Algerians in 

order to uniformise the language of the country. Notably, the nationalists who believe in a 

monolingual system as a political strategy are similar to the nationalists who encourage the 

return to writing in one’s mother tongue in the literary sphere. Moreover, the intellectuals 

who support the return to writing in indigenous languages promote postcolonial 

emancipation through a repudiation of the coloniser’s language, which would allegedly lead 

to a total embrace of one’s culture and the establishment of an African literature instead of 

an African European one. After Independence, political decision makers in Algeria opted for 

a monolingual system, which they perceived as a sign of development, modernity and 

rupture with the multilingual character of most African countries, including Algeria, to unite 

the nation, uniformise the language and reinforce patriotism. Although intellectuals 

supporting writing in indigenous languages and politicians advocating monolingualism do 

not share the same goals, their endeavours result in similar outcomes. Both promote the 

creation of a rejected third group (in the case of literature written in indigenous languages, 

the rejected group is the one who does not speak that indigenous language) doomed to 

experience displacement and estrangement due to being ostracised and isolated. Thus, 

Benrabah concludes that the adopted blueprint had the reverse effect and did not manage 

to unite and unify social groups. Despite the planners’ good intentions, the consequences of 

post-colonial decolonisation caused more harm than good, since the Berber ethnic group, 
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which was dominated by the French Empire during colonisation, experienced a second layer 

of hegemony from their fellow compatriots, leading them to use the French language as a 

tool of protestation to express their discontent with regards to the absence of the 

Tamazight language in the political scene. This explains why language and colonisation 

occupy such a prominent position in the Algerian Francophone literature, even 60 years 

after independence. 

Similar to other African countries, pre-colonial Nigeria comprised multiple ethnic groups, 

the largest of which were the Igbo, the Hausa-Fulani and the Yoruba. These groups were 

governed by their own political systems and found a way of living peacefully; they coexisted. 

Britain showed great interest in exploiting the natural resources of Nigeria, having exploited 

it in the triangular trade in the first expansion period. The conquest of the country 

emanated from John Beecroft’s bombardment of Lagos in 1851, which revealed British 

intentions regarding Nigeria. The abolition of the slave trade meant that the British 

government needed to reintroduce a legitimate trade in Africa: “In 1849, the British naval 

authority employed John Beecroft and made him the British Consul in charge of the Bights 

of Benin and Biafra”  (Ezeogidi, 2019: 2). This extended the British influence on the Nigerian 

territories. Therefore, Britain’s colonisation started within “a philanthropic desire” to 

abolish slave trade and simultaneously a vested interest in exploiting the country 

differently. From 1884 to 1922, the annexation of Nigeria took place gradually. The Nigerian 

land was subdivided to facilitate its rule and exploitation. Such subdivision called for indirect 

rule from the British Empire as opposed to the French direct rule policy. Asiwaju (1980) 

notes that the British rule was also characterised by “treaty making and military conquest”, 

which means that it relied on indirect rule rather than frontal rule. It should also be noted 

that British indirect rule was imparted through the Colonial Secretary, who was the most 
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superior leader of the colonial exploitation and who was based in London. Thus, orders were 

disseminated from England and followed by appointed Warrant Chiefs to maintain control 

in the Nigerian villages and hamlets. British forces overtaxed Nigerians through levies and 

forced labour to gain profit and squeeze maximum economic profitability. An informant 

reports the living conditions and the treatment received from the Warrant Chiefs, 

explaining: “my father said that they worked like slaves in the forced labour camp at Onitsha 

but slaves were better because slaves were brought and fed but in their own case, they 

were left to take care of themselves” (Ezeogidi, 2019: 15). The Nigerian people’s living 

conditions were atrocious, demonstrating that the purported “civilising mission”, which is 

translated in the media and defended by right-wing political parties, was just propaganda to 

occult the real motives behind colonisation and was obviously far from reality. 

The Second World War represented a leverage point for the European countries as all 

African colonies started to organise themselves and rebel to obtain independence. From 

1945 onwards, radical nationalism began to be observed among Nigerians. The British 

government fought back by imprisoning any suspected patriot who was a member of the 

“Zikist movement”, which appeared in 1950 and encapsulated the first indicators of 

revolution and change. While containment through diversion and distraction was the initial 

strategy to limit the contingencies of devolution of power, British leaders quickly thought of 

another plan of action to lure the Nigerian patriots and extinguish the remnants of their 

resistance. This consisted of writing a paper that would foster the acquisition of power by 

Nigerian national elites who were not radical and could maintain the British economic 

interests in place. The constitution process lasted for a decade from 1950 to 1960. The 

Nigerian elite were invited to several meetings and conferences where the laws and 

components of the constitution started to be negotiated. This was called a phase of 
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preparation, which was the British anticipation of the impending independence of Nigeria. 

Britain implemented the idea that Africans needed to be taught how to self-govern and 

learn the art of leading one’s people. This gave them some time to guarantee that once 

independence was reached they would not completely lose their influence over the ex-

colonies, a strategy that underpinned the establishment of the Commonwealth that took 

place right after the independence of all British colonies.  

After long negotiations regarding when independence should be granted, Nigeria attained 

its emancipation on 1 October 1960, and Alhaji Abubakar Tafawa Balewa became the first 

and only prime minister of Nigeria, from 1960 to 1966, as successors were elected 

presidents. The years following independence were marked by a cleavage between the 

different largest ethnic groups in Nigeria, which would lead to a civil war between the Igbo 

and the Hausa-Fulani, also called Biafra War, between July, 6th 1967 and January, 15th 1970, 

as Colonel Odumegwu Ojukwu governed the Eastern part of the country during the Civil 

War. The events that constituted the independent African nations are imbued with violence 

and massacres for the colonised and soft but treacherous and conniving for the coloniser. 

1.2. The Authors’ Lives and Trajectories  

Postcolonial women’s writing in Africa takes different forms and has evolved over several 

decades since the 1960s. To appreciate the diversity of the different strategies of resistance 

and identity construction that generations of female authors originating from various 

regions of the continent have forged, we cannot overlook the diversity of contexts in which 

these authors were born and raised, nor the migration patterns that have influenced their 

writing. The second section of Chapter One will focus on the main factors which shaped the 

authorial identity of Mariama Bâ, Assia Djebar, Fatou Diome, and Chimamanda Ngozi. These 
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factors include historical and social events which marked the authors’ lives, education, 

homelands and immigration patterns constituting the context in which their works were 

produced. The three countries in which the four authors were brought up share similarities. 

They have experienced Western colonisation and neocolonialism, multilingualism and the 

struggle for independence. However, they also show discrepancies, such as their adoption 

of different approaches to independence. This socio-historical framework constitutes the 

broader context in which the authors developed their literary identities and their various 

commitments, expressed through their speeches, essays and other public utterings in 

addition to their fictional work, thus adopting an anti-hegemonic vantage point. Post-

independence political decisions have also played a prominent role either in the unification 

of the Algerian, Senegalese and Nigerian peoples or, on the contrary, the divisions and 

frustrations resulting from the lack of inclusion of the various social groups into the political 

system. This represents another aspect of the contextual framework of the authors. The 

commitment visible in their non-fictional declarations complements the strategies of 

resistances employed in their novels, and the language seals the link between the 

commitment and resistance, as it is the tool of their expression and holds a central place in 

postcolonial African writing.  

1.2.1. Mariama Bâ 

Mariama Bâ belongs to the first generation of female Senegalese writers. Her writing career 

was short because she published her first novel, So Long a Letter (1979), towards the end of 

her life. Her health deteriorated, and she died in 1981 at the age of 52 without being able to 

finish her second novel, Le Chant écarlate, which was published posthumously in 1981. She 

has been generally acknowledged by critics as a feminist insofar as most reviews and 
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biographies highlight feminist engagement in her oeuvre, particularly when it comes to 

dealing with the place of women in Africa, their suffering in marriage and their many 

sacrifices in numerous fields. Bâ addresses these themes both in her novels and her non-

fictional activism, depicting “Women in general without discrimination to colour, creed or 

race (a toutes les femmes) and secondly, to men of goodwill (et aux hommes de bonnes 

volontés)” (Azodo, 2003: 422). Daugherty sees in her a pioneer comparable to the 

Negritude-founder writer turned politician Léopold Sédar Senghor. She suggests that 

“Senghor who started the Negritude literary movement in 1920s is Bâ’s literary forebear. 

But his writings did not address the issues African women in Senegal face” (2017: 2). For 

Daugherty, Bâ is different from Senghor as she places the feminist cause at the centre of her 

writing. Senghor himself recognised Bâ‘s national importance by naming a school after her 

in 1977.  

Born in Dakar in 1929 into a wealthy family, Bâ lost her mother early and was brought up by 

her maternal grandparents in a traditional Muslim milieu. In an interview by Alioune Touré 

Dia in the online journal “Lire les Femmes Ecrivains et les Littératures africaines” Bâ 

explains: 

Normalement, j'aurais dû grandir dans ce milieu familial, sans connaître l'école, avec 

l'éducation traditionnelle qui comprend l'initiation à des rites. Je devais savoir faire la 

cuisine, la vaisselle, piler le mil, transformer la farine en couscous. Je devais savoir laver le 

linge, repasser les grands-boubous et chuter le moment venu, avec ou sans mon 

consentement dans une autre famille, chez un mari. (1979: 2) 

Although Bâ was educated in the 1930s in a context where for young women it was nearly 

impossible to study, she went to primary school and Koranic school, a type of school that 

Senegal shares with other Muslim countries such as Algeria that is attended by both boys 

and girls in the early stages of their education. The same path was followed by Assia Djebar, 
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who shared a number of experiences with Bâ as we shall see during the course of this study. 

Bâ achieved good marks, but her conservative grandparents were reticent to let her study 

beyond the primary school because, at the time, theologians’ debates in Senegal contested 

women’s right to education. The Quran clearly states that there should be no discrimination 

between men or women in access to knowledge. This is evident from the very first verse of 

the Koran, stipulating that Ikraa, which means “study or learn”, is for everybody, 

independent of their gender. But, as Daugherty stipulates in her biography of Mariam Bâ, 

the Muslim religion was manipulated in Senegal as a tool of patriarchal hegemony to 

exclude women from educational opportunities:  

Senegal is an example of how a society has hindered its progress in a more globalized world 

by restricting the search for knowledge to a single gender, and Bâ constantly works to 

combat this in her writings and own education. Since her grandparents didn’t believe that a 

woman in Senegal needed an education, Bâ had to resist gender norms from a young age. 

She recognized early that she was discriminated against as a woman, and used this to fuel 

her resistance later in life. (2017: 3-4) 

Thanks to her high grades, exceptional curiosity and willingness to acquire knowledge, her 

father, who served as Minister of Health for Senegal, encouraged her to pursue her studies 

at university. Hence, Bâ was able to attend l’école normale, a prestigious higher education 

institution training in charge of forming future teachers which replicated the French 

institution of the same name. This illustrates how the French colonial assimilation policy was 

put in place through education. After graduating, Bâ became a teacher in Dakar and then an 

inspector of education. It is worth mentioning her father’s role in her education, which we 

will also notice hereafter with Djebar as her own father supported her and other girls to 

achieve literacy and reach higher education.  
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Bâ’s private life was punctuated by three marriages, from which numerous children were 

born: three daughters with Bassirou Ndiaye, her first husband, one daughter with Ablaye 

Ndiaye, and five children from her last marriage with the Senegalese politician, Obeye Diop. 

Divorce put an end to all three marriages. Bâ devoted her time to the education of her 

children, her professional life as a teacher and her literary activities. Bâ’s experience of 

marriage prompted her to champion women’s rights. She took part in many feminist 

associations, such as the Amicale Germaine Legoff (1979), to promote the importance of 

education for women and draw attention to everyday inequalities experienced by African 

women.  In the same interview, when questioned about the reason behind her choice to be 

active via women’s associations, she justified her choice by explaining the distorted 

approaches of political leaders, such as potential corruption and change due to financial 

temptations as opposed to a benevolent, charitable and practical action through 

associations:  

Dans le militantisme politique, l'octroi de postes comme les portefeuilles ministériels, les 

sièges de députés doublent les rivalités. Mais quand on a envie de travailler sainement, 

qu'on ne recherche pas à être connue, les associations féminines offrent des cadres 

d'évolution aux angles plus arrondis. Il y a des manœuvres plus aisées sans hargne, sans 

rogne, sans grogne. (1979: 4) 

Bâ’s feminism was ambivalent and has been criticised for many reasons. Although she was a 

confirmed feminist who worked incessantly for the benefit of women, in particular to 

improve education for girls as the ultimate tool of emancipation and success, Bâ belonged 

to the wealthy elite in Senegal. Her male family members held important offices, from her 

grandfather, who was a translator during the French occupation in Senegal and her father, a 

minister, to her third husband, a member of parliament. Although Bâ herself earned a wage 

and hardly experienced financial problems, she was aware of other women’s economic 
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precarity and focused her activism on helping them. However, some critics propound the 

idea that, given her intellectual and social position, she could have been more active 

through politics. In fact, she confirms both in her fiction and non-fiction that political 

activism for women is more complex because of the male hegemony. In her own terms:  

Il lui est difficile [à la femme] de s'insérer dans un parti politique. Les hommes sont souvent 

égoïstes. Il faut voir le visage de l'Assemblée nationale sénégalaise. C'est le pluralisme 

politique qui a renforcé le nombre de femmes, avec les femmes élues au niveau de l'un des 

partis d'opposition, le parti démocratique sénégalais, PDS. S'il n'y avait pas eu l'apport 

féminin de ce parti, il y aurait comme dans la législation précédente, quatre femmes; ce qui 

n'est même pas une représentation régionale. (1979: 4) 

This passage elucidates why Bâ opted for associations. Charles Sarvan (1998) criticised Bâ’s 

activism, claiming that, being rich, she was unwilling to give up her social status because he 

comfortable lifestyle meant that she did not need to grapple politically against a majority of 

male politicians. Thus, “from the perspective of a Western feminist”, she did not work to 

help change the social foundations which cripple poor women, as the only effective means 

to achieve such a project is through politics. Linking Bâ’s activism in associations to her 

novels, Sarvan points out:  

In the novels of Mariama Bâ, we see that feminism may at times overlook that economic 

inequality that affects the majority of women, children, and men. In the Third World, this 

inequality is great and the suffering of the poorer classes very real. In turn, this oversight 

may lead to the charge that feminism is lacking in breadth of sympathy. (1998, 464) 

Sarvan binds feminism to the economy and defends the premise that change occurs only 

through politics, which was lacking in Bâ’s career. On another level, Bâ rejected the idea of 

feminism that adheres to the false premise of ruling men and replacing the male domination 

with a female one, which is a reductive and primitive understanding of feminism, yet very 

much present in the minds of detractors of the movement. This was especially so during the 
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1970s. For all these reasons, her stance on feminism is not always clear because she was a 

feminist by trying to help poor women but without fighting politically for equality for them. 

She focused more on private lives or economic hardship than rights. 

It is, however, possible to consider Bâ’s feminism through another lens. She belonged to the 

first generation of women intellectuals in Senegal in the 1970s. She strove to denounce 

injustices as much through her declarations and activities as a teacher as via her literary 

works, in which marriage and polygamy are depicted as unfair institutions towards women. 

Hence, although her feminist perspective might not extend to all aspects of engagement, Bâ 

was a vocal and determined critic of polygamy, a sensitive topic in Senegal. Although Bâ’s 

feminism may be considered mild from a Western perspective – which prioritises women’s 

emancipation without taking into consideration their traditions and cultures – Bâ was highly 

influenced by the Negritude movement and, therefore, her feminist struggle was 

intertwined with her pride in her African roots and culture. Bruno (2006) compares Western 

feminism and “Third World” feminist perspectives and dwells on the multiplicity of 

feminisms impacted by different geographical, cultural and religious paradigms. As he points 

out, Western criticism of the global South’s feminist movements often fails to recognise the 

contribution of these in their cultural context: 

Among all possible factors, it is the activism of feminist  

movements what forces the political system to make concessions around women’s rights. In 

this view, Third World women were frequently seen as lacking sufficient feminist ideology 

and appeared to be too aligned to their local establishments and subordinated to the 

(patriarchal) power of the State. (2006: 7-8) 

Critics who dismiss Bâ’s feminism as too moderate fail to understand the importance of her 

commitment, even if she did not attempt to eradicate sexism and fight patriarchal 

hegemony through political means. However, it should be noted, instead, that Bâ was a 
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pioneer not only as one of the first African women writers to deal with women’s issues in 

fiction but also, and more importantly, because of her original vision and the path she 

elaborated to fight for African women. Both were implicit critiques of the shortcomings of 

Western feminist ideals. Bruno highlights this different approach to conceptualisation as a 

fundamental difference between the Global South and Western feminisms: 

An important difference between western and third world feminism is found in their  

conceptualization of women as the subject of struggles. While western feminists make  

equality between men and women the centre of their struggles, third world feminism  

‘stressed satisfaction of basic material needs as a pressing issue in the context of  

disadvantageous international economic order’. (2006: 8) 

Here, we understand that in the African context, the political struggle exceeds the feminist 

one alone and encompasses struggles against imperialism, economic hardship, dictatorship, 

as well as racial and class domination, which underscores the divergences between the two 

geographical locations. Therefore, her belonging to an African context shaped Bâ’s identity 

as a feminist writer as well as her intellectual commitment. In fact, her commitment was 

triggered by the injustices she suffered in her several failed marriages as well as her 

disappointment with the political sphere of her country in which women’s right to education 

was intrumentalised by male decision makers and intellectuals. Likewise, one can consider 

her Senegalese background as an example of the social life in Senegal, where the mostly 

Muslim population used aspects of Islam such as polygamy for the benefit of men until very 

recently. Moreover, it is safe to consider that the colonial repercussions played an intricate 

role in the post-independent Senegal which adopted French as the official language despite 

the fact that Wolof was the most spoken language. In a country torn between tradition and 

modernity, culture and progress, indigenous languages and the legacy of the coloniser, 

intellectuals crafted a new ideological cradle for an independent Senegal which took into 
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consideration both the pride of belonging to the Senegalese culture and colonial heritage. 

Bâ pioneered another way of bringing together the old and the new in relation to women’s 

situation. 

Among the numerous principles that inform her engagement, Bâ had implicitly rejected the 

Négritude movement’s univocal and stereotypical portrayal of the African woman. This 

movement was initiated by the writers Aimé Césaire, Léopold Sédar Senghor and Léon-

Gontran Damas in the 1930s in Paris. It drew inspiration from the Harlem renaissance as 

their distinguishing mark – pride in their blackness, a characteristic which they borrowed 

from this movement. However, Reiland Rabaka critiqued Senghor’s assimilation to French 

ideas on language, culture and political choices: “Senghor’s theory of Negritude, with its 

openness to the ‘complementary values of Europe and the white man’, has consistently 

glossed over the specificities of African cultures in an effort to present ‘a unified conception 

of the black race’” (1972: 204). This underscores two inter-related aspects of Senghor’s 

view; one that celebrates the French influence and another which defines black ethnicity as 

one clichéd entity. Besides, in his poem Femme Noir, Senghor praises African women’s 

natural beauty by describing them as typically “Dark, beautiful, regal and unspoiled” (in 

Azodo, 2003: 16). Senghor enumerates a number of qualities that supposedly pertain to 

every African woman, neglecting the right to difference. Although he attempts to restore 

black women’s self-esteem after the colonial experience, he fosters essentialist racial and 

gender stereotypes through his male gaze. Parallel to that, the founders of the movement 

introduced the notion of “Mother Earth”, aiming to elevate the status of women because a 

mother was a symbol of respect and purity.  

In contrast, early feminist critics such as Mariama Bâ rejected the archetypal African woman 

created by the movement. Bâ sided with those who criticised the notion of Mother Earth on 
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the grounds that it underestimated African women by implying that they needed men’s 

protection. Ajayi-Soyinka (2003) suggested that: “When confused (Mother Earth) with 

Mother Africa, the African mother ends up by being a voiceless and defenceless object of 

whom everyone takes advantage” (156). This sentence explains and corroborates Bâ’s 

rejection of some aspects of the Négritude movement. Her commitment within and outside 

her fictional writing is rooted in the context related to the movement as well as the social 

framework of her upbringing.  

Bâ’s militancy was multifaceted as not only was she a novelist, but also an educator, 

essayist, and public figure. She analysed postcolonial African writing in an essay entitled “La 

Fonction politique des littératures africaines écrites” (1981), in which she tackled the role of 

a writer from Africa as opposed to writers in general. She points out the particularities of 

African writing and claims that these writers are more likely than other authors to address 

topics which are related to politics, even though politics is a field that animates writers 

regardless of their origins: 

With the negation of the cultural identity of the black, with the absurd and contemptuous 

assertions of the colonizer that the Negro ‘has no history’, ‘that he is incapable of rational 

thought’, ‘that it is necessary to civilize him’, ‘get it out of its secular barbarism’, written 

African literatures could not be neutral. They had to be engaged to rebel against false and 

humiliating claims. [...] In this perspective, the beauty of the African literary work is 

submissive to the political content. This is verified through the covered topics, which are 

themes about the equality of men, cultural emancipation, the misdeeds of colonialism, the 

break-up of society, the spraying of traditions. (1981: 405) 

Bâ argues that African writing tends to be political, either intentionally or subconsciously. 

This is due to colonisation and its repercussions affecting the present, in particular post-

colonial and neocolonial influences. As a committed writer, she declared that most if not all 

African writing had a mission to denounce social injustices and multifarious hegemonies and 
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awaken the minds and consciousness of people. This awakening targets both national and 

overseas societies that need to unlearn the clichés and discover African societies from their 

peoples’ standpoints instead of the colonial perspective. African writings are also important 

insofar as they bear witness to African countries’ young independence and the political 

corruption that is inherent. Effectively, neo-colonialism is the new way of maintaining 

domination and occupation through the establishment of political puppets that have 

common vested interests. Thus, the former coloniser perpetuates the exploitation of the 

natural wealth of the African countries, while the political leaders benefit from opulent 

wealth and acquisitions of goods abroad. This reality is widely known, but remains untold. 

Literature plays an important part in denouncing corruption and neocolonial influences, and 

writers reflect on the people’s situations by informing and educating them. Moreover, the 

current social and political state of African countries culminates in the brain drain, which 

exacerbates the situation in Africa and emigration – a central theme in the case study 

authors’ oeuvres. Bâ concludes by inviting women to write and express their ideas because 

if they do not fight to defend themselves, no one else will. She notes that very few women 

in Africa have the courage to become a writer: 

In all cultures, the woman, who claims or protests, is not valorised. If the word that flies 

away marginalizes the woman, how will we judge the one who dares to fix for eternity her 

thought? This is to say the reluctance of women to become writers. Their representation in 

African literature is almost non-existent. And yet, they have so much to say and write! (1981: 

408) 

In conclusion, Bâ’s militancy as a woman, a writer and an African placed her among the 

precursors of African women’s writing, a writer who has opened a road to new generations. 

It is worth mentioning that Bâ is the only writer amongst the four examined in this thesis 
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who lived her whole life in her country and who has been published in her country by Les 

Nouvelles Éditions Africaines based in Dakar. 

1.2.2. Assia Djebar 

Assia Djebar was born Fatima-Zohra Imalayen in Cherchell, Algeria, in 1936. One of the first 

female writers in Algeria, she took a pen name to protect her privacy. Her father was a 

teacher of the French language. Her family belonged to the Algerian bourgeoisie during the 

colonial period and, although they were not very affluent, they enjoyed some privileges, 

including access to a better education than the majority of Algerians. During the colonial 

period under French rule (1830-1962), educated Algerian families were rare and, for the 

Algerian standards of the time, a middle school degree was already regarded as privileged, 

while most Algerians were struck by poverty, famine and illiteracy. As mentioned in the 

previous section, France adopted an assimilation policy in their colonies which involved 

selective education strategies to produce class divide and conflict: 

Such assimilation however, was not set to enlighten Algerian people, but rather to 

extinguish the remnants of their resistance through French education. The purpose of 

assimilation was clear in Dumal’s following statement: ‘The opening of a school in the midst 

of the indigenous is far more effective in the calming of the country than a whole military 

battalion’. (Benaoudia, 2012: 5) 

Education was entrusted to religious orders, and les pères blancs were responsible for 

inculcating the French language and culture in the minds of the selected few who were 

lucky enough to be part of the education programme. The French strategy of division and 

assimilation was implemented through geographical choices. For instance, in Kabylia, a 

mountainous region in the North of Algeria, France labelled Tizi Ouzou as La Grande Kabylie 

(the Grand Kabylia) and Béjaia La Petite Kabylie (the Small Kabylia). This was due to the 

former being geographically higher above sea level than the latter, but with time, people 
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from Tizi Ouzou started to feel more important. Even today, this idea is evoked 

intermittently. Populations in both large cities were educated selectively (meaning one 

village could be educated and another neighbouring village would be excluded from 

education) and given pseudonyms to create conflict between the same ethnic group. This 

illustrates the pernicious repercussions of the assimilation strategy adopted by France for 

over 130 years.  

Moreover, women who received an education were fewer than men. However, after 

Algeria’s independence, women’s situation worsened – women were forced back into the 

home and excluded from participating in Algeria’s political and economic life. This was 

achieved by introducing a family law based on the sharia (Islamic law) in the 1980s, which 

deprived women of many rights and made them easy targets for violence both inside and 

outside families. In this context, Djebar’s political commitment was born (Lazarus, 2010: 84). 

In 1976, Houari Boumédiène came to power in Algeria through a coup against the previous 

president, Ben Bella. The Algerian public opinion was divided on Boumédiène’s role in the 

political and social scene. On the one hand, he was perceived as one of the first to exhibit 

pride in being Algerian and achieved international recognition by delivering a speech in 

Arabic at the United Nations. On this occasion, his wife wore a Karakou, the traditional 

outfit of women from Algiers. On the other hand, however, Boumédiène’s policies had a 

negative impact on the Algerian economy and society. He put an end to imports to avoid 

class differences and the rise of an elite that would be more able to afford brands and 

products of a higher quality than less affluent classes. He also encouraged national 

production. He played a crucial role in weakening the Tamazight language, spoken by 

Algerian Imazighen, who have resisted Boumédiène’s policy: 
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The term ‘Berber’ actually covers a continuum of related but not always mutually 

comprehensible languages, belonging to the Hamito-Semitic family, which is distantly related 

to Arabic and other Semitic languages. Berbers themselves use another term to refer to the 

Berber community, Imazighen (singular, Amazigh), with the derivative Tamazight for the 

language, to encompass all varieties, not just the one in Morocco (Middle Atlas) traditionally 

called Tamazight. This term is used in the modern Berber cultural movement which attempts 

to unite the different tribes and varieties, in their struggle for cultural recognition and survival. 

Imazighen live not only in the Maghreb but across a much wider area of North-West Africa, 

extending across Libya and down into the Sahara. (Aitsiselmi and Marley, 2008: 192) 

Building on this meaning of Tamazight, it is equally important to expound on the words 

Kabyle and Kabylia. Kabyle is a dialect of the Tamazight language and an ethnic group 

occupying most Northern Algerian regions, including Bejaia, Tizi Ouzou, Jijel, Algiers, Setif, 

Bourj Bourarij, Boumerdes, and Cherchell. They represent the great majority of Tamazight 

Algerians who are considered rebels, politically enlightened and defenders of their culture 

and language. Kabyles share the Tamazight language with other ethnic groups, including the 

Touaregs, Chawi, Chelhi, Mzabi, but these other groups tend to speak in vernacular Arabic 

(derja), whereas the Kabyle people have never given up their language and claim the 

institutionalisation of Tamazight language as well as its introduction at universities. 

Boumédiène was eager to suppress Algeria’s linguistic and ethnic diversity by reducing the 

use of the Tamazight language to the private sphere. Tamazight, which is the original 

language of Algeria, has been replaced in the public sphere. Arabic was imposed by law in 

schools as the language of communication, even in the breaks, between Kabyle students. 

This was a divisive political decision as it created estrangement between Algerians. It has 

left scars in Algerian history, propelling the language question to a prominent topic in the 

current intellectual debates and literary productions. The Algerian linguistic situation is 

explored by Kamal Igoudjil (2014), who highlights the country’s internal diglossia due to the 
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marginalisation of Tamazight speakers and the particular status enjoyed by Arabic as the 

sacred language of the Quran: 

The existence of Tamazight recalls a pre-Islamic period before the conquest of the Arabs. 

The primary linguistic problem in Algeria lies in the fact that the majority of the Algerian 

population neither speaks nor writes in classical Arabic. Vernacular Arabic and Berber are 

spoken languages while French is still considered the language of the oppressor by the 

government. In general, there is always a dominant language in a multilingual society. The 

Algerian situation in which the spoken languages–vernacular Arabic and Berber – and the 

written languages – classical Arabic and French–coexist and are in conflict with each other. 

The vernacular Arabic and Tamazight are major languages that represent the voice of the 

ordinary population. (2014: 171) 

Soon thereafter, Algeria knew a decade from 1991 in which the growth of the radical Islamic 

party, the Front Islamique du Salut (Islamic Salvation Front) or FIS, led to the murdering of 

intellectuals ranging from teachers and journalists to writers: “According to several 

observers, the hasty implementation of an exclusively Arabic monolingual educational 

system in the late 1960s and early 1970s led to the spread of Islamic fundamentalism, 

xenophobia, chauvinism and obscurantism. This generated what became known as the Black 

Decade, with a death toll estimated between 120,000 and 200,000 victims” (Benrabah, 

2013: xiii). This is also an important component of Djebar’s commitment as she tirelessly 

refers to her late compatriots in her writing and speeches, including the speech she 

delivered on the occasion of her entry to the French Academy. Therefore, the context in 

which Assia Djebar was educated and developed a critical stance can be described as one of 

anarchy and cleavage.  

Djebar went to the same primary school in which her father was employed as a teacher, and 

she attended the private quranic school in Blida. Afterwards, she attended high school in 

Blida as the only Muslim in her class. She was admitted to L’école Normale Supérieure des 
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Filles in Algiers (Girls’ Teacher Training College) and was again the only Muslim to study in 

the French elite school. As the Algerian war of independence, which started in 1954, 

interrupted her course, she continued her studies first in Tunis and then in Paris, at the 

University of La Sorbonne, where she took part in Algerian students’ strikes and 

demonstrations (1961) against the French colonisation of Algeria. Djebar’s first novel La Soif 

(1957) was published by Julliard, a publisher based in Paris. Her later works were also 

published by publishers based in mainland France, Albin Michel and Actes Sud. She returned 

to Algeria in 1962 after independence and published her second novel, Les Enfants du 

nouveau monde. She returned to France and lived there from 1965 to 19741. She had tried 

to lecture at the University of Algiers, but the Arabic language was imposed as the official 

language of education. 

In her writing, there is a preponderant focus on the struggles of the Algerian people and a 

disposition to address what Algerian Muslim women faced. In a number of her works, she 

analyses the role of women throughout Muslim history, starting around 600. She also 

attempts to draw attention to the unrest in Algeria since independence and to the impact 

that decades of war have had on the Algerian people. Although she can be qualified as a 

feminist, her evolving stance on feminism does not belong to established positions, as I will 

argue in Chapters Two and Six. Her political standpoint is virulently anti-patriarchal as much 

as it is anti-colonial. As an Algerian writer, writing in French and tackling a thematic dynamic 

closely related to her homeland signifies that she was only recognised in France as a 

                                                        
1 She wrote Les Alouettes naives (1967), Femmes d’Alger dans leur appartement (1980), L’Amour la 

fantasia (1985), Ombre sultane (1987), Loin de medine (1991), Vaste est la prison (1995), Le Blanc de 

L’Algérie (1996), Oran, langue morte (1997), Les Nuits de strasbourg (1997), La Femme sans 

sépulture (2002), La Disparition de la langue Française (2003), and Nulle part dans la maison de mon 

père (2008).  
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Francophone author. She was frequently nominated as a contender for the Nobel Prize for 

literature and, as mentioned in the introduction, she won multiple awards and prizes as a 

writer. She also lived in the USA towards the end of her life, as she was a lecturer at New 

York University. Djebar passed away in 2015 in Paris at the age of 78. 

When, in 2006, Djebar was elected to the French Academy to replace Georges Vedel, she 

delivered a speech in which she looked back at memorable events in her life and her 

intellectual trajectory. Subsequently, she used her speech to remind her audience of the 

colonisation of Africa by European powers and the on-going consequences of this legacy in 

the concerned countries. This was widely criticised by French nationalists and the media. 

Given that the Académie Française is an institution whose mission is to perfect and protect 

the French language and celebrate the pride of belonging to France, her detractors accused 

her of commemorating the atrocities perpetrated against her Algerian compatriots rather 

than paying tribute to this language of literary expression. Djebar acknowledged her good 

luck in comparison to most Algerians and the staggering opportunities she had to achieve 

literacy and education. 

Her acceptance speech bears witness to Djebar’s complex commitments. It expressed her 

love of and preference for the French language rather than for Arabic which, according to 

her, has no beauty apart from its perfect formulation in the Koran. She explains how she 

had to choose between three options: Kabyle, which is her grandmother’s language, Arabic, 

which is her mother’s tongue as well as the national language, and the French language, 

which she describes in terms reminiscent of a love story:  

Mais alors que j’avais appris au collège l’anglais, le latin et le grec, comme je demandais en 

vain à perfectionner mon arabe classique, j’ai dû restreindre mon ambition en me résignant à 

devenir historienne. En ce sens, le monolinguisme français, institué en Algérie coloniale, 
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tendant à dévaluer nos langues maternelles, nous poussa encore d’avantage à la quête des 

origines […] La langue française, la vôtre, Mesdames et Messieurs, devenue la mienne, tout au 

moins en écriture, le français donc est lieu de creusement de mon travail, espace de ma 

méditation ou de ma rêverie, cible de mon utopie peut-être, je dirai même; tempo de ma 

respiration, au jour le jour : ce que je voudrais esquisser, en cet instant où je demeure 

silhouette dressée sur votre seuil. (2006: 14-15) 

Furthermore, when Djebar evoked her thrill for having been elected as a representative of 

“La francophonie du Maghreb”, she referred to the Algerian intellectual community and the 

role she played in representing it and voicing its concerns. She clearly emphasised her 

commitment to being a spokesperson for the collective, and this dichotomy of individual 

versus collective is part of her struggles and thematic dynamic. In fact, on the one hand, she 

promoted individuals’ stories, Lyotard’s postmodern “small narratives” (1979) that were the 

quintessence of her work as she strived to incorporate people, particularly women, who 

have been forgotten by history and society. She also drew from her own individual 

experience and deployed the strategies of autofiction to incorporate references to her own 

life into her fiction. On the other hand, the collective she represented and the community 

she spoke for in her novels were another parameter that is heavily present in most of her 

utterances and works. This collective comprised women, Algerian intellectuals who were 

murdered, and Algerian society and North Africans as a group. The speech demonstrated 

Djebar’s consideration of herself as the representative of all of these groups: 

Je me souviens, l’an dernier, en Juin 2005, le jour où vous m’avez élue à votre Académie, aux 

journalistes qui quêtaient ma réaction, j’avais répondu que ‘j’étais contente pour la 

francophonie du Maghreb’. La sobriété s’imposait, car m’avait saisie la sensation presque 

physique que vos portes ne s’ouvraient pas pour moi seule, ni pour mes seuls livres, mais 

pour les ombres encore vives de mes confrères-écrivains, journalistes, intellectuels, femmes 

et hommes d’Algérie qui, dans la décennie quatre-vingt-dix ont payé de leur vie le fait 

d’écrire, d’exposer leurs idées ou tout simplement d’enseigner… en langue française. (2006: 

15) 
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The writer points out her commitment to reviving the memory of those who had forgotten 

the Algerian intellectuals who had been murdered during the 1990s. Finally, she did not 

omit to mention her most cherished struggle, that of women. It is, indeed, clear that Djebar 

used this speech as a platform to express her commitments. 

1.2.3. Fatou Diome 

Fatou Diome is a Senegalese novelist writing in French who established her popularity with 

her first novel Le Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003). She was born in Niodior, a small island 

located in the Southwest of Senegal, in 1968. Born out of wedlock, Diome was raised by her 

grandparents who protected her from the marginalisation reserved for illegitimate children 

in Senegalese society. This condition is reflected in her semi-autobiographical novels, which 

will be analysed in Chapter Five. Thus, before she was able to speak her first words, she was 

already a symbol of rebellion on her island home, where people were closely attached to 

tradition. Rebellion has been an important aspect of her life. She decided to study the 

French language and followed the path of education in the context of Niodior, where girls 

were in general not encouraged to study. The overwhelming poverty of the island meant 

that people had to choose between literacy and food. The infrastructure of the 1970s also 

did not allow for the schooling of girls, but this lack of educational opportunity seemed 

trivial in comparison to other life hurdles that people faced. Like in many African countries, 

schools were remote from villages and small towns and, owing to the lack of means of 

transportation, families considered it risky to send their daughters to school. The 2005 

UNICEF report on gender parity in the region explains that only a limited percentage of girls 

have access to secondary education and, like in other countries in the region, the ratio of 

girls benefiting from education remains significantly below that of boys: 
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Too often, in Senegal as in the rest of West and Central Africa, poverty means taking – or 

keeping – girls out of school […] It’s a massive challenge. Of the 10 countries worldwide with 

the lowest ratio of girls to boys in school, eight are located in West and Central Africa. In the 

countries of Niger, Chad, Burkina Faso, Mali, Côte d'Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, Benin and Guinea, 

the gross enrolment ratios of girls as a per cent of boys range from 63 to 75. In Senegal itself, 

only 15 per cent of girls are able to go to secondary school – and later in life there are only 6 

literate adult women for every 10 literate men. (SOWC, 2005) 

The above figures indicate a clear cleavage between boys’ and girls’ education and it is 

useful to note that this report dates back to 2005. This implies that at the time of Diome’s 

childhood, during the seventies, education was nearly non-existent and the gap between 

boys’ and girls’ literacy levels remains consequent. Additionally, Diome explains in her 

interviews that as a child and a teenager, she preferred to spend time with men and have 

conversations with her male counterparts instead of taking part in the assigned duties of her 

fellow women. This rebellion against the norms that were assigned to girls at a young age 

demonstrates Diome’s early awareness of male privileges, which later led her to become a 

feminist and an advocate for rights for Senegalese women. These inequalities she 

experienced in her own life are present in her numerous novels. 

In 1990, Diome married a French man with whom she moved to France but two years later, 

the couple divorced because of Diome’s inability to fit into her husband’s family. Her divorce 

was the beginning of many hurdles. In 1994, she moved to Strasbourg where she worked as 

a cleaner to sustain herself for six years while preparing a doctorate in French modern 

letters. As Diome had already completed her undergraduate degree in Dakar, she undertook 

a PhD entitled Le voyage, les échanges et la formation dans l’œuvre littéraire et 

cinématographique de Sembène Ousmane. Subsequently, she taught Franco-Senegalese 

literature at the University of Marc-Bloch in Strasbourg and the Higher Pedagogical Institute 

of Karlsruhe, in Germany. Eventually, she started her career as a writer.  

https://www.unicef.org/sowc05/english/statistics.html
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Diome’s fiction reflects her interest in the traditional Senegalese oral art of narration. This 

can be observed in her concise and genuine depictions as well as her bold but measured use 

of the language. Her first published book is a volume of short stories entitled La Préférence 

Nationale (2001); the title is a reference to the slogan of France’s far right party, le Front 

National. She has published four novels to date, which are all set between France and Africa. 

Her first novel, Le Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003), published by Anne Carrière, became a 

bestseller and has been translated into over twenty languages. Her later novels, Kétala 

(2006), Inassouvies, nos vies (2008), Celles qui attendent (2010) were published by 

Flammarion.  

As with Bâ and Djebar, we must consider the Senegalese context in which Diome was raised 

to understand her commitment. Since independence, the country has enjoyed relative 

political stability. Nevertheless, in his analysis of Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, Abib Sen notes 

that the population in Senegal suffers from severe economic hardship due to the precarious 

purchasing power and national debt: “[Senegal is] one of the nations listed under highly 

indebted poor countries with 33.4% of the population living below the national poverty line, 

and 17% living on less than 1 US dollar a day” (2018: 9). This leads innumerable young 

people to nurture the dream of emigrating to Western countries, such as France, Italy or the 

USA. Ndione reports that many of them (35, 5%, in 2018) attempt to cross the 

Mediterranean Sea illegally and are intercepted by the authorities or are repatriated from 

Europe for not having a valid visa. Their unyielding decisions to jeopardise their lives are 

taken without concern for the risks they encounter as well as the hard living conditions they 

would face once in Europe. A recent survey revealed the impact of irregular immigration 

and the dramatic events of the death of Africans at the European shores: Since 2005, 

multiple tragedies have been reported, such as “the Ceuta and Melilla tragedy”, and other 
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appalling media images are regularly revealed, showcasing: “how strongly migrants are 

motivated to leave their country at any cost with the hope of finding a better life” (Mbaye, 

2014: 1). 

While both illegal and legal migrations are common to most African countries including 

Algeria and Nigeria, Senegal emerges as one of Africa’s most affected countries, particularly 

by illegal migration. In the 21st century, the number of illegal immigrants increased 

drastically. The next figures illustrate the reason why migration has become a crucial topic 

tackled by writers, especially Diome, who has addressed this theme since her most critically 

acclaimed novel Le Ventre de l’Atlantique. Mbaye indicates that it is the intensification of 

border controls at the straits of Gibraltar that led to the increase in illegal immigration: 

The motto of thousands of Senegalese who try to migrate illegally is “Barsa wala Barsakh”, 

which in Wolof means “Barcelona or Die”. […] To understand the scope of this phenomenon, 

half of the 30,000 illegal migrants who arrived in the Canary Islands in 2006 were 

Senegalese, while 1,000 out 7,000 African illegal migrants who died during the crossings in 

the same year were Senegalese (Asociación Pro Derechos Humanos de Andalucía 2007). 

(2014: 3) 

The migrating situation in Senegal, in particular, and in Africa in general, enlightens us on 

why Diome addresses this topic in literature. It is important to make a reference to Bâ as 

both writers are Senegalese. There is a significant shift in themes between Mariama Bâ’s 

and Fatou Diome’s respective epochs. While Bâ focuses on marriage, girls’ education and an 

attempt to find the right balance between modernity and tradition, which were issues 

relevant to her as a Senegalese female intellectual from the first generation after 

independence, Diome, representing the subsequent generation, emphasises the issue of 

immigration, which coincides with the current political and social situation noticeable both 

in African and European countries. It is clear that both authors were keen to address 

contemporary socio-political problems relevant to their country. 
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Diome has contributed to public debate in France, advancing her views on African 

immigration into France by appearing on a number of televised talk shows. In 2015, Frédéric 

Taddeï received the author on Ce soir ou jamais, a French talk show in which intellectuals 

discuss current topics. In the discussion on the set, she argued that immigrants tend to be 

productive and provide valuable contributions to Western societies by paying taxes, 

improving the birth rate, and enriching their host countries. She drew attention to the fact 

that Europe has adopted the politics or strategy of Laissez mourir to deter immigrants from 

escaping to Europe. She argued that if the people dying in the ocean were white, European 

countries would have undertaken colossal operations to help. The indifference surrounding 

the loss of Arab and sub-Saharan African lives is therefore imputable to racism. She also 

explained that the people who escape their native countries are not afraid of dying because 

their living situations are dire. Thereby, she reiterates that Europeans have to accept 

immigration. This is true in a globalisation era where a Senegalese earns money in France, 

an Indian in England, and a French person in America. The borders have become just a 

formality (Diome, 2015). Furthermore, Diome propounds: 

Quand ils trouvent mon cerveau convenable, là ils l'utilisent. Par contre, ils sont embêtés à 

l'idée d'avoir mon frère qui n'est pas aussi diplômé que moi et qui pourrait avoir envie de 

travailler dans le bâtiment. Vos pays deviennent schizophrènes. On ne peut pas trier les gens 

avec (d'un côté) les étrangers utiles et (de l'autre) les étrangers néfastes […] Quand les 

pauvres viennent vers vous, il y a des mouvements de foule qu'il faut bloquer, mais quand 

vous, avec votre passeport et avec toutes les prétentions que cela donne, vous débarquez 

dans les pays du tiers-monde, là, vous êtes en terrain conquis. (2015)  

Being an immigrant herself, Diome presses for the recognition of immigrants’ useful 

contribution to Western societies and confronts France with the latent racism which informs 

the ways African immigrants are treated in Europe. Her presence on the French show, 

where most invitees defend selective immigration laws or anti-immigration positions, 
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allowed for a heated debate. By using media as a platform of expression, Diome adopted 

the posture of an activist who attempts to open conversations in France, where she lives. 

Like the other three selected authors, Diome does not only speak her mind in her works of 

fiction but expresses similar stances in the media, in the hope of reaching a wider audience. 

One of Diome’s most central topics is immigration, a much debated topic in contemporary 

France. In their study, Danaj, Lazányi and Bilan point out how the extreme right political 

parties have used immigration to play into French people’s fear of economic competition 

with immigrants and religious and cultural disparities between the two categories. This 

widespread uncertainty and fear have been exploited by political parties to gain votes. In 

2008, the economic crisis caused a recession, compelling native French people to question 

the presence of immigrants while they struggled with unemployment: 

Public debate over immigration in France has been for many years a product of consensus 

between parties from left to right, on the basic values of the labor market and right of 

asylum. However, the global economic changes and the shift from a heavy industry toward a 

sector requiring skilled service increased unemployment for unskilled workers during the 

nineties […] Recently, the deep economic recession of 2008 hit society and the perception of 

effectiveness of social justice, particularly hard in all Europe. French unemployment reached 

3.3. million people in 2014. These factors, among others, are related to the competition 

between native’s French workers and the immigrant competition. This conflict has been 

exploited by anti-immigration parties and poses a challenge to policy making. (2018: 227) 

Thus, Diome’s appearance in public debates and her increasing interest in the topic in most 

of her writings illustrate her strong desire to fight Eurocentrism and racist stereotyping of 

immigrants in France. While she is integrated into France, the country where she lives and 

works, she also maintains links with her native country. This double belonging to both places 

enables her to scrutinise French and Senegalese societies from a knowledgeable insider 
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perspective while also maintaining a critical distance to both. This stance is claimed in most 

of her interviews, as we will see in Chapter Two. 

In addition to her fiction and media appearances, Diome has also voiced her activism and 

commitment in an essay entitled Marianne Porte Plainte (2017). Marianne is a female figure 

that symbolises France and evokes the French slogan Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. Her 

depictions and statues are usually displayed in city halls and reproduced on postal stamps, 

symbolising the triumph of the republic. Therefore, when Diome uses Marianne in the title 

of her critical essay, she personifies France and addresses her discourse to this female 

embodiment of the French Republic that claims to champion human rights and freedom of 

expression. In a passionate tirade, she reproaches France for the perpetuation of racial 

injustices and prejudice, which becomes gradually visible over time against immigrants and 

people who are not of French origins:  

Le souvenir d’une grandeur ne suffisant pas à la maintenir, la France doit donc, sans cesse, 

œuvrer à mériter ce qu’elle dit être. Echanges diplomatiques, économiques, culturels, dans 

ce monde nourri de confluences, l’avenir des peuples est incontestablement dans 

l’ouverture. Flux et reflux! Sans les marées, les deltas vivraient dans la désolation. Fille de 

l’île de Niodior, je vous le certifie : coupé de l’Océan, un bras de mer n’est qu’une ravine 

sèche et stérile. La France vaut mieux! (2017: 18).  

This passage pinpoints the author’s attempt to convince the French reader to change their 

perspective on immigrants. The pressing tone and vocabulary employed in the essay exhorts 

the reticent French people for openness. Diome commits herself to championing the 

interests of fellow African immigrants living in France in the face of the increasing racism 

and rejection, encouraged by political parties such as the far right Front National lead by 

Marine Le Pen. Diome’s engagement is thus political; her eagerness to treat such issues has 

been demonstrated in her numerous novels but she carries on her struggle outside her 

fiction writing and extends it to her public appearances and essay.  
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In a context of rising nationalism and fear of difference, Diome highlights that identity is 

complex and evolving: “La France est multiple, ses passions successives, ses idoles 

innombrables, son identité lui ressemble. Essayer de dire ce qu’est l’identité nationale avec 

une morgue nationaliste revient à faire un tri sélectif dans l’Histoire, c’est dire seulement ce 

qu’on voudrait que la France soit et non ce qu’elle est” (2017: 19-20). In her essay, she 

assesses the situation in contemporary France and makes an appeal for a change in 

perception. As seen in the previous quote; Diome speaks with the pronoun ‘I’ and refers to 

her homeland Niodior. This essay serves as a corroboration of many fictionalised elements 

in her novels. It is also an ultimate attempt to discuss racism, immigration, French national 

identity and its intermittent ambivalence. Throughout the essay, Diome confronts the 

republican myth of respectable racism (Mondon, 2015) by asking questions such as “France: 

mère adoptive ou marâtre?” or “Laïcité républicaine ou Inquisition?”. Diome questions the 

reason why the white France distances itself from Asian, African blacks and Arabs as if it had 

an identity problem to which Diome suggests an answer stating: “Nul besoin de Freud pour 

déceler ce paradoxe du comportement: on tape sur ses semblables afin de s’en différencier 

et gagner ainsi sa place parmi les dominants. Nous ne sommes dupes de rien, cette 

manœuvre est vielle comme le monde, c’est ainsi que les courtisans survivaient dans les 

cours royales, d’Afrique comme d’Europe” (2017: 36). Here, Diome exposes how power 

hierarchies and ideologies inherited from colonialism are perpetuated through the 

distinction between white French citizens and their compatriots of colour in order to 

preserve white privilege. It should be noted that this essay tackles immigration without 

addressing its feminist dimension. In fact, while Diome deals with feminism and immigration 

in her novel Celles qui attendent (2010), this essay focuses issues relevant to all immigrants 
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regardless of their gender. Yet, paradoxically, it is filled with female symbolism such as the 

allegoric figure of Marianne or the reference to France as a mother and a stepmother. 

1.2.4. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a Nigerian novelist whose works explore the political and 

personal repercussions of recent Nigerian history. She was born in 1977 in Enugu, Nigeria, 

the fifth of six siblings. She was brought up in the university town of Nsukka, where both her 

parents occupied faculty positions. Owing to her parents’ positions, Adichie was an excellent 

student and won multiple awards at her school in Nsukka. In 1997, she obtained a 

scholarship to continue her university studies in the USA. She registered for a degree in 

communication at Drexel University in Philadelphia but subsequently moved to Connecticut, 

where she lived at her sister’s residence and completed her degree. (Gates et al., 2014: 95). 

Adichie’s debut novel, Purple Hibiscus (2004), was first published in Great Britain by Fourth 

Estate. This Bildungsroman focused on domestic violence. It was followed by a collection of 

short stories entitled The Thing around your Neck (2009) and the novels Half of a Yellow Sun 

(2006), Americanah (2013), a speech adapted into an essay entitled “We Should All Be 

Feminists” (2014) and a recent essay entitled Notes on Grief (2021). She has been active on 

the public scene as she is regularly interviewed and delivers speeches. She belongs to the 

latest generation of writers whose intellectual careers, thanks to social media, are 

characterised by media hype, recognition and popularity. This is mainly due to her status as 

a worldwide bestselling novelist. She has received numerous prizes and literary awards2. 

                                                        
2 Including the BBC Short Story Competition 2002 for 'That Harmattan Morning', David T. Wong International 
Short Story Prize 2003 for Half of a Yellow Sun, Hurston/Wright Legacy Award 2004 (Best Debut Fiction 
Category), for Purple Hibiscus, Commonwealth Writers' Prize 2005: Best First Book (Africa), for Purple Hibiscus, 
Anisfield-Wolf Book Award 2007 (fiction category), for Half of a Yellow Sun, Orange Broadband Prize for Fiction 
2007, for Half of a Yellow Sun, 2013 Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize (fiction category), for Americanah, 
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award 2013 (fiction category), for Americanah. 
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More recently, Adichie received the Women's Prize for Fiction ‘Winner of Winners’ (25 

years) for Half of a Yellow Sun, 2020. Thanks to this literary acclaim, she has achieved huge 

international stardom, and features in both literary and fashion magazines. 

Adichie was highly influenced by Chinua Achebe, whom she considers her mentor. In a 

review of one of her novels, Achebe described her as a well-crafted storyteller. As will be 

discussed in Chapter Two, Adichie mentions the great admiration she bestows on Chinua 

Achebe, particularly since he represents a landmark in her perception of literature. She 

discovered African novels such as Things Fall Apart (1958) by Nigerian Chinua Achebe and 

L’Enfant noir (1953) by Guinean Camara Laye when she was ten years old. Adichie describes 

such readings as important turning points in the formation of her literary identity as they 

taught her how to create literature outside of European standards and reflect her African 

experiences (Gates et al., 2014: 95). 

Adichie devotes her writings to depicting such themes as war, immigration, race and 

feminism. As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, Nigeria was a British colony, 

colonised by the British Empire in 1914. Before colonisation, the Nigerian lifestyle and 

system of governance were based on chiefdoms and ethnic groups. The country was 

structured around a system based on the exchange of trade, intermarriage and traditional 

and cultural affiliations (Ezeogidi, 2019). According to Ezeogidi, the colonial rule disrupted 

the inherently functional system and destroyed the maintained equilibrium:  

The British Government completed their assignment of conquest and came up with what 

they called the Amalgamation of Nigeria. it was on that faithful day, 1st January 1914 that 

the different autonomous units finally lost their hitherto political and cultural rights and 

collapsed into the governance of the Governor General appointed by the British 

Government in the over Lordship of Lord Fredrick Lugard. (2019:1) 
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Unlike French colonialism, which is commonly qualified as a direct rule based on 

assimilationism and selective education, the British colonial hegemony was imposed 

through indirect rule, which entails appointing local governors to protect their interests in 

the colonies. Socially, the different ethnic groups were brought together within the same 

nation, which caused tensions as their languages, religions, ethnicities and traditions 

differed. The most powerful and influential groups are the Hausa and Fulani, representing 

29 per cent of the population, the Yoruba (21 per cent) and the Igbo (18 per cent). It should 

be noted that Adichie is an Igbo. The Hausa and Fulani are Muslims, while the rest are 

Christians. Religious differences have played an important role in Nigerian political 

discordance, including the Biafra War (which was the Nigerian Civil War taking place from 

1967 to 1970). On the economic side, Britain did not allow for the slightest development, 

and the country, which was ruled for six decades, did not thrive owing to a lack of 

investment in infrastructure, agriculture, industry, and technology. Tyler Cowen (2020) 

explains that the British Empire’s avidity and greediness meant exploiting the natural and 

human resources with minimal effort:  

The British expended little effort to create a centralized rule, a coherent armed force, or a 

professional civil service. The quality of the state that the British constructed and left behind 

in Nigeria was fairly poor…The British depended on import taxes as the main source of 

revenue for running the colonial state. Little of these minimal revenues was spent on 

improving agriculture (except for the exportable cash crops), and even less on the 

promotion of technological or industrial development. When the British left Nigeria, the 

hand-hoe was still the main tool used for cultivation in the fields… The British made do with 

a fairly low rate of taxation: during the interwar period tax revenue were only 2 percent to 3 

percent of the GDP. As important was that nearly 60 percent of these revenues came from 

taxing foreign trade, a bureaucratic task that was much easier than collecting direct taxes. 

(Cowen, 2020: 1) 
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The absence of a thriving economy is predictable, and the interests of the coloniser in 

hindering the growth of the colonies being evident certainly explains the modern-day 

Nigerian situation, particularly as post-independence Nigeria would suffer unrest and 

internal rift causing the Biafra Civil War in the 1960s. The absence of education and the 

reliance on primary agricultural systems in Nigeria has also widely contributed to poverty 

and diminished the current state of the country. It is safe to consider that the unrest that 

was visible in Nigeria was similar to that seen in Algeria, as the Biafra Civil War is 

comparable to the Algerian black decade. Although the black decade occurred in the 1980s 

and 1990s, that is to say, years after the Biafra War, which took place during the Algerian 

war of independence, the political agitation and the social disorder were the same, 

particularly given that the unrest happened in the post-colonial stint in both countries. 

As a Nigerian native who moved to the USA, Adichie has a multi-territorial perspective and a 

prominent role in disseminating and discussing the cited themes in her oeuvre. Critics have 

scrutinised British colonisation for the role it played in the conflict, dwelling on the origin of 

the civil war that stemmed from Britain’s political system left after independence. In fact, 

colonial Britain created three federal governments in Nigeria with seemingly imbalanced 

powers. The division concerned three regions: the North, where the Housa and Fulani 

Muslim ethnic groups are situated, possessed 50 per cent of seats in the federal parliament. 

The East, formerly called Biafra, where the Igbo Christian group used to be located, and the 

West, where other groups lived, shared the remaining seats. The conflict was mainly 

between the Igbo and the Hausa-Fulani groups (Omaka, 2018: 556). Omaka explains how 

this whole division was exacerbated by the British colonial authorities, which, by favouring 

the indirect rule, imposed a governing style that further divided each ethnic group from the 

other: 
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To make matters worse, the colonial authorities did not encourage the regions they created 

to see themselves as parts of the greater nation. Each of the regions was left with its own 

premier, parliament, law court, and local police, making them virtually three countries in 

one. This tripod stand was politically unstable as each region struggled to outmaneuvre the 

other in national politics. (2018: 556) 

The rivalry was entrenched within the Nigerian population, and the quest for power as well 

as the lack of a vision of a country that would serve the national interest contributed to the 

civil war. Instead, ethnic, religious and cultural interests dominated the general intentions of 

the men in power, which created frustration for the ethnic groups that were neglected and 

marginalised. This is another point of similarity between the Algerian and Nigerian systems. 

As previously mentioned, indigenous Algerian people, the Tamazight people, are neglected 

for the benefit of an imported Arabic identity. Omaka pinpoints the events leading to the 

outbreak of the Civil War, such as “the widespread corruption among the political leaders, 

and the inordinate quest for power characterised by thuggery, hooliganism, and 

lawlessness” (2018: 256). These represent the circumstances that incited the military 

officers from the East to the West of Nigeria to subvert the civilian government on 15 

January 1966.  

Additionally, the strategies adopted by the military and leaders of the civil war were to 

famish the population, as described by Ben Okri’s The Famished Road (1993). The starving of 

civilians was thus an operation integral to the war, and international public opinion was 

alarmed by the situation. This paved the way for one of the biggest humanitarian actions 

taken by international philanthropists, organisations and the UN. It is estimated that this 

war resulted in the death of up to three million people. The Biafra War has attracted the 

attention of scholars, especially regarding the genocidal nature of the killings. Heerten and 

Moses have explored this question of genocide:  
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In the first place, famine was intrinsic to the war’s operational unfolding, and accusations of 

genocide were elemental to the Biafran propaganda campaign, prompting an international 

debate about the application of the term […] Just as many defeated Igbo claimed that their 

genocidal experience was denied during the war, so they have campaigned since then for its 

recognition and effective canonization in the field and popular consciousness. (2014: 170) 

Nigerian writers such as Ben Okri (1993) or Chinua Achebe (2012) have denounced the 

absence of recognition of the actual nature of the war. Adichie who, like Achebe is an Igbo, 

devoted her second novel Half of a Yellow Sun (2006) to the war, exposing atrocities, 

massacres and untold stories and focusing on the smallest unit of a society – the family. She 

provides a perspective on the internal actions and reactions of the typical family during the 

war. Her commitment revolves around anti-Eurocentrism and feminism. Adichie, who was 

born after the armed conflict, used stories transmitted to her by her parents and 

grandparents as part of her primary sources for writing the novel. She relied on their 

memories of the civil war to provide both realist material and a genuine contribution to the 

novel.  

While she was enrolled on a course in creative writing, Adichie taught the same subject 

between 2005 and 2006 at Princeton University. Since then, she has been dividing her time 

between Lagos in Nigeria, where she gives an annual workshop, and Baltimore. She has 

become an icon whose essay “We Should All Be Feminists” received critical acclaim in the 

US. It is one of the simplest yet condensed contribution to feminist scholarship. Her speech 

“The Danger of a Single Story” (2009) is taught in a course offered by the “Facing History 

and Ourselves Organization”, an international non-profit organisation founded in 1976 

based in Brooklyn, which seeks to review and teach history from different standpoints and 

combats anti-democratic actions and bigotry. Finally, the writer appears in a clip of the 
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American pop star Beyonce (2014), who has used the content of her speech on feminism in 

her song Flawless. 

Adichie’s first speech, “The Danger of a Single Story”, was delivered in 2009 on TED talks 

through her ironic and comic tone, which alleviates the seriousness of the topic and 

facilitates the transmission of her ideas. The title of the speech is highly revealing of its 

content. The speech highlights how “African women writers dispel stereotypes or dangerous 

single stories that have wrongly categorised the over one billion people that make up the 

continent of Africa” (Brooks, 2018: 21). The Western mind-set and intellectuals represent 

the African continent through a number of stereotypes, such as Africa being a country 

(while it includes 50 nations and over a billion people), or clichés with regards to outfits 

(half-naked), food (monkey-brain), behaviour (barbarous and uncivilised). Writers such as 

Rudyard Kipling’s “The White Man’s Burden” (1899) and John Locke’s journal on his voyages 

to Africa (1561) depicted Africans as “beasts who have no houses” and also contributed to 

this tradition of the way to perceive Africa. Adichie mentions Western literature and 

epistemology, which contributed to the formation of a single story and vision. As a child, she 

explains that her readings in English gave her a monolithic perspective on writing. Their 

influence had grown to the point that when she started writing at a young age she used to 

reproduce the “blue-eyed characters, the dialogues about weather, and the same typically 

Western drinks like Ginger beer”, which are typical elements of Western stories to be found 

across Europe. She claimed that these clichés were the only representations she was 

acquainted with as a child. It was not until she discovered writers like Chinua Achebe that 

she grasped that there could be “black characters with kinky hair” in literature. 
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The talk also addresses the danger of stereotyping and prejudices. She believes that the 

problem with stereotypes is not that they are false, but that they are certainly incomplete. 

According to Adichie, the false ideas, which foreigners have of Africa, are directly 

extrapolated from literature. In her essay, she explores the danger of a single perspective 

through questioning her own bias triggered by the media about Mexican immigrants in the 

US:  

A few years ago, I visited Mexico from the U.S […] there were endless stories of Mexicans as 

people who were fleecing the healthcare system, sneaking across the border, being arrested 

at the border, that sort of thing. I remember walking around on my first day in Guadalajara, 

watching the people going to work, rolling up tortillas in the marketplace, smoking, laughing 

[…] I realized that I had been so immersed in the media coverage of Mexicans that they had 

become one thing in my mind, the abject immigrant. I had bought into the single story of 

Mexicans and I could not have been more ashamed of myself. (Adichie, 2009: 8:09-8:42) 

Furthermore, she claims that among the myriads of risks of a single story are the beliefs that 

an authentic African novel should encompass uneducated characters who are unemployed 

and dying of hunger and, since her novels represent African characters in more complex 

ways, they are regularly accused of not being genuine or representative enough of Africa. To 

engage with the audience, Adichie uses anecdotes to make them laugh and be receptive to 

her talk. Despite the lightness of her tone, she demonstrates her commitment through her 

eagerness to denounce the pernicious effect of unchallenged dominant narratives. It is 

pertinent to mention that this speech enhances our understanding of the ideology 

underpinning her fiction. In fact, Adichie’s speech attests that there is a direct link between 

the fictional and non-fictional productions of the authors and that their activism is 

perpetuated in all possible spheres of knowledge.  

Published by Fourth Estate in 2014, the essay “We Should All Be Feminists” is an adaptation 

of an earlier TED talk from 2012. In this essay dedicated to feminism, Adichie explains and 
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reshapes the notion of feminism. In fact, anecdotes and narratives from her personal 

experiences punctuate the speech. The author endeavours to remind her readership of the 

feminist ideology with regard to its general meaning and applicability, but she clearly 

foregrounds feminism in the African context, which is different from Western European 

feminism. In this essay, Adichie seems to target a young audience and offers a vulgarised 

feminist light rather than a challenging feminist perspective that could undermine and/or 

complement the existing knowledge on the movement. The importance of the essay lies in 

its simple and straightforward enunciation of the stories that any woman can understand. 

By vulgarising the topic, she succeeds in reaching a bigger readership and audience. “Often 

comparing the United States and Nigeria, Adichie demonstrates that gender inequality still 

exists globally. She does so by highlighting the gender gap in key arenas including education, 

politics, and the workforce.” (Behrmann, 2017: 315). Adichie agrees that today women 

continue to be abused as well as disregarded worldwide. However, depending on the 

cultural, social, and religious background of one country, there exist differences in women’s 

treatment. Using her storytelling techniques, Adichie illustrates these differences through a 

Nigerian single woman, who is perceived as a victim because marriage represents the only 

fulfilment for women. She underscores the American society’s conventional gaze on women 

and the way they should be delicate and smooth instead of tough and authoritarian in the 

workplace. She challenges the idea that women in Western countries are done with the 

feminist struggle, whereas women in third world countries need Western help to reach this 

level of equality, which is patronising and oblivious, as women continue to be dominated in 

the West. By erecting non-Western men as the barbarian abusers of women, the Western 

white man maintains his hegemony. 
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Parallel to that, Adichie provides her own definition of feminism, which stems from her 

experience and stimulated her to discuss feminism: “Years later, after writing her first 

feminist novel, a journalist gave Adichie the unsolicited advice to never call herself a 

feminist because ‘feminists are women who are unhappy because they cannot find 

husbands’” (Behrmann, 2017: 315). Therefore, Adichie employs the essay as a way of 

correcting and replying to such opinion. She claims that she is “a Happy African Feminist 

Who Does Not Hate Men And Who Likes to Wear Lip Gloss And High Heels For Herself And 

Not For Men” (10). This sentence is loaded with meaning; it deconstructs the negative 

connotation of feminism, one that is perceived as an attempt to subdue men instead of 

having the same status and seeking equality. This idea falls in the same but more articulated 

examination by Françoise Vergès (2019) concerning decolonial feminism. According to 

Vergès, Western feminists became mainstream and instrumentalised by hegemonic power. 

Owing to the fact that a white middle-class woman can work and earn almost as much as a 

man, in exchange women need to give up activism and act as if there were no violence 

against women in the current system. Showing discontent and pointing out unfairness is of 

bad taste. If women do not want to lose the goodwill of the dominant male, they should 

somehow deny feminism. In Adichie’s words: “Of course much of this [negative 

connotation] was tongue-in-cheek, but what it shows is how that word feminist is so heavy 

with baggage, negative baggage: you hate men, you hate bras, you hate African culture, you 

think women should always be in charge, you don’t wear make-up, you don’t have a sense 

of humour, you don’t use deodorant” (2014: 11). Given the fact that Adichie uses a 

simplified style and because the speech is delivered through social media, the tone of the 

essay indicates that she targets a wider audience.  
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In her quest to redefine the meaning of feminism, the writer mentions men and their 

importance in this struggle. The focus on men as opposed to women is an important aspect 

when addressing feminist issues. Judith Gardiner (2005) indicates the psychological 

construction of maleness. She expounds on the way masculinity is a social construct that 

places men in a defensive state and the asymmetrical construction of gender roles in society 

insofar as while men are not defined by their status of paternity, women have always been 

associated with their prospective motherhood. This unevenness is the reason why maleness 

and masculinity need to be addressed along with feminist thought: 

Unlike MacKinnon’s and other radical feminist theories that simply posit a dominating 

masculinity as the origin of gender inequality, Chodorow’s (1978) psychoanalytic theory 

explains masculinity as a defensive and compensatory formation in individual men’s 

development. Identifying with their individual mothers, women become mothers in turn, but 

men become masculine by identifying with the male roles in society. ‘Masculine 

identification,’ she says, ‘is predominantly a gender role identification. By contrast, feminine 

identification is predominantly parental,’ based on a girl becoming like her mother, whereas 

being a father has been a minor part of most modern men’s identity (p. 176). Thus gender is 

defined by men’s difference from women in these theories but asymmetrically rather than in 

a relation of either simple opposition or negation. (42) 

This passage endorses Adichie’s following statements on maleness and its importance 

within the feminist discussions. Owing to this explanation, it is safe to consider that Adichie 

derives her feminist analysis from the psychoanalytic line of thought as she points out the 

way men endure social expectations and clichés. By doing so, she binds the two genders as 

different victims of society’s construction of roles. Therefore, Adichie claims that men 

should manifest themselves and voice the injustices that they witness. She argues that men 

are subject to scrutiny by society as they are tied to notions of masculinity, potency, and 

virility. She indicates that, for instance, by being compelled to hide their emotions and show 
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strength in every situation, they become vulnerable and enter a vicious circle, while women 

are taught to protect and nurture their maleness that is so fragile. To conclude, Adichie 

suggests through her title and the content of her speech that we must raise our children 

differently, equally and more consciously. 

In this context, one can extrapolate the different types of engagements of these authors. 

Being aware of their activities outside their fictional writings is of pivotal importance in the 

sense that it will help me understand the origin of the thematic dynamic and the motives in 

their novels, especially the idea that their commitment is a continuity of the ideas they 

channelled through their novels. Throughout the previous discussions, we have seen the 

authors transmit their convictions via various means ranging from academic such as essays 

and official speeches to non-academic but not less important means such as talk shows. I 

can delineate two main areas or types of engagements: the feminist engagement and the 

decolonial/ anti-colonial engagement. 

The feminist cause stands out because the corpus of this research is composed of women 

writers who withstand androcentric domination overtly. There is today an increasing 

consensus about women having been subjected to social, historical, political and economic 

injustices for centuries (Simon Veil (1983), Audre Lorde (1984), bell hooks (1984), Kimberlé 

Crenshaw (1989), Rebecca Walker (1992), Gayatri Spivak (2008) and Françoise Vergès (2019) 

to cite only a few). As a common tendency, the four authors this study focuses on use their 

writing as a platform to denounce women’s mistreatment. The very first indicators of their 

dedication to the feminist cause are revealed by the very titles of some of their works, such 

as “We Should All Be Feminists” (2014) and Femmes d’Alger dans leurs appartement (1980), 

which suggest that women will be at the centre of the attention. This indication is confirmed 
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by the potent presence of female characters in the eight novels and the focus on themes 

central to women’s lives, such as marital issues, exclusion from educational opportunities 

and language as undisputable aspects of women’s life. Although, in general terms, feminism 

aims to restore women’s basic right to equality in all fields of life, the arguments and 

perspectives differ drastically. Therefore, as feminism encompasses several principles and 

scholars propound different lights, it will be addressed in Part Three under the praxis le 

féminisme décolonial. Engaging with women’s emancipation as a woman writer is almost a 

prerequisite. Although the degrees and levels of commitment differ dramatically from one 

writer to another, their commitment cannot go unnoticed. The disparities in context, from 

Bâ who lived in a Muslim majority country where polygamy is legal, to Djebar and Diome, 

whose background is also a Muslim majority country and who have lived between multiple 

territories, to Adichie and Diome, who live in Western countries and thereby address 

feminism through the topic of immigration, provide a complex angle on feminism. This 

means that the priorities and female struggles at stake are different. Notwithstanding their 

differences, their work exhibits a specific type of feminist resistance that tackles patriarchal 

and colonial oppression simultaneously and which I have defined as ‘hybrid’. 

During colonisation and in the immediate aftermath of decolonisation, writers expressed 

their views on the coloniser as well as the new powers, which Ngũgĩ terms “the 

compradors” or the bourgeois and powerful. So, consciously or unconsciously, they became 

political writers. In her essay, “La Fonction politique des littératures africaines écrites” 

(1981), Mariama Bâ states being a political author means being critical of the ruling powers 

and it also means highlighting social issues. Through writing, authors commit themselves to 

correct the ideas held by foreigners about their cultures as well as provide written material 

that allows people from different backgrounds to discover local traditions and 
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simultaneously educate the author’s own people. This premise is pointed out by several 

precursors of the African literatures, including Chinua Achebe and Mariama Bâ, who writes 

in her essay: 

Dans l’oeuvre d’édification d’une société africaine démocratique libérée de toute contrainte, 

l’écrivain a un rôle important d’éveilleur de conscience et de guide. Il se doit de récupérer les 

aspirations de toutes les couches sociales, surtout des couches les plus défavorisées. 

Dénoncer les maux et fléaux, qui gangrènent notre société et retardent son plein 

épanouissement, fustiger les pratiques, coutumes et mœurs archaïques qui n’ont rien à voir 

avec notre précieux patrimoine culturel, lui reviennent comme une mission sacrée à 

accomplir, contre vents et marrées, avec foi, avec ténacité. Il peut également préconiser des 

solutions. (1981: 406, emphasis mine) 

Bâ herself rejected the French assimilation policy, which consisted of teaching the French 

language in order to assimilate the colonised country, in this case Senegal. Bâ’s mastery of 

the French language does not prevent her from being eager to master Wolof. This does not 

question her love of the French language, but sets out her anti-colonial commitment. 

However, as Bâ was a pioneering postcolonial author who came from an affluent family, she 

understood that women during the 1970s and 1980s (post-independence decades in most 

African countries) in any post-colonial African country did not have a substantial voice to use 

in politics, which is why she turned her political convictions into activism through 

associations. Yet, Bâ used her essay to underscore the role of African literatures and authors 

in engaging with the political problems of their societies when she writes: “Le fil directeur 

de ce symposium retrouvé dans le point que nous traitons met l’accent sur le fait que les 

littératures Africaines, qu’elles soient orales ou écrites, traditionelles ou modernes, ont tiré 

leur position de leur fonction sociale” (1981: 404, in Azodo). 

As far as Assia Djebar is concerned, she tackled many political issues. Firstly, she sought to 

commemorate those Algerian intellectuals and writers who had been murdered during the 
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black decade, as seen in her French Academy acceptance speech. The late authors, to whom 

she referred in many of her works, were politically engaged and this was a problem for the 

new powers. As mentioned earlier in the section on Djebar’s socio-historical context and 

personal trajectory, Algeria went through disaffiliations to a coup d’état of leaders of the 

state (President Boudiaf), who were murdered on live television shows or removed from 

office. Djebar employed her writing as a platform to criticise the Algerian state by regularly 

mentioning the intellectuals who were killed in order to remind the audience and her 

readership that many African writers are militants as they are imprisoned or killed for having 

expressed their ideas in their writings. A moment of celebration and recognition such as the 

French Academy also gave her a wider outreach and helped her increase international 

pressure on Algeria. As a result, her standing with her compatriots is a political engagement 

and political writing, be it an anti-colonial viewpoint, an anti-“compradors”, or an anti-

Eurocentric one, is a key component of the African author’s literary identity. 

Like Bâ and Djebar, Fatou Diome has also exhibited her political commitment through her 

writing and, on various occasions, she has denounced the decisions taken by European 

governments in regard to immigration from African countries. Owing to the generational 

difference between Bâ and Diome, the latter’s commitment is different as her position is 

characterised by her double belonging. This means that while she criticises both Senegal and 

France, the criticism of France is political, while the one of Senegal tends to focus on social 

issues. She has the reputation of being virulent and provocative whenever she is invited to 

television talk shows, which are in reality more journalistic and popular than they are 

academic but which confirm and reiterate the viewpoints transmitted in her novels. As a 

French citizen of immigrant origin, her identity is shaped by immigration; therefore, the 

author is keen to discuss immigration, its drawbacks and repercussions. Her border crossing 
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experience enables her to scrutinise various aspects of each society. Diome denounces male 

hegemony in Nigeria and illustrates this through her tyrannical uncle, who uses religion for 

derogatory purposes; on the other hand, she criticises France’s negative treatment of 

immigrants and ambiguity regarding the universal standards that are seldom applied to 

African immigrants. Diome’s “in-betweenness” will be further demonstrated below in 

Chapters Six and Seven. Diome multiplies public appearances and media coverage. This 

entails that the French media endeavour to diversify the representativeness in their shows; 

more importantly, this allows Diome to counterbalance the debate regarding the political 

discourse in France, which fosters assimilation to the republic’s ideals of secularism and 

French whiteness. Furthermore, Diome’s focus on immigration exposes racism and 

discrimination; she strives to raise consciousness around the fact that the scourge of racism 

is still inherently rooted in French society. Evelyne Heyer provides an anthropological 

examination of the subject. After providing the official data and laws, which protect the 

immigrant and minorities in France, she notes:  

Although these statistics show a good level of social integration, racism makes often the 

headlines and political parties based on national identity are growing, all this is giving the 

impression that racism rises in society, in contradiction with these studies. There are several 

non-exclusive explanations. It could be that racism is now more audible so that extremism 

feels free to express their feelings; racism can be strong but only in a minority of people and 

last but not the least, it could be that the French society is in the “Tocqueville paradox” 

regarding racism: the closer you get to your “perfect society” in this case a society without 

racism, the less you tolerate any deviation from this goal. (2017: 309) 

The quote illustrates how widespread racism is in French society. It points out that the 

potential cause underlying xenophobia in France could be because racism is increasing, 

allowing extremism despite the law, which protects citizens without discrimination. 
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Therefore, Diome’s anti-colonial engagement is directed against Eurocentrism. In effect, the 

colonial repercussions on Africans are patent in immigration. 

Immigration is also a crucial topic to Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. The latter has devoted a 

whole novel to this topic in its most intricate details. Adichie has committed herself to the 

anti-Eurocentric struggle and advocated the multiplicity of viewpoints. Her speech entitled 

“The Danger of a Single Story” (2009), which is discussed in the previous section, displays 

the clear influence of her mentor Chinua Achebe, who pioneered the notion of “answering 

back” (by means of writing a novel that corrects the stereotypes mentioned in the first 

novel) when he answered Joseph Conrad’s Heart of the Darkness (1899) with Things Fall 

Apart (1958). In turn, she decentralises the single opinion and truth and fosters the 

multiplicity of truths resulting from different lenses and contexts. This idea is prominent in 

“The Danger of a Single Story”, which she devotes to denouncing how pernicious it is to rely 

on one single story told from one point of view, mainly from the media and the literature of 

the West. The anti-Eurocentric position is evident from the beginning of her speech as she 

goes on to describe the type of characters she was used to finding in Western books. In this 

line of conduct, Adichie is comparable to Assia Djebar, who as a historian was an avid 

supporter of manifold perspectives. Indeed, the two writers belong to different generations, 

countries, and backgrounds; however, they pursue the same objectives and aspirations; the 

four authors that have been selected for this research share that in common. They are the 

kind of writers who actively strive to open debates aiming at changing opinions. The roots of 

this shared aim lie in their different but comparable historical backgrounds. 
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Chapter Two: Linguistic Choices in a Postcolonial African Literary Context 

2.1. Postcolonial Writing: from European Languages to African Languages 

Language is a means of communication which is subject to constant changes. It evolves with 

the evolution of cultural, social, economic, and historical contexts. Language mirrors and 

reflects human thought and consciousness. Colonisation, crusades and trade were at the 

origin of some of the most significant changes that have affected language use globally. The 

aim of this chapter is not to study the ethnographic and anthropological aspects of changing 

language patterns but to shed light on the language choices in postcolonial African female 

literatures, which have been strongly impacted by the role of language in colonial and 

patriarchal domination and to understand the ongoing discussion in the African context 

about the language use and its repercussions. 

While structuralist thinkers have established some of the principles which govern 

communication and interaction, language use in the literary field varies and changes 

according to historical and political factors and variables, such as the personal trajectory of 

each author. Areas of literary analysis such as stylistics highlight how authors tend to use 

language through deviations that can emerge from grammatical, lexical and semantic 

positions while aiming to foreground the writer’s intentions and meanings behind their 

writing. 

As language is an integral part of an author’s experience both as a human and as a writer, it 

is crucial to consider the ways in which the choice of their language of writing reflects their 

identities. Language is central to postcolonial African writing, first because of the influences 

of the colonisers’ languages and literatures, and second because of the multiplicity of ethnic 

groups and languages which coexist in most African countries. The African continent 
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comprises 54 countries and 30% of the 7,097 languages spoken in the world belong to Africa 

(Gordon, 2005: online). Multilingualism and the use of several languages for everyday 

communication are salient features of most African countries. When colonising powers, 

including Britain, France, Portugal, Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium and Italy, 

gathered for the Berlin meeting in 1884-85, they agreed on partitioning African countries 

amongst the European forces (Gates and Appiah, 2010). By drawing national borders solely 

based on their own economic interests, colonisers disregarded the existent political entities 

as well as the ethnic and linguistic groups which composed them, mainly focusing instead on 

the natural richness they sought to exploit. As a result, they established borders which cut 

across previous boundaries between languages, cultures and traditions. 

The post-independence era has witnessed different strategies to recover various African 

peoples’ dignity and identity. On the one hand, North Africa espoused the Arabic culture 

and the language of the Quran to free themselves from the influence of France. On the 

other, sub-Saharan countries like Senegal and Nigeria opted to keep the language of the 

colonisers as official languages and languages of education. In both strategies, language is at 

the core of the political, social, cultural and personal development following independence. 

This element is important for the literary field as it has provoked a profusion of debates 

about how to write and produce literature without neglecting one’s ethnic, linguistic and 

cultural roots. In this respect, Boudersa (2014) distinguishes two different attitudes adopted 

by writers who either support or counter the colonial discourse. The first attitude 

encourages assimilation and incorporation of African discourses into the European ones 

considered superior by reproducing hegemonic narratives about the benefits of colonisation 

and the importance of embracing the colonisers’ language, channelled through literature. 

This assimilationist attitude can be observed in the writings of some authors. For example, 
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South African author Alan Paton implicitly considers themes which pay tribute to the 

coloniser in his Cry the Beloved Country (1948). On the contrary, an anti-colonial discourse is 

developed by writers such as Chinua Achebe, Kateb Yacine, Wole Soyinka, Ngũgĩ Wa 

Thiong’o, Rachid Boujedra and Mouloud Feraoun, to cite but a few. These writers embrace 

the language of the coloniser but use it to protest, write back to the former metropolitan 

centre and channel their opinions and transmit historical facts from a different perspective 

through fiction (Boudersa, 2014: 251). 

The first generation of anti-colonial authors were mostly male. They produced literary works 

during or immediately after colonisation and can be regarded as precursors for female 

African fiction writing. Educated in the language of colonisation, they inevitably used it as a 

tool of literary expression and mediation of anti-colonial thought. This appropriation of 

European languages is less a choice than a natural consequence of their educational 

background. Writers belonging to the second generation of African literature emerged after 

independence, in the late 20thand early 21stcentury. Authors belonging to this generation, 

such as Kamel Daoud, Yasmina Khadra, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Fatou Diome and many 

others, have perpetuated the tradition of using the coloniser’s language. However, when 

considering the anti-colonial discourse, a cleavage becomes noticeable. Indeed, some 

intellectuals, such as the Kenyan Ngũgĩ Wa Thiong’o and the Algerian Kateb Yacine, who 

started their writing careers in English and French, respectively, later shifted their attentions 

towards their native languages, namely Kikuyu and Arabic. Ngũgĩ shifted from English to 

Gikuyu in 1970, and Kateb started writing plays in Arabic in 1968. It is rare to observe 

authors transition from one language of writing to another. In these two cases, the writers 

had experienced a series of events which prompted them to reconsider their initial language 

choices. The Makerere Conference for Ngũgĩ and the desire to touch a broader Algerian 
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audience through theatre in popular Arabic for Kateb had key impacts on their decisions. 

The change in the language use of these authors, among others, sparked an international 

debate which I will explore in more detail in the next section. 

Authors writing in European languages have been frequently criticised, namely by the 

nationalists who advocate a return to the national traditions by taking a radical decision of 

abandoning these languages. They have been forced into a position of constant self-

defence, remorse and opposition to the imposed stigma. On the contrary, the Algerian 

writer Kateb Yacine, has proclaimed his ability to use the French language in his writing as a 

valuable asset: “I speak French, I write in French just to tell the French that I am not French” 

(in Boudersa, 2014: 251). Kateb’s statement implies that the use of European languages can 

be a potent means of expressing one’s culture, identity and origin and be heard by a wider 

audience rather than a means of repudiating and abnegating one’s identity to embrace the 

coloniser’s set of values  

Léopold Sédar Senghor, the first president of Senegal, known to be a pro-assimilation writer, 

claimed: “We express ourselves in French since French has a universal vocation and since 

our message is also addressed to French people and others. In our language [i.e. African 

languages] the halo that surrounds the words sends out thousands of rays like diamonds” 

(in Ngũgĩ, 1986: 19). While acknowledging the beauty and authenticity of Senegalese 

indigenous languages, Senghor is more inclined to write in French and highlights the 

advantages of embracing a language that gives access to broader, more international 

audiences. Senghor differs from Kateb Yacine in the sense that he was educated in France, 

and he was rewarded for pro-France policies through high office and symbolic recognition 

and praised assimilation to France. However, in terms of languages, many writers of various 
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political standpoints concur in considering the colonial language as an advantage, or, as 

Kateb calls it “War booty” (in Boudersa, 2014: 251). 

On the other hand, detractors of assimilationism, like the Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe, 

summarised the main questions that were unanswered at the 1962 Makerere Conference, 

which was organised to allow African intellectuals and academics to discuss the status of 

literatures originating from African countries. He highlighted the failure of the attendees to 

provide a neat and intelligible definition of “African Literature” as a distinguishable unit. To 

fill this gap, Achebe himself proposed to divide African literatures into two main categories: 

he qualified the literature written in English, French, Portuguese and Arabic as “national 

literatures” and the literature written in the African languages such as Hausa, Igbo, Kikuyu, 

or Yoruba as “ethnic literatures” (1965: 27). Achebe also highlighted the consequences of 

colonisation ranging from psychological traumas to physical injuries and scars to cultural 

identity. He insisted, however, that if there was one positive aspect to be valued amongst 

the post-independence chaos, it was the acquisition of the language of the former coloniser: 

although colonisation “failed to give them (people) a song, it gave them a language” (1965: 

28). 

Another recurrent question concerns the linguistic competence of writers from the former 

English, French, and Portuguese colonies, insofar as they write in languages which are not 

their mother tongues. Can an African writer write in the language of the coloniser in a fluent 

and stylish way? For Achebe: “it is true that the vast majority of people are happier with 

their first language than with any other. But then the majority of people are not writers” 

(1965: 28). While Achebe’s choice has been criticised by many intellectuals, notably Ngũgĩ 

Wa Thiong’o, his claim to use the English language in African writing represents a prelude to 
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the current debate about the authenticity of African authors’ work when writing in 

European languages. Achebe observes that the borrowed language must undergo some 

adjustment and transformation in order for authors to express their singularity: 

The price a world language must be prepared to pay is submission to many different kinds of 

use. The African writer should aim to use English in a way that brings out his message best 

without altering the language to the extent that its value as a medium of international 

exchange will be lost. He should aim at fashioning an English, which is at once universal but 

able to carry his peculiar experience. (1965: 29) 

Besides, one must consider the fact that when African writers produce literary works they 

make a translation of the lives, experiences, cultures, and languages into the language of 

writing. The notion of translation, more specifically cultural translation, is highly relevant to 

postcolonial writing. The importance of cultural translation lies in its capability of exporting 

cultures and identities through literature. Iulia Elena explains this: 

Translations are not only a way of communication; they are not only connected with 

linguistic competence, but with intertextuality, psychological, and narrative competence, 

being a cultural vector, a facilitator of cross-cultural cooperation. It has to be clearly 

acknowledged that translation functions not just as a trans-lingual vector of meaning but 

also as a vector of cultural specificity. For it is only through translations that elements of one 

culture become available to another culture. (2017: 1) 

Elena’s passage epitomises the way literature serves as a vector of cultural translation, 

particularly with postcolonial writing, where culture occupies a foremost position in the 

society’s mind-set. Therefore, critics have argued that translation is a criterion to consider 

when investigating the literatures produced by African authors. For example, in a study of 

Camara Laye's use of the French language in L’enfant noire (1953), Eloïse Brière explains 

that “it is not simply an African novel written in French, but the author’s attempt to 

translate the essence of his life as Malinke” (1988: 34). The myths of the Malinke culture are 

infused in this novel insofar as it includes snakes talking to the narrator’s father. The aim is 
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likely to elevate the local culture’s prestige, oppose it to the French culture and 

demonstrate that Malinke people also have their myths and culture. Moreover, it shows the 

dangers of acculturation – the narrator learns the French way but loses the capacity to 

communicate with the traditions symbolised by the snake. The translation process occurs at 

many levels and consists of reflecting images from one’s experience and sculpting them to 

fit into the European language of expression. Many critics, such as Eileen Julien (1992) 

Abiola Irele (2009) and Lydie Moudileno (2009), note that African fiction written in 

European languages, such as English and French, is pervaded by a range of African 

characteristics, for example, the echoing of the oral tradition of storytelling. With the birth 

of the novel, which has imposed itself as the most popular fictional genre in Europe since 

the 18th century, postcolonial writers from different countries incorporated oral storytelling 

into the novel genre. The importance of oral traditions in African fiction is pointed out by 

Mustapha Ruma Bala: 

Even a slight acquaintance with African literature written in the European languages will 

reveal its oral antecedents. This is not surprising since the writers of these texts are 

important members of their respective traditional societies. Consequently, whenever they 

choose to communicate their experiences to the world through the medium of literature, 

there is the lingering possibility that they will fall back on the rich repertoire of oral tradition 

that exist in their societies. Consequently, the African culture becomes a rich source for 

themes and motifs with which to structure and give a coherent shape to their experiences in 

the form of poetry, drama, and most especially the novel. (2015: 196) 

The African oral tradition consists of telling mythical stories to the community. Oral 

storytelling was traditionally used to transmit knowledge from generation to generation. An 

example of this oral tradition is Les Contes Berbères de Kabylie (1980), collected by the 

Algerian anthropologist, linguist and writer Mouloud Maamri, published in one volume and 

translated into French. Published in France, this volume shows the importance of 
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storytelling as a legacy of the Kabyle culture. This explains why the postcolonial novel form 

is influenced by this tradition. Thereby, in addition to the translation or transposition of 

cultural particularities into European languages, writers celebrate oral traditions as typical 

of postcolonial African writing and, by doing so, they express their identities. Critics such as 

Hadjoui Ghouti pinpoint the influence of oral tradition on African postcolonial writing. 

Ghouti discusses the success of African written fiction and refers to orality as a pivotal 

aspect that explains its popularity: 

This popularity, according to them [critics], seems to arise from some aesthetic strength 

hitherto unrealized in Written African Fiction, which has successfully adapted the 

representations of Orality and Ethnicity techniques into such a written form. The use of such 

features is abundant in the works of major African writers. (2015: 606) 

Critics insist on the impact of the orality on writing. Paul Bandia (1993) explores the notion 

“translation shifts”, which are techniques used by African writers in their works and by 

translators of African works. Indeed, this notion corresponds to the “cultural 

untranslatability”, which takes place when a feature is non-existent in the culture of the 

target languages, in this case, English and French. Bandia distinguishes various types of 

translation shifts, such as “calques” and “semantic shifts”. On the one hand, calques draw 

upon the literal translation of native words or expressions into the European language of 

writing. They can also be the addition of words and idiomatic expressions in the native 

language to the text (1993: 64). On the other hand, semantic shifts include the use of 

European words to express meanings relevant to the native language (1993: 67). According 

to Bandia’s analysis of Achebe’s works, African literatures in European languages tend to 

privilege strategies of writing, including some degrees of intercultural translation. The work 

by the Ivorian writer Ahmadou Kourouma is one of the best-known examples of 

transforming the French language by infusing it with large amounts of words borrowed from 
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the Malinke, or “malinkisms”. He claims: “J’ai pensé en Malinké et écrit en français en 

prenant une liberté que j’estime naturelle avec la langue classique… J’ai donc traduit le 

Malinké en français en cassant le français pour retrouver et restituer le rythme Africain” (in 

Koné, 1992: 83). Kourouma’s reflection on his way of manipulating the French language in 

order to translate his complex realities that have no equivalent in French is comparable to 

Achebe’s analysis of the use of the English language in his writing. Writers from any part of 

the world who write in a language other than their mother tongues are certainly confronted 

with similar challenges as they write. 

Translation is hence a shield used by writers to legitimise their choice of writing in European 

languages and, simultaneously, to resist oppression coded into the language which posits 

them as culturally inferior. In fact, by calling themselves translators or referring to 

translation as a cardinal component of their writing, they counter the accusations levelled at 

them by detractors of postcolonial African writing in European languages. Referring to the 

category of writers who call themselves translators, Adejunmobi writes: “these writers tend 

to devote less space to the language question, perhaps because they consider themselves to 

have resolved the crisis of identity provoked by the act of writing in a foreign language 

through the identification of their language use with translation” (1998: 169). 

Considering the fact that the colonisers disregarded and marginalised African indigenous 

languages for the benefit of European ones, authors originating from African countries are 

continuously developing their identities through the appropriation of European languages 

and the strategic use of cultural translation. However, as previously mentioned, postcolonial 

African writing in European languages has been targeted and intermittently criticised by 

African intellectuals and writers who are eager to recover their identities by operating a 
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radical change and opting to write in African indigenous languages. For the case study 

authors, the criticism of their writing in European languages is only one aspect of the 

manifold constituents of their identity crisis. The construction of their literary identity 

through negotiation and performativity is manifestly related to language. The following 

section will discuss African writing in African languages, which can be considered 

complementary to the discussion undertaken hitherto. It should be noted that discussing 

African writing in African indigenous languages is crucial both for the understanding of the 

theoretical context behind language use and the examination of the case study authors. 

Accordingly, the following section will consider the language question from a 

complementary perspective. 

2.2. Advantages and Implications of Writing in English and French  

This review of the controversies surrounding the language question in the African context 

will help us understand the case study authors’ postures regarding their languages of 

writing. Additionally it will explain the positions expressed in interviews and why certain 

questions about language are frequently asked of the authors. Contemporary African 

intellectuals tend to underscore the importance of the chosen language of writing and the 

pernicious effects of opting for a European language over African indigenous ones. All the 

writers mentioned in the previous section are criticised for the tool of their literary 

expression. Indeed, African partisans of ethnic literatures written in indigenous languages 

ranging from authors to scholars claim that they are detaining the truth and key to 

intellectual autonomy by replacing the language of the coloniser with their native language 

in the literary writing of African countries. Kwame Nkrumah, the first prime minister and 

president of Ghana, claimed in his speech “Ghana is born” (1960) that: “It is essential that 
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we consider seriously the problem of the language in Africa. At present, such is the influence 

of Europe in our affairs” (102). This idea was true in the 1960s right after independence, and 

it is still relevant today because the language question is discussed hitherto in the 

postcolonial African context. 

The scholarly community supporting African writing in indigenous languages has advanced 

several arguments in favour of this language choice. The most frequent one is the 

preservation of culture. Ngũgĩ defined culture as a set of actions, beliefs and attitudes, 

transmitted between generations. He writes: “Culture embodies those moral, ethical and 

aesthetic values, the set of spiritual eyeglasses, through which they [generations] come to 

view themselves and their place in the universe” (1986: 14). This definition links culture to 

identity. The culture of an individual is an undeniably essential component of one’s identity. 

It is through culture and tradition that one can develop belonging to one place over another, 

and it is this same culture that creates displacement and estrangement because of exile, 

expatriation and immigration. Thereby, when language is at the centre of discussions and 

arguments, a link is instantly drawn between language and culture; this has become the 

ultimate argument to influence public opinion, more precisely postcolonial writers in 

European languages about the dangers and inconveniences of their choices over their 

nations and their own selves. With regard to this statement, Ngũgĩ claims that “Language as 

culture is the collective memory bank of a people’s experience in history. Culture is almost 

indistinguishable from the language that makes possible its genesis” (1986: 15). The 

proximity between language and culture is assumed by all those advocating the use of 

African languages. In their essays and articles, academics such as Egejuru (1980), Ngũgĩ 

(1986), Asante (1988), Irele (1990) and many others express their dissatisfaction with the 

reality of postcolonial African writing. Irele states: “language serves as the concrete vehicle 
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of expression of the imaginative, hence, literature results from language” (1990: 13). In 

addition, Botwe-Asamoah notes that “if, therefore, culture cannot be separated from 

language, how does thought translated from one’s language to a foreign one retains one’s 

cultural and aesthetic values in literary expression?” (2001: 752). 

According to advocates of postcolonial writing in African languages, writers who endorse 

European languages in their literary expression cannot represent their culture truthfully in 

their fictional works. They cannot establish their identity through their writing; they are 

mere products of the West and, by preferring European languages over the African ones, 

they abandon their countries, which need them to develop their original cultural 

expressions and thrive after the traumatism inflicted by colonial attempts to erase their 

cultures. Ngũgĩ claims that African literatures produced in European languages lack social 

and individual identity and there is an urgent need for a shift. Only an intellectual revolution 

against writing in European languages can help solve the prevailing identity crisis. He states: 

“The literature it [the petty bourgeoisie readership] produced in European languages was 

given the identity of African literatures as if there had never been literature in African 

languages. Yet by avoiding a real confrontation with the language issue, it was clearly 

wearing false robes of identity: it was a pretender to the throne of the mainstream of 

African literature” (1986: 22).  

Ngũgĩ’s critique of these literatures is conspicuous, and his dismissal does not take into 

account some other underlying motivations for writing in European languages. The Kenyan 

writer – and some previously mentioned academics, such as Irele (1990) based in Nigeria or 

Koné (1992) based in the US, who share his worldview – seem to have neglected elements 

such as the idea of a “literary capital” accumulated by the French and English languages 
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(Casanova, 1999) which will be further discussed in Chapter Seven. There are also obvious 

practical reasons for writing in European languages, such as publishing, distribution, 

infrastrcuture and economic profitability which will be further dwelt on in the next section. 

Finally, the fact that the European languages are the languages of the colonisers and are still 

omnipresent in many African contexts also provides these languages with a certain prestige 

in African countries. 

The polemic revolving around the languages used as mediators of literary expression has 

resulted in various dichotomies, which often contradict, subvert and undermine one 

another. These dichotomies include the binary distinction between the assumed African 

authenticity and European assimilation or between the transmission of cultural and 

individual experiences through indigenous languages versus the representation of one’s 

background while espousing the European principles. What these radical perceptions have 

in common is their tendency to overlook any attempt to reach an intermediate position to 

this language question in the African context. Barber and Furniss (2006) highlight that “This 

argument is of course powerful and appealing, but the issues are complex and require 

careful historical teasing-out if we are not to fall into a crude binary model where native 

language equals authenticity and colonial language equals alienation and dispossession” 

(2006: 02). This statement is of pivotal importance to this research as it illustrates the 

complexity of the issue of language in African literatures. Indeed, it supports the hypothesis 

formulated in this thesis, according to which the use of African languages instead of 

European ones that Ngũgĩ and his partisans recommend is not suitable for the great 

complexity of the social and historical reality. The next section of this chapter will 

investigate in-depth the motivations for the choice of writing in European languages instead 

of indigenous African ones. The first argument, according to which culture and language are 
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interlinked and therefore it is impossible to renounce either without risking the loss of one’s 

identity, is a recurrent statement and is widely used by the proponents of writing in African 

indigenous languages. The second argument in favour of writing in African indigenous 

languages is the symbiosis between language and audience, as the writer communicates 

with an established audience through the language of expression. 

Ngũgĩ strives to explain the question of audience through the lens of language. He insists on 

the importance of knowing for which audience one is writing. He claims, “The question of 

audience settled the problem of language choice; and the language choice settled the 

question of audience” (1986: 44). Thus, according to him, in addition to culture and its 

prominence when translated through African local languages, the audience is the second 

important element which determines the choices of writing. It then follows that the authors 

writing in European languages neglect the local, ethnic and national audiences and prefer to 

target international ones. Ngũgĩ and his supporters point out that most African working-

class audiences are uneducated and therefore unable to read European languages. 

Nevertheless, as I will argue in this thesis, many African people master European languages 

and, if they are uneducated that signifies that they are unlikely to read even in their own 

mother tongues. The cases of the four female authors examined in this study illustrate 

perfectly this paradox. Like most African authors, they stem from contexts of 

multilingualism in which European languages compete with African ones and written literary 

languages with vernacular and spoken ones (as they refer to the percentages of people who 

could read their novels, see quotes in section four of this chapter concerning the author’s 

stances on their languages of writing). Most locutors have uneven competences and 

incomplete access to some of these languages. Populations’ masteries fluctuate depending 

on levels of literacy, which have increased since independence to reach 81.41% in Algeria, 
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62.02% Nigeria and 51.90% in Senegal in 2018 (Statista, online). Thus, Ngũgĩ’s statement on 

literacy and mastery of indigenous languages is compromised by the fact that populations 

seem to be more fluent in English, French or another European language than in indigenous 

languages, at least in writing, particularly given that languages that are used for everyday 

communication and not for academic studies may not even have equivalents for scientific 

terms. This is further endorsed by the fact that, in Algeria for example, the French language 

is taught in year three of elementary school while the Berber language is taught 

intermittently and to varying extents in secondary schools. This means that the French and 

Tamazight languages are not taught in the same unyielding manner, elevating French to a 

language of thinking while relegating Tamazight to domestic use. 

Given the complexities of multilingualism in most African contexts, I have reason to believe 

that writers who justify their shift to writing in African languages through their choice of 

audience may exaggerate. In an attempt to question the arguments advanced by the 

advocates of pro-indigenous language writing, Barber and Furniss note that these authors 

claim to speak “to their own ‘deep’ local audiences rather than to a wide but shallow 

postcolonial elite” (2006: 3). By putting the word “deep” between inverted commas, the 

critics endeavour to contest the radical opposition deep versus shallow as if there were no 

middle way and no exceptions, as if people who master colonial languages were merely 

followers devoid of authenticity. This way of viewing writing and language use is perilous 

because reality is more complex. 

Writers who use European languages in their writing have many legitimate reasons that 

deserve to be examined and will be explored in section four of this chapter. In fact, although 

writers using indigenous languages perceive the audience as a key factor and use this 
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argument to convince their most arduous detractors, the audience, in fact, represents the 

greatest pressure for writers to carry on writing in European languages. Although reasons 

for writing in French and English are complex and diverse, most authors share the ambitions 

to win prizes, to be recognised, and ultimately to make a living. The economic reality of 

literary production is that writers who do not sell will have difficulty finding publishing 

houses that will accept their works. Consequently, the wider the audience is, the more 

chance the writers have of reaching bestselling records, which can be an appealing element 

to seduce most authors to think of the language choice carefully. Pascale Casanova’s The 

World Republic of Letters (1999) has explored extensively the hierarchical nature of world 

literature as well as the impact of history on the modern construction of literary 

infrastructure. Casanova explores the power of European languages, particularly English and 

French, by showing how they overthrew Latin and imposed themselves internationally. She 

notes the hierarchical stratification of world literature: 

The hierachical structure that orders the literary world is the direct product of history of 

literature in the sense I have described, but it is also what makes history […] The world of 

letters is a relatively unified space characterized by the opposition between the great 

national literary spaces, which are also the oldest – and, accordingly, the best endowed – 

and those literary spaces that have more recently appeared and that are poor by 

comparison. (82-83) 

Casanova’s analysis expounds on the role of colonisation in the creation of literary spaces. 

The oldest written literatures which emerged from Europe continue to occupy dominant 

positions for having accumulated linguistic capital through the achievements of all previous 

writers of renown who used them to produce their oeuvres. As a result, due to the prestige 

attached to these older literatures, writing in English or French provides writers with a 

comfortable position both in terms of reaching wider audiences and reaping the material 

rewards of publishing with established and wealthy publishers of the Northern hemisphere. 
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In addition, while writing in European languages is inclusive and opens multiple possibilities 

because of the global reach of the publishing industry, fiction writing in African indigenous 

languages is exclusive not only of the West and the other parts of the world but also in 

Africa itself where many ethnic groups living within the national territories do not master 

the languages of some of their compatriots. 

As a consequence, relying on what has been stated hitherto, one can envisage that some 

postcolonial African writers and scholars offer their expertise to the field of African studies 

in order to determine who can enter into the circle of the accepted guardians of the African 

countries’ cultural legacy and genuineness and whom to dismiss and label as outsiders. In 

this sense, Kunene states: 

Writers who write in foreign languages are already part of foreign institutions; to one extent 

or another, they have adopted foreign values and philosophical attitudes, and they variously 

seek to be a member of their culture. They cannot be said to be African cultural 

representatives who write in another language because, in spirit, at least, they speak from 

the perspective provided for them by the affective apparatus of mental control exercised by 

the former colonial power. (1992: 32) 

Yet, the actual purpose of writing in African languages is to raise the status of African 

literature, which was reputed to be solely oral. According to Casanova, only the centre is 

able to consecrate authors and literatures; peripheries do not have this power. A Latin 

American author that is accepted and acclaimed in Paris will become world-famous, while a 

Latin American author acclaimed in Dakar will receive less attention. Additionally, this is the 

very condition of cultural translation. The knowledge of the host cultures enables African 

writers to explain their culture to foreign audiences, rise above the local audience and attain 

a transnational status. It appears that the debate on language is about how best to 

represent one’s culture, in this case African authorial identity. Fictional texts, interviews and 
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essays are filled with references to identity crises inside or outside the cradle of the authors’ 

childhood.  

The most appropriate question could concern the authors’ need to construct their literary 

identities and represent them in writing. After having uncovered the multiple opposing 

viewpoints and in light of the controversy opposing the supporters of African literatures in 

European languages to those advocating for the use of African indigenous languages, the 

next section will address postcolonial writers in European languages first, exploring and 

examining the possible reasons and factors lying behind their choice of language for writing. 

Subsequently, I will examine Assia Djebar’s, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s, Fatou Diome’s 

and Mariama Bâ’s motivations for writing in European languages. 

According to French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, prospective writers must consider various 

factors when it comes to choosing their language of writing, as their decision is determinant 

for their future position in the “literary field” (Bourdieu, 1992). Bourdieu’s theory of the 

literary field exposes the hierarchies and power relations which structure the literary 

marketplace. The concepts of “habitus”, which links individuals’ socialisation to their 

actions, and of “fields”, which are systems of domination and subordination, are particularly 

useful in denouncing the deeply hierarchical nature of the seemingly peaceful world of 

literary production. Pascale Casanova (1999) draws on Bourdieu’s La distinction: critique 

social du jugement (1979) and Les règles de l’art: genèse et structure des champs littéraire 

(1992) to chart world literature and demonstrate that it resembles an empire: it is 

centralised and hierarchical. Although the literary field is described by both Bourdieu and 

Casanova as independent from political domination, former colonial centres tend to 

constitute its most central hubs. Access to these centres is of crucial importance for writers 
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since they play the role of gatekeepers able to grant writers literary legitimacy and global 

diffusion. African writers are directly concerned by this power structure as their status as 

literary latecomers places them in secondary positions regarding literary legitimacy. 

According to Casanova, a particular position is occupied by Paris as the capital city of one of 

the world’s most centralised countries and former empires and a primary node in the 

literary field. For Casanova, there are only a few literary cities in the world concentrating 

institutions that can legitimate writers nationally or internationally. Casanova refers to these 

cities as the “Greenwich Meridian” of world literature and claims that mainly Paris and a 

lesser extent also New York and London have the privileged powers to consecrate writers 

and decide who will be canonised, distributed globally, translated, published and awarded 

the most important literary prizes. What makes Paris the uncontested cultural and literary 

capital of the world, even over London and New York, is its capacity to consecrate 

literatures published in languages other than French, for example to recognise Latin 

American authors: “Paris was therefore at once an intellectual capital of the world, the 

arbiter of good taste, and (at least in the mythological account that later circulated 

throughout the entire world) the source of political democracy: an idealised city where 

artistic freedom could be proclaimed and lived” (2004: 24).  

The consequences of this centrality of Paris for Francophone authors, who are considered 

by Paris as less important, are two paradoxical things. On the one hand, if authors access 

publishing houses based in Paris, such as Gallimard, Continents Noir and Albin Michel, they 

would achieve a certain recognition (Casanova, 1999). On the other hand, Francophone 

authors stumble upon the selective and discriminatory system, which places them at a 

perennial periphery.  
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The questions that can be asked before undertaking writing may be of a pragmatic nature, 

such as which language would best serve the writers’ objectives or which language they 

have mastered sufficiently to produce a text of high enough literary quality, in addition to 

the status and prestige that one language has compared to another. Casanova highlights 

that languages have a symbolic value that is accumulative and writing in languages that 

have been used for producing recognised oeuvres previously confers some of this prestige 

upon the writer who uses them. However, there are other pressures and burdens with 

which postcolonial writers are confronted, as the arguments advanced by the advocates of 

authenticity detailed in the previous sections in this chapter have highlighted. Colonial and 

patriarchal domination are encoded in the language. Feminist theorists like Lorde or Spivak 

rightly pointed out the difficulty involved in using language in their essays “The master's 

tools will never dismantle the master's house” (1979) and “Can the subaltern speak” (2008). 

(This will be further expounded in Chapter Seven). 

2.3. African Authors: Multilingualism and Linguistic Choices 

In light of Casanova’s and feminist thinkers’ arguments, this section endeavours to examine 

the factors that motivate writers to write in European languages with regards to the literary 

marketplace and the case study writers’ intellectual pursuit through language. The reasons 

that instigate most postcolonial authors to write in a language that is not their mother 

tongue are multifarious, but the multilingual context from which these writers emerge is 

certainly one of the leading factors. Jasone Cenoz (2013) sought to define multilingualism as 

follows: 

Multilinguals can be speakers of a minority indigenous language (e.g […] Welsh in [the] 

United Kingdom) who need to learn the dominant state language. In other cases, 

multilinguals are immigrants who speak their first language(s) as well as the language(s) of 
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their host countries […] Globalization has increased the value of multilingualism. Speaking 

different languages has an added value. (2013: 3-4) 

Cenoz’s definition of multilingualism is applicable to immigrants. It is also valid for the 

postcolonial context as in ex-colonies as there are many languages which put citizens in the 

position of having to master the dominant language. This can be the former colonial 

language in order to be able to communicate and succeed professionally and socially. Being 

able to speak and write in various languages in the postcolonial context is indeed beneficial 

for those who master them. Manifestly, the multilingual trait is a phenomenon which has 

attracted scholarly attention and is regularly referred to by critics. It influences writing over 

time and should not be overlooked when discussing language choice. It also serves the 

purpose of clarifying certain decisions, such as writing in European languages. In this 

respect, Algeria, Nigeria and Senegal, which are the countries of the selected writers of this 

thesis, have a wide range of languages. The Enthnologue guide, which lists the languages of 

the world, states that Algeria has eighteen languages, of which fourteen are indigenous, 

four are non-indigenous and three are institutional: Berber, French and Arabic. Indigenous is 

defined as intrinsically a natural language proper to a given place. The difference between 

institutional and official languages is that the former is a language used in education, 

administration and media and the latter refers to one or many chosen institutional 

languages used by the administration in the whole country. Nigeria has even more diversity, 

with 526 languages, 509 of which are indigenous, ten non-indigenous and up to nineteen 

institutional (mainly English, Hausa, Fulani, Igbo and Yoruba, to name a few). Senegal 

possesses 38 languages, of which 31 languages are indigenous, seven are not, and three are 

institutional (French, Wolof and Peul). It is important to understand that these are 

languages, as they belong to different ethnic groups, as opposed to dialects, which are 
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spoken derivatives of the same language. They are generally spoken in regions, and not all 

citizens of the same country master them because no effort is put into teaching indigenous 

languages. 

The numbers are revealing of the extent of multilingualism as well as the multicultural 

character of these African countries. The diversity and plurality of languages entail choices 

and decision-making. Given the unwritten status of some of these indigenous languages, 

which, as mentioned earlier, is due to a lack of political commitment to educating people to 

use their native languages, the four authors are still confronted with a number of choices. 

Politically committed African intellectuals, such as the murdered Algerian author Tahar 

Djaout, argue that the non-literariness of a language, for example, the Berber language in 

Algeria, is caused by the fact that no one is writing literature using it. One may object that 

the language choice is a vicious circle since, by not using written indigenous languages, 

writers contribute to devaluing these and, in turn, writers do not use them in writing 

because they are not literary enough. Writers generally tend to choose the official languages 

instead of the indigenous ones. In fact, despite the domination of official and institutional 

languages, which reduces the number of available languages considerably, choices are still 

to be made. A range of variables and parameters can persuade writers to prefer a certain 

language over another. The most important choice is between writing in an 

institutional/official language, which is usually representative of the majority of citizens but 

rarely of the minorities, or using a colonial/European language, which is sometimes the 

official language as well. In the case of Senegal, the French language is both an official and a 

colonial language. Similarly, Nigeria established the English language as an official one.  
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Consequently, multilingualism is clearly one of the numerous factors that encourage African 

writers to produce texts in English and French. Parallel to that, the existence of a number of 

languages in one country means that some are oral and not written. The written ones are 

either undeveloped to be manipulated in a literary form which can be polished, or are 

sufficiently developed and independent but are only mastered by a group of people who 

have been part of the education system. This group can change erratically and therefore the 

literatures are not within everyone’s reach. Berber, for example, is a language that has 

official status in Algeria. However, it has long been an oral language that has survived the 

many colonisers of the region. Currently, it is taught in universities and is more widespread 

in schools than before, yet speakers’ mastery of the Berber language varies. Some study it 

only for a short period, others for many years, which creates a gap between more or less 

proficient users. Sabri explains that the intermittent use of the Berber language in schools 

before its standardisation is mainly due to associations within the Kabylia regions. These 

associations made multiple attempts at introducing the teaching of Tamazight in schools 

regardless of the official curriculum imposed by the government. She also provides an 

insight into the way the standardisation of Tamazight started: 

L’enseignement de Tamazight (le Kabyle) a connu ses premiers pas à la Faculté des Lettres 

d’Alger : un cours fut assuré dès 1880 par Emile Masqueray; il fut confié par la suite à René 

Basset (1884). Quelques années plus tard (1885 et 1887), un brevet de Kabyle et un diplôme 

des dialectes amazighs furent créés. L’école normale de Bouzaréah a joué un rôle important 

dans la formation des enseignants de langue Tamazight. Ajoutons à cet établissement, les 

autres institutions sous la direction du CRAPE d’Alger, dirigé par Gabriel Camps (jusqu’en 

1970) et par Mammeri (de 1970 à 1979). (2014: 190) 

Tamazigh is also spoken in other North African countries including Morrocco, Tunisia, Lybia, 

the Canary Islands and some regions in Egypt. There are conspicuous discrepancies between 
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these countries’ uses because Berber is a highly repressed language in North Africa and 

many struggles are to be conducted before restoring its status in these countries. 

Furthermore, writing in English and French may be indicative of power relations, namely of 

the interference of political decisions with the social and cultural reality. As discussed 

previously, Algeria has had a long history of language imposition as it suffered perennially 

from multiple colonisations. Before the 1830s, Algeria was referred to as Numedia and had 

been under the successive domination of the Romans, Vandals, Byzantines and Ottomans. 

When the French troops disembarked in Algeria in 1830, the French language was imposed 

on Algerians as the language of the colonial administration and education. In a 2012 

interview, Djebar recounts how the status of French in Algeria was imposed even more 

harshly than in the neighbouring countries:  

Later when I began to travel, I found very similar cases in neighbouring Morocco and Tunisia. 

Except Tunisia and Morocco were somewhat more independent than Algeria less firmly 

under French control. The pressure of French power in the schools was much stronger in 

Algeria because it was a real colony. In the schools you had to learn French. (2012: 44)  

As far as contemporary Algeria is concerned, Kamel Igoudjil (2014) explains that the 

language question and identity are not only interlinked but seriously discussed in all fields of 

society. He points out the political perceptions in Algeria, highlighting that two domains are 

taken into consideration in the expertise of language, namely the written and the oral 

forms. He also refers to the ongoing discussion with regards to dialects and whether to 

bestow dialects a certain value through their institutionalisation or not: 

It is evident that the construction or re-construction of national identity has served as a 

source for political legitimacy, and as the purpose of government policy formulations such as 

Arabization programs. The government has attempted to monopolize the expression of 

national identity by controlling cultural expression, and framing historical understanding of 

national events such as the Algerian war and the Berber Spring in the 1980s. The 
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government has silenced criticism by accusing detractors, as neocolonialists and of 

attempting to destabilize national unity. Cultural plurality is perceived as a weakness. It is 

important to note there is no divide between ‘Berbers’ and ‘Arabs’ which is the largest issue 

of contention; however, the largest political divide is between Kabylia and the political 

establishment of Algeria. (2014: 186) 

Igoudjil addresses the problematic nature of language in Algeria and contemplates the 

nuanced language hierarchisation and the way political leaders stifle any attempt at opening 

debates about language by suspecting a conspiracy, pinpointing a neocolonial strategy 

employed by secret interventions that are plotting to divide the country. Yet the Algerian 

government imposes Arabic and continues disparaging Tamazight. As an Algerian writer, 

Djebar lived under the pressure of language imposition and witnessed a second type of 

imposition, which took place directly after independence when the decolonisation strategy 

was implemented. As previously mentioned, under President Boumediene’s authority 

(1965-1979), the Arabic language became compulsory and Berber students had to speak 

Arabic in schools as well as outside the classroom. Ironically, Djebar, who learnt French by 

imposition, was asked to teach history at the University of Algiers in Arabic, which she 

refused because she was educated in French.  

After independence in Senegal, the official language remained French. Although Wolof is the 

most widely spoken language, French occupies the position of official language in the 

country. Asa Pariona explains:  

The French language became and remains the official language of Senegal. French is used by 

the government to make public announcements and is the language of instruction in public 

schools… Wolof is the most widely spoken. Research indicates that Wolof is the first or 

second language of approximately 80% of the population of Senegal. (Pariona, 2017: online)  

This indicates that there is language imposition as long as the national language neither 

reflects nor represents the majority and minority language use. Fiona McLaughlin (2001) 
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notes that Senegal has recently seen the emergence of a movement known as Set-Setal (a 

term that means “Cleanse” in Wolof). A wave of artistic and cultural activities emerged, 

making Dakar a bustling city revived from its ashes after independence. Within the 

emergence of the movement, a mixture of French and Wolof called Dakar Wolof appeared 

as the new spoken language of the capital of Senegal (2001: 154) and, according to 

Mclaughlin, “it has had a profound effect on the notion of ethnicity in the Senegalese 

context and has contributed to the emergence of a de-ethnicised urban identity” (2001: 

153). Mclaughlin analyses the Senegalese citizens’ attempts to depart from the imposed 

French language. However, the movement’s energy faded away, and the short-lived nature 

of the movement indicates the prevalence of the French language in the Senegalese reality, 

particularly in the administrative field. This is similar to the case in Algeria, where the 

mastery of the French language fluctuates depending on the level of education. The two 

Senegalese writers included in the corpus, Mariama Bâ and Fatou Diome, both benefitted 

from relatively privileged backgrounds, which offered them educational opportunities only 

available to a minority of Senegalese women. However, it is essential to acknowledge that a 

generation separates Diome from her mentor Bâ. Diome refers to Bâ as an important 

intellectual figure for her. Unlike Bâ, who was brought up in a wealthy family, Diome sought 

education out of survival instincts since, as an illegitimate child, she had very few chances to 

overcome the social setbacks without intellectual skills. Diome’s grandparents offered her 

this invaluable opportunity. Despite their families’ hesitancy to educate female children 

beyond middle school, both writers were eager to learn as young women. As mentioned in 

Chapter One, Bâ achieved the equivalent of a licence degree to become a teacher of the 

French language, and Diome holds a PhD and lectures at the University of Strasbourg in 

France. 
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Finally, Nigeria’s national and official language is English, while the large number of 

languages previously mentioned shows a broad range of choices from which to determine 

an indigenous language as an official one. English occupies a central position in political, 

social and academic activities. Shaibu Sunday Danladi claims that the English language 

helped the Nigerian population unite within the national borders. He emphasises the 

primacy that is reserved for this language inside the Nigerian territory. Despite Nigerian 

citizens’ demands of setting an indigenous language as an official one, which would be more 

representative of the people, the English language has maintained its primacy even decades 

after independence. According to Danladi, the English language has subtly evolved to 

become a Nigerian Pidgin English, as referred to by Achebe: “English language, but in African 

tones” (in Danladi, 2013: 1). 

In light of these differences between the three countries of this study, it is clear that 

language imposition has a pivotal role in the choice of most African writers writing in 

European languages. Finex Ndhlova (2010) draws attention to the hegemonic character of 

one language over another, which is true on a global scale. He distinguishes between two 

types of hegemonies, “direct and diffuse hegemonies” (2010: 177). These two types help us 

better understand African writers’ choice of their language of literary expression. Ndhlova 

states: 

Direct hegemonies have a highly overt and apparent power structure in which the 

dominator and the subjugated are easily identifiable. Direct hegemonic systems typically do 

not allow for overt resistance, which means dominated groups must resort to acts of covert 

resistance. In a diffuse hegemonic system, the subject of domination can possibly present 

overt resistance. (2010: 177) 

This implies that most African countries are ruled by a direct hegemony, another word for a 

disguised democracy, where the population is not given freedom of choice, especially with 
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regards to language – a powerful bearer of cultural identity. The imposition process deprives 

African speakers of the basic right to express themselves in their mother tongues outside of 

their domestic life. The distinction between public life and domestic life perpetuates the 

colonial repression and subjugation of the peoples and undeniably creates schism and 

traumas. As previously mentioned, despite the populations’ attempts to elevate their 

indigenous languages to the same rank as the dominant languages or substitute them with a 

language that is more representative of people, the established language maintains its 

power and domination. Mastering English or French is considered a privilege and an 

indicator of a certain level of education. The indigenous languages encompass people’s 

culture and identity such that they cannot be completely suppressed from learning and 

official platforms. Thus, language imposition has an influence, be it direct or indirect and 

conscious or unconscious, on the writers’ resolutions and opinions regarding their languages 

of writing. 

In addition to multilingualism and language imposition, audience is a third factor that spurs 

the writers to choose a European language as the medium of their literary expression. 

Earlier in this chapter, reaching a particular audience has been singled out as an argument 

used by the opponents of literary production in European languages. The premise was that 

the choice of audience determines the writers’ target and objective; by choosing a European 

language, the target is a foreign audience rather than a national, local one. This argument is 

completely valid because writing using an indigenous language indicates that authors 

choose not to address an international audience. This is a personal choice, and writing in an 

indigenous language means being read by a restricted public/readership. It is worth 

reiterating that the existence of a number of languages entails that writing in one language 

means neglecting many others. Besides, many speakers do not master their mother tongues 
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in the written form with the same proficiency as they do in their oral expression; this will 

become more apparent in the last section of this chapter, where we will see that the four 

authors deplore insufficient mastery of their mother tongues which prevents them from 

writing in these languages. With regards to the written form, the question is more complex. 

As Ngũgĩ specifies: “The language of my education was no longer the language of my 

culture… English became the language of my formal education. In Kenya, English became 

more than a language: it was the language, and all others had to bow before it in deference” 

(1986: 11). This is highly relevant, as not learning in one’s mother tongue cripples one’s 

intellectual abilities to develop any written form. In reality, the issue has profound roots, 

which have to be sought in the educational process, as will be highlighted by the four 

authors of this study in the next section. If the political strategies regarding education do 

not evolve and the curricula are not designed according to the populations’ needs, writing in 

European languages will continue, and authors will not be the only ones responsible for the 

burden of authenticity as it is also the responsibility of the governing authorities. Above all, 

the question of audience has a historical origin regarding where literature is produced and 

who consumes it most. The market or readership used to be considered primarily Western; 

therefore, it was only logical that any literature from any region of the world had to be 

designated to meet the desideratum of Western audiences (Casanova, 1999). Akin 

Adesokan’s examination of the audience in the postcolonial literary context shows that 

novels are often tailored to meet the tastes of the Western readership despite production in 

another continent: 

For complex institutional reasons, the ‘West’ remains the primary context of reception of 

these works. This reality has a history. The first generation of postcolonial authors, especially 

those from Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and the Caribbean, produced their works in 

contexts largely determined by old but powerful ideas of what constituted literature, and 
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where it mattered. […] For his part, the Nigerian playwright Wole Soyinka argues that most 

of the African novels of the independence era reflected European expectations of the 

ethnographic novel and ignored, under the watchful eye of the foreign critic, the demands of 

artistry that could account for the emergence of individual creatures of sensibilities. (2012: 

3-4) 

 
Adesokan analyses the relationship between “audience, market, and postcolonial fiction” 

and claims that the European expectations are still reflected in the African novel and are still 

adequate to modern times, but the Western audience has ceased to be the only reception 

of literature. The emigration of postcolonial authors has blurred the boundaries of what 

Pascale Casanova terms the world literary space. Authors who write outside of their 

countries both export the cultures of their countries of origin and introduce the Western 

audience to new typological features of the novel, which are not systematically typical of 

what they are acquainted with. Adesokan argues: 

In spite of the impressive success on the international stage of a handful of mostly young 

and expatriated writers, the phenomenon called ‘new African writing’ stands in tension 

against the enormity of the cultural and political predicaments that face the continent. This 

is partly because, as another critic has observed in relation to the state of African literature 

in the twenty years since the award of the Nobel Prize in literature to Soyinka, ‘foreign 

publishers… are more interested in capturing ‘hit’ writers and texts here and there most 

likely to win foreign prizes.’ If this phenomenon advances literary cultures in postcolonial 

contexts, it does so through a process of ‘reversed extraversion’—the centripetal dispersal 

of influence of a novel first published outside of its author’s primary sphere of interest. This 

institutional development represents a noteworthy move for the transformation of an 

audience into a market. (2012: 16) 

This implies that what Ngũgĩ presents as a strong argument to stimulate postcolonial African 

authors into considering their local audiences as the primary reason why they should write 

in indigenous languages turns out to be the reverse. The language choice determines 

audience and the desire to access a large enough market justifies the authors’ choice of 
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language as literary expression. Furthermore, there is a plethora of non-African writers who 

favour writing in globally acknowledged languages. For instance, Joseph Conrad was Polish 

and Nabokov Russian, but today they are part of the English literary canons. Similarly, 

Samuel Beckett, whose mother tongue was Irish but wrote in both English and French, and 

Ionesco, who was Romanian, are considered French literary classics. Writing in European 

languages implies a quest for recognition which can only be declared if some of the most 

important literary capitals of the world validate the resulting work, and it is also approved 

by the literary milieu (critics, writers and publishers) as ‘good literature’. Writing in 

European languages also implies a distance from the native culture, which potentially 

encourages greater social criticism. This reminds us of the previously mentioned statement 

of Casanova. She suggests that any writer whose ultimate goal is to be admitted to the 

canon and recognised internationally has an interest in writing in a language with an 

outstanding literary status, such as English and French.  

As mentioned previously, the idea advanced by Casanova discusses the literary capitals 

around the world and implicitly denounces the need and urgency to decentre the centre. It 

is highly relevant to note that these cities that act as literary capitals today are, to a great 

extent, the same that acted as centres of empires. They maintain domination, and writers 

who adopt these languages as tools of literary creation simultaneously have to achieve 

recognition in the host institutions where they start with a disadvantage (in France surely) 

as mere Francophone rather than French writers. The historical domination extends to the 

contemporary intellectual sphere, hence compelling transnational authors, those belonging 

to multiple territories or those espousing the language of the coloniser, to decolonise the 

language of writing by various strategies; this will be seen in Parts Two and Three.  
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To conclude, writing in English and French in the 20th and 21st centuries requires robust 

strategies from writers emanating from ex-European colonies but also from other regions of 

the world. These languages symbolise success and recognition. It is worth mentioning that 

despite the great popularity of the English language globally, postcolonial African authors 

still use the former colonial language that has a historical context related to their countries 

of origin. For instance, while English is used by Nigerian and Kenyan authors whose colonial 

occupation was British, French is used by Senegalese, Congolese and many North African 

authors as they were colonised by France. This implies that powerful links bind former 

colonial powers with their previously colonised territories that more than half a century of 

independence did not erase. More importantly, this choice can also be explained through 

the mastery of the language. African writers who use French do not master the English 

language, which can be taught as a third or fourth language at school. Therefore, a lack of 

access to the global language in certain African countries alleviates the possibility of using it 

in writing. 

2.4. Bâ, Djebar, Diome and Adichie: their Linguistic Choices 

This last section of Chapter Two will discuss the four authors’ stances on writing in English 

and French in order to bring these elements together with the writers’ reflections on 

language: to understand the authors’ complex relations to language, their essays and 

interviews given to journalists are crucial since they help clarify which factors have 

contributed to their choices of writing in English and French. The interviews often revolve 

around the language question and reflect the authors’ attempts to reconcile the language of 

their literary expression with their cultural identities – part of the authorial identity 

investigated in this thesis – pointing out the problematic nature and the prevalence of this 
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question in their careers. These extra-literary declarations are a privileged means through 

which the four writers express their relationship to their languages of writing and discuss 

explicitly factors that have determined their language choices and linguistic strategies. The 

aim of this section is to lay out the foundations for the coming chapters that will deal with 

the writers’ fictional texts and help establish the correlation between their novels and non-

fictional declarations. This section will try to understand why postcolonial writers chose 

English and French languages in their writing and how these choices do not prevent 

postcolonial writers from developing critical positions towards various forms of oppression, 

even if these are conveyed through former colonial languages.  

When Mariama Bâ was interviewed in 1980 by Barbara Harrell Bond about writing in French, 

her explanation about her language choice is simple: “I do not know any other written 

language, only French” (1980: 398). She then expands, highlighting the importance  of 

readership and communication, thus showing her awareness that choosing to write in 

French has political implications:  

The writer records her ideas so that the masses can read and reflect. It is vital that the 

masses be able to read. Therein lies the importance of our African languages. But if our ideas 

for change are to reach outside Africa, we must also express ourselves in international 

languages. In this way, we can be heard outside. We will not isolate ourselves. Even here in 

Senegal, Wolof is not the only language that is spoken. In every African state, there is this 

problem of many languages. But, in French-speaking African countries, we were all under 

the same colonial rule. We communicated in the French language. Thus, we must not deny 

the importance of this language as a means of communication with others. (1980: 398-399) 

Bâ’s argument is that writing in the French language represents an opportunity to make her 

works accessible to more people, both in Senegal and internationally. She refers to the 

universality of her themes by claiming that her commitment to the women’s cause can be 

cathartic to any woman reading her works. She emphasises that the conditions described in 
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her novels might not be the same that other women endure. However, she claims, there is 

always a woman somewhere who can engage with her writing, and thus her writing in 

French facilitates the transmission of her emancipatory message to women worldwide.  

In the same interview, Bâ also points out the significance of writing in one’s native language. 

This is a topic which she also addresses in her essay “La Fonction politique des littératures 

africaines écrites” (1981) in which she writes: “Pour une action en profondeur et une œuvre 

éducative consciente, la revalorisation des langues nationales africaines s’impose en même 

temps que l’alphabétisation de la masse dans ces langues pour mettre la culture à la portée 

de tous” (1981: 407). The author encourages her compatriots to undertake collective action 

to elevate the status of African indigenous languages to that of written and literary 

languages, which she sees essential because of her belief in the educational character of 

literature and its role in the evolution of African countries. Until this objective has been 

achieved, writing in European languages remains the only solution: 

L’écrivain africain de nos jours, comme je viens de le dire, n’a pour s’exprimer que les 

langues europeénnes. C’est avec difficultés qu’il y moule ses pensées, des sensations et des 

angoisses particulières, charriées par son moi profond, différentes de celles du colonisateur. 

D’où parfois des brumes dans l’expression adéquate ou un message délivré en termes 

impropres sans le sel et le piment particuliers à sa langue. (1981: 407) 

Given Bâ’s statements, we can observe two opposing poles between which the novelist’s 

position concerning the language of her writing oscillates. On the one hand, Bâ is 

appreciative of the accessibility and universality of the French language – it suits universal 

themes in her writing. On the other hand, she points out the urgent need to establish a 

literary canon in African languages, which would enable future generations of writers to 

embrace their culture through writing in their indigenous languages. She acknowledges the 

difficulties involved in writing in another language because, despite her fluency and mastery 
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of French, she intermittently finds it overwhelming to express herself in a way that takes 

into consideration cultural variables and believes that developing Senegalese indigenous 

languages through education is necessary. Nevertheless, she appreciates the advantages of 

writing in the French language, such as reaching a larger readership.  

Just like Bâ, Assia Djebar addresses the question of language in a number of interviews. Two 

of these stand out as worth analysing here as they contain in-depth reflections on language 

use. The first interview was conducted in 1996 by the Quebecois critic and writer Lise 

Gauvin. It reveals Djebar’s complex relationship with the French language. Indeed, like 

Mariama Bâ, Djebar was educated in French. She also studied Arabic for some time, but she 

qualifies her bilingualism as incomplete:  

Donc à dix-neuf ans, j'avais senti que j'avais un bilinguisme qui boitait des deux jambes. Je le 

regrette. Quand j'ai dit que je boitais des deux jambes, je voulais dire que je possédais le 

français comme langue de pensée, et non comme langue d'intériorité et d'affectivité. Il me 

semblait par contre que j'aurais pu être une poétesse en langue arabe. (1996: 84) 

This quotation indicates her lack of mastery of the Arabic language because during her 

schooling only two years were dedicated to studying this language. Yet, even if Djebar 

achieved a perfect mastery of French, she considers this language devoid of emotions and 

affection, more apt to express complex thoughts than feelings. As she explains: “je me suis 

rendu compte, à partir d'un certain moment, que le français était ma langue pour penser, 

pour avoir des amis, pour communiquer avec des amis, mais que, dès que l'affectivité et le 

désir étaient là, cette langue me devenait aphasique” (1996: 79).  

French was, for Djebar, a language of writing, thinking and analysing which enabled her to 

treat themes that matter to her. Djebar endeavoured to express her emotions through 

poems but seemed only to be able to achieve this by translating Arabic expressions into 

French. She often claimed that her mother used to recite lyrical poems in the Arabic dialect 
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and therefore Djebar assimilated her poetic expression with this language. Reworking the 

French language “comme une sorte de double de tout ce que j'ai pu dire dans ma langue du 

désir” (1996: 79) was a way that allowed Djebar to express her feelings in French. This 

method is similar to Kourouma’s mixing of French with Malinké expressions or Achebe’s 

rewriting of English with Igbo cultural elements mentioned in the previous two sections of 

this chapter. 

The argument becomes clear when we remember that Djebar’s identity was expressed 

through a French language shaped by her Algerian experience. She compared writing in this 

French enriched by the integration of expressions in the Arabic dialect to “aphasia”, which is 

a condition preventing a speaker from distinguishing or using correctly a language in either 

written or oral production. This example shows how authorial identity manifests itself 

through the process of linguistic and cultural translation. This idea will be explored further in 

Chapter Three through the examination of the novels. 

Djebar explained her perception of the French language as a language of thinking rather 

than one of emotion through her country’s colonial history. She remembered stories in 

Arabic told to her by her Berber grandmother about the massacres and devastations caused 

by the French. As a result, Djebar associates the French language with violence and 

bloodshed: 

Donc je n'ai jamais pu dire l'amour en français, ni les prémices du désir, ni la tendresse de 

l'après-désir : tout cela pour moi le français n'en rend pas compte de par sa chair et de par 

sa sonorité. Parce qu'avec tout Français, je partageais une histoire d'amour et de mort, non 

pas d'amour, mais d'affrontement. Je pense que c'est assez fréquent pour les auteurs de 

parler de la langue maternelle comme langue du désir. J'ai senti que pour moi dans le 

français, il y avait du sang dans cette langue. Un peu comme les écrivains juifs, après la 

Shoah, avec la langue allemande. (1996: 80) 
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The trauma related to the memory of the lost ones and the colonial oppression culminates 

in a conflicting relationship with the French language. Nevertheless, throughout the 

interview, another type of connection with the French language emerges, a link 

characterised by challenge and defiance and, subsequently, emancipation and freedom: “je 

me suis dit: ‘Le français n'est pas ma langue mais je vais être la meilleure. Si je suis la 

meilleure dans cette langue, ce sera une manière de montrer qu'à travers moi tous les 

miens sont aussi bons que vous’” (1996: 82). As a child, Djebar lived under colonisation and 

suffered from being one of the rare Muslim girls amongst the mostly European pupils in her 

class. This created a constant feeling of being underestimated. This feeling nurtured her 

desire to undermine this feeling and prove her value through defiance and perfecting her 

skills. She regarded her language of writing as a means of protestation, just as her father, 

who, as a teacher of the French language in Algeria, used it as a means to rebel against the 

French colonial power, as we shall see in the next chapter.  

Djebar declares, however, that French is also a language of emancipation: “J'en arrive à la 

conclusion que cette langue que je n'utilise pas dans le désir et dans l'amour, cette langue 

m'a donné surtout l'espace” (1996: 81). Thus, French is a privileged tool for Djebar’s 

intellectual pursuits ranging from studies, writing fiction and engaging in any form of 

intellectual activity. This language allows her to escape from the confinement and 

repression reserved for any uneducated girl in Algeria. Her emancipation as a woman clearly 

passes through the French language and, therefore, she cannot neglect and disregard the 

benefits of mastering it:  

Je ne pouvais rester dans une espèce de particularisme, dire: ‘Moi je suis l'Algérienne dont la 

mère était voilée et qui ne pouvait pas sortir dans la rue’. Je pouvais réfléchir sur ces 

rapports de langue dans une perspective séculaire. Écrire en français sur ma propre vie, 

c'était prendre une distance inévitable. (1996: 78) 
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The writer highlights that thanks to French, she can establish the critical distance necessary 

to treat the themes prevalent in her writing, such as colonisation, the role of women in 

Algerian society, heroism, memory and violence. In addition to her transnational diasporic 

status, which offers her a distance from both Algeria and France by enabling her to occupy 

the position of an external critic, the language itself extricates her from the totalitarian 

political mind-set which could have blinded her into adhering to imposed standards without 

questioning their validity. For example, if Djebar had accepted the job teaching in Arabic in 

Algiers directly after independence, there was a great probability that she would have 

ignored the cause of women, as it would have been hard to voice her ideas in a patriarchy, 

where only a few women have been able to achieve emancipation. The distance the French 

language provided her is essential for her authorial freedom of writing. On the other hand, 

her writing about the recent Algerian history of colonisation through women gives French 

readers a new perspective on their country’s actions in Algeria. 

Moreover, Djebar’s self-analysis shows that the critical distance achieved through French 

allowed her to depict the violence in Algeria as well as the killing of several Algerian 

intellectuals, especially those writing in the French language, such as the journalist and 

writer Tahar Djaout, the playwright Abdelkader Alloua, or the poet Youssef Sebti, to cite 

only a few. Commitment to denouncing the colonial violence is expressed through the 

French language, which becomes a means that allows Djebar to faithfully document and 

analyse the events she witnessed. In the case of Djebar, the reflection on language is not 

restricted to interviews and essays. In Vaste est la prison (1995), she tackles the fact of 

writing in French, in a sort of metadiscourse:  

Les cinquante dernières pages de ce roman portent sur cette interrogation: savoir si, 

écrivant en berbère ou en arabe, je pouvais davantage rendre compte de la violence, si je 
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pouvais l'inscrire. Je ne parle pas des commentaires, je ne parle pas de l'explication, je parle 

du sang. Je me convertirai en six mois à n'importe quelle autre langue si elle peut rendre 

compte du sang. (1995: 87) 

The writer’s stance on language is salient in this answer. Her use of the French language is 

purely a matter of convenience and pragmatism. Moreover, as a historian, she researched 

the Berber language to collect data regarding the origins of the Berber alphabet, which 

suffered from the interference of innumerable occupiers and colonisations. During the 

interview, the writer refers to “la stèle de Dougga”, which is a historical monument 

discovered in Tunisia containing writings in two languages, “Le Punique et le Libyque”, the 

first one being the language of Carthage, an extinct variety of Phoenician, and the second 

one being modern-day Berber. By tracing in her novel the historical evolution of Berber, her 

first language, Djebar is simultaneously exploring her own origins. We sense her eagerness 

to use the French language to dig into her past and discover elements such as the 

aforementioned monument in order to recover her fragmented identity, as the history and 

evolution of the Berber language and culture are not accessible and not documented 

enough in Algeria. However, in one of her answers to the interviewer, Djebar pays tribute to 

Arabic which she considers just as important a language as Berber for the formation of the 

Algerian identity: “Puisqu'on parle de langue, je ne conçois pas l'identité, enfin le territoire 

de l'Algérie, autrement que dans un triangle linguistique” (1996: 86). In this interview, 

Djebar acknowledges that her own identity is shaped by Berber, Arabic and French, the 

languages that shaped her education and life experience at the same time as her writing. 

Therefore, she cannot neglect any of them as each one complements the other two and 

satisfies some of her needs. It is relevant to mention that both Bâ and Djebar share similar 

views on the language question insofar as they acknowledge their ambivalence concerning 
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French while also recognising the advantages of using it in writing. Yet, at the same time, 

they are supportive of African languages, Bâ through promoting education in indigenous 

languages, Djebar through research about Berber to prove its powerful presence despite 

continuous attempts to describe it as a minority language, which is slowly vanishing. 

Fatou Diome has published four novels in French, a language on which she has reflected in 

numerous interviews revolving around national identity, history, immigration/emigration 

and education. Interviewed in Brussels by Gaetan Lecouturier on the occasion of 

contributing to a conference on the theme of immigration (2017), she spoke about her 

double belonging to Senegal and France, revealing a fragmented identity impacted upon by 

colonial suffering and postcolonial injustice: “Une vie entre deux cartes d’identité. Je suis à 

la fois l’ex-colon et l’ancien colonisé qui réclame toujours justice” (in Lecouturier, 2017: 3). 

Diome dwells on how the French language has evolved into a deterritorialised language of 

which France or its former colonial empire no longer has the exclusivity: 

Les Français sont devenus minoritaires parmi les locuteurs de la langue française. Cette 

langue-là il faut arrêter de la regarder comme une langue de colon. De toute façon, c’est un 

retard de penser comme ça. Si je suis traduite au Japon, c’est parce que j’ai écrit en français, 

c’est aussi simple que ça. Si j’avais écrit dans ma langue maternelle, peut-être 80% des 

sénégalais ne sauraient même pas que j’ai écrit un texte parce qu’il y a beaucoup d’ethnies 

qui parlent d’autres langues. Donc, si on fait une écriture chacun sa langue, on va faire du 

tribalisme littéraire et on finira avec du tribalisme politique. Moi je regarde le français 

comme un trait d’union entre tous les peuples africains aujourd’hui. (2017: 4) 

Diome’s stance on her language choice displays a palpable openness to the world as well as 

a modern vision that appeals to consider French as a language of solidarity and union rather 

than a tool of colonial oppression. Simultaneously, the expression “trait d’union” suggests 

irony not from Diome but in the general postcolonial situation. It conveys a certain absurdity 

as to how a language pertaining to a coloniser that divided to conquer is now playing a role 
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of uniting between different ethnic groups. This shows how complex the linguistic situation 

is in the African context.  Furthermore, like Bâ and Djebar, she is a fervent supporter of 

education in African languages: 

Ces langues-là portent une histoire, une cosmogonie, une poésie. Les gens continuent à 

parler leurs langues africaines donc moi je plaiderai pour qu’à la fois on enseigne ces 

langues-là en enseignant le français et toutes les autres langues possibles. C’est une 

richesse. Moi je continue à parler sérère, wolof, peul, mandingue et le français évidemment. 

(2017: 4) 

Here, Diome favours the mastery of both French and the indigenous languages. She reflects 

on the richness of knowing the Senegalese languages Wolof, Peul and Mandingue and the 

cultural suppression that results from knowing them simultaneously as French would be 

positively tainted with the African authors’ knowledge of their mother tongues. Her position 

regarding the tool of her literary expression is parallel to the stances of Bâ and Djebar, as 

the three authors support both linguistic systems and encourage the education of their 

mother tongues. 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie has a similarly clear stance about her language of writing, which 

she has expressed on several occasions. In a 2004 interview, she provides thorough and 

exhaustive answers to questions about her language choice and the use of indigenous 

languages by African fiction writers. She starts by pointing out the influence of her 

education in her choice of English as her language of writing, echoing the other three case 

study writers: “I am not sure my writing in English is a choice. If a Nigerian Igbo like myself is 

educated exclusively in English, discouraged from speaking Igbo in a school in which Igbo is 

just one more subject of study, then perhaps writing in English is not a choice, because the 

idea of a choice assumes other equal alternatives” (2004: 2).  
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Adichie’s words confirm the idea, developed in the previous chapter, that African 

postcolonial writers who write in French and English were conditioned to write in these 

languages through their education. Despite their awareness of the advantages that 

mastering these languages provides, all four authors included in this research specify that 

they had no other choice but to write in these languages because their mother tongues 

were not sufficiently developed as literary languages, particularly since there is almost no 

infrastructure dedicated to developing and producing works with indigenous languages. As 

mentioned earlier, this is rooted in the colonial system that imposed taxes upon works 

produced in native African languages. Their statements are in line with the conclusions of 

my analysis conducted in Chapter One of the historical and political contexts in which they 

grew up, characterised by a disregard for their mother tongues. 

Moreover, in the same interview with Azodo, after briefly considering the possibility of 

writing in Igbo, Adichie rapidly concludes that this would be impractical:  

The interesting thing, of course, is that if I did write in Igbo (which I sometimes think of doing 

but only for impractical, emotional reasons), many Igbo people would not be able to read it. 

Many educated Igbo people I know can barely read Igbo and they mostly write it atrociously. 

(2004: 2) 

Adichie also claims that an African writer should have the freedom of writing in the 

language that suits her as long as she tells “African stories”. Similarly to the three other 

writers, she emphasises the content, the stories and themes, which has to be the core 

concern rather than the means of writing. In other words, writers should be free to choose 

the language of writing as long as it serves their purpose and helps them channel their 

ideas. During this interview, Adichie is eager to pay tribute to the English language and 

clarify her position on it: “Sometimes we talk about English in Africa as if Africans have no 

agency, as if there is not a distinct form of English spoken in Anglophone African countries. I 
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was educated in it; I spoke it at the same time as I spoke Igbo. My English-speaking is rooted 

in a Nigerian experience” (2004: 2). Adichie’s perception of English as a local language in 

Nigeria means that she has embraced it to become part of her reality. This is comparable to 

Bâ, whose French is the only language in which she feels confident to write, Djebar, who 

sees various facets of her identity develop through three Algerian languages, and Diome, 

whose identity is also defined through the French language. It also appears indubitable that 

all four authors espouse their languages of writing without neglecting and disregarding their 

mother tongues.  

In another interview included in the Fourth Estate’s edition of Half of a Yellow Sun, Adichie 

blames the political choices in Nigeria for making the Igbo language a mere subject of study 

while the English language was considered a much more important language. She condemns 

the people who were responsible for establishing English as the means of learning, literacy 

and reflection. She points out: “What is worrisome is not that we have all learned to think in 

English, but rather that our education devalues our culture, that we are not taught to write 

Igbo and that middle-class parents don’t speak their native languages or have a sense of 

their history” (2014: 6).  

In conclusion, English and French languages are seminal in the lives of postcolonial African 

writers. They play important social, political and educational roles in African societies, even 

after independence. By comparing the reflections of Bâ, Djebar, Diome and Adichie on 

language, developed in their essays and interviews, we can observe some striking 

similarities. The major one is their intrinsic ambivalence towards their languages of writing. 

They stress their devotion to the language, thanks to which they have achieved recognition 

and global fame. English and French are the means of their learning processes; therefore, 
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they are entrenched in their lives and embody knowledge and thinking. This is further 

discussed by Peter Mwaura (1980): 

Language influences the way in which we perceive reality, evaluate it and conduct 

ourselves with respect to it. Speakers of different languages and cultures see the 

universe differently, evaluate it differently, and behave towards its reality differently. 

Language controls thought and action and speakers of different languages do 

not have the same worldview or perceive the same reality unless they have a 

similar culture or background. (27) 

The idea addressed in this quote confirms that language plays a fundamental role in relation 

to both identity construction and the cognitive conception of the world. The authors’ 

mastery of the French and English languages causes a schism between their thinking and 

private life. Moreover, these European languages represent freedom and emancipation as 

well as a contemporary, hybrid and modern Africa where writers proclaim their agency and 

possession of both French and English languages as a cultural heritage, which gives them the 

right to employ them in writing.  

However, a contradictory yet complementary aspect is noticeable in the discourse 

developed by these postcolonial writers. They concur in acknowledging that French and 

English are languages that belong to the former coloniser and thus tarnished with blood and 

memories of various forms of violence. According to them, these languages represent 

domination; thus, they indirectly undermine and subvert local languages. The authors agree 

that, by becoming the tools of education, emancipation, and scholarly research, French and 

English are not on the same footing as local languages. Consequently, they encourage the 

teaching of native languages in schools in order to make them accessible to all and apt to 

serve as languages of research, literature or administration. They agree that once these 

languages are widely taught and developed, they can become alternatives to European 
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languages. Then everyone could have the freedom of writing in a language which will enable 

them to transmit their messages as well as narrate their stories. However, if they want to 

continue targeting a wider audience or to be noticed by the publishers, reviewers and 

mainstream media based in arts capitals, they would have to write in French and English, 

despite learning to write in their mother tongues. Yet, if indigenous languages are taught 

and mastered by Africans, there would be an alternative and a range of choices. The final 

purpose of educating people in their languages is to give them a choice and revive their 

languages as opposed to letting them extinguish with time. 

In summation, Part One has examined the authors’ emergence and explored how they have 

resisted colonialism and patriarchy and constructed a committed stance through their non-

fictional writing and extra-literary activism. We have discussed their key reasons for 

producing their literary works in European languages as well as their contributions to the 

ongoing discussion about African postcolonial literatures in indigenous versus European 

languages. We have used the authors’ extra-literary reflections in essays and media 

contributions to understand their complex relationship to their languages of writing and 

their engagement but also to their chosen audiences and the contexts in which they 

intervene. Part Two will focus on case study novels by the four authors. It will consist of 

three chapters. Chapter Three will explore the role of language in the construction of the 

literary identity of the authors. It will scrutinise specific strategies that are adopted by the 

authors, which distinguish their work from other English and French novels. Chapter Four 

will examine the aesthetic of realism. It will look over the merits of this aesthetic in 

constructing authorial identity. These three parameters represent key hubs in my study of 

the eight novels in particular, as each aspect builds up and reveals an angle of authorial 

identity. Finally, Chapter Five will examine the autobiographical dimension of the authors’ 
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work. It will show how the life events and experiences of the real authors contribute to the 

‘ideologies’ embodied by the texts by means of the main characters that share some of 

those experiences. As seen in Part One, language, being linked with culture and origin, is 

strongly linked to identity. Realism is the closest aesthetic that deals with real-life events 

and depicts fiction in a way that delineates the authors’ belonging. The autobiographical 

dimension will be indicative of some aspects of the “real authors” life and experiences, 

which demonstrate further that authorial identity is inherent in the oeuvres. The hypothesis 

that Part Two will test through the analysis of the eight novels included in the corpus is that 

fictional narratives contribute to the construction of postcolonial female authors’ authorial 

identities.  
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Part Two: Identity Construction in the Novels (Aesthetics, Style and 

Language) 

Chapter Three: Authorial Identity Construction through Language 

As we will see throughout this chapter, language plays an outstanding role in the authors’ 

construction of their authorial identities. Since this process happens simultaneously inside 

and outside the authors’ fiction, it is important to compare and contrast the four authors’ 

attitudes towards their languages of writing, as was discussed in Chapter Two, with their 

linguistic strategies displayed within their fiction. As I have already demonstrated in Chapter 

Two, the four authors included in this study concur in writing in a European language which 

is a repository of power relations inherited from their native countries’ past colonial 

domination by France and England. As we have seen above, the writers’ language choice is 

directly related to the postcolonial history of their countries. Due to the colonisation of 

Nigeria and its incorporation into the British Empire, English held and continues to hold an 

important role in the life of Nigerians. Equally, the colonisation of Algeria and Senegal by 

France is directly responsible for the long-lasting impact of the French language on the lives 

of both nations. Kamel Igoujil notes in his reflection about Francophone postcolonial writing 

that the particularity of postcolonial literatures resides in their ability to use the language of 

the former coloniser to express different, original viewpoints, which attempt to shift 

dominant narratives regarding the culture and political history of the writers’ countries of 

origin: 

The emergence of Francophone literature from the colonies and ex-colonies and the 

increasing presence of ethnic minorities in the western world constitute a challenge to the 

French literary canon. This literature affords a unique perspective of using the language of 
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the colonizer to express not only the pulse of otherness that reflects the individual 

characteristic, but also a previously unheard political, regional, social, and cultural history. 

(2014: 168) 

It is precisely this shift of perspective that this chapter strives to explore through the 

particularities of the use of European languages in the African context. The centrality of 

language in reframing narratives inherited from colonial domination is an undisputable 

specificity in postcolonial African literatures. The paradoxes lying beneath the question of 

language will be thoroughly investigated in the following section. For example, these 

paradoxes revolve around the fact that postcolonial authors write in English or French and 

yet they are able to oppose colonial hierarchies that were established using these 

languages. They appropriate these languages to contest the colonisers’ dominant narratives 

about colonial history and impose their own versions. Further ambivalences will be seen 

throughout the coming chapters. To the question how one can represent one’s identity 

while using a foreign language, the most noteworthy answer would be that they attempt to 

change the vision of their countries, to write back to the colonisers in the languages of the 

latter, to oppose their stories to those of the colonisers. Thus, the commitment discussed in 

the case study authors’ extra-literary declarations extends to their fiction and constitutes 

one of the central elements of their authorial identity formation. In fact, the authors have 

used these languages to transmit ideas, which are intricately tied to their native countries, 

their life experiences, and the traumas their countries and themselves have undergone. 

Thus, writing in European languages is a kind of activism that champions important causes 

and voices one’s worldviews publicly, because if any case study author had used a native 

language, reactions and attention would have been reduced considerably. Language can 

also be a powerful means of subversion and mutual recognition. Igoujil dwells on how Kateb 

Yacine used the French language as a way of subverting the French colonial domination. He 
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points out that language becomes part of postcolonial authors’ powerful strategy to 

undermine the colonial discourse:  

Many Algerian writers such as Kateb Yacine use the language of the colonizer to resist 

French hegemony. Yacine subverts the French language by mixing it with Algerian and 

Berber languages and cultures. In fact, his language is far from being neutral or innocent; it is 

a powerful tool of representation. He works to overcome a discourse that denies the 

colonized subjects the right to participate in defining the terms of their relationship with the 

colonizers, but that also aims to dehumanize by putting words of savagery into the mouths 

of the colonized. (2014: 169) 

Hence, after having examined the writers’ language choice from both a theoretical and a 

practical vantage point in Chapter Two, in this chapter I will explore how these languages of 

writing, which are not the authors’ mother tongues, contribute to shaping their authorial 

identities. I will investigate how they complement the reflection of the authors on their tool 

of literary expression through non-fictional means, which has been explored in Part One of 

this thesis. Chapter Three, in particular, will analyse how the language use of the four 

authors in eight of their novels differs from linguistic strategies developed by French and 

English writers (who do not belong to multiple territories) writing in these languages.  

We have seen that postcolonial African authors writing in European languages are 

ostracised from several angles. First, they receive scrutiny from their native countries’ 

literary critics for betraying their national communities by writing in a foreign language. 

Second, they can be marginalised by critics in their countries of publication, where they are 

predominantly perceived as immigrants, as these countries of adoption also consider the 

literature of postcolonial authors a subfield not pertaining to the original French and English 

native writers’ community. Therefore, amidst such scepticism, while the authors are 

geographically and intellectually situated in a liminal space and are deemed to meander 

between more than one country, language and belonging, this chapter will also explore how 
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they attempt to negotiate their authorial identities between the different positions available 

to them. It is important to note that the authors’ mastery of their languages of writing does 

not prevent them from being aware that these will always be the languages of the “other”. 

The Algerian-born French critic Jacques Derrida expresses this incomplete belonging with 

regard to his relationship with French, which resembles the four authors’ experiences. He 

writes in Dans le Monolinguisme de l’autre ou La prothèse d’origine (1996):  

Je n’ai qu’une langue ce n’est pas la mienne […] Or jamais cette langue, la seule que je sois 

ainsi voué à parler, tant que parler me sera possible, à la vie à la mort, cette seule langue, 

vois-tu, jamais ne sera la mienne, jamais elle ne le fut en vérité. Tu perçois du coup l’origine 

de mes souffrances, puisque cette langue les traverse de part en part, et le lieu de mes 

passions, de mes désirs, de mes prières, la vocation de mes espérances. Mais j’ai tort, j’ai 

tort à parler de traversée et de lieu. Car c’est au bord du français, uniquement, ni en lui ni 

hors de lui, sur la ligne introuvable de sa côte, que depuis toujours, à demeure, je me 

demande, si on peut aimer, jouir, prier, crever de douleur ou crever tout court dans une 

autre langue ou sans rien en dire à personne, sans parler même. (13-14) 

Derrida’s experience related in this paragraph is undoubtedly a familiar pattern to many 

postcolonial authors writing in European languages. The writer and scholar Kaoutar Harchi 

borrows Derrida’s sentence as a title of her essay Je n’ai qu’une langue ce n’est pas la 

mienne: des écrivains à l’épreuve (2016) in which she reflects on Derrida’s perception of the 

French language:  

Ainsi se forme ‘un trouble de l’identité’ –que Derrida nomme par ailleurs ‘le martyre du 

franco-maghrébin’- et qui atteint en premier lieu, le rapport à la langue française. Et Derrida 

de poursuivre : parce que la langue n’est pas son bien naturel, par cela même, il peut 

historiquement, à travers le viol d’une usurpation culturelle, c’est-à-dire toujours d’essence 

coloniale, feindre de se l’approprier pour l’imposer comme la sienne. (53) 

Harchi suggests that the identity troubles of individual writers are perceptible in their 

writing and can be seen as constitutive parts of their works. If this is true, then close reading 

of the authors’ works can reveal how postcolonial African writers fill the symbolic and 
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abstract void created by their appropriation of European languages as literary expressions. 

Analysing the techniques they espouse will therefore allow us to shed light on how they 

shape their literary identities. Given the fact that identity and language are frequently 

entrenched in one another, it is even more revealing of the necessity of finding how 

postcolonial African female writers overcome the purportedly assimilationist claims as well 

as the obstacle of the language of the other.  

Part Two will therefore focus on the eight selected novels by Bâ, Djebar, Diome and Adichie 

to explore whether the construction of their authorial identities relies on any common 

techniques of writing. One salient phenomenon in the novels of the four authors is the 

coexistence of the language of writing with expressions pertaining to one or several other 

languages. There are various methods to inject words, expressions or sentences from 

another language or various languages into a work of fiction. The chapter will set out to 

investigate a number of these methods, which are present in the texts of the corpus, in 

particular, code mixing, code switching, translanguaging and relexification, to test the 

hypothesis according to which these are key strategies in the service of authorial identity 

construction in the works of postcolonial African authors.  

While critics have repeatedly highlighted the presence of cultural translation in many 

literary works, including texts by Christopher Okigbo (1932), Wole Soyinka (1934) and Kofi 

Awonor (1935), translation as a general term remains widely used in the analysis of 

postcolonial African writing. Adejunmobi singles out three subareas of translation: 

compositional translations, authorised translation and complex translation. Compositional 

translation means texts which are “published in European languages and which contain 

occasional or sustained modification of the conventions of the European language in use, 
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where ‘versions’ or ‘originals’ in indigenous African languages are non-existent” (1998: 165). 

“Compositional translation” overlaps with Bandia’s study of translation shifts. It is a strategy 

adopted by writers from Africa to foreground the existing differences between their mother 

tongues and the European languages of their writing. Some authors, including Kourouma, 

found that using a colonial language in their writing was not allowing them to transmit their 

messages fully. Adejunmobi explains the need for postcolonial African writers to alter the 

European language in which they write, through their eagerness to include elements of their 

culture by embracing their indigenous language’s thought with the borrowed European 

language (1998: 167). This technique of writing is a way of resisting a language that involves 

implicit structures of domination. “Authorised translation” corresponds to the conventional 

mode of translation where an original text written in an indigenous language is translated 

into European languages. Adejunmobi considers this type as part of the African writing in 

European languages and claims that “they [European language versions of African language 

texts] contribute to an enhanced understanding of the significance of translation in the 

constitution of a recognisable ‘African’ literature” (1998: 170). “Complex translation” differs 

considerably from the first two. It is perhaps the type of translation that is the most relevant 

to this study, since it pragmatically acknowledges the omnipresence of the European 

languages alongside the indigenous ones in the African countries. Referring to the Malagasy 

writer Jean-Joseph Rebearivelo and the Moroccan Abdelkébir Khatibi, Adejunmobi states 

that “The multilingual world of their texts imposes translation as a mode of reading […] 

Expressions and terms in indigenous languages do not function as blank signals of cultural 

authenticity to be explicated in peripheral glossaries, but rather as components that are 

integral to the construction of meaning” (1998: 174). In other words, complex translation 

plays the role of a text analysis which can be utilised to uncover the layers of meaning and 
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the richness resulting from the presence of many languages in a work of fiction. The 

complexity of this type of translation lies in the presence of the oral tradition within texts. 

Writers such as Rebearivelo integrate oral stories and poems in their texts. Given the fact 

that “complex translation” is the subarea that this thesis is most concerned with, the two 

other subareas are stated mainly to note the subtle difference and avert confusion between 

them. Consequently, from these critics’ analyses I infer that some African writers opt for 

various techniques that can be absent from the writing of English or French writers, making 

some novels by African authors stand out through their differences from standard language 

use.  

Although the technique of “complex translation” is somewhat relevant to the case study 

novels, translanguaging remains a better articulation of this practice as it encloses more 

nuances. “Translanguaging” is a term that has emerged from the linguistic and educational 

domains in a specifically Welsh context. It is the process whereby multilingual speakers use 

their languages as an integrated communication system. It refers to the use of multiple 

languages in oral or written forms for multifarious purposes. As Jean Conteh (2018) 

explains:  

The origins of translanguaging lie in Welsh bilingual education in the 1980s […] ‘Trawsieithu’ 

– a Welsh term coined by Cen Williams, and later translated into English as ‘translanguaging’ 

– was constructed as a purposeful cross-curricular strategy for ‘the planned and systematic 

use of two languages for teaching and learning inside the same lesson’. (455) 

Since the term has proven to be a useful tool for language learning, it has been adopted as a 

strategy in teaching, especially for people from multilingual backgrounds. For example, a 

teacher can develop a lesson plan using English as the medium of instruction and another 

language as the medium of discussion. Blackledge and Creese (2012) argue that 

translanguaging “challenges the conventional understanding of language boundaries 
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between […] culturally and politically labeled languages” (210-215). The strategy of 

translanguaging in educational curricula enables the learners to draw a link between their 

personal experiences and the theoretical input which is taught at school. Furthermore, 

many countries have more than one official language, one (or possibly more) of which may 

become the dominant language, while others are considered domestic, non-academic and 

vehicular languages. Through translanguaging, learners can create a bridge between the 

intellectual and official spheres and their personal and private ones. However, regarding 

policy and practice, some researchers such as J. MacSwan (2015) accept only partially the 

concept of translanguaging because of the already existing concepts of code mixing and 

code switching, which can be used to refer to similar phenomena. Li Wei (2017) warns of 

the confusion resulting from the use of different concurring terms to describe similar 

processes and proposes the use of translanguaging as an umbrella term while also pointing 

out possible alternatives:  

The term Translanguaging seems to have captured people’s imagination. It has been applied 

to pedagogy, everyday social interaction, cross-modal and multimodal communication, 

linguistic landscape, visual arts, music, and transgender discourse. The growing body of work 

gives the impression that any practice that is slightly non-conventional could be described in 

terms of translanguaging. There is considerable confusion as to whether Translanguaging 

could be an all-encompassing term for diverse multilingual and multimodal practices, 

replacing terms such as code switching, code mixing, code meshing, and crossing. It also 

seems to be in competition with other terms, for example polylanguaging, 

polylinguallanguaging, multilinguaging, heteroglossia, hybrid language practices, translingual 

practice, flexible bilingualism, and metrolingualism, for academic discourse space. (2017: 9) 

According to Li, translanguaging is a versatile term used in several fields and is considered a 

catchall term encompassing various practices. However, Blackledge et al. (2014) contest the 

scepticism around translanguaging and favourably demystify the concept, as it is explained 

by Conteh: “They argue that it draws false distinctions between so-called monolingual, 
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bilingual, and multilingual individuals, and suggest that in some sense, we are all 

‘multilingual’, having at our disposal a range of ways of using language, even if we only 

speak and write one particular ‘language’” (446). They contend that the main difference 

between translanguaging and code mixing or code switching is that the latter focus on one 

dominant language and marginalise the other languages, while translanguaging puts the 

two languages on the same level. It is not a random use of language with arbitrary inclusions 

of vocabulary from another secondary language, but a conscious strategy employed 

purposefully to underscore the two used languages in the exact same way. As Conteh 

explains: “Concepts like translanguaging challenge traditional concepts such as ‘standard’ 

and ‘target’ language, with their implied hierarchies of languages” (446). This is contrasted 

with code mixing, which involves the mingling of lexis, sentences, expressions, locutions of 

two languages, and code switching, which is the shift from one language to another in 

speech. Thus, while being aware of the plethora of competing terms that address the 

presence of more than one language in a given context, this thesis will adopt the term 

translanguaging, which appears to be used more often in literary studies and reflects the co-

existing languages in a balanced way. 

These linguistic concepts are useful for the analysis of the corpus of the present thesis 

because postcolonial African writers who write in European languages tend to practice 

these linguistic strategies in their novels. I will therefore use the concept of translanguaging 

to refer to the presence of more than one language in their novels. I will examine different 

forms of translanguaging within the eight case study novels and explore the reasons for its 

uses within these texts written in English and French. I will first select examples from the 

texts of the four examined authors and then attempt to understand the reasons why 

postcolonial African authors resort to these literary and linguistic choices. Chantal Zabus 
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(1991), who proposes an in-depth analysis of the use of African native languages in 

Europhone West African fiction, relies on “indigenisation”, by which she means the 

transformation of the European languages of writing by West African authors through the 

inclusion of their indigenous languages. Zabus studies West African authors and their 

techniques of indigenising European languages in order to express specificities of African 

life. She suggests that African writers sculpt the European language to their needs. Zabus’s 

observations also seem relevant to the four novelists examined in this thesis, as they 

attempt to translate their countries’ national, cultural, traditional, political, historical and 

social life into their fiction written in European languages. Indigenisation is an umbrella term 

that encompasses many different techniques regarding the interaction of more than one 

language in writing, contributing to the subtle transformation of the text in European 

languages. Zabus rejects the term “translation” in relation to African fiction. In her study, 

Zabus distinguishes between three variants. The first is “pidgination”, a way of 

communicating when inhabitants of the same country do not share the same language. 

Verthuy describes pidgination as “baby-talk in its early stages” (208). The second 

noteworthy mode is “relexification”, which consists of creating a new way of 

communication through translation without the existence of a base text. As Verthuy 

explains: “Relexification unlike pidgin, is grounded in a specific ethnic and linguistic identity, 

and involves a form of translation from a source language into a target language, without 

any form of original text” (208). Relexification seems particularly relevant to this study and I 

shall return to it in the analysis of the novels, since it provides the African literatures, which 

are pervaded by this technique, with an intelligibility, especially when translating elements 

from the oral tradition into fiction; by “absence of original”, Zabus means absence of an 
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original text. As a result, relexification can be understood as the transposition of orality into 

literature. 

Finally, the third variant is “cushioning”. It consists of juxtaposing two words from different 

languages as a way of providing the meaning of the intruder (the word in the secondary 

language) and contextualising it within the text. The appropriation of language is a powerful 

strategy that offers postcolonial African authors the opportunity to subvert multiple 

hegemonic powers. It has been pointed out by several scholars, such as Paul Bendia (2012), 

that cultural translation and the use of European languages by postcolonial authors have 

served them as a way of affirming their presence and seeking recognition, as pioneered by 

Fanon. Bendia suggests that the field of postcolonial translation studies is useful to expose 

linguistic strategies employed by postcolonial authors to subvert language to fashion a 

counter-hegemonic anti-colonialist discourse: 

Research in this subfield of translation studies has closely followed trends in postcolonial 

studies, which have been largely defined in terms of a dichotomous framework based on an 

oppositional discourse, pitting the West against the East, the colonized against the colonizer, 

the global south versus the global north, etc. Although this approach has enhanced 

knowledge in the area of multilingualism and the sociolinguistics of power relations, it has 

often overlooked those linguistic and cultural practices in the postcolony that are fairly 

autonomous and not subordinate to relations with the colonial metropole. (2012: 419) 

It is important to note that cultural translation encapsulates the various techniques of 

language use and its subversion through another language. Given the coexistence of identity 

and culture, this chapter will demonstrate that by means of translanguaging and 

relexification the translation of one’s culture contributes to the authorial identity formation 

of the case study authors. Postcolonial translation studies focus on the subversion of the 

language to counterpoise the colonial and imperial powers. In the following sections, I will 

look at the eight selected novels by the four authors to examine how their linguistic 
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strategies enable them to develop authorial identities which are different from European 

writers' self-positioning through the resistance they express.  

3.1. Mariama Bâ’s Une Si longue lettre (1979) and Un Chant écarlate (1981) 

As discussed in Part One, Mariama Bâ’s education in French contributed to her choice of 

producing both of her novels, Une Si longue lettre and Un Chant écarlate, in French. 

Nevertheless, the two novels attest to Bâ’s deep attachment to Wolof, her mother tongue. 

In Une Si longue lettre, Bâ adopted the technique of interspersing her French with Wolof 

words. The meaning of these expressions, proverbs, and phrases was explained in 

footnotes. Pervasive in the novel, the Wolof words include the terms lakh (a Senegalese 

dish); thiaky (a Senegalese drink); gongo (an exciting, odorous powder); djinns (a bad, 

invisible spirit); djou-djoung (royal tam-tam); Sine (an underground river); guélewar 

(princess); ndols (poor); safara (a liquid possessing supernatural powers); rombal band (a 

specific type of blue); guer (noble); woleré (old friendship); and samba linguère (a man of 

honour). The Wolof vocabulary used in this novel is related to traditional food, locations, 

beliefs as well as clothing, which are all specific to Senegalese life. Some of the Wolof words 

are idiomatic expressions, which would be intricate to translate given the fact that the literal 

meaning opposes the figurative one in such expressions. Some other words signify typically 

Senegalese foods, drinks, or places, which are non-existent in other languages and therefore 

cannot be translated. When referring to notions without French equivalents, the writer can 

choose to omit using such diction or, on the contrary, practice translanguaging. Bâ could 

have used a French equivalent with an approximate meaning; however, the French locution 

would not have been as exact. In addition, these original Wolof words, like “linguère”, which 

means a man of honour, also have more impact on the readership. This strategy works both 
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with the international audience, whose imagination is captivated by such expressions and 

who are spurred in their longing for the exotic, and with the Senegalese readers, who know 

the weight and cultural meaning of this word. Finally, the use of Senegalese lexemes also 

allows Bâ to narrate polygamy within the Senegalese boundaries in Une Si longue lettre. 

Polygamy is one of the core concerns of Bâ, and her use of Wolof terms helps emphasise 

and contextualise this theme.  

In addition to individual words, Bâ borrows Wolof expressions, which convey cultural 

meaning and are derived from oral traditions, customs, rituals or idiomatic expressions. This 

technique is illustrated, for example, by “Singuil ndigalé”, an expression used to convey 

condolences to people who have been bereaved, or through the use of the word “tour” to 

signify the regulated stint that polygamous men ought to spend with their wives. Although 

“tour” is a French word, in the novel it is used in this sense particularly in the Senegalese 

context, which is why Bâ explains it to her audience. Another example is the religious 

expression “Bissimilah, Bissimilah”, which is an opening verse of the Quran, but is also used 

to express astonishment and surprise in everyday communication.  

The following expression stands out in the novel as an illustration of the concept of 

relexification introduced by Zabus (1991), which she defines as the act of translating without 

the presence of an original text. Bâ translates the Wolof dictions into French. For example, 

she uses the Senegalese proverb “L’homme au double pantalon” (79) to refer to a 

Senegalese man who wears a Western suit. The clothing becomes a metaphor here for 

double standards and can be interpreted as a reference to the assimilation of a man who 

swaps his traditional outfit for a foreign one. 
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Judging from the number of Wolof words that punctuate and add value to the French 

language novel, Bâ could have used French words, but she would have missed the cultural 

nuance, which in turn translates identity. Although writing in a foreign language can induce 

a shortage of expressions and make it difficult for the authors to find the corresponding 

vocabulary expressing the exact meaning, or words that serve her purposes, Bâ’s use of the 

Wolof terms has another motivation. Celia Britton (1999), who examines linguistic strategies 

as means of resistance, suggests that the shortage of vocabulary, which prompts authors 

either to use multiple languages in their writing or to resort to an approximate equivalent in 

the coloniser’s language, may be less related to the concrete shortage of vocabulary than to 

the constant absence of some unknown element. This could be an emotion or a way of 

thinking that prevents the author from expressing themselves with further precision in the 

European language. Drawing upon Édouard Glissant’s Mahogany (1997), she analyses how 

Martinican locutors, who speak Creole, create relations with the outside world through the 

geographical location of their island and its history: 

This passage also makes it clear that the ‘lack’ of language is not just a question of missing 

items – words that do not exist, whether they are the lost names of traditional work 

processes or terms for socially irrelevant emotions (Gani and Tani in Mahogany, for instance, 

are in love, but ‘anyway there was no word to designate what one might have thought was 

love and affection’ 69). It is also the fact that the language they do use is experienced by 

them as lack, blighted by a kind of nothingness because it has no real connection either to its 

speakers or to the reality it is supposedly expressing. (1999: 43) 

In light of this observation, it is safe to consider the linguistic intrusions and additions of 

Wolof words in Une Si longue lettre, not as the result of a lexical shortage but rather as an 

attempt to create relations between different nations by placing French and Wolof side by 

side in the same novel. Bâ attaches these Wolof words to the French ones in order to show 

her belonging and immediately mark her literary identity as an postcolonial author from 
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Senegal writing in French For example, in one of her letters to Aissatou, Ramatoulaye states: 

“Ton père, Aissatou, connaissait l’ensemble des rites qui protègent le travail de l’or, métal 

des djinns” (41). By placing the article “des” along with “djinns”, it seems as though the two 

languages coexist naturally in the text.  

Bâ’s desire to emphasise her belonging to her mother tongue is even more visible in her 

second novel Un Chant écarlate (1981), which was published posthumously two years after 

the first novel. It is important to note that Bâ’s second novel is richer in Wolof words. 

Comparisons with the other three writers will confirm whether this increasing inclination to 

translanguaging in the authors’ later novels is a specificity in Bâ’s writing or a more general 

tendency. In both Une Si longue lettre and Un Chant écarlate Bâ opts to use asterisks or 

numbers and footnotes to explain the Wolof terms. The English translation of the novel by 

Dorothy S. Blair contains a glossary note of Wolof words by the translator, which is placed at 

the end of the novel. The glossary includes explanations of Wolof words, which refer to 

Senegalese traditions and customs, for a better understanding of the novel’s context. This 

translation epitomises the central position of cultural translation in postcolonial novels, as 

without a contextual reading, the international audience loses important details for a better 

understanding of the work. Blair placed the Wolof words in italics without explanation in the 

text. The effect of removing the footnotes in the translation and placing them at the end of 

the novel implies that the translator aimed to preserve the authenticity of the original 

version and let the reader mark a pause to dwell on the terms in particular as she adds more 

context to the definition than the original version. 

Moreover, while in the first novel there is only one sentence in Wolof and the presence of 

the African language is limited to occurrences of single words, the second novel contains 
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more complete sentences in the African language, which reveals Bâ’s intention as well as 

courage and confidence to foreground her identity through the inclusion of her mother 

tongue. Like in Une Si longue lettre, the Wolof words relate to clothing such as: “boubou: a 

sort of voluminous caftan; djtélaye: a very short loin-cloth or pagne which women wear as 

an under petticoat; gongo: a strong musky perfume to which aphrodisiac powers are 

attributed; pagne: a length of women material worn draped around the waist” (1985: 171). 

Given the fact that the original French version contains scattered words throughout the 

novel, the above-mentioned list is extracted from the glossary note of the translated version 

for practical reasons. Other words refer to food such as:  

couscous: basic dish made from granulated millet steamed over broth; foufou: a dish made 

of gombo (an edible plant) and palm-oil, to accompany couscous or fish with rice; kinkeliba: 

an aromatic and refreshing infusion; mboum: sauce made with cabbage-leaves and ground 

peanuts, to accompany couscous; Moorish tea: a strong mint tea, brewed in a metal teapot 

and drunk after meals as an aid to digestion; aba thiof, yaboye: types of deep-sea fish (171). 

The Wolof lexis also includes music-related terms such as “back: litanic song, balafon: a kind 

of xylophone, khalam: a four-stringed different guitar, kora: a type of harp, gorong, neuf, 

sabar, tama: different types of drum” (171). This range of words from different categories of 

daily life reveals that Bâ uses translanguaging as a means of representing her Senegalese 

identity through narrative, linguistic and literary strategies. As these lexical categories are 

intimately linked with domestic life, it is plausible to claim that Bâ could not find exact 

equivalents in French, particularly when one observes the explanation of Wolof words; each 

one takes a whole sentence to be fully explained in the French language. It would be, 

therefore, impossible to translate every single word into French since this would require 

lengthy explanations every time, which would interrupt the narration in the novel. 
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The above-mentioned Wolof words have no equivalents in French; translanguaging, in this 

case, could be explained as a no-choice or an inescapable technique applied by the author 

for the benefits of narration. However, arguably, the author could have omitted to include 

such a quantity of words, and she could have limited herself to a novel, which is written 

exclusively in French, removing any intrusion of her mother tongue. The presence of 

translanguaging is not a lexical intrusion. We can assume that being a teacher of French, Bâ 

mastered the French language sufficiently to be able to avoid translanguaging if she had 

wanted to. It is likely that she opted for translanguaging and relexification since these 

allowed her to fully transmit her ideas. 

It is important to mention that the Wolof vocabulary is uttered by different characters as 

well as the narrator. In the following sentence, in a Un Chant écarlate, a secondary 

character, Coumba, expresses herself in French with one Wolof word: “Je veux qu’il soit 

mon goro [beau-fils, belle-fille]” (85-86). The word “goro” is followed by a footnote 

explaining its meaning. Here the two languages integrate seemingly well. Similarly, in 

another example, the narrator employs Wolof while describing Oulaymatou’s actions: “Le 

couscous, au-dessus de la vapeur, se gonflait et se ramolissait. Ouleymatou le versa dans 

une calebasse et en cassa les ‘dang’ [Morceaux de couscous agglutiné]” (174). The forms of 

the two sentences differ insofar as while the character’s use of the Wolof word does not 

contain inverted commas, the narrator’s sentence is enclosed in inverted commas. This can 

be interpreted as a willingness to distance the narrator from the narration, particularly 

emphasising that the narrator is an omniscient, all-knowing type of narrator who does not 

take an active part in the plot development. However, the character uses the word “goro” 

as a normal utterance in Coumba’s expression. Translanguaging can be understood here as a 

way of representing daily life but also a means of describing the characters. 
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Similarly, Bâ’s use of Wolof in Un Chant écarlate extends to a whole range of cultural and 

religious phenomena related to Senegalese society. The translator, who assembled these in 

a glossary note, explains some traditional customs, which even after being translated may 

not be entirely clear for a non-Senegalese readership. This is certainly the reason why, 

instead of the literal translation, the translator opted for an explanation in accordance with 

the cultural and contextual practices of Senegal, for example: 

Caste system: all main Senegalese ethnic groups are divided into castes. Traditionally, 

marriage across the caste barrier was impossible, and is still frowned upon. The highest 

caste comprises the descendants of princes and Guer (nobles), the lowest artisans such as 

jewelers, weavers, dyers etc. Poverty or riches bear no relationship to caste. Compound 

(concession): a group of huts constituting one family’s habitation. (Blair, 1985: 169) 

It is crucial to add some precision to the use of both the original and translated version of 

the novel. Bâ herself explains the use of translingual words in her two novels. The first novel 

was published while she was alive and the second was published posthumously, yet the two 

novels contain translanguaging and explanation. Therefore, the glossary note provided by 

the translator is considered a secondary source here, which assembled the already 

explained words by Bâ into one page, facilitating the quoting process. Additionally, as seen 

in the previous quote, the translator adds extra information with regard to the cultural 

practices, which corroborates the idea that postcolonial novels act a means of exporting 

culture. Thus, Blair explains the rest of the Wolof vocabulary in the form of a list:  

Dédelé: spell by which a woman attracts a man and makes him fall in love with her; Diali: a 

poet and musician, a griot; Gor-djiguène: literally, ‘man-woman’; a homosexual and 

transvestite, often employed as ‘housekeeper’; Griot: professional musicians, chronicles, 

praise-singers; Hut-brothers: men who have undergone circumcision rites together and 

whose friendship has thus been sealed for life; Jinnee: a spirit; Lebu: an ethnic group 

inhabiting the Cape Verde peninsula, virtually indistinguishable from Wolof who comprise 

35% of the population of Senegal; Linguère: a woman of noble birth; Mandjaque: an ethnic 

group from the Casamance region of Senegal; Mmarabout: a Muslim teacher and holy man, 
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he also prepares talismans for protection against dangers of all kinds; Mourides: an Islamic 

brotherhood whose members hope to attain saintliness through total obedience to the 

guidance of their marabouts; Ndeup: traditionally a pagan exoticism dance frowned upon by 

Islamic leaders performed especially among the lebu; Pinth: traditional village general 

assembly or ‘palaver’; Rab: a type of jinne; invisible supernatural creatures of either sex 

which can protect or harm mortals; Soutura: quality of decency, respectability, sobriety; 

Talibé: a marabout’s young pupil and disciple; toubab: name by which whites are designated 

by Francophone West Africa; Tour: a type of jinnee; Yaye: mother. (169-170) 

It is obvious that the Wolof words occupy a greater place in Un Chant écarlate than they do 

in Une Si longue lettre. The Wolof locution plays a pivotal role in the transmission of the 

writer’s socio-cultural context. It not only designates typical nouns specific to the speakers 

of the Wolof language, but also explains the society and culture in which Bâ was brought up 

and the circumstances which shaped her world view. Besides, the interference of these 

words serves as a means of shaping Bâ’s authorial identity on the basis that language is a 

bearer of culture and both language and culture are fundamental pillars of one’s identity. 

Not every author writing in French dares to make use of translanguaging as a literary device 

in their novels. On the contrary, it requires authors from particular translingual spaces, 

including postcolonial African authors, to undertake this because it involves some risks. For 

example, French critics may not like this writing, claiming that it is not written in ‘proper’ 

French, or, this would potentially alienate some readers. I suggest that it is a way of making 

the novel stand out in an original way in addition to setting their identity apart. 

Additionally, the Wolof sentences, accompanied by their French translations between 

brackets, that occur in the novel include some proverbs, such as “‘Dérétou tegal dou moy 

lou pou borom’ (the blood of the circumcision flows only in one’s own thigh)” (38). Bâ refers 

to the proverb as a “warning axiom” (Blair, 37) used to threaten those who dare to marry a 

woman outside of their organised caste system. Therefore, the use of this bears a deep 
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meaning concerning the traditional customs and beliefs of the Senegalese peoples. Bâ also 

employs another popular wisdom: “‘kou wathie sa toundeu, tound’eu boo féke mou tasse, 

when one abandons one’s own hill, the next hill which one climbs will crumble’” (168). Bâ’s 

incorporation of the proverb shows her esteem of the Senegalese wisdom to corroborate 

her ideas on tradition. Indeed, making direct references to oral traditions is key in the 

representation of the Senegalese identity, which becomes part of Bâ’s literary identity. 

Proverbs represent a superior morality that indicates wisdom. By referring to such 

expressions, Bâ acknowledges the importance of this aspect, which encapsulates mostly 

ideas of social conservatism. It is safe to consider that through such proverbial sentences, 

Un Chant écarlate encompasses a touch almost impossible to find in any other novel written 

in French because every culture bears idiomatic expressions and proverbs specific to it. 

Translanguaging lends itself almost immediately and automatically to postcolonial African 

writers as a possible solution to the challenges of writing in a foreign language. Both Une Si 

longue lettre and Un Chant écarlate are great cases in point. 

3.2. Assia Djebar Vaste est la prison (1995) and La Femme sans sépulture 

(2002) 

As we have seen in Part One, Assia Djebar dedicated several essays, interviews and 

speeches to discussing her complex relationship with the French language. She blurred the 

line between fiction and reality by addressing the question in many of her texts, such as 

Oran langue morte (1997), La Disparition de la langue Française (2003) and many others. I 

opted to include Vaste est la prison (1995) and La Femme sans sépulture (2002) into this 

analysis since they epitomise most elements this study is concerned with, even though most 

of her literary and cinematic production would fit well into the scope of this research. 
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Vaste est la prison, published in 1995, is a complex novel encompassing a large array of 

topics and narrative techniques. Unlike Bâ, Djebar uses translanguaging between three 

languages: Berber, French and Arabic. This process contributes to constructing what she 

proclaims in a number of novels and non-fictional manifestations to be her triple identity. 

Thus, it is not surprising that Vaste est la prison is filled with a vocabulary, expressions, 

poems and lyrical proverbs which are relevant to my analysis of translanguaging. This 

technique contrasts with the ones used in Djebar’s earliest novels, published just after the 

Algerian independence, which were written in French exclusively. The relative conformity of 

these early works to dominant norms can be explained by two major factors. On the one 

hand, as suggested by Pascale Casanova (1999), when postcolonial writers enter the sphere 

of literary production, they seek to be published and recognised for their mastery of the 

French or English languages, especially since Paris, London and New York are widely 

considered capital cities of intellectual recognition determining, as we have seen in Chapter 

Two, which works deserve to be published and acknowledged by critics. Therefore, at the 

start of her career, Djebar may have felt pressure to excel and show her erudition in the 

French language, which she continued to do until her death. Once an established writer, she 

started including lexicon from Arabic and Berber in her works. This technique became more 

conspicuous in her latest novels, which coincided with her growing awareness of and 

theoretical positioning in the debate about language in the 1980s and 1990s and the 

increasing legitimacy of postcolonial African writers who use the former colonisers’ 

languages.  

As Natalie Edwards points out in her Multilingual Life Writing by French and Francophone 

Women: Translingual Selves (2019), Djebar uses her multilingualism in less obvious ways 

compared to other Francophone writers: “Assia Djebar […] wrote about her multilingualism 
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but incorporated little of her other languages into her French language prose”. Although the 

impact of Djebar’s mother tongues is relatively modest compared to the French language 

that dominates in her novels, this section endeavours to show that, in fact, translanguaging 

is present enough in the two novels to be examined here. It is ill-defined how much 

borrowed vocabulary one must find in a novel before declaring that there is the strategy of 

translanguaging. However, one aim of this chapter is to concentrate on the growing 

acceptance of having multiple languages in one work of fiction rather than to focus on the 

quantity of foreign vocabulary incorporated into the language of writing because even the 

smallest amount of lexicon can be revealing of important underlying meanings, as we will 

see in this section. In my contribution to the volume Les Métamorphoses africaines et leurs 

Languages: une analyse de discours politiques, médiatiques et littéraires contomporains 

(2021), I have already explored Djebar’s use of translanguaging as a tool for “uttering Africa” 

and her self-representation by embracing multilingualism in some of her novels. As I have 

suggested, Djebar practices translanguaging in her later novels for various reasons. Here I 

will focus on the use of this technique to establish an implicit counter-position to the 

accusations of illegitimacy and lack of authenticity postcolonial writers producing in other 

languages than their mother tongues like Djebar are regularly exposed to. Translanguaging 

is a technique developed to express postcolonial writers’ ambivalent positions towards the 

French language. Djebar tends to introduce single Berber and Arabic locutions accompanied 

by an explanation in French. This borrowed lexicon, which appears scattered across the 

Vaste est la prison, includes the words l’édou (the enemy); haschich (drug); Allah (God); 

Fatiha (a verse in the Koran); lalla (madam); Shaykh; Rjeb (month); khettaf-la-arais (stealer 

of brides); sakina (serenity); l’aniaia (protection of the host); fellaghas; Yougourtha 

(Jugurtha, a proper name in Berber); hadja (a woman who has done the pilgrimage to 
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Mecca); kanoun (cooking fire); zaouia; mamané (grandmother); roumi (a French man); 

chatter (the active, untiring); lla (no); mahkama (courthouse); solta (power); dhiab fi thiab 

(wolf in the outfit of men); douar (neighbourhood); tasraft (Berber) (prison). 

As we can conclude from this list of examples occurring in the novel, the vocabulary in 

Arabic and Berber languages tends to revolve around family, relatedness and religion. Their 

presence slightly changes the text’s monolingual convention and meaning. This vocabulary 

does not reflect tradition, culture, and society profoundly. Except for the saying “Dhiab fi 

thiab”, proverbs, cultural idiomatic expressions, food and clothing locutions are not referred 

to in the novel, yet the presence of the above-mentioned words contributes to the 

introduction of her mother tongues into the French language novel. However, when 

exploring the text and the way translanguaging is espoused within the text itself, it appears 

that the Berber and Arabic linguistic manifestations do not disturb the general meaning of 

the paragraph. In addition, we can observe that, on multiple opportunities, Djebar inserts an 

Arabic or Berber word without actually needing to do so. For instance she writes: “elle [Lla 

Fatima], l’exemple de la décision ou l’intelligence féminine. Elles l’appellent ‘tante’ ou 

‘amti’, c’est-à-dire ‘tante paternelle’. Par respect” (1995: 226). This passage typifies identity 

construction because, despite the existence of the perfect French equivalent, Djebar added 

the Berber word, adding a realistic aspect to her narrative. This example also shows that 

none of the reasons established in the case of Mariama Bâ apply to Djebar, since she does 

not seem to use translanguaging for the same reasons.  

The symbiosis of three languages is further demonstrated in the following passage: “elle a 

vécu là-haut, dans le hameau de montagne, près du sanctuaire le plus ancien de la région, le 

saint Ahmed ou Abdellah le plus enraciné dans l’histoire locale, dont son père est le 
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descendant, et partant le mokkedem, celui dont on respecte la Baraka religieuse et qui la 

gère tout naturellement” (203). Here we can see that Djebar first highlights the word in 

italics, and then she explains the term without creating an awkward sensation of being 

interrupted for the reader. Thus, she succeeds in turning a linguistic deviation into a 

standard way of writing as if translanguaging was a normative standard practice in fiction. 

The word “baraka” is not even explained explicitly, only through its juxtaposition with the 

word “religieuse”, which suffices for the reader to guess its meaning. This clearly indicates 

that Djebar attempts to normalise translanguaging.  

The title of the novel Vaste est la prison is a literal translation of a poetic song in Berber. 

Djebar specifies this right from the start by quoting the song in the preface to the novel: 

“‘Vaste est la prison qui m’écrase d’où me viendras-tu délivrance’ Chanson Berbère”. By 

inserting the quotation and the reference, she makes a direct allusion to the Berber culture 

and to the language itself. Subsequently, through a scene of mourning at a funeral, the 

same poem is repeated in both its extended and original forms: “La cousine donc martela, la 

joue maintenant séchée, avec seulement des traces roses de griffures: ‘Segg wasmi yebda 

useggwas Wernezhi yiggwas’ et elle cria les deux derniers vers, sur un ton plus déchiré: 

‘Meqqwer lhebs iy inyan ans’ara el ferreg felli’” (1995: 236). This instance of translanguaging 

reveals a willingness to construct and claim a triple identity. As mentioned in Chapter Two, 

Berber, Arabic and French languages are three interwoven parts of Djebar’s linguistic 

identity as an Algerian author. 

In addition, Djebar proceeds by translating the Berber and Arabic languages into French 

using the expression “et aussi comme on dit chez nous, ‘pour qu’elle le porte’, lui et ses 

vieux os” (206). The expression is traditionally employed in Algeria when a woman marries 
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an older man. Its literal translation implies to physically hold somebody, whereas, in the 

Arabic and Berber dialects, it implies taking care of an elderly husband, accompanying him 

until his death. Djebar places the expression between inverted commas and translates it 

with all the underlying cultural meaning. Instead of attempting to explain it, she lets the 

reader extract the meaning from the context. This way, the international audience instantly 

recognises that the expression is not a regular French locution. In effect, by punctuating the 

expression and adding, “as we say”, she points out its particularity without enhancing the 

reader’s understanding. This technique allows Djebar to show her cultural belonging in the 

novel, without which it would resemble any French text and would not be recognisable as a 

Francophone novel produced by a postcolonial author from Algeria. Ultimately, the literal 

translation remains an irregular practice since translators normally focus on semantics to 

find the equivalent in the target language instead of the lexicon. By translating literally, 

Djebar practices a stylistic deviation in order to draw the reader’s attention to her culture. 

In literature, authors intentionally practice deviations for different purposes and reasons. 

Mansoor and Salman (2020) define stylistic deviations as a technique that operates on 

linguistic uses in literary texts but that extends to any type of deviation from the 

conventional and the known: 

As a general term, deviation means the act of moving away from what is normal or 

acceptable, i.e., a difference from what is expected or acceptable. In this sense, any 

departure from the usual and acceptable norms of language is considered as a deviation. 

Accordingly, the linguistic deviation is “a case of non-conformity to the norms and 

regularities of discourse structure” […] deviation refers to a sentence, or another unit, which 

violates the rules of the normal use of language and appears grammatically, phonologically, 

or even semantically ill-formed. (7) 

In light of this definition, one can consider that Djebar employs translanguaging as both a 

normative practice and sometimes as a deviation from the norm as is the case in the 
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previous quotation. An in-depth examination of Vaste est la prison shows that 

translanguaging occurs at peculiar moments when patriarchal domination is scrutinised. In 

the novel, the meanings surrounding the intrusions of Berber and Arabic locutions refer to 

situations of females in vulnerable positions. The circumstances leading the characters to 

switch from French to Berber are either rituals of mourning, described as a violent practice 

where women cry and hurt themselves to show their excruciating pain, or situations in 

which wives are reduced to nurses and carers of elderly husbands. Thus, not only is 

translanguaging practised to depict cultural and social specificities as part of the author’s 

identity construction, but it also allows her to critique female subordination. The language 

use is a subtle means to critique social ills and allows Djebar to advocate for women’s rights 

in a male-dominated society, which is a primary concern in her. 

The use of Arabic words and expressions is manifestly more frequent in Vaste est la prison 

than in La Femme sans sépulture, which was published seven years later. Djebar only makes 

sparse use of Arabic words, including moujahidin (fighter for independence); El Menfi (the 

outcast, excluded); amane (safety); madersa (school); douar (neighbourhood); douirates 

(old houses with patios); khôl (black liner inside of women’s eyes); habiba (my friend); 

maida (table). However, La Femme sans sépulture is characterised by a new technique, 

which is not featured yet in Vaste est la prison. This consists of describing translanguaging 

itself using an expression in French and pointing out its irrelevance or, on the contrary, by 

referring to an expression in Arabic and depicting the strenuous effort required to find the 

most adequate French equivalent. The following passage is a relevant illustration: “Je me 

souviens, je réponds, presque mélancolique et me tournant vers Mina, Ahmed bou ‘Ammar, 

ce si fameux raisin de table, comment transposer ces mots, Mina ? (Je cherche, je souris 

puis, incertaine) Rouge écarlate de ‘Ammar. Un peu trop long, remarque Mina. La concision, 
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en arabe, est plus belle car il y a rime” (2002: 115). This example shows how the use of a 

metadiscursive technique allows Djebar to highlight the impossibility of translating certain 

expressions into French, which justifies further her use of translanguaging and compels her 

to borrow from her mother tongue some words which do not have an exact of stylistically 

satisfying translation. 

In another instance, Djebar proposes literal translation, a strategy she previously employed 

in Vaste est la prison, followed by a long explanation which includes not only the meaning of 

that word but also some local beliefs and customs related to its use: “d’autres femmes, 

autrefois, disait-on étaient ‘peuplées’, ‘habitées’- en arabe, on les surnommait les 

meskounates- mais il s’agissait à l’époque d’un djinn, bon ou mauvais esprit avec lequel ces 

malheureuses devaient composer ou se soumettre en silence” (65). Djebar employs the 

term meskounates, which has a cultural and religious connotation, and explains it to teach 

the non-Algerian readership cultural differences and local beliefs, demonstrating the 

propensity of having a single word which bears multiple meanings and subtle connotations. 

Cultural translation is the most widely used strategy by the four authors as it involves 

relexification which, as seen previously, is a translation without the presence of an original. 

Any translation starts from an original text that is subject to translation to another language. 

However, in all of the case study novels, translation takes place via culture and tradition. 

The author undertakes the cultural translation through translanguaging and relexification, 

which are both similarly espoused in the novels, and the last quote by Djebar is a case in 

point. Ahmed Gamal explains how the cultural translation in the postcolonial context occurs 

as a form of transformation: 

In a sense, ‘inner translation’ functions as a critical reworking of translation theory’s binary 

schemes, for example, of author/translator and original/copy. By bringing together native 
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and foreign languages, as well as discursive forms and modes of representation and 

focalization, postcolonial writing can function successfully as a deconstructive translation of 

the heterogeneous nature of the original, which both imperialism and nationalism attempt 

to occlude. (2014: 102) 

Gamal refers here to a particular mode termed “inner translation” that retreats from the 

initial dual system inherent to the activity of translation. For further clarification, at one 

point, Djebar adopts the expression “à monter” without explanation: “Auparavent, moi et 

lui vivants, je me disais: il va me convaincre à partir, à devoir quitter les enfants, à 

‘monter’ !” (135). Here again Djebar places the expression between inverted commas, 

pointing out the linguistic deviation and foregrounding that this expression needs a 

contextual understanding. The expression alludes to the act of going to join the fighters in 

the maquis. In fact, the fighters hide in the mountains, so the use of the word “monter” 

[climb] implies joining them. For a reader who is unfamiliar with this period in Algerian 

history, some of the meaning may remain inaccessible.  

To conclude, Djebar uses an array of translanguaging techniques to infer authorial identity 

representation and construction through language use. In a way, “indigenising” the French 

language, as Zabus terms it, through interspersing it with words from the mother tongue is 

not a matter to be downplayed. On the contrary, despite its scarce presence in Djebar’s 

writing, it holds important meanings and contributes to a distinction between her works and 

other literatures. 

3.3. Fatou Diome’s Le Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003) Impossible de Grandir 

(2013) 

Amongst the writers studied in this dissertation, Fatou Diome appears to be the least 

concerned with the language question. Although she explicitly expresses her relationship 
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with the French language and gives her opinion on linguistic matters, most of her attention 

is focused on other themes, such as immigration. Nevertheless, she remains a postcolonial 

African female author who writes in a European language and thus, she also adopts some 

linguistic techniques to shape her literary identity and mark her belonging to the 

Francophone rather than the French literary field. Her first novel Le Ventre de l’Atlantique 

includes examples of translanguaging. The Serer words she inserts in the novel are 

accompanied by their translation between commas, and she writes them in italics to make 

them stand out as exogenous terms. Most of the Serer lexicon refers to outfits, food, and 

cultural practices. They include the words: talalé (couscous with fish); thiaya (a wide 

trouser); sabado (a boubou); takke (religious marital engagement); pitia môme-Bopame 

(free birds); môl (learning fisherman); gnarelle (second wife); térangane (to receive guests 

properly); téranga (national hospitality); youmambabam; wallay; deugue; Athia way (go 

faster); thièboudjéne (rice with fish); attaya (tea); athia; héye (be quick); bissap; khôk, 

Francenabée; mamaselle; kar-kor (ah my daughter); and bissap (hibiscus used for making an 

infusion). This list of words shows that some terms and expressions are not given any 

equivalent meaning in French remaining mysterious to the reader. In addition, there are 

some recurrent Arabic expressions from the Quran, such as: Allah Akbar; bissmilah; 

alhamdoulilah, which are not translated or explained. Above all, Diome switches from 

French to Serer regularly and intermittently to depict characters and events in a realistic 

way. When characters mix Serer words into their French, the reader imagines the context 

and setting of the characters further. 

The novel also includes a lyrical poem in Serer, which is derived from the oral tradition: 

“Lambeniila. (Trois fois). Domoun mbeur djéngoul, beuré, dane. Do sène morôme. Ce qui 

signifie: La lutte c’est ainsi. (Trois fois). Toi, fils de lutteur, attache ta ceinture, lutte et 
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terrasse. Tu n’es pas leur égal” (194). Before using this lyrical poem, Salie explains that it 

reflects “la vanité masculine” male vanity. This shows how language is employed in ways to 

criticise patriarchy as well. After citing the poem, Salie depicts the feeling procured by this 

poem in particular as it is accompanied by the traditional sound of the tam-tam: “Je 

m’arrêtais un instant, comme pour m’imprégner de la magie de cette litanie rythmique. Une 

vague d’émotion déferla en moi. Aucune fille d’Afrique, même après de longues années 

d’absence, ne peut rester froide au son du tam-tam” (194). This depiction of Salie’s feeling 

when listening to the music and poem demonstrates the importance of this tradition. As 

mentioned in Chapter Two, the oral tradition plays a pivotal role in African societies even in 

modern times. Orally transmitted poems and proverbs are still used in the everyday life, 

especially by women to express their emotions and to educate their children. Thus, Diome’s 

reference to proverbs signifies her desire to return to her roots and a willingness to 

translate her culture through written literature to allow her audience to benefit from such 

wisdom. Femi et al (2017) examine the relevance of African oral traditions in the modern 

digital age. They explain their importance in the evolution of the African societies, 

highlighting their usefulness as a means of transmission of essential values and cultural 

attitudes from generation to another: 

For the African people, oral tradition is linked to their way of life. Most African societies 

place great worth in oral tradition because it is a primary means of conveying  

culture. It is also a mode of transmitting feelings and attitudes. For centuries, African  

people depended upon oral tradition to teach the listener's important traditional values and  

morals pertaining to how to live. Oral tradition delivers explanations to the mysteries of the  

universe and the meaning of life on earth. In African religion, it is the guiding principle in  

which to make sense of the world. (122) 

This quote enlightens us on the reason why the oral tradition is used by postcolonial authors 

in their writing through cultural translation. Diome’s reference to proverbs as part of the 
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oral tradition in her novels means that she shapes her written literature from the old oral 

one.  

In Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, both characters and the narrator use translanguaging in the 

same way. Contrary to Bâ’s novels, where the narrator distances themself from the 

indigenous language through inverted commas, in Diome’s novel both the characters’ and 

the narrator’s utterances are integrated into the French sentence without being delimited 

by any punctuation. For example, the first-person narrator-protagonist depicts Salie’s 

memories of Niodior as follows: “Nous écoutions la brise crépusculaire chuchoter dans le 

feuillage des arbres. Khôk! Khôk! Le soleil venait de fermer son sourire” (183). The Serer 

expression is not explained, but the reader can guess that the Serer words refer to the 

sound of the wind in the foliage. In another passage, a secondary character teases a woman 

about her daughter’s beauty: “Ah ma fille! Kar-Kar! Que dire d’une telle beauté, sinon 

qu’elle fait fondre le cœur des hommes, à juste titre” (143). Here again, no French 

equivalent is provided and the exact meaning of “Kar-Kar” remains unexplained. Injecting a 

range of Serer locution into the novel is audacious, in particular considering the fact that Le 

Ventre de l’Atlantique is Diome’s first novel. She could have chosen to write in French 

exclusively to show her mastery of literary French instead of opting for translanguaging. 

Through Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, she shapes her authorial identity that is based on a 

double belonging to Senegal and France simultaneously. It is also worth mentioning that 

Diome speaks about her use of the French language in the novel as continuity to what she 

has declared in her non-fictional works. In fact, in the following quote, the narrator recounts 

how she heard a conversation between an African couple in the airport in the queue leading 

to M’Bour, in Senegal. The narrator reflects on the multiplicity of African languages: 
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Devant moi, deux Africains baragouinaient une langue que je n’avais jamais entendu 

auparavant. Intriguée, je me demandais ce que pouvait se raconter ce couple, avec tant de 

ferveur, et surtout dans quelle langue. Après avoir tendu l’oreille pour rien, je m’efforçais de 

dissiper ma curiosité. Après tout, des langues, il y en aurait au moins huit cents en Afrique, 

selon Georges Fortune. Heureusement qu’il y a le français et l’anglais, sinon à l’OUA, il 

faudrait se réunir autour d’un tam-tam. (Emphasis mine, 203) 

This passage is interesting as “baraguiner” is quite a deprecatory word, with a pejorative 

connotation compared to other synonyms such as parler. Salie’s reference to the sound of a 

tam-tam is very close to Eurocentric stereotypes. This passage in the work of a European 

writer would have been interpreted as having racist undertones. This quote demonstrates 

two important elements. On the one hand, Diome foregrounds her multilingualism and her 

culture and its limitations, since she does not understand. On the other hand, she 

emphasises the fact that African countries are rich in languages, thereby French and English 

serve as mediators between African people. It is safe to consider her reference to English 

and French also as a justification for her own choice of writing in French. This quote also 

means that Diome contributes through the first-person narrator and adds a touch of 

humour to the debate on the language question discussed in Chapter Two. 

Diome’s latest novel Impossible de grandir (2013) contains multiple examples of 

translanguaging and is therefore particularly suited to observing how the author adopts and 

develops the technique of writing in more than one language. While Le Ventre de 

l’Atlantique already demonstrated Diome’s willingness to use Serer and makes this native 

language emerge sporadically throughout the novel, Impossible de grandir includes more 

frequent and numerically important examples of translanguaging as well as bolder and more 

resolute attempts to break the rules of a monolingual novel. This can be partly explained 

through the increasing recognition Diome achieved as a novelist.  
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The novel is set between the Island of Niodior in Senegal and France. Niodior, where Diome 

was raised, is associated with the Serer language, while France corresponds to the writer’s 

present life and use of French. The Serer vocabulary, expressions, proverbs and cultural 

references extend throughout Diome’s novel. They are immediately explained between two 

commas rather than between brackets like in Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, which facilitates 

reading. These expressions include Thiofaaye (juice); titale (scared); khanekhomatilôme (you 

will see); athia hi; athia ha (here and there); talaanes (benches made with branches of 

coconut trees); dômoudjilé (illegitimate infant); fapakony (father); nakony (girl); mougni 

(calm down); yaalmbine (your husband); I ndihil (the truth); diokandiale (thank you); I 

ndihiltigui (real thing); mboot (cockroaches); ndéressfaroog; billahi (in the name of Allah); 

nkoto (big sister); domi-haram (child of sin); sheitan (Satan); ndobines (an outfit); nijaay 

(uncle); nay aye bim bam! Randou! Randoulo (move from here); soukoutounding (young 

girl); salat Al’asr (a prayer in the afternoon in Islam); pangool (ghosts); Roog (God); Nakony 

(grandma); nani (listen); alhamdoulilah (thank God); nanou; nana (who heard, has heard 

forever); ndiampé (toilet gloves); mougni (do not lose hope); barosaliiy (do not be 

disappointed); khaarit (my dear friend). This lexicon covers most areas of social life and 

reflects a certain reality of the Senegalese life. 

In addition to this noticeable presence of a large number of single words, Diome also 

occasionally introduces whole sentences, like in the following examples:  

Sarr Mboundou Coumba Diam Kangou, O Nianko yaal elangfagnaame. Sarr, a diabanga 

diabe foope. Nda a fognanga a fogne ba fabite- Les Sarr de Mboundou Coumba Diam 

Kangou, O Dianko, détenteurs des terres et des vivres. Les Sarr, quand ils acceptent quelque 

chose, l’acceptent totalement. Mais quand ils refusent, refusent catégoriquement (2013 : 

254) 
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Or: “Dômoudjitlé na palais, tamé? Athiawaye! Fata watméké, watimaka! Une bâtarde dans 

son petit palais, par ici, pas question! Une petite maison, son petit palais, par ici, pas 

question!” (2013: 293) and “Watiméké, watimaka! Ôte-toi de ci, ôte-toi de là! Hey athia, 

kisse! allez, oust !” (2013: 307). The quotations display Diome’s attachment to Senegalese 

identity in its most realistic and authentic spirit, as they display “un éffet du réel”, which will 

be further examined in Chapter Four. Indeed, Diome writes about the history of her ethnic 

group and narrates their achievements, lore, and set of values, which are represented 

through her writing in their original Serer language. Moreover, Impossible de grandir 

recounts Diome’s life and extends to include not only memories of her childhood but also 

elements of her grandparents’ life as a way of displaying her belonging, transmission of 

values between generations and particularly the traumatism of growing up as a rejected and 

alienated illegitimate child. Serer lexicon injected in the novel’s dominant French narration 

participates in the construction of the text’s broader structure and contributes to shaping 

Diome’s cultural belonging and authorial identity as a postcolonial African woman writer. In 

this following passage, Diome’s literary alter ego, Salie, has a conversation with her 

grandparents about the social taboos and the inappropriateness of expressing her feelings 

about her illegitimacy. The grandmother exhorts her to eschew this topic and reminds her 

that all the members of the family have their shares of misconduct to be ashamed of. Salie 

replies using proverbs and terms that remind her of the resistance of her ancestors, whose 

history inspires her to overcome her own hurdles. The narrator recreates the conversation 

as follows: 

Ma petite, mon courageux petit matelot, cajolait le grand-père, mougni, mougni, ne 

désespère pas, d’autres dignes et généreux Guelwaar sont là, à Niodior, si nombreux, qui 

t’aiment, certains sont discrets, mais quand tu pars, ils demandent toujours de tes nouvelles 

Mougni, ajoutait la grand-mère, baro saliiy, ne sois pas dépitée Ne dis pas tout ce qui te 
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chagrine, nous aurions tous honte Mamakony Sarr, Nakony Sarr, je sais que ces choses-là ne 

se disent pas, mais, justement, c’est pour cela que j’écris, pour dire, dénoncer, combattre ce 

qu’on ne dit pas, mais qui bavarde en nous et nous tue à petit feu. C’est bien la guerre que 

vos ancêtres gagnaient la paix, ma plume est mon épée d’Amasone. Khaarit, ma chère amie, 

disait le grand-père à son épouse et toujours son amie, i ndihil ! O Fam sah, boté khona a 

falo, “à la vérité, même l’âne, sur le point de mourir, donne des coups de patte !” Khaarit, 

Sarr, nous pouvons comprendre la Petite, elle a raison. (2013: 293) 

This passage includes a series of key elements that illustrate how translanguaging 

contributes to shaping the writers’ resistance to various forms of subordinations. First, the 

autobiographical discourse is visible as the plot corresponds to elements in Diome’s life. 

Second, the use of words such as “dénoncer”, “combattre” and “ma plume est mon épée” 

denote overt resistance, which, as it happens, is a resistance that takes place both in the 

character’s and the writer’s personal life, and more importantly in her intellectual evolution 

as a writer. Finally, the Serer lexicon that is employed in this quote, and throughout the 

novel, is immediately followed by the French equivalent between commas so as not to 

disrupt the fluency of the reading while simultaneously displaying the author’s culture 

through her mother tongue. Therefore, Diome’s construction of her identity as an author 

overlaps and intertwines with her attempt at exploring the history and origin of her ethnic 

group as a whole. The strategic use of translanguaging has an undeniable role to play in this 

process of identity construction. 

As Bâ, Djebar and Diome are Francophone writers who adopted the French language and 

subverted the traditional monolingual narrative with this omnipresent technique of 

translanguaging, it is important to close the examination of the three Francophone authors 

with the following remark by Nathalie Edwards and Christopher Hogarth (2019), which sums 

up the importance of the translingual writing technique. They point out what they call the 
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‘translingual turn’ as a new way of reconsidering national literatures and French culture 

through a transnational and translingual perspective: 

Connected to this ‘global turn,’ […] the ‘translingual turn’ invites us to reconsider the 

language in which these ‘national’ literatures are written. […] this development represents ‘a 

shift that effectively debunks a “unity” in French that has never really existed’ (404). Building 

on transnational approaches to French culture, which have highlighted the mobilities and 

multiplicities involved in French literary history, translingualism could add an important 

linguistic element to this narrative. As Charles Forsdick writes, ‘translingual writing in French 

would appear to allow us a glimpse of French as a language detached from its close ties to a 

single nation, of French literature as a body of texts whose transnational dimensions are 

fully apparent’ (219). (2019: 2) 

The use of translanguaging is undoubtedly not an exclusive feminine technique of writing. 

However, as seen in Djebar’s Vaste est la prison with regards to the role women play in 

maintaining and protecting the Berber language from perennial vanishing throughout 

history, it appears that as writers they perpetuate this tradition of putting forward their 

linguistic patrimony. Edwards and Hogarth show the urge to shed more light on this 

phenomenon, especially within the French language, as its users are the ones who have 

endured the hardest form of marginalisation for being African authors. 

3.4. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun (2006) and 

Americanah (2013) 

We have seen in Chapter Two that for Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie the English language was 

a natural choice since she was educated in English and her mastery of the Igbo language – 

her mother tongue – was insufficient. However, her novels Half of a Yellow Sun (2006) and 

Americanah (2013) are filled with regular occurrences of Igbo terms, which constitute 

interesting instances of translanguaging. Half of a Yellow Sun is Adichie’s second novel. This 

novel, thematising the Nigerian Civil War, also called the Biafra War, encloses a significant 
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amount of Igbo vocabulary displayed both in the form of complete sentences within 

dialogues and single words. Like Diome, she places the Igbo words in italics, which is actually 

a general requirement from English publishers via authors’ guides in order to highlight non-

English words. Examples of the vocabulary she borrows from Igbo are the following: Osiso-

osiso (fast); Keduafagi? (What’s your name?); I nugo?, nee anya (look here); Akpu; umunna; 

Ngogbo nzogbu enyimba enyi (his heart hit his chest painfully); arigbe; okwuma; Afambu 

Jomo; kedu?; Raputa (don’t worry about that); jollof rice; lotekwa; nkem (my own); ijeoma 

(safe journey); nwannem (my brother); Chim (my God); agbada; ifukwa? (See?); Ezigbo 

(original); jeeofuma (go well); Omalicha; Ndib amyi (my people); O na-agakagi (you look 

well); Imakwa, odiegwu (like it indeed); Na gode, fa makali (these are butter); Egukwala 

(don’t kill it); Ezioku? (you really moved, haven’t you); moi-moi; uziza; ori-okpafestival; the 

mmuo; Gini me? (what is wrong with his mother?); Kunic (get up); Deje, Onye nzuzu (stupid 

man), chukwudu amyi (God led us); Ugu, Au melu (make them smaller); Suya; ejommadu; I 

kwna Okwu; Nke aka nima (It was prettier); na-emekwu? (how are you); ogidiefe a? (Is this 

you?); I tetago? (are you awake?); Amyi afujugo anya (our eyes have seen plenty); Ayi 

agafeela (we have crossed the river); Nwanne dinambe (one’s brother could come from a 

different blood); jisie ike, I na Nyamiri (where are the Igbo people); o di mma (it is well); 

Gini?; ulala fruit; sikwana asi (do not lie); Onyeocha (white man); I nugo (you can go and 

rest); ofensala? (do you cook); Gwa yagini (what am I to say to him); ola m (thank you); Unu 

anok wa ofuma? (did you stay well?); Omaka (I’ll give this more thought); Okwu ya? (where 

is the radio?); O nwere igwu (I found lice eggs in her hair); Gowon, olee ihe m mere gi? 

(what have I done to you?); Ihukwara moto? (did you see that car?). 

Given the length of Half of a Yellow Sun, the list of Igbo lexicon used in the novel is 

extensive. Adichie’s translanguaging technique is different from the ones analysed in the 
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works of the three other authors in that Adichie confuses the reader with the occurrences of 

Igbo words, as she sometimes puts the explanation first and then the Igbo equivalent, while 

on other occasions she inverts this order. Moreover, Like Djebar and Diome, Adichie does 

not always provide the meaning of the Igbo words, especially in the case of single words 

related to food. Noticeably, most Igbo occurrences are sentences, usually questions within 

dialogues. In the next passage, we can see how translanguaging operates in the text. When 

Kainene, the sister of Olana, first met her lover Richard, they exchanged these few words: 

“A voice speaking English with an elegant Hausa accent, announced that the passengers 

from the London flight should proceed to board the flight for Lagos. Richard was relieved. ‘It 

was nice talking to you, jisie ike,’ he said” (153). There are three points worth considering in 

this passage. First, the expression “jisie ike” is not explained but is simply juxtaposed with 

the English sentence. Second, the narrator depicts the English accent of Kainene by praising 

the way it is influenced by the Indigenous Hausa language. Third, the Englishman Richard 

employs an expression in Igbo potentially to impress Kainene. This gives the effect that the 

roles are reversed and that now it is the Englishman who attempts to master the African 

language; this impression is accentuated by the adjective “elegant” used to describe the 

accent of the voice in the flight. There is a salient attempt at valuing and adorning the 

African language here. This willingness to depict the African language in positive terms 

despite the fact that the narrator specifies that the accent is Hausa, not Igbo, which are the 

two ethnic groups that sparked off the Civil War in Nigeria, indicates that Adichie does not 

want to disparage her fellow compatriots. On the contrary, she praises unity between the 

different ethnic groups. This reminds us of Diome’s use of the derogatory word “baraguiner” 

when Salie hears an African language, which is unfamiliar to her, while here, Adichie does 

the opposite by using embellishing words. 
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Also, to increase the realist effect and display the Igbo culture and concurrently show her 

belonging and shape her authorial identity, Adichie makes use of translanguaging, as in the 

example below, through the inclusion of a number of lyrical poems and songs, which are 

undisputable parts of the Igbo oral tradition: “The song the woman sang at the center. 

Caritas, thank you, caritas si anyi taba okporoko, na kwashiorkor ga-ana” (2006: 283). 

Adichie’s later novel, Americanah (2013), unlike Half of a Yellow Sun, contains only sporadic 

references to the Igbo language. The few exceptions are kedu, Ngwa, Dike, I mechango, 

aruadikwa, which are neither translated into English in the novel nor explained. They are 

used as if they were English words that require no explanation. This shows that even when 

the intentions of the author are less focused on language than on race, there are intrusions 

from the mother tongue. The scarcity of Igbo lexis in the novel can also be justified by the 

setting of the novel in two locations, Nigeria and the United States, with a majority of the 

scenes taking place in the USA. Thus, the inclusion of the Igbo language happens either 

before the main character moves to the USA or in the USA when she meets a Nigerian 

compatriot. The latter case is illustrated through the scene in which two characters compete 

jokingly on who masters their mother tongue best:  

But I bet I speak Igbo better than you. ‘Impossible’ he said and switched to Igbo. ‘Ama m 

atuinu. I even know proverbs. ‘Yes the basic ones that everybody knows. A frog does not run 

in the afternoon for nothing’. ‘No. I know serious proverbs. Akota ife ka ubi, e lee oba. If 

something bigger than the farm is dug up, the barn is sold’. ‘Ah, you want to try me?’ She 

asked, laughing. ‘Acho afu adi ako n’akpa dibia. The medicine in man’s bag has all kinds of 

things’. ‘Not bad’ he said. ‘E gbuo dike n’oguuno, e luonaogu, e loteya. If you kill a warrior in 

a local fight, you’ll remember him when fighting enemies’. (2013: 61-62) 

Interestingly, although the Igbo language constitutes a peripheral topic in the novel, it still 

holds a certain importance within Americanah. This quote simultaneously highlights two 

elements. The first one is the prominence of proverbs as hallmarks of a language, which 
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explains why all authors of this study include them in their writing. Proverbs represent 

culture and peoples’ mindset; they describe the ancestral world views of the people, giving 

a sense of belonging to their users. Second, the conversation between Ifemelu and her 

fellow Nigerian compatriot is a way of proclaiming her knowledge of her mother tongue. 

Despite the lack of mastery of Igbo in its written form, as she pointed out in her interviews, 

Adichie uses the protagonist to transmit a message of belonging and to demonstrate how 

she does not forget even the complex proverbs in her native language. Nevertheless, 

Adichie claims in one of her interviews already mentioned in Part One that English is part of 

Nigerian identity. Although Nigerian English is different from the standard language (that is, 

the official Received Pronunciation (RP) that sets out the rules of international use of the 

English language) in terms of pronunciation and connotations, Adichie claims that her 

mastery of the English language equals the fluency of a native Anglo-American user. This 

claim is corroborated and put into practice in Americanah. Adichie singles out the different 

uses of English according to context, when one has to pay attention to the social and the 

cultural correctness of the words, drawing attention to the hypocrisy of using such a 

language. Here is an example of this: “Sometimes they say ‘culture’ when they mean race. 

They say a film is ‘mainstream’ when they mean ‘white folks like it or made it’. When they 

say ‘urban’ it means black and poor and possibly dangerous and potentially exciting. 

‘Racially charged’ means we are uncomfortable saying ‘racist’” (2013: 351). Such 

metalinguistic reflections are frequent in the novel when, in addition to using Igbo words, 

Adichie adopts the English language to the extent of comparing and contrasting between 

American uses of English and the Nigerian uses. Some of the translanguaging will be seen in 

Chapter Four, which discusses realism as there is an intrinsic link between the two. 
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This chapter has attempted to push against the standards and constaints of the literary 

criticism by examining literary texts and foregrounding the very importance of 

translanguaging and linking its use to the authors’ declarations about their rapport to 

language. The crippled sensation described by Djebar in her interviews with regards to her 

thoughts about French has found an adequate way of expression which is translanguaging. 

We can conclude that the eight novels of the corpus are conspicuously filled with lexicon 

derived from the writers’ mother tongues. Indeed, the inclusion of one or two languages 

within the dominant language of writing appears to be a common feature shared by all four 

writers. The four authors share a common tendency to construct their literary identity 

through language. In effect, they use similar linguistic strategies, including translanguaging 

and relexification, in order to mark their deviations from standard language use. As 

postcolonial African authors, they face criticism from the two sides. They constantly find 

themselves compelled to explain their position and defend their choice of writing in 

European languages instead of their mother tongues. The language question is so prevalent 

in the intellectual debate that, as I suggest, it has become their means of identity 

construction. Despite the fact that they have been educated in the colonisers’ languages, 

which has restricted their options regarding the language of writing, the authors still take 

advantage of translanguaging techniques. They use these techniques to shape their 

belonging as well as express themselves fully and in a complex way by introducing their 

mother tongues. Translanguaging serves to establish a distance from the literary canons in 

French and English, and standard language use, to mark the authors' position as both 

writing in English and French languages and taking their distance by emphasising their 

difference through language. There the difference has to be neither too large, so that they 

can still sell these books to a readership reading in French and English, nor too small, so that 
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they still stand out. This explains the sporadic and intermittent frequency of translanguaging 

in the eight novels. It is pivotal to note that translanguaging is not exclusively espoused by 

African female authors. In fact, for example, a French writer living abroad and writing in 

English can use it in their narrative. This is an important indicator, as longing for one’s 

motherland is the main trigger of translanguaging and it is undoubtedly adopted to show 

belonging and authorial identity. It should be noted that linguistic choices are one of the 

main strategies for embracing the realist aesthetic. Depicting characters through their 

language use is a common feature of realist fiction. One of the best-known examples is 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), in which characters communicate in a 

sociolect typical of the Southern States of the USA. Twain envisions the protagonists’ 

conversations in the text without attempting to polish the language into a literary standard. 

On the contrary, he uses his characters’ spoken language to provide a wealth of information 

about their age group, social standing and occupation within the realist aesthetic. This 

strategy will be further examined in Chapter Four, which discusses the hypothesis that the 

realist aesthetic is an essential strategy adopted by most postcolonial African writers in their 

fiction for specific purposes.  

Chapter Four: The Use of the Realist Novel in Female Postcolonial African 

Fiction 

It is a commonly held view that the realist novel is the most characteristic genre of African 

literature and has been since its emergence. This study considers that the modern novel, as 

we know it, does not automatically observe realism; at least, not as it is meant by African 

postcolonial authors. Other types of fiction exist that do not call for the use of realism, such 

as romance or fantasy writing. In his The Cambridge Companion to the African Novel, Abiola 
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Irele (2009) explains the origins of the African narratives, which, as stated in Part One, are 

grounded in the oral tradition. He expounds on the emergence of the African novel with a 

new consciousness that he terms “new realism”: 

The overarching context of political culture has provoked a new discourse of dissidence in 

the African novel, aimed at uncovering the pathologies of governance that have contributed 

so massively to the tragic unfolding of the postcolonial condition in Africa. The critical 

consciousness this has generated is reflected in what I’ve called elsewhere “the new 

realism” in the African novel, often given form in the modern parables. (10) 

The emergence of the realist aesthetic in the postcolonial African writings was triggered by 

the humanist image first epitomised by Achebe opposing the Western portrayal of Africa. 

Kwaku Larbi Korang (2001) addresses the way Chinua Achebe has pioneered the post-

Eurocentric worldviews in literature by proposing a fiction that humanises the African 

people. The first written literature in Africa was written by Western European colonisers. 

Western Authors employed the realist aesthetic in order to vehicle their biased 

stereotypical vision of Africa. He explains that Conrad (1899) and Cary (1939) depict an 

“African image”, which is the farthest from reality, thus misleading the audience into 

harmful clichés. He pinpoints that Achebe has proclaimed his answering back to the 

“dehumanised and demeaned” accounts of these authors and that he considers his classical 

novel Things Fall Apart (1958) as the “intellectual-philosophical, emotive, aesthetic and 

ethical” representation of Africa: 

Achebe is especially critical of Conrad for portraying Africa in an aesthetic form and rhetoric 

that obscures rather than illuminates continental humanity. Conrad is guilty of an egregious 

humanistic failure at the level of language; his impressionistic representation of a presumed 

primitive and primordial Congo denies that the social and cultural verities of black Africa can 

be captured in the transparency and objectivity of realist representation. (Emphasis mine, 

2001: 3) 
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The phrase “realist representation” is precisely the important aspect that this study 

attempts to address within a female framework. The case study authors perpetuate what 

has been introduced by Achebe and other African mentors. Although female African authors 

have contributed to the African canonisation much later, they employ critical realism and 

realist representation to discuss several issues and sources of repression in their fiction.  

This chapter aims to test two hypotheses. First, it will examine how the realist aesthetic and 

the Western genre of the novel are used by the authors to shape their literary identity and 

oppose dominant, Western narratives about African countries/cultures. I will argue that 

specific features of the realist novel allow the authors to represent in a literary form the 

vision of the “subaltern” (Spivak, 2008) and depict African cultures and traditions from 

within, while also addressing relevant political issues in the diasporic communities in the 

Western countries where some of the case study authors settled. However, before 

undertaking any theoretical and textual analysis with regard to realism, its salient features 

and uses, it is necessary to discuss the history and origin of the realist novel, both as a 

literary movement and a genre. Exploring the complexities of the genre, which seems 

dominant in African postcolonial fiction, will enhance our understanding of the key 

importance of realism for not only our four authors but other postcolonial African writers as 

well.  

Ian Watt, who explored the history of the novel in his The Rise of the Novel (1957), reflects 

on a number of questions, which are useful to my research as they point out the differences 

in contexts, epochs and the repercussions of such differences on the novel showing that the 

realism adopted in France, England, USA or African countries diverge from one another: 

Is the novel a new literary form? And if we assume, as is commonly done, that it is, and that 

it was begun by Defoe, Richardson and Fielding, how does it differ from the prose fiction of 
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the past, from that of Greece, for example, or that of the Middle Ages, or of seventeenth-

century France? And is there any reason why these differences appeared when and where 

they did? (1957: 4) 

The questions Watts asks highlight the existence of other forms of prose writing before the 

rise of the novel (18th century) and convey the idea that this genre has remained popular 

across different contexts and epochs, albeit it has undergone some changes. Watt suggests 

that a diachronic approach provides a broader perspective, which facilitates the 

identification of “idiosyncratic features of the new form”. He explains that historians have 

seen realism as the main criterion that differentiates the eighteenth-century writers from 

the 19th-century ones: 

With their picture – that of writers otherwise different but alike in this quality of ‘realism’ –

one’s initial reservation must surely be that the term itself needs further explanation, if only 

because to use it without qualification as a defining characteristic of the novel might 

otherwise carry the invidious suggestion that all previous writers and literary forms pursued 

the unreal. (1957: 5) 

Watts reminds us that the sub-genres of the novel range from the historical novels to the 

epistolary, gothic and picaresque ones. However, the opposing genres range from romance, 

fantasy and utopia/dystopia to science fiction. By countering this initial amalgam between a 

prose work and realism, Watts reveals the duality between realism and idealism and 

propounds that one of the reasons why realism and the novel genre are considered 

intrinsically linked is that earlier prose writing was characterised by idealism and utopia. The 

rise of the novel meant that it was auspicious of life-like experiences depicted in fiction. 

However, realism remains inherently associated with the novel genre, particularly because 

many of the aforementioned genres are founded on the imitation of real life to different 

degrees.  
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Realism is an aesthetic movement which, as mentioned in Part One, appeared in art and 

literature in the 19th century and has remained dominant until today. Some of the most 

well-known examples of realism include 19th-century French realism and English social 

realism, 20th-century Russian realism and Socialist realism (1930s-1980s) and the 20th-

century American realism that emerged through emancipation from English literature which 

was followed by the American renaissance as a symbol of American identity. Each version of 

realism fits into a period that captures history as writers attempted to emulate or reproduce 

the world and life through fiction and creativity. The notion of mimesis, first introduced by 

Aristotle (4th century BCE) and developed by Auerbach in 1946, is associated with realism 

alongside such other concepts as representation, imitation, verisimilitude and referentiality. 

Different terminologies represent different attempts to understand and explain realism. In 

the process of theorisation, two opposing realms stand out, namely “mimesis and poetics” 

(Compagnon, 1998), in other words, literature reflecting reality and literature through a 

utopic angle. In Le Démon de la théorie: littérature et sens commun (1998) Antoine 

Compagnon compares these two stances with regards to the relationship between literature 

and reality: 

Selon la tradition aristotélicienne, humaniste, classique, réaliste, naturaliste et même 

marxiste, la littérature a pour fin de représenter la réalité et elle le fait à peu près 

convenablement; selon la tradition moderne et la théorie littéraire, la référence est une 

illusion, et la littérature ne parle pas d’autre chose que de la littérature. (1998: 120) 

Compagnon reminds us that literature has two traditions: the first one propounds that 

realism serves the writer to portray and mirror the world intricately in fiction; the second 

informs us that literature, even when it uses realism, remains an artefact that represents 

itself and that the idea that it represents the world is only an illusion. Throughout the 

history of literature, the two schools of thought have been periodically corroborated and 
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invalidated, developed and extended depending on the context. As Saussure suggests in his 

Cours de linguistique générale (1916), there is no such thing as a representation of reality. 

Instead, the relationship between reality and language is differential, which implies that 

there is an interference between signs, but it is not referential because there is an arbitrary 

relation between words and things (in Compagnon, 1998: 114). Saussure explains this as 

follows: 

The link between signal and signification is arbitrary. Since we are treating a sign as the 

combination in which a signal is associated with a signification, we can express this more 

simply as: the linguistic sign is arbitrary. There is no internal connection, for example, 

between the idea ‘sister’ and the French sequence of sounds s-o-r which acts as its signal. 

The same idea might as well be represented by any other sequence of sounds. This is 

demonstrated by differences between languages, and even by the existence of different 

languages. The signification ‘ox’ has as its signal b-o-f on one side of the frontier, but o-k-s 

(Ochs) on the other side. (2013: 78) 

Saussure’s statement about the autonomy of language from reality denies the existence of a 

realist aesthetic as a technique of conveying reality. Influenced by structuralist linguistics, 

Barthes analyses realism in a number of his works, including “L’effet du réel” (1968) and 

“L’aventure sémiotique” (1985). In these he refutes the possibility of any realist writing. For 

him, a text of fiction remains “enigmatic” and needs ongoing interpretation:  

La fonction du récit n’est pas de ‘représenter’, elle est de constituer un spectacle qui nous 

reste encore très énigmatique, mais qui ne saurait être d’ordre mimétique. […] ‘ce qui se 

passe’ dans le récit, n’est du point de vue, référentiel (réel), à la lettre : rien ‘ce qui arrive’, 

c’est le langage tout seul, l’aventure du langage, dont la venue ne cesse jamais d’être fêtée. 

(1985: 206) 

Barthes and other theorists, who refute literature’s ability to represent reality as it is, claim 

that literary works can merely copy language and its interpretation of the world. That means 

that any attempt to depict reality and nature is in fact a transcription of language. Jacques 

Derrida’s essays (1967-1972) also subvert the mimetic character of realist aesthetics. 
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Similarly, Michel Foucault demonstrates the utopic nature of the long-held belief that 

language could be transparent enough to represent reality faithfully (1966: 166). Most 

poststructuralist theorists, including Barthes, Derrida and Foucault, derive their analogies 

from Plato’s premise of “utopia and copy of a copy” (Compagnon, 1998) as they expound on 

utopia’s ubiquity and prevalence in any fiction. Furthermore, modernism’s general view on 

realism is that literature is not a reflection of reality but a practice, a mode and a convention 

obeying a protocol and definite rules: “En conflit avec l’idéologie de la Mimésis, la théorie 

littéraire conçoit donc le réalisme non plus comme un ‘reflet’ de la réalité mais comme un 

discours qui a ses règles et conventions comme un code qui n’est ni plus naturel ni plus vrai 

que les autres” (Compagnon, 1998: 113-114). Thus, Compagnon suggests that realism, 

which remains a choice and a very widespread tradition in writing, can be simultaneously 

used as an imitation of reality and as a convention. There is an important connection 

between the two aspects since the conventions Compagnon refers to are strategies and 

devices that writers employ in order to represent reality and create fictitious worlds that 

readers accept as “real”. Realist aesthetics play the role of a convention that obeys a 

number of principles, which will be examined here and a reflection of a subjective reality as 

envisioned by the author.  

The longstanding tradition of realist fiction proves its prominence and importance. Its 

importance is even greater in the postcolonial context in which, as I will argue, realism 

includes features which could fill the loophole that is left by the fact of writing in foreign 

languages and also by the fact that the novel itself is a Western genre, which has first 

evolved to describe African cultures from a Eurocentric viewpoint. This chapter will 

therefore investigate the identity gap that postcolonial authors create when they write in 

the English and French languages. I will suggest that realism is a way for these authors to 
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bridge the gap, and therefore it stands out as a prevalent technique in postcolonial 

literatures.  

Although European languages are part of the national literary fields in the authors’ native 

countries, they remain in competition with other languages. Thus, as they use these non-

native languages in their writing, they lose a certain aspect of their authorial identity, which 

is reached through the use of a realist aesthetic. As seen and tackled in the introductory 

chapter of Part One, identity and language are highly confluent and hardly separable from 

one another, and writing in another language prevents writers from enriching their mother 

tongues and exploring the nuances of meanings of these in literature. This creates a 

recurrent sensation of displacement, as demonstrated through the four author’s interviews 

and non-fictional work. The use of a realist aesthetic means that the authors can explore 

political, social, religious, historical and cultural topics related to their countries of origin in 

an open and accessible way. 

If we accept the premise that it is hard or almost impossible to reflect reality with all its 

nuances, we have to admit that realism as a convention is efficient in representing nature 

and the world, which is what this thesis attempts to demonstrate. Some contemporary 

theorists give credit to realism, and its advantages and contributions to the novel genre and 

fiction writing in general. One of the different ways in which realism represents, emulates, 

describes and alludes to reality is critical realism. While Barthes questions how fitting the 

term “realism” was, in his study Les Romanciers du Réel: de Balzac à Simenon (2000), 

Jacques Dubois defends the term and introduces the concept of “réalisme critique”, an 

aesthetics that seeks to improve society by highlighting its shortcomings: 

Face à une censure qui dissimule les plaies de la société, les romanciers du réel se donnent 

ainsi pour tâche de dévoiler les défauts et les failles d’un corps social à travers des exemples 
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typiques. Mais s’ils s’en tenaient là, ils ne feraient qu’agir comme le plus commun des 

publicistes ou des journalistes. Ils font plus: ils ambitionnent de démonter les mécanismes 

cachés qui régissent le grand dispositif social et où, par exemple, les relations humaines 

s’expriment en rapports de dominations abusifs et violents. Cette fois, il n’est plus 

seulement question de figurer ce que la bienséance sociale jusque-là censurait comme 

indigne de la représentation artistique mais bien d’avantage de débusquer toute une 

complexité inavouée. (Dubois, 2000: 51) 

Dubois’s explanation of the role of realism in fiction corresponds to the aims of this chapter. 

He points out the role of the author in tackling the social complexities and systems in fiction. 

He explains that authors who embrace the realist novel tend to expose social ills in their 

narratives. Dubois considers that the realist novelist engages with the spatio-temporal 

qualities of a given society by dismantling and denouncing political misdeeds and 

simultaneously portraying the author’s own experience and understanding of society. Social 

realism takes realism even further as it delves into the complex aspects of reality with a 

rather simple and accessible style of writing. In their creation of realist fiction, authors 

depict, narrate and analyse society as they perceive it. Consequently, as already addressed 

by Foucault and others, the use of a realist aesthetic does not imply mirroring nature in its 

acutest details but rather requires a premeditated reflection of the authors’ vision into 

fiction, a thought-out process where the author determines what is worth considering and 

what should be left out of narration. As writers are never neutral, their identities as 

individuals and as authors become interwoven in their texts. This idea is reminiscent of 

Rimmon-Kenan’s real author and implied author (as stipulated previously, while the real 

author represents all that is known about the author, the implied author is the abstract 

body of ideas translated in the narrative and both are taken into account in this study). The 

contextual reading of female postcolonial authors in particular and male writers in general 

reveals that it is hardly possible to separate their profession as writers from their private 
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life. Albeit indubitably, researchers can decide to look at the structural, formal aspect of a 

text without enclosing the author, as this comes down to perspective; the authors’ careers 

and private lives interfere in their fiction.  

The author’s place in literature has been discussed for example in Roland Barthes’s The 

Death of the Author (1967). In the same year, the postmodernist author John Barth caused 

controversy as he produced The Literature of Exhaustion (1967), claiming that realist fiction 

is “exhausted”. He then changes his mind decades later with The Literature of 

Replenishment (1984), restoring the place of the author in literature. Is the author 

producing a text while disconnecting herself completely from her oeuvre? Or, on the 

contrary, are her ideas impossible to distinguish from her oeuvre? Dubois assumes that a 

novel is an integral part of the author; therefore the individual and author are strongly 

interconnected. He claims: “Il n’y a donc pas nécessairement coïncidence entre l’idéologie 

personnelle de l’écrivain et la vision que génère son oeuvre” (2000: 53). In other words, the 

novel might not systematically reflect the author’s perception but, when it does, the oeuvre 

becomes extremely revealing of the inner workings of the author. Dubois’s 

conceptualisation of critical realism seems to support my suggestion that realism is one of 

the most vital parts that shape the authors’ literary identities. It may even be one of the 

most suitable tools for postcolonial African women writers to reveal, denounce, and point 

out traumas and injustices that have influenced the societies to which they belong. 

Simultaneously, the reader deciphers the construction of their authorial identities as a side 

effect that might not have been consciously elaborated, but that is intelligible. As we will 

see, the four authors depict the cultures, customs, traditions and histories of their societies 

as faithfully as possible. They endeavour to produce narratives that are believable and this 

strategy is part of their pact with the reader; they create an illusion of reality to depict 
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history and their own experiences. While this is true in most narratives, in realist fiction 

there is the addition of real elements taken from reality, as opposed to a work of 

imagination that includes utopic and mythical details in it. This contributes to the formation 

of their literary identities, which, in turn, contributes to building their literary canon. The 

canonisation happens almost simultaneously as their identities are formed. In fact, as they 

write from transnational, transcultural and translingual positions their difference forms a 

different canon, which situates them in the Anglosphere and Francosphere literary fields.  

Auerbach’s Mimésis, which provides a comprehensive overview of Western literature from 

Antiquity starting with Homer’s Illiad to modernity, including Virginia Woolf’s writing, 

examines the evolution of realist fiction over time. He interprets the representation of 

reality and the implications of realist literature. Compagnon, who discusses Auerbach’s 

work, highlights the very essense and role of realism stating: “A travers les changements de 

style, l’ambition de la littérature , fondée sur la Mimésis, était de donner un compte rendu 

de plus en plus authentique de l’expérience véritable des individus, des divisions et des 

conflits opposant l’individu à l’expérience commune” (1998: 113). Both Auerbach and 

Compagnon define realism as a convention and mode of writing which depicts reality 

according to the authentic/real experience of the author. Thus, the authors’ knowledge 

about societies and histories constitutes an important part of realist fiction. This knowledge 

can be first-hand experience or in-depth knowledge of a topic which takes place through 

research and interviews. Thus, I claim that if realism is one of the outstanding indicators of 

identity construction, then it is most likely that postcolonial female African authors’ writing 

in European languages relies on realism as one of the techniques of writing, through which 

they construct their authorial identities and, as will be thoroughly examined in Part Three, 

voice their hybrid resistance. This technique helps them display themes and plots related to 
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their countries of origin. Djebar, Diome and Adichie share the experience of crossing 

borders, migration and living in multiple territories. They, however, still foreground their 

countries of origin in their novels as well as the theme of migration, which plays a pivotal 

role in their emancipation as women, while their distance allows them to depict their 

countries of origin critically.  

Realism is not a stable concept but rather a discourse in evolution, or an aesthetic whose 

main characteristic is its heterogeneous and multifarious composition. Auerbach’s Mimesis 

(1946) represents one of the landmarks in the theorisation of realism, and his understanding 

is directly driven by the analysis of a range of literary texts. Philippe Hamon’s Puisque 

réalisme il y a (2015) is an essay which represents a more theoretical and recent 

contribution to the discussion about the mimetic function of realist fiction. In his 

examination of Auerbach’s Mimésis, Hamon shows that despite the emergence of realist 

aesthetics in the 19th century, realism still holds an important place in contemporary 

criticism. Moreover, Hamon complements Auerbach’s study of realism with a list of the 

major characteristics that define this aesthetic. This list will be explained at the end of this 

section as it consolidates the understanding of the plot structure of the case study novels. 

Hamon also helps us understand how a Western literary genre and aesthetic convention can 

contribute to the authorial identity construction of postcolonial female African authors. 

The analysis of authorial identity construction in the novels of Mariama Bâ, Assia Djebar, 

Fatou Diome and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, in particular, is supported by the main female 

characters since they act as agents of reality and tend to evolve in realist settings. They are 

also the bearers of qualities which are relatable to the reader, particularly that the realist 

fiction encompasses facts that are verifiable and correspond to the authors’ lives. In his 
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“Theory and Model for the Structural Analysis of Fiction” (1974), Fernando Ferrara highlights 

the crucial importance of characters in fiction:  

In fiction the character is used as the structuring element: the objects and events of fiction 

exist – in one way or another – because of the character and, in fact, it is only in relation to it 

that they possess those qualities of coherence and plausibility which make them meaningful 

and comprehensible. (1974: 252) 

The entire structure of a narrative is cemented by the presence of characters. As is 

demonstrated by Ferrara, everything in the novel revolves around the characters and makes 

them crucial for the examination and critical analysis of a given text. Additionally, characters 

are important for this study as, in most case study novels, they are the alter egos of the 

novelist and participate in the elaboration of an autobiographical discourse, which often 

reveals the author’s own mindset and psychology. Vincent Jouve (1992) expounds the 

notion of character in literature as the most complex and problematic to define and 

understand. He singles out three types of relationships between the reader and the 

character: “le lectant”, “le lisant” and “le lu”. The three represent the way the reader/critic 

approaches the role of the character in fiction. Each type corresponds to an effect and 

illusion of the character. While “le lectant” considers the character as an instrument to 

understand the author’s narration and semantics, “le lisant” considers the text in relation to 

the readers’ own lives and experiences and “le lu” regards the characters only within the 

narrative: 

Une étude de la réception examinera ensuite les relations - conscientes ou inconscientes - 

qui se nouent entre le lecteur et les personnages. A partir des travaux de Michel Picard, on 

pourra distinguer trois régimes de lecture : l'attitude critique et distanciée (le lectant), 

l'investissement affectif (le lisant) et l'investissement pulsionnel (le lu) […] le lectant 

considère le personnage par rapport à l'auteur, le lisant le considère en lui-même, et le lu ne 

l'appréhende qu'à l'intérieur de scènes. On nommera respectivement ces trois lectures du 

personnage : l'effet-personnel, l'effet-personne et l'effet-prétexte. Le personnage sera ainsi 
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à étudier comme élément du sens (fonction narrative et indice herméneutique), illusion de 

personne (objet de la sympathie ou de l'antipathie du lecteur) et alibi fantasmatique 

(support d'investissements inconscients). (1992: 110-111) 

In light of Jouve’s argument, “le lectant” considers the character a subconscious part of the 

author and culminates in an “effet-personnel” or crew effect, which sends the reader back 

to the personal life of the author to find answers to their questions. This distinction is highly 

relevant to my reflection on the authorial identity construction in the novels as it explains 

the centrality of the characters in the analysis of the novels with regard to the authorial 

identity construction. In fact, the “effet-personnel” and the “lectant” enhance the idea that 

one can detect the author’s identity through characters as there is an intrinsic relationship 

between the authors and the protagonists in their fiction. 

In his seminal essay “Pour un statut sémiologique du personage” (1977), Hamon 

demonstrates that features of a human being are attributed to a character, and therefore, a 

character is not a person but creates the illusion of a person (116). However, he argues that 

a character should be perceived as a sign:  

Mais considérer à priori le personnage comme un signe, c’est-à- dire choisir ‘un point de 

vue’ qui construit cet objet en l’intégrant au message défini lui-même comme une 

communication, comme composé de signes linguistiques (au lieu de l’accepter comme 

donné par une tradition critique et par une culture centrée sur la notion de ‘personne’ 

humaine) cela impliquera que que l’analyse reste homogène à son projet et accepte toutes 

les conséquences méthodologiques qu’il implique. (117) 

Hamon undertakes a structuralist analysis of the character after Barthes conceptualised the 

death of the author. Hamon insists that the character was not a living being, but just a 

lifeless sign. Later, in the 1990s, poststructuralists “smuggled” the character back into 

theoretical constructs by showing that although it is a sign, it can only provoke reactions 

from the reader through the illusion of having the complex psychology of a human being. In 
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his analysis, Hamon examines the character as a purely linguistic sign. However, while his 

work informs and imbues this chapter with an in-depth study of a character and its different 

roles in different uses, it enlightens this section and orients this analysis in regard to which 

kind of character corresponds best to the hypothesis of the thesis. Hamon’s analysis is 

useful for this study because he distinguishes between three types of characters, and two of 

them fit perfectly into the study’s intentions: “Personnages-référentiels” [referential-

characters] are characters of historical, mythological and/or allegorical nature such as 

Napoleon, Zeus or Betrayal. “Personnages-embrayeurs” [shifter-characters] signify the 

author’s presence within the text either through direct substitution or through markers of 

delegacy. “Personnages-anaphores” [anaphoric-characters] are recognisable through 

memory. Hamon propounds that a character is comparable to a proper noun that has no 

fixed definition or a word that is not incorporated into a dictionary. He explains that a 

character is rather something to be understood within a chosen context either through 

referentiality to history/author or through memory in his own words: “le personnage est 

donc, toujours, la collaboration d’un effet de context” (126). “Personnages-anaphores” 

reminds us of Zoulikha Oudai, one character from La Femme sans sépulture whose story 

Dejbar brings to life through the memories of those who knew her. However, “le 

personnage embrayeur” and “le personage référentiel” are the relevant ones to this thesis 

as they point out the author’s presence within the narrative in a subtle, indirect or 

subconscious manner or a clear reference to and representation of history. As a result, given 

the fact that protagonists are inseparable from the authors’ context in the texts under 

examination, as they require important background knowledge, the two categories of 

characters are also predominant in the case study novels. 
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Hamon distinguishes a range of characteristics that are intrinsic to realist fiction. These 

include seriousness of tone of writing, mixture of styles and characters and topics. My 

analysis of the novels will attempt to elucidate how these elements are used to help 

construct the authorial identity. Hamon provides six characteristics, which are indicators of 

realist fiction: 

1.le sérieux; 2. le mélange des registres, des styles, des sujets, des personnages; 3. l’absence 

de censure, ou de sélection: aucun sujet n’est exclu à priori ; 4. La ‘figure’, la construction 

‘figurative’ du texte (concept sur lequel il est revenue à plusieurs reprises, en dehors de 

Mimesis), ensemble des procédés de coherence qui mettent en relation les parties 

disjonctes d’un texte; 5. l’insertion de l’histoire fictive des personnages dans une Histoire 

d’arrière-plan réelle, évolutive et contemporaine de l’époque de la fiction; 6. la 

representation de la vie quotidienne. (2015: 34) 

In what follows, Hamon’s critical exploration of the realist aesthetics will be used in this 

chapter to deconstruct the use of this mode of writing as a tool for authorial identity 

construction in the four authors’ novels. 

4.1. Mariama Bâ’s Un Chant écarlate  

As realist fiction is the focus of this chapter, it is useful to provide a plot summary of the 

novel, while discussing how realism is used to filter aspects of real life in Senegal through 

the narrative. The plot summary is provided only at this point of the thesis because from 

this chapter, the main focus of the analysis is themes and characters and thus, it is necessary 

to understand how they evolved in the narrative, whereas the previous chapter focused 

more on language. Un Chant écarlate tells a tragic love story between Ousmane Guèye, a 

Senegalese mathematics teacher, and Mireille, the daughter of a French diplomat in 

Senegal. They meet at school, fall in love and marry years later after Ousmane obtains a 

stable job and improves his family’s living conditions. Mireille’s love for Ousmane is 

discovered by her father, who forces her to return to France before the marriage, refusing 
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categorically to have a black man as a son-in-law. When Ousmane’s parents see the multiple 

photos of Mireille they think that he is fantasising about a white actress but do not imagine 

that he is romantically involved with a white woman. Thus, once the secret of their 

relationship is discovered, both parties’ parents are surprised and dismayed. The passion 

will turn into a nightmare for Mireille soon after she leaves her country and family to join 

her husband in Senegal. She has to immerse herself in Ousmane’s social milieu and seeks 

integration and full acceptance from his family. However, while Ousmane’s father believes 

in fate and accepts the marriage, his wife is reluctant to accept her son’s choice. She 

criticises her daughter-in-law’s smallest mistakes, pointing out the cultural differences such 

as the small portions of food she likes to make or her eagerness to maintain a clean house. 

In fact, Ousmane’s mother considers Mireille’s beauty unholy and treats her as if she was a 

devil’s incarnation. Furthermore, sooner than expected, Ousmane takes the side of his 

mother, blaming his wife for her difficulties in coping with Senegalese traditions and 

customs. The birth of their son does not help the couple to consolidate their marriage; on 

the contrary, it creates a gap, as the family, especially the mother-in-law, is ashamed of a 

fruit of miscegenation. The mother-in-law plots to unite her son with a black woman. Since 

polygamy is allowed in Senegal, her dream of a traditional wedding for her son is soon 

fulfilled as Ousmane impregnates a Senegalese woman without marrying her. As he 

develops a new vision of tradition, culture, manhood and nationalism, he betrays Mireille, 

who turns mad. After she murders her son and stabs Ousmane she is repatriated to France 

while Ousmane carries on his life with his new family. 

The main themes of the novel are marriage, tradition and compromise. Bâ depicts the 

hurdles and challenges ethnically mixed couples are confronted with and the difficulties of 

finding a balance between two cultures and worldviews so that none of the sides would face 
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estrangement. Bâ depicts Mireille as the victim who suffers from her unsuccessful 

endeavours to be integrated. Mireille is also a “newcomer” who immerses herself in a 

foreign environment, providing the narrative with a pretext to meticulously depict details of 

the social norms and cultural traditions of the country. Philippe Hamon (2015) explains that 

in realist novels, the “newcomer” is often used as a narrative tool to depict a milieu, 

meaning that while Mireille learns the Senegalese culture, the reader learns with her. 

Ousmane, whose vanity and misogyny result in ill-treatment, which leads to Mireille’s 

madness, disregards the efforts she makes. Her mental illness and Senegalese religious 

norms, which encourage polygamy, enable Ousmane to take a second wife. 

We have seen that Hamon evokes seriousness as the first indicator of realist fiction. In Un 

chant écarlate, this feature is conveyed through the nature of the topic of marriage, 

especially as the narrative has a tragic ending with the son’s death and Mireille’s madness. 

Such a dramatic ending indicates the seriousness as well as the problematic nature of 

polygamy, which causes harm to the people who experience it. Moreover, the third feature 

from Hamon’s list, “l’absence de censure, ou de sélection: aucun sujet n’est exclu a priopri”, 

means that any topic can be tackled in fiction without taboos and censorship. Polygamy, as 

it is allowed by religion under specific conditions, is a socially accepted practice in Senegal 

and other Muslim societies and is rarely scrutinised. Therefore, by representing it from a 

critical angle in two of her novels, Bâ abides by the principle of realist fiction, which allows 

all topics to be addressed, provided that they are dealt with in a serious manner. As a 

character, Mireille allows Bâ to denounce polygamy and its negative effects, which she 

herself suffered from, and to indicate that women, regardless of their ethnicity and race, are 

treated unfairly in a polygamous marriage. As a female protagonist, Mireille holds the role 

of a “personnage embrayeur” indicating marks of delegacy and representing the author’s 
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ideology and vision. The focus on a white female character reveals that although in many 

cases the white and black female experiences differ, women of different ethnicities and 

classes sometimes endure similar sufferings. In the novel, Bâ’s representation of polygamy 

through a white French woman indicates that the author’s focus is not on race but on 

gender. Furthermore, by foregrounding a stranger in a black Muslim society, Bâ points out 

the inconsistencies of postcolonial Senegalese society, and Mireille becomes a 

representation of all oppressed women. This is how critical realism takes effect in the novel 

– by foregrounding gender inequality in Senegal. Mireille is marginalised for being a white 

Christian woman. As a woman, she is subordinated to her husband, whom she is supposed 

to please. As a white outsider within a sub-Saharan African society, she struggles to 

integrate. Finally, she is culturally and religiously different. Although she converts to Islam in 

order to be able to marry Ousmane, she is isolated and ostracised in multiple ways. In the 

following passage, the narrator recounts Mireille’s attempts to be accepted and, more 

importantly, behave the way women ought to behave. On the occasion of Mireille’s 

pregnancy, Rosalie, the wife of Ousmane’s friend – a well-educated black woman who, as 

the narrator explains, is able to compete with the white woman’s efficiency and aspires to 

possess both the qualities of African culture and the European one – attempts to inculcate 

the Senegalese values of a good wife in Mireille, particularly with regards to her in-laws: 

Et Rosalie, en ‘véritable femme’, initiait Mireille au savoir-vivre sénégalais. Elle éclairait pour 

elle les rapports belle-famille et épouse. Elle conseillait: sans ton mari, va voir tes beaux-

parents. Ils apprécieront ton déplacement et sauront ainsi que tes visites ne sont pas 

téléguidées… De temps en temps, envoie à Djibril Guèye des plats mijotés. Un proverbe dit 

que ‘la bouche qui mache est toujours reconnaissante à la main qui la pourvoit’. Aie toujours 

prête une piécette ou mieux quelque billet pour ‘libérer’ tes visiteurs, s’ils sont de la belle-

famille, surtout… N’oublie pas ‘d’habiller’ tes beaux-parents à la Korité et à la Tabaski. Le 

frère et les sœurs d’Ousmane ont droit, eux aussi, à tes largesses… Ne reste pas calfeutrée, 
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broyant du noir, quand les copains de ton mari se trouvent dans ton salon. Ta cordialité sera 

ton meilleur atout contre les assauts extérieurs, broyeurs d’union. (1981: 148) 

This passage typifies a number of cultural practices and explains the Senegalese culture to 

the reader through the character of Rosalie who confers Mireille multiple tips on how to 

please her in-laws and exhorts her to be generous to win their esteem. Here the narrative 

anticipates the rejection of Mireille as, without gifts and spontaneous gestures, the in-laws 

would not show any appreciation. Besides, Rosalie, who is herself a Senegalese woman, 

suggests that any woman, regardless of colour and origin, will always have to make extra 

efforts in order for her to be fully accepted in her husband’s family. This conveys a 

distressing depiction of women’s burden. 

Throughout the novel, we encounter many traditions and customs which translate the 

Senegalese reality. Through the character of Mireille, Bâ describes the conditions of most 

women in her country, whose lives are weighed down by polygamy, male hegemony as well 

as the burdens of tradition. Ousmane, on the other hand, is a representation of most men in 

Senegal. His features, such as ideas on culture, masculinity and nationalism, are similar to 

the descriptions of his friends, which portray vivid and evocative images of reality. In Un 

Chant écarlate, it is suggested that he is pressured by his mother and his friends, who 

expect him to behave in a virile way and who nurture his vanity:  

Ils louaient le courage de leur ami ‘qui gardait des réactions de Nègre’ qui ‘ne les a point 

reniés’, et qui surtout ‘ne se laissait ni dominer ni assimiler’. Ils approuvaient 

vigoureusement : ‘Un Nègre marié à une Toubab qui conserve des rapports avec père, mère, 

famille et amis tient du miracle, sans exagération’. (132) 

As a result, the representation of daily life is powerful in Bâ’s novel, an important 

component of realist fiction. The fifth criterion of realist fiction according to Hamon is 

“l’insertion de l’histoire fictive des personnages dans une Histoire d’arrière-plan réelle, 
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évolutive et contemporaine de l’époque de la fiction”, which indicates that in the fictitious 

narrative, one can highlight real historical aspects with regards to a particular epoch 

targeted by the author. This is another component of realist fiction, which is pertinent in Un 

Chant écarlate via the Negritude movement and the notion of blackness and what it means 

to be black.  

Racial identity is the second most discussed topic in the novel after marriage. In this respect, 

the characters exchange political and cultural dialogues about black culture. Conversations 

are employed as a strategy to channel ideas and aspects of reality; in his The Historical novel 

(1955), Georg Lukács indicates:  

What matters in the historical novel is not the retelling of great historical events, but the 

poetic awakening of the people who figured in those events. What matters is that we should 

re-experience the social and human motives, which led men to think, feel and act as they did 

in historical reality. (42) 

The characteristics of a historical novel are not the same as those of a realist one; however, 

they have some overlapping characteristics. For instance, characters are highlighted by 

Lukács as fundamental literary tools which simultaneously translate historical events into 

fiction and illustrate real life. It is important to acknowledge that while the historical novel is 

not the main concern of this chapter, some of the case study novels encompass 

characteristics of the historical novel sub-genre which cannot be overlooked, particularly 

since this thesis studies the four authors’ construction of their literary identities through the 

historical background of their countries of origin.  

Since characters play a crucial role in addressing and disseminating themes, motifs, events 

and mundane aspects of reality, Hamon’s sixth and last important feature is “la 

representation de la vie quotidienne”. Character exchanges are revealing of the author’s 

beliefs and stances through their ideologies. For instance, the narrative relies on 
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Ousamane’s regular meetings with his male friends and their spirited political and cultural 

exchanges. During one of these animated conversations, which takes place in his home, 

many Senegalese social issues are debated: 

Un parallèle impitoyable était souvent tracé entre les futilités établies en règles immuables 

et les urgences ignorées. Les problèmes cruels de la faim, du manque d’eau, des maladies, 

accaparaient longuement l’attention. Les gouffres béants qui absorbaient les richesses du 

pays, autant que les inégalités sociales, alimentaient leur verve […] Et l’on vint à la 

Négritude ! Le barbu se leva encore pour la lacérer impitoyablement. Mais Ousmane osa 

exprimer sa conviction : ‘je suis pour le contenu de la Négritude. Je suis pour l’Enracinement 

et l’ouverture’. On le hua, en passant au crible d’une exigence diabolique tous les moyens 

proposés pour ‘l’enracinement’ et ‘l’ouverture’ […] Ousmane conclut dans la clameur hostile 

‘la culture est universelle. La culture est un instrument de développement. Comment y 

accéder sans se connaître pour s’estimer, sans connaître autrui pour l’estimer’. (72) 

Bâ’s clear reference to the Negritude movement both as a literary movement and an 

ideology taking pride in black culture and developing it into a positive identity marker 

expects readers to have prior background knowledge and compels them to be inquisitive in 

order to fully understand the discussion. As already mentioned in Chapter One, Bâ has 

pellucid views on the Negritude movement and this reference to the movement in her 

fiction showcases her intention to portray reality through characters. Knowing the 

importance of Negritude to Senegalese culture conveys the idea of authorial identity 

construction insofar as Bâ dwells on an ideology that is highly valued and representative of 

Senegal, particularly since Senghor, Senegal’s former president, is one of the founders of the 

movement. Therefore, in this quotation not only do we, as readers, have a conversation 

where real concepts are discussed, but we do have a fragment of a text about the 

repercussions of such concepts on social interactions. This quote propels the reader into a 

glimpse of the Senegalese life. 
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Hamon argues that in realist novels, authors make use of a stylistic strategy in which the 

narrator does not seem to be present or at least the storytelling is seemingly “objective” 

and “neutral”, giving the impression that reality is transcribed onto the page without 

anybody’s intervention:  

Comment intervenir sans intervenir, être subjectif en restant objectif, laisser leur parole 

idiolectale, sténographiée sur le vif, aux personnages sans perdre le contrôle général de 

régie de sa propre parole Romanesque, être ironique tout en restant sérieux, ‘être comme 

dieu dans l’univers présent partout et visible nulle part’? Le style indirect libre, procédé dont 

l’emploi systématique coïncide avec la pleine période du mouvement réaliste et naturaliste, 

qui nivelle le texte à l’imparfait descriptif, efface la frontière entre celle de l’auteur et celle 

des personnages, pensées du personnage et pensées de l’auteur qui introduit un continuum 

et brouille l’origine de l’énonciation, permet habilement de résoudre un certain nombre de 

ces contradictions. (2015: 43) 

As Hamon points out, the author is sometimes confounded by the reader with characters, 

which explains why authorial identity is to some extent entangled with the authors’ extra-

literary identities. Hamon considers description and characters as means through which 

objectivity and subjectivity are displayed alternatively in the narrative as some aspects 

remind us of the author’s context and others seem to be only fictitious inventions. As 

Hamon suggests, objectivity and subjectivity are features of the “style indirect libre” [free 

indirect style], which appears with the emergence of realism (2015, 43). This means that the 

narrative rests on a third-person narrative (heterodiegetic, with a disembodied, external 

narrator) and mixes different voices, narrator and character(s), thus destabilising the 

narrative, creating irony and contrast between different views and ideological positions, 

conveying critiques of ideas or worldviews of characters. While objectivity results from the 

author distancing herself from her narration, subjectivity entails that the story is told from a 

personal perspective and the narrator’s subjective judgements and worldview correspond 

to those held by the author. This duality of objectivity and subjectivity is observable 
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throughout Bâ’s novel. On the one hand, the fictional aspect of the narrative, such as the 

characters and their conversations, represents the objective side of the plot. On the other 

hand, as seen in Part One, Bâ’s relative endured polygamy; therefore, the author tackles this 

topic from a subjective vantage point. Additionally, Bâ’s criticism of the Negritude 

movement exposes her views indirectly through the conversations between Ousmane and 

his friends. 

Similarly to Hamon, Gerard Genette also attempts to explain how the illusion of objectivity 

is created in the novel. However, unlike Hamon who pinpoints the “style indirect libre” as a 

privileged way for authors to distance themselves from their characters, he turns his 

attention to the narrator’s participation in or absence from the story. In his Narrative 

discourse (1972), he distinguishes between “heterodiegtic” and “homodiegetic” narratives 

depending on whether the narrator is involved in the story or not (255-256). In Un Chant 

écarlate, the narrator is “heterodiegetic” and has therefore no apparent role in the narrated 

events, which is why the focus is placed on the characters. This distinction is another way to 

refer to the erasure of boundaries between character and author, which makes it hard to 

distinguish in the novel the ideas delegated to the characters from the author’s own 

opinions. The protagonist, Mireille, suffers from polygamy in the same way as Bâ did in her 

multiple marriages in real life in a society disapproving of women seeking divorce. 

Therefore, the experiences of the author and of the protagonist seem to converge in the 

novel through the topic of marriage. The second protagonist, Ousmane, is another example 

of Bâ’s delegation of her own thoughts to characters. During the exchange with his friends 

quoted above, Ousmane expresses his openness and simultaneously his fervent willingness 

to protect his cultural patrimony. This position reminds us of the position defended by Bâ 

herself, known for seeking a compromise between modernity and tradition.  
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As shown above, the last characteristic of realist fiction is “la representation de la vie 

quotidienne” (2015: 43). This feature also contributes to shaping the author’s literary 

identity. However, it is useful to note that through the representation of daily life, Bâ 

expresses her belonging to culture and tradition, as well as to lifestyles specific to Senegal. 

While the use of her mother tongue already reveals this intention, her portrayal of a 

typically male-dominated cultural practice adds another layer of realism to the text. In the 

following quote, Ousmane explains to Mireille why he finds Senegalese drumming a signifier 

of Senegalese culture, which punctuates all the stages of a man’s life: 

J’aime le tam-tam. Tu aimes bien Mozart; même la nuit tu peux l’écouter. Supporte que 

j’aime le tam-tam. Tu ne peux pas comprendre. Le tam-tam, c’est la vie du Nègre éclatant en 

gerbes de sons : les rythmes des semailles, des moissons, des pluies, des baptêmes, des 

prières ; et même parfois des rythmes de la mort. Le tam-tam marque les étapes de notre 

vie. Je me revois, enfant, dans mon boubou de ‘Ndjouli’ […] Je portais au cou des gris-gris 

blancs pour détourner les regards ‘des yeux de la nuits’. Deux cauris pendaient à mon front, 

pour ma protection. Nous étions dix garçonnets du même âge, dansant le soir autour d’un 

feu dont les flammes nourries par le bois que nous glanions le jour, éclairaient le spectacle 

[…] Nous faisions l’apprentissage de la virilité et du courage. Le tam-tam compensait les 

services de toutes sortes que nous subissions et qui nous aguerrissaient. (141) 

This is also a strategy enabling Bâ to explain Senegalese tradition to the Western reader who 

sees it through the eyes of the newcomer Mireille. Realism serves the author to depict 

traditional markers of the Senegalese identity, which in this quote is symbolised by the tam-

tam. This instrument is involved in rituals marking the different stages in the lives of 

Senegalese men. These rituals are part of a social reality, which is termed by Hamon as “la 

description de la vie réelle”. Additionally, the quote epitomises the way virility and 

masculinity are fostered from a young age through the transmission of tradition. Through 

Ousmane’s monologue, Bâ dwells on the practices which create a chasm and establish a 

hierarchy between men and women in Senegalese society. This is even clearer as the victim 
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is a female while the male proudly explains how he was educated to contribute to the 

patriarchal system, where men are bestowed more rights than women. Furthermore, the 

passage shows that Ousmane strives to emancipate himself from the Western system of 

values which had long devalued these traditions. Bâ creates the character Ousmane to 

criticise the male intellectuals of the Negritude generation for seeking emancipation for 

themselves from Western Eurocentrism, while maintaining domination over women.  

Hence, the examination of the novel leads to the idea that while adopting a European 

language in their writing – African female postcolonial authors also embrace the aesthetic of 

realism. The passage also lends itself to an interesting analysis of tradition, considered an 

indigenous feature of the African society, and modernity, which is seen as exogenous, and 

imported from the European metropolitan centre. Ousmane’s investment in and love of the 

tam-tam denotes a pride in his origins and becomes a tool in his psychological arm-wrestling 

with his wife, especially as he compares African drumming to Mozart, a symbol of European 

culture. His self-positioning shows that he espouses the Negritude movement’s major 

tenets: a pride in African culture and the denial of European cultural superiority. The 

descriptions of living conditions in Senegal and the depiction of characters who resemble 

real people clearly indicate that we are reading a Senegalese realist novel. Ousmane, who 

seems lost and consumed by tradition, is actually a representation of people who are 

influenced by Negritude and a radical perception of blackness. Moreover, this staged 

competition between the two characters entails that he is superior since the Senegalese 

culture believes in a hierarchy of genders, while the colonial hierarchy suggests that she 

should have the upper hand as French white woman. In his dissertation, Martin Winberg 

(2008) analyses the character of Ousmane stating: “Ousmane étant fortement inspiré par la 

négritude, devient de plus en plus raciste et sexiste au fil des années. Il finit par se trouver 
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enfermé dans une ambivalence très problématique. Comme certains de ses amis, il se sent 

déchiré entre deux mondes qui luttent pour gagner son attention” (2008: 10-11). 

Ousmane’s ambivalence and progressive rejection of European cultural standards for 

traditional Senegalese ones result in ostracising his own wife as a way of proving his value as 

a Senegalese black man. He secretly suffers from a complex of inferiority as a black man in a 

colonial context, and he takes revenge on his wife for it. This attitude is illustrated in the 

ideology promoted by Negritude, which influences him. The negative impact of the ideas he 

espouses on his marriage implicitly shows Bâ’s criticism of the Negritude movement. As a 

result, Bâ uses the character of Ousmane as a means of channelling her own worldviews of 

feminism and criticism of Negritude. As mentioned above, Bâ’s reflection on Negritude in 

the novel translates one of the major elements of the realist fiction, which is the insertion of 

the fictional story into a real background history. Here “l’histoire fictive” is the story of 

Ousamane and Mireille and “l’histoire d’arrière-plan réelle” is the problematic gender 

relations in Senegal as well as the extreme interpretation of the Negritude movement’s 

ideas, which exacerbate the fissure between men and women and between tradition and 

modernity. 

4.2. Assia Djebar’s La Femme sans sépulture (2002) 

La Femme sans sépulture narrates the story of Zoulikha Oudai, an Algerian moudjahida and 

shahida (fighter and martyr), who fought for Algerian Independence. Born in 1911 and killed 

in 1957, this historical figure actively participated in military actions alongside male 

maquisards to fight the coloniser and end French rule in the country. Djebar undertook a 

historical investigation to uncover the circumstances and causes of Zoulikha’s death. The 

paratext at the beginning of the novel specifies that she interviewed the relatives of the late 
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Zoulikha, who were neighbours of her late father. Through Zoulikha’s daughters Hania and 

Mina as well as her companions of war Lla Lbia, whose name is translated as Dame Lionne 

(lla being a respectful title to address the elderly in Algeria), and her sister-in-law Zohra 

Oudai, Djebar reconstructs the story of Zoulikha, named the unburied woman since her 

body has never been restored to her family. Hania, the elder daughter, is the first to 

recollect her memories of her mother, whom she admires. The excruciating reminiscences 

are delivered sometimes in long monologues punctuated with tears and smiles. Hania 

narrates her quest for Zoulikha’s body and the multiple contradicting rumours about her 

disappearance. She was seeking traces of her mother’s body in the forest, praying to find 

any sign that would have allowed her to prepare a decent funeral and mourn her, but she 

could not find anything. Hania explains how her mother entrusted her with two children 

from other marriages before joining the maquis. The second narrator of the plot is Mina, 

who drives Djebar to and from the different visits to the women who knew Zoulikha. Lla Lbia 

is one of these. She recalls the revolutionary period in 1957, explaining how she helped 

Zoulikha on her different missions against the French coloniser. She narrates that Zoulikha 

carried Algerian flags hidden under the food she carried in a basket to the Algerian fighters 

in the mountains. Lla Lbia also recollects how she once knocked on everyone’s door to find 

shelter for Zoulikha, who could not sleep in her own house. Zohra Oudai recalls similar 

moments, telling the author-narrator how she once helped Zoulikha hide from French 

soldiers who broke in abruptly to stop suspects from joining the revolution. Djebar acutely 

describes the physical and psychological tortures endured by Zoulikha, who was dragged by 

soldiers through the middle of the city and whose intimate parts were electrified to force 

her to disclose information related to the fighters. Thus, Zoulikha’s resistance, heroism and 

commitment are transmitted through a chorus of other female voices. 
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In La Femme sans sépulture, polyphony is constructed by interweaving “little narratives”, a 

term employed by François Lyotard in The Postmodern Condition (1979), which is antipodal 

to meta-narratives. These little narratives are told by women and women only in the novel. 

In addition to the four female characters, a female narrator undistinguishable from Djebar 

herself can be heard as a background echo in the narrative. An instance of this is when the 

narrator/character is invited to Lla Lbia’s house in order to carry on her exchanges about the 

story of Zoulikha: “A l’heure du diner, ce même jour, j’entre chez Dame Lionne chez laquelle 

je trouve Mina. A la manière traditionnelle, je pose un baiser sur l’épaule, puis sur la soie de 

la coiffe de l’hôtesse” (114-115). The punctuation in this passage reveals that it is the 

narrator that speaks, not one of the characters, since the dash supposed to be placed at the 

beginning of utterances is absent in this passage, therefore indicating the narrator’s voice. 

Thus, the author becomes another character in the story, playing the triple role of author, 

character and intermittent narrator. According to Genettes’s terminology, in this case the 

narrator can be identified as “homodiegetic” as she occasionally participates in the story. 

Djebar, who intervenes as the interviewer interrogating the characters, refers to herself as 

“La visiteuse”, “l’invitée”, “l’étrangère”, “l’étrangère pas tellement étrangère” and “I” as a 

way of presenting the main characters and accentuating their presence. These different 

pseudonyms serve to alleviate her presence in the narrative. The novel is divided into 

twelve chapters, each entitled according to which character’s voice will be heard in the 

chapter. At the beginning of the novel, Djebar warns the reader that all the facts presented 

in her novel are told in a rigorously faithful way to reality, which does not necessarily mean 

that they are objective and tell the truth, but neither does it mean that they are false. This 

opening statement is used to make the intentions of the author explicit: “tous les faits et 

détails de la vie et de la mort de Zoulikha sont apportés avec une fidélité historique, ou, 
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dirais-je selon une approche documentaire” (2002: 9). This confirms the factual aspect of 

some events in the narrative right from its very beginning, which can be understood as a 

part of the pact between the author and the reader. Besides, Djebar’s strategy is to be the 

closest possible to facts in order to present her novel as an authoritative source of 

information. Her accuracy is even more important as she introduces the story of a female 

hero of the Algerian war of independence. She specifies that the fictional part of the novel is 

delicately respected, which confirms the status of the text as a novel:  

Toutefois, certains personnages, aux côtés de l’héroïne, en particulier ceux présents comme 

de sa famille, sont traités ici avec l’imagination et variations que permet la fiction. J’ai usé à 

volonté de la liberté romanesque, justement pour que la vérité de Zoulikha soit éclairée 

d’avantage, au centre même d’une large fresque féminine. (2002: 9) 

Indeed, in four instances Djebar makes the late Zoulikha speak and imagines what she 

would have said about the tortures she underwent and what were her inner thoughts 

regarding her children. In La Femme sans sépulture, Djebar draws a fine line between the 

autobiographical discourse, since the author herself is one of the secondary characters of 

the novel and her presence introduces some form of the autobiographical discourse, fiction 

and historical non-fiction. The central narrative emerges from the reminiscences of multiple 

female witnesses who attempt to reconstruct historical facts relating to the life and death of 

the woman fighter. Not only does the novel provide historical accounts, but it represents a 

valuable source of information about a particular historical period. The process of 

recollection is undertaken via Djebar’s interviews with the four female witness characters 

but also through her own documentation, which she mentions at the beginning of the novel. 

Djebar does not reveal which documents she consulted in addition to the interviews to 

ensure the historical accuracy of the discussed events; however, it is highly important to 

consider the warning at the beginning of the novel as veracious. Effectively, this warning 
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distinguishes Djebar’s strategies employed in La Femme sans sépulture and Vaste est la 

prison, which also contain historical passages, but which do not include any warning about 

the veracity of these. Unlike in Vaste est la prison, in La femme sans sépulture, Djebar insists 

on mixing history with fiction, hence the reader can gauge the provided information as true. 

The realist aesthetic plays an important role in the reflection on and reference to past 

events. It is also relevant to note that the novel is not purely a realist aesthetic. Djebar 

twists the genre to her needs as a postcolonial woman author. While there is a search for 

historic truth, the narrative respects female subjectivity and emotions. The truth about 

Zoulikha's death does not emerge as a series of objective facts but as an emotional journey 

of her family and friends, and indirectly all Algerians who lost parents to this war. The novel 

is powerful since it impacts the reader's emotions. Thus, this novel humanises Algerian 

independence fighters. The narrator reconstitutes a detailed account of Zoulikha’s activities 

during the Algerian revolution; in this following description, the reader relives the moment 

and can visualise it through the voice of Hania, Zoulikha’s older daughter:  

Alors, pour s’entretenir avec mon mari, et comme nous savions que, depuis des jours et des 

jours, la demeure de Zoulikha était surveillée, espionnée par l’entourage, elle toute voilée, 

sortit de l’abri où elle se trouvait, pour aller dans la maison de confiance, non loin. Elle sauta 

par-dessus deux murs mitoyens descendit d’une terrasse et c’est ainsi qu’elle réussit, dans le 

secret, à parler en tête-à-tête avec son gendre. (56) 

The description, which aims at translating reality, also passes through the depiction of the 

tortures endured by Zoulikha told through her own fictitious voice: 

Ils posaient déjà les fils de la gégène, ils apportaient les bidons d’eau pour la baignoire, ils 

aiguisaient les couteaux dans le crissement convenu, tout cela, au fond, pour prendre les 

mesures de mon corps […] pourquoi les liens sur mes poignets et sur mes chevilles, mes 

seins dénudés et gonflés me faisaient mal […] sur chacun des morceaux de cette chair, ils 

s’acharnaient à deux, à trois, avec fureur et froide détermination […] ma voix qui n’émettait 

aucun mot, ni arabe, ni Berbère, ni français. Peut-être, il me semble ‘O Dieu, O Prophète 
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chéri’ […], ton doux nom (Mina) en dernier tandis que mon vagin électrifié vrillant 

entièrement comme un puits sans fond… Dans cet antre autrefois de jouissance, ton 

prénom, tel un fil de soie pour s’enrouler infiniment au fond de moi pour m’assourdir et 

m’adoucir. (220-221)  

The quote includes vocabulary related to the female body such as “les seins dénudés et 

gonflés” and “mon vagin éléctrifié vrillant entièrement comme un puits sans fond”. The 

crude and brutal depiction of Zoulikha’s torture is exacerbated by the reference to intimate 

parts; more importantly, the two instances of female body parts emphasise the exercise of 

foregrounding the heroism of a woman who, in hostile conditions receives the same 

treatment as men. Ironically, the equality in treatment vanishes as soon as the war ends, 

showing the double standards both of the French coloniser and patriarchy in Algeria. In fact, 

women have been marginalised from the social, economic and political scenes in post-

independent Algeria, as was further discussed in Chapter One. Djebar describes the torture 

and the courage shown by Zoulikha while she is abused. The depiction highlights the history 

and emphasises female courage by describing the physical characteristics of a woman to 

show that women have suffered just as much as men during the war. Women’s excruciating 

tortures have been discussed by intersectional feminist theory, demonstrating that non-

white women do not receive the treatment of white women when they have to work as 

slaves or when their bodies are abused in other ways. Indeed, Zoulikha’s experience 

illustrates the treatment reserved for colonised and racialised women, one that is pitiless, 

shameless and merciless. bell hooks’s Feminist Theory: from Margin to Centre (1984), one of 

the most revolutionary rethinkings of feminism, focuses on race, economy and political 

implications as well as previously ignored female suffering. It reveals the negative impact of 

capitalist domination and white supremacy on women of colour, who have also been let 

down by the feminist movements as they emphasise the individual and neglect the 
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collective goals. Most importantly, the movement fails to include the black American and 

other non-white women who have been perceived and stereotyped as strong; thereby, do 

not need representation in the feminist struggle. In the same way, colonised women in 

Algeria, who are typified by Zoulikha in the novel, were not treated in the same way as 

French women, and could be compared to the African American or Latin American women 

described by hooks and Djamila Ribeiro. The fact that they were tortured just like men or 

sometimes worse is not only a striking argument in favour of feminism that recognises that 

the experience of racialised women diverges from that of their white counterparts but is 

also revelatory of the reality of colonisation. Additionally, Djebar’s meticulous portrayal of 

the colonial treatment of Algerian women exposes not only the ugly truth about colonial 

history but also an aspect of Assia Djebar’s identity as an Algerian because Zoulikha is 

representative of a collective history. This last idea will be further explored in Chapter Five, 

which will discuss the autobiographical discourse. 

The substitution of the author with the characters, conceptualised by Hamon, is explicit in 

La Femme sans sépulture as Djebar gives voice to Zoulikha and echoes her thoughts at times 

in the novel so that the reader does not immediately grasp who is speaking through the 

narrator, whether it is Zoulikha who testifies or Djebar who imagines her story. As observed 

earlier, the narration is distributed among several female voices. Thus, those confined and 

forgotten by history are given a voice in the novel. Amongst the four voices present in the 

novel, the two daughters represent the transmission of a heritage and ambiguous feelings 

composed of pride and grief regarding their mother’s disappearance without a burial. Lla 

Lbia and Zohra Ouadai are witnesses whose testimonies authenticate how the events 

happened in historical reality. The testimonies of the two women are transcribed with 

precision and faithfulness to their original tones and accents. Djebar’s emphasis on the 
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pronunciation of certain words serves to validate the status of the testimony of her writing. 

It is therefore justified to draw an analogy between the American realism and the 

postcolonial African one with regard to this specific aspect of language in realism. In fact, as 

mentioned earlier, in Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884), Huck speaks 

with “the ordinary pike county” dialect, a Southern American accent, which Mark Twain 

reconstructs in the novel to showcase how white Southern American citizens spoke as 

opposed to using a literary, standard and prestigious language in his fiction. In a similar 

manner, Djebar comments on the words of Lla Lbia to mimic reality writing: “A cette 

époque-là, Zoulikha restait souvent avec moi au refuge. (Ce mot ‘refuge’ est prononcé à la 

française, mot étrange au milieu de cet arabe populaire, gauchi par un accent particulier aux 

gens de ces montagnes plutôt berbèrophone)” (82). Therefore, in this quotation, by 

commenting on the pronunciation, a metadiscoursive description is used to refer to facts 

because some Algerians tend to mispronounce French words as they make them a part of 

their dialects. Alternatively, as in this case, some words do not belong or exist in dialect; 

Algerian speakers simply borrow French words. By integrating this vocabulary, Djebar adds 

an effet du réel to her fiction. This is a reversed form of translanguaging since now it is the 

French language that is incorporated into Arabic speech. This technique also exposes the 

characters’ relationship to language; it is interesting to see the author superimpose her own 

authorial relationship with language upon the characters’ relationship with their languages. 

This extends Djebar’s preoccupations with language as a writer and the way she constructs 

her plot with particular attention to particular linguistic practices. The word “refuge” itself is 

important and highlighted, as the narrator contextualises the word and its connotation 

through its pronunciation. The metadiscoursive depiction also serves to remind the reader 
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of the presence of the narrator – a way of creating a distance, not letting the reader be fully 

absorbed by the story and appealing to their intellect rather than feelings. 

On Lla Lbia (Dame Lionne), Djebar comments “Dame Lionne n’a pas son pareil pour, au 

contraire, désormais faire revivre le passé. Le menu et concret passé de ces femmes, la 

plupart invisibles aux autres, au monde” (166). Indeed, Dame Lionne narrates the events 

leading to the arrest of Zoulikha, and her character is prominent in the novel. Therefore, the 

principles of the realist fiction distinguished by Hamon are tangible in La femme sans 

sépulture, starting with “le sérieux”, which recalls the seriousness of the topic and the grief 

regarding the sad story of a tortured woman fighter without burial and funerals. Then, “le 

mélange des registres, des styles, des sujets, des personnages”, relates to the intersection 

between realism, history and the autobiographical discourse to some extent. In addition, 

“l’absence de censure” can be noticed in reference to the female intimate body parts, which 

could be censored, particularly given that the readership is partly Muslim. “L’insertion de 

l’histoire fictive des personnages dans une Histoire d’arrière-plan réelle” immediately 

indicates Zoulikha’s true story as the background story developed in fiction. Furthermore, 

description of events, recollection and efficient use of characters indicate the prevalence of 

the realist aesthetic as well as this aesthetics’ crucial contribution to the construction of 

Djebar’s identity. The character of “la visiteuse” or “l’étrangère pas tellement étrangére” 

infers that there is a general validity in Zoulikha's story, and a sort of virtual sisterhood 

between Algerian women including Djebar. This also participates in Djebar's authorial 

identity formation. The disguised name of Djebar playing the role of the interviewer in the 

novel makes a step further in comparison to the protagonists in Bâ’s novel as she treats the 

subject of identity and language within the novel itself. She regularly refers to her triple 

identity during her conversations with Mina, the younger daughter of Zoulikha: 
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Nous [Algerians] avons trois langues, et le berbère d’abord. Et puisque religion il y’a: Nous 

avons trois amours: Abraham, Jésus… et Mohammed. Mina réplique, dans l’émulation du 

jeu, tandis qu’elles s’approchent des collines avec les vergers en fleurs. Nous pourrions aussi 

évoquer nos ancêtres illustres: Jugurtha, trahi, est mort à Rome, loin de sa terre; La Kahina, 

notre reine des Aurès, vaincue, s’est tuée, auprès d’un puits; Abdelkader, expatrié, s’est 

éteint à Damas, auprès d’Ibn ‘Arabi. ‘Le jeu des trois sur une même terre: trois langues, trois 

religions, trois héros de résistance n’est-ce-pas mieux? Toutefois, cette conclusion la 

visiteuse ne l’a pas formulée à voix haute, mais pour elle seule’. (78, author’s emphasis) 

This paragraph is important as it includes facts and historical references in italics, which can 

be observed as a way of distinguishing true historical facts from fiction or embellished 

reality and subjectivity. Hence, although Djebar lives and publishes in France, her identity 

and belonging to Algeria are constructed through the generic conventions of the realist 

novel and her preoccupation with Zoulikha’s life and death. The authorial identity 

construction is visible when one draws a link between Djebar’s statements in her non-

fictional writings, speeches, and interviews as a paratext and the ideas channelled in her 

realist fiction. The above quote is almost identical to one of her interviews examined in 

Chapter Two. Being a historian in real life, Djebar produces novels which contain historicity 

as a way of reminding the reader of the real-life interests and preoccupations. Her struggle 

to translate female voices through characters and include them as witnesses, agents of 

history and determiners of important events of history demonstrates her desire to shape 

her authorial identity through fragments of a collective female experience. I will continue to 

explore the process of authorial identity construction in Chapter Five of this thesis, in which 

the autobiographical discourse will be discussed. For now, it is important to retain from the 

analysis of La Femme sans sépulture that Djebar’s reference to her viewpoints makes her 

identity emerge and, more importantly, it appears as a way of responding to the criticism 

she faces as a writer writing in French. The boundaries between the literary identity, created 
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by the authors writing in a borrowed language and a genre borrowed from Western 

literature, and the intimate identity of the author as an individual where their countries’ 

cultural, social, and political standpoints are tightly interwoven, constituting a writing 

technique reasonably different from other texts. 

4.3. Fatou Diome’s Le Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003) 

Like the previous two narratives, Le Ventre de l’Atlantique is also a novel that encompasses 

autobiographical elements. The narrator, Salie, is a Senegalese immigrant living in France. 

Her younger brother, Madické, dreams about joining her in France. Salie calls him week 

after week and listens to his untiring monologue about his desire to become a professional 

footballer in France. Salie does not agree with this choice because she is aware of the 

innumerable hurdles immigrants are confronted with even if they hold diplomas and make a 

living using their intellectual skills as she does. She knows that France is not the Eldorado 

her brother imagines it to be, at least not for African immigrants. In France, most sub-

Saharan African immigrants are considered a cheap workforce and many of them are 

exploited and underpaid. Moreover, the socio-ethnic and geographic segregation between 

the white French population on the one hand and ethnic minority groups on the other has 

led to riots and to perpetual feelings of marginalisation, which has culminated in the 

increasing disappointment of the descendants of postcolonial immigrants who do not feel 

that they belong to France. The marginalisation is even more conspicuous as the native 

French do not mingle with Arabs and Blacks. The sociologist Nora Fellag (2014) states in a 

study about the social perception of Muslim French that populations with North and sub-

Saharan African roots are often not perceived as French citizens. Instead, they are singled 

out as “Muslims”, a label that highlights the rejection of postcolonial minorities on the 
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purported unity under republican rights and duties: “In 2012, rioting continued in a 

‘sensitive urban zone’ north of Paris, revealing the ongoing isolation and alienation of 

French minorities (largely of North African descent) from French social and political life” (1-

2). 

Published in 2003, in a context marked by anti-immigrant sentiment and the rise of the far 

right Front National, Le Ventre de l’Atlantique deals with the contemporary controversy 

about immigration and integration. However, Bertrand Afilé et al (2007) explain that the 

surge in the anti-immigration sentiment in France might well be spurred by the growing 

assimilation of the descendants of immigrants, which ignites fears in the native French of 

being in competition: 

De plus, certains sociologues, comme Pierre Bourdieu, ont montré que l’intégration 

renforçait les attitudes xénophobes, car plus l’ancien dominé devient assimilé, plus le 

dominateur cherche à créer une distance fondée sur la nature. Le racisme est alors justifié 

par la nécessité de préserver l’identité nationale dans le respect de différences inaliénables. 

(112) 

Since colonial times, racist ideologies founded on natural and physical differences between 

populations have been propagated to allow the white French to maintain their privileges 

through domination over the non-white French, even when the latter are well integrated 

into French society. Salie, who is aware of these realities, attempts to convince her brother 

to stay in Senegal and avoid the hardship Senegalese immigrants endure in France. She 

knows from her own experience that Africans often find themselves in subaltern positions in 

French society. Salie herself had to work as a cleaner to finance her studies while also 

supporting her family back in Senegal from her meagre income, as most immigrants do. 

Throughout the novel, Diome depicts in parallel the difficulties encountered by Senegalese 

populations both in their own country and in France while condemning French and other 
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Western attitudes towards them in both countries. She denounces those immigrants who 

return home displaying signs of material success to impress and mislead their fellow 

countrymen about their situations in France. The relationship between Salie and her brother 

shows the expectations and hopes which weigh on many immigrants’ shoulders. The novel 

concludes with Salie’s success in convincing Madické to stay in Senegal by helping him with 

an important sum of money to start a local commerce instead of venturing into the 

unknown and facing potential failure.  

Le Ventre de l’Atlantique tackles the topics of migration and exile while also addressing 

women’s marginalisation and polygamy, attacking the patriarchy in Senegal. Salie is a 

childhood nickname Diome’s grandfather gave her when she was young. Although the 

narrator of the novel is a fictive character, naming her Salie indicates that Diome considers 

her to some extent her own fictional alter ego, as I will demonstrate in Chapter Five. Deeply 

rooted in the author’s personal experience, the novel has an autobiographical dimension, 

which contributes to creating an illusion of realism and authenticity through its testimonial 

value. This also reinforces the impact of realism in the construction and representation of 

the author’s literary identities. 

 Amongst the four novels examined in this chapter, Le Ventre de l’Atlantque displays the 

most comic instances. While, according to Hamon, “seriousness” is an important factor 

contributing to realism, Diome tackles the earnest topic of immigration by incorporating 

humorous anecdotes. Hamon expounds the idea of “le sérieux” by analysing Auerbach’s 

interpretation of seriousness. He highlights that “irony and humour” are regarded as ways 

of enunciating rather than a characteristic of a particular genre: 

A la question du sérieux: […] Auerbach en fait une sorte d’absence de comique, ou d’ironie, 

ou de moralisme, quelque chose parfois de proche du tragique, mais sans définir avec 
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précision cette catégorie que les Goncourt ou Zola avaient effectivement mise au centre de 

leur esthétique réaliste-naturaliste. On comprend pourquoi: ironie et comique sont une 

posture d’énonciation, plus qu’un ‘genre’. (40) 

The quote confirms the possibility of using irony as a means of social criticism in realist 

fiction despite the realist novel’s inclination to seriousness and dramatic events. The choice 

of register, such as irony, depends on the author. Unlike Bâ and Djebar, Diome employs this 

strategy to trigger and maintain the reader’s interest as well as to draw the attention of the 

reader towards social ills that need to be critiqued. Although the novel is peppered with 

exhilarating instances, the seriousness which is stressed by Auerbach and explained by 

Hamon as an important criterion in the realist aesthetic is represented as prevalent in the 

dramatic and sad stories of immigrants who suffer in France, in the responsibilities that they 

hold towards their families and relatives while they struggle with their modest salaries in 

exile. Diome is the first of the four authors to deal with the theme of a double belonging as 

she engages with two social settings: the realities of Niodior, the Senegalese island where 

she grew up, and France, where she currently lives. Right from the start of the novel, she 

draws a parallel between the two places through Salie: 

Pourtant, je sais que ma marche occidentale n’a rien à voir avec celle qui me faisait 

découvrir, les ruelles, les plages, les sentiers et les champs de ma terre natale. Partout, on 

marche, mais jamais vers le même horizon. En Afrique, je suivais le sillage du destin, fait de 

hasard et d’un espoir infini. En Europe, je marche dans le long tunnel de la performance qui 

conduit à des objectifs bien définis. Ici, point de hasard, chaque pas mène vers un résultat 

escompté; l’espoir se mesure au degré de combativité. (14) 

Describing the two settings allows Diome to reflect on the postcolonial hierarchies between 

her country of origin and her adopted home. In this quote, Salie acknowledges the 

difference between her native country, characterised by hope and uncertain expectations 

and France where the only certainty is hard work. Hitherto, Salie does not formulate explicit 

criticism as much as she neutrally assesses the pros and cons of living in the two places. 
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Exploring this theme, however, offers various opportunities for Diome to discuss her 

belonging to both territories. There is a causality in the novel between the hardships that 

the Senegalese youth undergo in Senegal and immigration. Diome’s personal experience 

provides some of the first-hand information presented in the novel and corroborates the 

idea that literary and personal identities are interconnected. Diome illustrates through her 

own experience and through the character of Madické the gap between expectations and 

reality as follows:  

Les glaces, ces enfants n’en connaissent que les images. Elles restent pour eux une 

nourriture virtuelle, consommée uniquement là-bas, de l’autre côté de L’Atlantique, dans ce 

paradis où ce petit charnu de la publicité a eu la bonne idée de naître […] Cette glace, ils 

l’espèrent comme les musulmans le paradis de Mahomet et viennent l’attendre ici comme 

les chrétiens attendent le retour du Christ. (20) 

The ice cream is obviously a metaphor for the youth’s dreams and expectations of one day 

travelling to France, considered a land of pleasures and success. It highlights how France is 

idealised in their imagination and the way it is shown through advertisement and media in 

general. It also shows differences in living standards between former colonisers and former 

colonised. However, Salie commits to convincing her brother that the reality of the 

immigrant experience is bitter and that if one is not well equipped, life abroad is just as 

difficult as the one in their home country. 

In order to show the process of disillusionment, the narrator digresses to tell the stories of 

multiple secondary characters, such as Moussa, the failed footballer who missed his chance 

to become a professional and ended up repatriated to Senegal, or “l’homme de Barbès”, 

who juggled multiple low-paid jobs in France but achieved a fair level of success once he 

returned to Senegal, where he enjoys social prestige and relative comfort as a rich man in 

comparison to his fellow countrymen. She stresses that most of these immigrants failed to 
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become rich and or realise their dreams in France. Only “l’homme de Barbès” managed to 

save enough money to impress those who remained in Senegal by displaying his wealth in 

an ostentatious manner, for instance, by marrying many women and building multiple 

houses in Senegal instead of opening up about the hardship he experienced in France. He is 

the first one in the town to own a television and enjoys general admiration.  

Diome also discusses the causes which prompt the young generations to aspire to living 

elsewhere. Poverty is singled out as the main cause : “Eux (les jeunes) en avaient marre de 

se suçoter les joues et d’inventer des tours de magie pour transformer le poisson séché en 

steak rouge, ils étaient plus que déterminés. Chaque miette de vie doit servir à conquérir la 

dignité” (119). Realism in Le Ventre de l’Atlantique enables Diome to denounce the social 

problems in both Senegal and France, which reminds us of what Dubois says about social 

realism. The fictive narrative becomes a platform of denunciation and harsh criticism with 

regards to the ex-coloniser and the neocolonial powers, which foster the expansion of 

poverty and the support for political leaders who serve their interests 

The burden of sustaining one’s extended family back in Senegal is another phenomenon, 

which is a common denominator shared by most African countries. The flux of money from 

European to African countries is a way to support relatives, sometimes for decades, 

enabling them to run businesses or undertake projects. As Hugo Bréant (2013) 

demonstrates, immigrants who send money to their families help build infrastructures and 

improve living conditions: 

Que les migrants soient décrits comme des aventuriers, des commerçants transfrontaliers 

ou des courtiers en développement [Schmitz, 2008], les mobilités humaines et les flux 

d’argent semblent toujours consubstantiels. Rien d’étonnant, donc, à voir ces deux sujets 

très tôt étudiés ensemble. Depuis les années 1970 en effet, la sociologie et l’anthropologie 

des mobilités s’intéressent à la circulation de l’argent liée aux migrations, et notamment à 
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cette pratique sociale courante qu’est l’envoi de fonds de l’immigré vers son pays d’origine. 

Bien souvent, c’est une sorte de nature de la condition d’immigré qui est mise en avant. 

Cette nature consiste à donner de l’argent à ses proches, et par là à attester de son 

attachement et de la force des liens familiaux transnationaux. (31) 

As Bréant explains, sending money is the norm for immigrants who often borrow money 

from their relatives in order to be able to travel and support themselves on their arrival in a 

foreign country. Repaying their debt to their families shows not only their attachment to 

their roots but also their sense of duty. Diome illustrates this idea through a letter from a 

father to his son: 

Mon fils, je ne sais pas si tu as reçu mes précédentes lettres, puisque je n’ai toujours pas de 

réponse de ta part. J’ai vu ta photo, maintenant tu ne portes ni thiaya (pantalon bouffant) ni 

sabador (boubou) et cela m’inquiète. Ton accoutrement cache-t-il d’autres changements de 

ta personnalité? Il n’y a point de mutation extérieure sans mutation intérieure […] Pas un 

des projets que nous avions fixé à ton départ n’est, à ce jour réalisé. La vie est dure ici, tes 

sœurs sont toujours à la maison. Je me fais vieux et tu es mon seul fils. Il est donc de ton 

devoir de t’occuper de la famille. Epargne-nous la honte parmi nos semblables. (103) 

The passage includes cultural markers such as references to Senegalese outfits. It also 

reflects the pressure put on immigrants by relatives who expect them to succeed and 

support their family in their home country. Identity is clearly attached to culture, and the 

use of cultural details infers Hamon’s insistence on the representation of everyday life, 

which embarks the reader into a depiction of cultural aspects of the Senegalese real life, 

such as the outfit. Madincké has always dreamt of resembling Maldini, a famous Italian 

footballer. However, he does not dream of going to Italy but to France and for this Diome 

provides a historical explanation, which corresponds to the strategy which Hamon describes 

as “l’insertion de l’histoire fictive des personnages dans une histoire d’arrière-plan réelle” 

(34). In this respect Diome explains: “La seule télévision qui leur permet de voir les matchs, 

elle vient de France. Son propriétaire devenu notable a vécu en France. L’instituteur très 
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savant, a fait une partie de sa vie en France. Tous ceux qui occupent des postes importants 

au pays ont étudié en France” (53). Here, Diome emphasises the idea that the image of 

France has long been synonymous with prestige and prosperity and she refers to the historic 

relationship between France and Senegal because of the colonial history, as discussed in 

Chapter One. Therefore, it is understandable that the youth dream of living there.  

Throughout the novel, Diome tackles immigration from a historical and sociological angle, 

using the realist aesthetic to scrutinise France and Senegal and resist various systems of 

domination such as colonialism, neocolonialism and Eurocentrism. Therefore, multiple tools 

of the realist aesthetic are used to construct the authorial identity. These include sharp 

descriptions, the use of characters often as substitutes to the writer, the representation of 

life-like characters as agents of reality and addressing history through fiction. Many novels 

can be termed realist, but one can decipher the difference between realist novels through 

the content, the context, the intentions of the author and the reasons behind the adoption 

of the realist aesthetics in their writing. In African postcolonial fiction, realism often serves 

to show resistance to domination while it also contributes to the formation of the author’s 

literary identity. 

Le Ventre de l’Atlantique ends with Salie convincing Madické to stay in his homeland. She 

offers him enough money to start his own business, which illustrates the sociological 

observation that most immigrants support their relatives with their earnings, contributing to 

the flux of money from Europe to Africa. This ending reveals Diome’s eagerness to convince 

the Senegalese youth to avoid migration to France because the living conditions are harsher 

than they tend to imagine. However, it is relevant to restate that immigration is just the “tip 

of the iceberg”. It represents an opportunity to be critical and incisive in the treatment of 
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such an important and ongoing thematic, while constructing her authorial identity. This 

criticism in the novel exhorts the reader to draw links between the fictional plot and 

everyday life, displaying the author’s literary belonging. The realist aesthetic is also one of 

the most efficient means through which Diome illustrates her commitment to dealing with 

Senegalese issues as well as her denunciation of the stigmas and injustices. This is illustrated 

through a an arranged marriage: “Un vieux paysan de Fimela, qui lui devait beaucoup 

d’argent, venait de lui offrir la main de sa fille de seize ans. Qui a dit que le troc avait disparu 

de l’Afrique moderne? Par ce geste le vieux cultivateur neutralisait sa dette et tissait par la 

même occasion une alliance enviable” (148). This extract typifies both the inherent practices 

and social norms in Senegal and Diome’s denunciation of this practice of arranged marriage. 

Realism, criticism and irony are called upon simultaneously to disapprove older men taking 

young wives with the consent of the women’s families. By reflecting on traditions, practices 

and conventions, Diome establishes her novel within the threshold of the Senegalese 

culture; it is at an intersection of Senegalese and French cultures. Thereby, the realist 

aesthetic becomes a layer leading to a distinctive literary identity. While realism is not the 

only means through which literary identity is shaped, its interaction and intertwinement 

with the autobiographical discourse, language and resistances to multiple sources of 

hegemony certainly represents a potent combination. 

4.4. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun  

Half of a Yellow Sun recounts the story of the Nigerian Civil War, also known as the Biafra 

War. Its plot revolves around three characters whose lives intersect, namely Ugwo, 

Odenigbo and Richard. Ugwu, a smart, fast-learning houseboy, works for Odenigbo, an Igbo 

nationalist and university lecturer. Odenigbo, who is also a revolutionary, decides to 
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educate Ugwu as he believes that he represents, along with his generation, the future of 

Nigeria. Olanna, an educated woman from a wealthy family who is in love with Odenigbo, 

moves in to live with him having accepted a lecturing position at the University of Nsukka, 

which is an intellectual centre for the Igbo nationalist elite. She shares the same political 

views and social ideals as her lover regarding Igbo independence. As opposed to her twin 

sister, Kainene, whose main ambition is to make a career as a businesswoman, Olanna is an 

idealist who aspires to be part of her community and to serve it to evolve and thrive. 

Richard, Kainene’s love interest and the third most important character in the novel, is a 

white British expatriate who quit his job as a journalist in England to write a novel in Africa. 

The civil war is narrated from the perspective of the three main characters. The novel starts 

before the Nigeria-Biafra War of 1967-1970; it paints the outrageous horror of the war as 

well as the daily life of different social categories, including intellectuals, business people, 

expatriates and colonials. Children and adults are subject to famine, plight and disease due 

to the war. The three main characters are at the centre of these events; their lives are torn 

apart by the war and its consequences. The regular evening gatherings on the Nsukka 

campus during which Odenigbo and his educated friends debate politics, colonialism, 

culture, race and nation serve as an ideal pretext to inform the reader about intellectual and 

political life in the 1960s in Nigeria.  

Half of a Yellow Sun is a historical and realist novel which deals with war as a direct 

reference to history and Western neocolonial interests. The plot is divided into two parts. 

After the introduction, which describes the early 1960s, the first part depicts the evolution 

of the main characters until the war. The second part focuses on the late 1960s, the period 

in which the war is at its climax. As we read, we notice that descriptions have an important 

role in the illustration of the hostile and belligerent conditions:  
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Olanna jumped each time she heard the thunder. She imagined another air raid, bombs 

rolling out of a plane and exploding before the compound before she and Odenigbo and 

baby and Ugwu could reach the bunker down the street. Sometimes she imagined the 

bunker itself collapsing, squashing them all into mud. (261) 

The scenes of the war are omnipresent in the novel, helping Adichie in her reflection on 

historical reality and making the reader feel the horrors of the civil war, by witnessing the 

characters’ suffering after taking an interest in their lives. By this means, the writer brings 

the abstract reality of the war in 1960s Nigeria closer to the reader in the form of a lived, 

embodied suffering. The novel’s timeframe and setting allow the reader to follow the 

characters’ evolution before, during and after the war. The progression from the idealism of 

the emerging Igbo nationalism to its decline transforms l’Histoire into many personal 

narratives that have a greater impact on the readers’ emotions than a purely intellectual 

understanding of the war’s causes and consequences. This means that fiction can convey 

history better than non-fictional historical accounts. Thus, seriousness as well as the 

construction of a fictional plot against a background of important historical events are the 

very essence of Half of a Yellow Sun. Therefore, knowing that the history of Nigeria is the 

backbone of Adichie’s novel adds value to the realist aesthetic not only in the form but also 

in the meaning and content of the word realism, as this connotes realism both as an 

aesthetics and events driven from reality. In other words, the novel’s realist quality is not in 

the structure (although form proves its presence) but in the translation of real life and 

historical events into the narrative. 

As in the three previously analysed texts, in Adichie’s novel, characters have a powerful 

mission as the whole story is told from their shifting viewpoints, which the narration 

alternates between. This multi-perception, or the fact that the plot is told from multiple 

homodiegetic narrator-protagonists, is comparable to Djebar’s way of relying on many 
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characters to tell the story from multiple angles. Indeed, the perceptions of Ugwu, Olanna 

and Richard are so powerful that each chapter is devoted to one of the characters as they 

narrate events revolving around their context and the alternation of their viewpoints helps 

the narration provide different angles to the story. The original Fourth Estate edition 

includes a short biography of the author along with an interview with Adichie about the 

novel and the process of its writing. Adichie explains: 

I have always been suspicious of the omniscient narrative. It has never appealed to me, 

always seemed a little easy and a little too easy. In an introduction to the brilliant Italian 

writer Giovanni Verga’s novel, it is said of his treatment of characters that he ‘never lets 

them analyse their impulses but lets them be driven by them’. I wanted to write characters 

who are driven by impulses that they may not always be consciously aware of, which I think 

is true of us human beings. (4) 

Giovanni Verga is considered the greatest representative of Italian verismo, (19th-century 

Italian realism), which he used to criticise the social ills of Southern Italy that resulted from 

Italian unification, practically an operation of colonisation of the South by the North. Verga 

made extensive use of Free Indirect Speech in realist novels. Therefore, Adichie’s admiration 

for Verga reinforces my argument that realism is fundamental to her work. This passage 

means that Adichie attempts to provide her characters with the psychological complexity of 

real human beings. According to Hamon’s theory of the character, not all writers opt for this 

technique. Adichie does not rely on an omniscient narrator to avoid disrupting the reader’s 

illusion that the characters are fully-fledged humans. This intention demonstrates that the 

realist aesthetics prevails in the novel. Thus, the focalisation shifting between three 

characters, a young houseboy, an Igbo woman and an Englishman, allows the reader to 

discover their complementary perspectives on a history that is perceived from multiple 

vantage points, particularly as the characters differ from each other regarding their race, 
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gender, age and class. Adichie creates a world in which fiction and history coexist. The 

literary strategy adopted by Adichie is what Auerbach and later Hamon referred to as “le 

mélange des registres, des styles, des sujets, des personnages”. This idea of mixing different 

techniques of writing is corroborated by another element present in Half of a Yellow Sun, 

where Adichie includes extracts in a different font from a novel within the novel entitled 

“The world was silent when we died”, written by Richard. This mise en abyme can be seen 

as a way of providing another narrative voice in addition to the voices of the characters. It is 

also an opportunity to include a metadiscourse about writing a novel and let the white 

Englishman condemn a war that his country caused. Passages from Richard’s novel are even 

more virulent, straightforward and trenchant as they denounce and criticise the 

marginalisation of Nigeria from the rest of the world while massacres and killings are 

abundant: 

He (author) writes about the world that remained silent while Biafrans died. He argued that 

Britain inspired this silence. The arms and advice that Britain gave Nigeria shaped other 

countries. In the United States, Biafra was ‘under Britain’s sphere of interest’. In Canada, the 

prime minister quipped ‘where is Biafra?’ The Soviet Union sent technicians and planes to 

Nigeria, thrilled at the chance of influencing Africa without offending America or Britain. And 

from their white-supremacist positions, South Africa and Rhodesia gloated at further proof 

that black-run governments are doomed to failure. (2006: 258) 

The regular interferences between the novel and extracts from the mise en abyme written 

by Richard serve various purposes. His research adds a factuality which contributes to the 

novel’s realist aesthetics. The historical facts are incorporated into the fictional work as the 

context of Nigeria, explored in Chapter One of this thesis, and prove the historical accuracy 

of dates and events concerning the Biafra War. The reason why such historical facts are 

employed to nourish fiction is precisely what this thesis strives to disclose. This can be 

construed as texts that include an almost essayistic passage which reflects on colonial and 
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postcolonial history, society, culture, traditions and languages. Effectively, Adichie embraces 

realist fiction and critical realism in order to reflect on the atrocities of the civil war, which 

resulted in bloodshed for the Igbo people. The author is herself an Igbo; therefore, it is likely 

that she constructs her authorial identity in relation to her ethnic and cultural background. 

The realist fiction becomes a means of resistance and denunciation particularly through the 

mise on abyme in the passages quoted from Richard’s novel, which condemns the 

superficial international intervention and the lack of help during times of famine. Thus, the 

factual elements in the novel are used to testify the tensions between several ethnic groups, 

to implicitly stigmatise Western countries, which somehow contributed to the abyss yet did 

not help when the situation became out of control.  

The 2007 edition of Half of a Yellow Sun features an interview with Adichie entitled “Stories 

of Africa: Q and A Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie” (2007). In this important paratext, the author 

reveals various aspects of the writing process and explains how she relied on her 

grandparents’ stories along with her research and documents she gathered on the Biafra 

War. She emphasises that she did not include all the data she collected as she was eager to 

preserve the fictional quality of the novel (3). The historical aspects in the novel include 

dates and events that punctuated the Civil War, such as the first military coup followed by a 

second one six months later and how people underwent the massacres.  

The novel contains vivid descriptions of war scenes. An example of this is the scene in which 

Richard is confronted with the trivialisation of death: “Then came the cold whistle of a 

mortar in the air and the crash as it landed and the bomb as it exploded […] Ikejide was still 

running and in the moment that Richard glanced away and back, Ikejide’s head was gone. 

The body was running arched slightly forwards arms flying around but there was no head” 
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(317). This passage illustrates the absurdity of the bloodshed, which not only gives the 

reader an idea of the horror of the war but also helps the novel transcend a rigidly factual 

documentation of war and history. The realist approach limns history and brings it closer to 

the present. Again, a subtle imbrication between the historical novel and realist aesthetics is 

noticeable because a historical document would only contain statistics, numbers of deaths 

and injured people; it would include dates and potential reasons that led to the war but it 

would not include a subjective depiction of horror as is done via fiction.  

Half of a Yellow Sun contains numerous dialogues focusing on politics. In the same fashion 

as the other three novels discussed in this chapter, characters express their political 

standpoints. The most convoluted and problematic topics related to Nigeria are represented 

in the novel via intellectual exchanges between fictional characters. These discussions 

expose the socio-political and ideological tensions in the country, but more importantly they 

also reveal something about the author’s worldview and opinion concerning colonialism, 

Igbo nationalism, pan-Africanism and culture. The realist aesthetic plays a fundamental role 

in these dialogues as it adds value and meaning, especially when the reader is familiar with 

the historical context and can easily situate the ideas channelled through the debates in real 

Nigeria: 

‘We should have a bigger pan-African response to what is happening in the American South 

really’ Professor Ezeka said. Master (Odenigbo) cut him short ‘You know, pan-Africanism is 

fundamentally a European notion.’ ‘You are digressing,’ Professor Ezeka said and shook his 

head in his usual superior manner. ‘Maybe it is a European notion’ Miss Adebayo said, ‘but 

in the bigger picture, we are all one race.’ ‘What bigger picture?’ Master asked. ‘The bigger 

picture of the white man! Can’t you see that we are not alike except to white eyes?’ 

Master’s voice rose easily... ‘Of course we are alike, we all have white oppression in 

common’ Miss Abedayo said dryly. ‘Pan-Africanism is simply the most sensible response.’ ‘Of 

course, of course, but my point is that the only authentic identity for the African is the tribe’, 
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master said. ‘I am Nigerian because a white man created Nigeria and gave me that identity. I 

am black because the white man constructed black to be as different as possible from his 

white. But I was Igbo before the white man came.’ ‘But you became aware that you were 

Igbo because of the white man. The pan-Igbo idea itself came only in the face of white 

domination. You must see that tribe as it is today is as colonial a product as nation and race.’ 

Professor Ezeka recrossed his legs. ‘The pan-Igbo existed long before the white man!’ Master 

shouted ‘Go ask the elders in your village about your history’. (Adichie, 2006: 20) 

The intellectual discussion between teaching staff at the University of Nsukka is reported 

through Ugwu’s voice. The conversation touches on many topics, including identity, white 

supremacy and pan-Africanism. It demonstrates the vital importance of becoming aware of 

one’s identity in countries previously colonised. Although the main characteristics of realism 

distinguished by Hamon do not include dialogue as a key component, Lukacs (1955) does 

emphasise its importance for the construction of realistic characters whose utterances can 

be representative of the author’s ideas. The reason behind this examination of the way 

authors transmit their ideas is that identity construction and representation in literature 

sometimes overlap with the author. This means that the authors employ characters and 

dialogues as tools through which they build their identities. Indeed, sometimes the 

character is nearly an exact copy and alter ego of the author; other times, the author is 

omnipresent and their ideas emerge through descriptions of setting, references to their 

upbringing and background experiences and reflection on topics and themes that are key 

nods to their surroundings.  

Hence, this is how realism presents itself as an undeniable strategy for African postcolonial 

authors’ identity construction. Hamon highlights two techniques which serve particularly 

well the purpose of the realist authors seeking to write a realist novel: the perspective of a 

naive child and the viewpoint of a professional observer:  
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Notons que deux modèles contradictoires servent, au XIX siècle, aux écrivains quand ils 

veulent aborder cette redoutable question [the author’s position]: le premier est celui de 

l’enfant, un enfant qui aurait à la fois le regard vierge du sauvage ou du primitif. Le second 

modèle serait au contraire celui incarné par le savant: le romancier ‘aux moyens 

d’emmagasinements, d’observations, d’innombrables notes prises à coups de lorgnons. 

(2015: 51) 

Hamon stipulates that the eye of a child allows the author to mimic reality by attempting to 

reflect it in the most translucent way possible; the meticulous observer seeks any fine detail 

that would create the realist effect. The two different but complementary choices are 

significantly relevant to the four case study authors. The innocent and juvenile gaze of the 

author lies in her willingness to paint the cultural, social, politico-historical background of 

both their native and host countries, reflecting through her lens and embedding such 

representation via description, setting and characters. The knowledgeable and erudite 

author strives to encompass facts and information that took place in the timeframe of her 

novel, and achieves the realist effect semantically speaking. The scholarly attitude combined 

with a world seen through the innocent eye of the child is fundamentally the means 

adopted and embraced by the case study authors. This fact allows the four postcolonial 

African writers to build their literary identities, as the English and French languages of their 

writing are not their mother tongues, therefore the effect of realism, more precisely the 

meaning transmitted through such aesthetics, takes over some functions of the mother 

tongues as a signifier of identity. 

Chapter Five: Identity Construction through the Autobiographical Discourse 

Chapter Four discussed how the realist novel genre and realist aesthetics, in general, are 

used by postcolonial African women authors to produce a discourse on history, society and 

culture in their countries of origin, a discourse that critiques colonial and neocolonial 
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discourses produced about these and the receiving countries, for those who have migrated. 

It has also demonstrated that realism is one of the literary tools used by the authors to 

situate themselves towards various ideologies in their works, which contributes to shaping 

their literary identities. Chapter Five will investigate another tool used by the four authors 

to advance their authorial identity construction, autobiographical writing. A close reading of 

four novels, Mariama Bâ’s Une Si longue lettre (1979), Assia Djebar’s Vaste est la prison 

(1995), Fatou Diome’s Impossible de grandir (2013) and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 

Americanah (2013), will be undertaken to explore the link between the authors’ lives and 

their authorial identity by examining their respective strategies through which they use their 

individual life experiences to address themes that have a collective interest. The four novels 

have been carefully selected to include different forms of autobiographical writing. I 

formulate the hypothesis that postcolonial female African writers create a space in which 

they build, shape and represent their literary identities because their enunciation, the place 

from which they speak, adds legitimacy to an engaged discourse that they produce. Along 

with realism, I suggest that the autobiographical discourse is, thus, a vital tool contributing 

to the authorial identity construction in the works of Bâ, Djebar, Diome and Adichie. The 

construction of this authorial identity is not only a consequence of a colonial history, which 

led to migration from Africa to the West, engendered economic dependence of African 

countries on the West and created a sense of loss and displacement for postcolonial 

authors, but the authorial identity construction also implies the appropriation of Western 

genres and adapting them by stretching the canon to include their Africanness. 

Before delving into the four selected novels, it is necessary to outline the theoretical 

apparatus which will be used in this chapter and to acknowledge the differences between 

the concepts of autofiction and autobiography. Philippe Lejeune’s Le Pacte 
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Autobiographique (1975) propounds an implicit pact between the author and the reader. 

According to this pact, when the author, the narrator and the protagonist coincide and are 

declared the same and hold the same name, we are in the presence of autobiography. 

Lejeune defines autobiography as: “Un récit rètrospectif en prose qu’une personne réelle 

fait de sa propre existence, lorsqu’elle met l’accent sur sa vie individuelle, en particulier sur 

l’histoire de sa personnalité” (1975: 14). Lejeune’s exploration of autobiography is of pivotal 

importance as it is one of the latest, most recognised conceptualisations of the genre. 

Published in 1975, two years before the publication of Doubrovsky’s novel Fils (1977), the 

wide critical acclaim of Lejeune’s work permitted light to be shed on Serge Doubrovsky’s 

conceptualisation of the term “autofiction” during the writing of his novel. He declared that 

it was implausible that such a pact between the author and the reader would systematically 

happen. He wrote a letter to Lejeune stating that he “avait voulu trés profondément remplir 

cette case que votre analyse laissait vide, et c’est un véritable désir qui a soudain lié votre 

texte critique à ce que j’étais en train d’écrire” (in Grell, 2014: 8). It is important to specify 

that Doubrovsky’s work, which he referred to as “autofiction” instead of “novel”, was a 

fictional narrative. Initially he did not expand his idea in a critical essay, at least not until 

later, when he wrote L’initiative aux mots: écrire sa psychanalyse (1979) and 

Autobiographie/vérité/psychanalyse (1980). The new term attracted attention and critics 

latched on to it due to its emergence in the same period as Le Pacte Autobiographique.  

Another critic who expounded the meaning of autofiction is Gérard Genette who claims: “je 

dirais que l’autofiction est un récit à la première personne se donnant pour fictif (souvent, 

on trouvera la mention roman sur la couverture), mais où l’auteur apparait 

homodiégétiquement sous son propre nom” (1991: 377). Autofiction is also frequently 

labelled as non-literary and considered a minor genre characterised by a lesser degree of 
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literariness due to the lack of distance from the authors’ personal experience. The term 

itself is widely criticised, as ‘auto’ and ‘fiction’ are two contradictory concepts; therefore, its 

authority and validity are uncertain according to these detractors (such as Vincent Colonna 

(2004)). Genette (1991) partly explains the reason behind such scepticism:  

L’autofiction, en se situant entre deux pratiques d’écriture à la fois pragmatiquement et 

syntaxiquement indiscernables, met en cause toute une pratique de la lecture, repose la 

question de la présence de l’auteur dans le livre, réinvente les protocoles nominal et modal, 

et se situe en ce sens au carrefour des écritures et des approches littéraires. (1991: 376)  

Genette’s description highlights the fact that autofiction is at the crossroads of the 

autobiographical genre and fiction, creating an absence of clarity and ambivalence. Vincent 

Colonna claims in Autofiction et autres Mytomanies (2004) that the only case in which the 

term autofiction is intelligible is when there is a fictionalisation of the self; that is to say, the 

events are fabricated and therefore the veracity of the events in the narrative does not 

matter in autofiction. He singles out three such cases explained by Isabelle Grell, namely: 

autofiction fantastique, which translates a real story into a utopic creation filled with 

fantasy, autofiction biographique, where the author is the protagonist and tells a fictional 

story with a striking verisimilitude and autofiction spéculaire, where the author’s presence 

in the text is secondary and acts as a way of analysing and reflecting on their life (2014: 20-

21). The three share one common characteristic, which is the distance between the author’s 

life and its depiction in the novel. The concept has been further defined by Grell (2014), who 

highlighted the mismatch between the discreet concepts around autofiction, such as the 

fact that there is no exact correspondence between the author’s life and the life 

represented in the literary work: 

L’auto-fiction serait donc: auto: la matière de son livre est entièrement autobiographique. 

Fiction: la manière est entièrement romanesque (une vie condensée en une journée façon 
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Joyce; toujours au présent, même du plus loin passé; courant de conscience, dialogues, 

forcément fictifs, etc.). (2014: 8) 

Subsequently, autofiction has been appropriated by other fields. Grell explains that different 

fields and literary currents have approached autofiction in different ways, such as 

psychoanalysis, which describes it as: “la fiction que j’ai décidée, en tant qu’écrivain, de me 

donner de moi-même, en y incorporant, au sens plein du terme, l’expérience de l’analyse, 

non point seulement dans la thématique mais dans la production du texte” (2014: 10). This 

means that, in psychoanalysis, the author incorporates themself through an analytical lens, 

probably in an attempt to understand buried experiences within their subconscious through 

writing. Surrealism perceives autofiction as a total liberation as well as the elevation of 

one’s self into an artistic position in order to produce a masterpiece (2014: 11). Later post-

structuralism, which attributes a significant place to the author, considers autofiction as a 

place in which the author has regained their importance (2014: 11).  

After Lejeune, Jacques Lacarme (1997) and Phillipe Gasparini (2004) proposed a new 

theorisation of the autobiographical genre. Lacarme (1997) distinguishes between two 

categories of autofiction: autofiction in its strict sense, which refers to a work narrating real 

events in which the fictional element resides in the process of enunciation, and autofiction 

in a wider sense, defined as a narration associating real events with fictional ones blurring 

the line between the real and the imaginary. The difference between Lejeune and Lacarme 

is that the former sees autofiction as the extension of the autobiographical genre, whereas 

the latter argues that autofiction is a new mode of writing governed by its own rules. On the 

other hand, Phillipe Gasparini (2004) examines the Doubrovskian autofiction and establishes 

a list of ten rules commanding this mode of writing among which the most relevant are : 

“L’identité onomastique de l’auteur et du héros-narrateur; Le sous-titre: ‘roman’; Le primat 
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du récit ; Un engagement à ne relater que des ‘faits et événements strictement réels’” (209). 

Considering Gasparini’s second principle of autofiction, shown in the quote, the mention of 

“novel” on the cover applies to the four case study novels, none of which is named 

“autobiography”.  

Given the multiple definitions of both autofiction and autobiography, distinguishing 

between them is not obvious. For Genette, autofiction distinguishes itself from 

autobiography by embracing the “impossible sincérité ou objectivité” and by integrating 

“une part de brouillage et de fiction due en particulier à l’inconscient” (1991: 377). This 

means that autobiography is more systematic and procedural, whereas autofiction leaves 

room for a certain ambiguity and is less protocolar. Moreover, by “une part de brouillage” 

Genette construes an implicit and blurry line between the author’s life and fiction as well as 

confusion between the identities of the author-narrator-protagonist within autofiction. Both 

autofiction and autobiography are Western genres, yet, they have been progressively 

adopted worldwide. African postcolonial literatures are a case in point, with such prominent 

examples as L’Enfant noir (1953) by Camara Laye, an iconic novel from the first generation 

of African literatures, or the novels of Calixthe Beyala from the second generation. Both 

novels belong to the Bildungsroman sub-genre in which young characters from an African 

village complete an initiatory journey through education, which takes them to the city first, 

and then to metropolitan France.  

Postcolonial writers suffer from enduring traumatisms even decades after independence; 

colonialist repercussions culminate in the authors’ need to write about an ‘I’ that displays 

identity and establishes the author’s cultural background. The ‘I’ can sometimes be 

secondary and can be placed only as an observer of a bigger image, as is the case in Djebar’s 
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La Femme sans sépulture, where the character of “la visiteuse” includes aspects of the 

author’s life while attention is turned towards the historical figure Zoulikha. Concurrently 

the ‘I’ becomes a space for self-exploration, introspection and reconciliation. On this matter, 

Grell writes:  

Pendant la colonisation, il fallait fixer dans des livres le fondement d’une culture double, 

traduire en mots cette nouvelle bataille, incessante, usante, longue contre l’emprise que les 

colonisateurs cherchaient à avoir sur la conscience noire africaine dans le but unique de 

l’occidentaliser. […] Le roman africain est bien passé d’un Je collectif, socio-représentatif à 

un Je individuel fragmenté, qui dans la particularité de chaque fragment révèle la multiplicité 

des Je dans le jeu. (2014: 103) 

This passage by Grell is illuminating as it reveals the transformation of the ‘I’ in the African 

postcolonial context from a representation of the collective to the representation of the 

fragmented self, which in turn reveals the multiplicity of individuals and voices. This will be 

further noticeable in this chapter as close attention will be placed on the way the pronoun 

‘I’ is either espoused by the authors or disguised to build up their authorial identities.  

Recently, contemporary postcolonial African writers have increasingly used autobiographical 

writing to shape their authorial identities. Numerous authors from different parts of the 

African continent favour this genre. These include, among others, Leila Sebbar (1997), 

Abdelkébir Khatibi (1971), John Maxwell Coetzee (1997) and Malika Mokkeddem (2005).  

In the following sections, I will explore the relationship between the author’s self and 

individual identity and the collective representation of a culture and belonging, which 

becomes a literary strategy distinguishable in their novels. This chapter will explore 

autobiographical writing in the four novels through the term “the autobiographical 

discourse”. This term was first employed by Debra Kelly in reference to postcolonial texts in 

her book titled Autobiography and Independence: Selfhood and Creativity in North African 
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Postcolonial Writing in French (2005). Kelly examines novels by Assia Djebar, Albert Memmi, 

Abdelkébir Khatibi and Mouloud Feraoun. This term has the advantage to encapsulating 

various aspects of autobiographical writing without dividing them into the rigid categories of 

either autofiction or autobiography. Therefore, it is better suited to the focus of this 

chapter’s particular interest in looking at what motivates postcolonial authors to adopt this 

type of discourse. Debra Kelly’s analysis of the autobiographical discourse is relevant insofar 

as it opens new perspectives on autobiography in the postcolonial context:  

The term ‘autobiographical discourse’ is used not only to widen the debate concerning the 

definition of autobiography and because of the associations of ‘discourse’ with critical and 

postcolonial theory, but also because it indicates the complexity of the texts under analysis. 

These are texts that engage not only with the question of individual self-expression, but also 

with social, ideological and historical contexts, and as such they provide a form of political as 

well as personal discourse. (2005: 2) 

According to Kelly, postcolonial autobiographical discourse is different in that it tends to be 

less exclusively focused on the self and more on public debates. Building on Kelly’s idea, the 

hypothesis this chapter seeks to validate is that in postcolonial female African fiction, 

autobiographical elements do not only serve to voice individual and intimate matters, but 

they also play a key role in the transmission of social, historical, political and cultural 

contexts by establishing an arena in which resistances can develop, along with the 

construction of a literary identity. To validate the idea that postcolonial African female 

authors resort to the autobiographical discourse as a key strategy to establish their authorial 

identities, this chapter will set out to examine the autobiographical discourse in the four 

case study novels to examine how intimate and collective issues intermingle Kelly defines 

what she terms “autobiographical discourse” as a slight deviation from the standard 

autobiography: 
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It is useful to maintain some kind of definition in order to understand better how all forms of 

‘autobiographical discourse’ function and the particular strategies that writers make use of. 

By ‘autobiographical discourse’ here I mean texts that we know (or suspect) write the life or 

parts of the life of the author, but in which the reader is reliant on outside information to 

substantiate this. Perhaps a more useful way of describing these texts may be to invoke the 

notion of la fiction identitaire (‘identity fiction’; fiction concerned with notions of identity) 

suggested by Laurence Joffrin writing about migrant literature in French Canada. Joffrin 

believes that the term ‘autofiction’ that is used in contemporary debate does not sufficiently 

take into account the ‘jeu référentiel sur l’identité de l’auteur’ (‘the referential game around 

the author’s identity’). (2005: 37) 

Kelly makes two points that are fundamental not only for this chapter but also for the thesis 

as a whole. The first point is that we are in possession of contextual information and 

paratexts that indicate that our authors write their lives or part of them in their work.  The 

second noteworthy idea is that “la fiction identitaire”, which is particularly relevant to 

Francophone migrant writing, infers a “referential game” which consists of referring back to 

known information about the author in order to examine the concordance of the aspects of 

the novel with the life of the author showing that there is a strong concern with identity. 

Therefore, while autofiction and autobiography mainly rely on textual strategies, such as 

particular ways of using pronouns or the accumulation of the roles of narrator, author and 

protagonist in the narrative, autobiographical discourse relies on elements external to the 

novel, such as the political, historical and personal events related to the authors and their 

homelands.  

Furthermore, Kelly sees autobiography as a traditionally male-dominated genre. As she 

points out, many “feminist critics have also analysed how the place of women writers in the 

development of autobiographical writing has been neglected, with the result that ‘critical 

work in the field, for all its insistence on mirroring universals, has presented a distorted 

reflection of the history of the autobiographical genre’” (2005: 36). This means that the 
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autobiographical discourse is granted lesser attention when produced by female writers. 

Kelly explains that while British, American and Australian critics have recently taken more 

interest in autobiography written by women, this has not yet been the case in France. 

Autobiography written by women under all its guises needs further attention, particularly in 

the Francophone sphere. Through the transcription of their experiences as women in 

literature, female writers tend to influence and educate other women. Yet, Kelly works on a 

corpus dominated by male authors as the only female writer she includes is Assia Djebar. 

The analysis of an exclusively female corpus in this thesis offers an opportunity to take this 

investigation further by exploring how different female authors use autobiography. 

Before undertaking a close reading of the four novels, it is essential to acknowledge that 

none of them fully satisfies the generic criteria of the autobiographical genre in the strictest 

sense of the word. Although I will analyse the texts under Kelly’s rubric of autobiographical 

discourse, Lejeune’s theorisation of autobiography will provide important theoretical 

support. By building on the autobiographical discourse, I will demonstrate that the 

‘discourse’, which connotes faith and ideology, is developed by postcolonial female authors 

into a tool of resistance to and denunciation of oppressive systems. The impact of the 

autobiographical discourse on the construction of a literary identity will not only be 

important for this chapter, but will also have an impact on the other chapters 

demonstrating the author’s presence in the text and the way a fictional narrative can work 

for the interests of the “real author”.  

5.1. Mariama Bâ’s Une Si longue lettre (1979) 

Une Si longue lettre is an epistolary text in which the main character Ramatoulaye, a 

Senegalese woman living in Dakar, writes a series of letters to her best friend Aissatou, who 
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has emigrated to the USA. The correspondence between the two women is occasioned by 

the death of Ramatoulaye’s husband, Modo. She has to stay at home for a forty-day 

mourning stint. During this period of isolation, Ramatoulaye spends her spare time narrating 

present and past events of her life, undergoing introspection and inscribing her observations 

and criticism of her surroundings in an epistolary form. Barbara Celarent (2011) has pointed 

out that critics have debated at length the correspondences between the events in the life 

of Bâ’s protagonist and Bâ’s own life: 

A sizable literature has debated the relation between Ramatoulaye, Bâ’s protagonist, and Bâ 

herself. In fact, Bâ experienced nearly all the vicissitudes she assigns to her alter ego, with 

the crucial exception of polygamy (although Bâ’s cherished elder sister was one of four 

wives). But the novel reorders these experiences and reduces them to a more common 

dimension. For Bâ’s own life was extraordinary beyond fiction. (2011: 1391) 

Bâ’s own life, discussed in Chapter One, confirms Celarent’s suggestion that Ramatoulaye is 

the author’s alter ego, even if polygamy is not her own experience but a social, religious and 

cultural scourge in Senegal. Ramatoulaye first depicts the funeral customs and duties 

following bereavement such as loaning money to the bereaved family, or the loud 

conversations taking place during the endless visits of kinship. Then, she narrates through 

flashbacks Modo’s second marriage with a much younger woman, who is her daughter’s 

friend. Ramatoulaye reflects on and questions the reasons that could have prompted her 

husband to marry a younger woman. She salutes the courage and strength of Aissatou, who 

endures the same fate as Ramatoulaye, particularly as Aissatou’s mother-in-law 

orchestrates the marriage of her son with her niece. The mother-in-law abhors the fact that 

Aissatou does not belong to the old elite. Despite being a nurse and an educated woman, 

Aissatou is not accepted by her husband’s family. However, as opposed to Ramatoulaye 

who remains in wedlock until Modo’s death, Aissatou rejects the situation and leaves her 
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husband Mawdou. She takes her children and moves to the United States. Ramatoulaye 

finds herself compelled to mourn the death of a man who abandoned her, because tradition 

wants her to be the host of the funerals even if Modo did not spend the last years of his life 

with her. After the mirasse (forty-day period), she immediately receives a marriage proposal 

from her brother-in-law, Tamsir, which she rejects. Subsequently a second proposal comes 

from a former admirer of her youth, which she also refuses as she prefers to focus her 

energy on the education of her children. While educating her numerous children, 

Ramatoulaye narrates the difficulties of parenting. She surprises her young children smoking 

and denounces this unhealthy habit, which she associates with modernity and the 

pernicious propensity of Africans to imitate the Western norms. She also faces her teenage 

daughter’s pregnancy with philosophy and wisdom. Although Ramatoulaye goes through 

innumerable hurdles, disappointments, and troubles, she remains proud and strong.  

As mentioned earlier, Bâ only wrote two works, one of which was published posthumously. 

Both of her narratives tackle the domination of women in the Senegalese society. Une Si 

longue lettre (1979) is formally presented as a novel; its autobiographical nature is not 

mentioned in the cover/introductory pages. The label “roman” on the initial page of the 

novel indicates to the reader that Une Si longue lettre is a work of fiction. Narratives often 

include a specification about the type of literature it is, such as novella, novel, 

autobiography, biography or essay. This only sets the official status of the work. However, a 

close and a referential reading of the text may lead to other discoveries. A novel is by 

definition a long work of fiction, which means that the autobiographical discourse is not 

overtly declared because it remains a work of fiction. This explains further why the 

autobiographical discourse is a more appropriate concept for the analysis of her work. 

However, the text’s plot is implicitly derived from Bâ’s own life story with a significant effort 
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of fictionalisation. The text deals with themes ranging from polygamy to the education of 

children, to cultural practices which will be further explored in this section and are all linked 

with Bâ’s life. Fictionalising the self and incorporating the author’s life experience in the text 

are strategies associated with “la fiction identitaire”. Their use infers that Bâ resists sources 

of hegemony through the exposure of her own life and more particularly the lives of her 

sister who, as mentioned in Part One, is Bâ’s direct inspiration regarding the theme of 

polygamy and of other women who suffer subordination and whose behaviour is dictated 

by social norms. The trivialisation of women’s suffering and struggles is foregrounded in Une 

Si longue lettre partly through the autobiographical discourse. This strategy implies the use 

of assiduous details allowing the bigger cause of resistance to male hegemony and 

resistance to Eurocentrism to be addressed. Thus, right from the beginning, we know that 

autobiography in its strict meaning is not applicable. However, the autobiographical 

discourse as defined by Kelly is relevant. The pronoun “I” does not refer to Bâ’s voice and 

presence in the text. She rather uses the narrator and protagonist Ramatoulaye to display a 

common female experience that is relevant to most women of her generation in Senegal 

and even other generations. In his definition of autobiography as the coincidence of the 

identity of the author, narrator and character, Lejeune questions whether a first-person 

narration is a criterion of autobiography as initiated and practised by Rousseau, Stendhal, 

Claude Roy, and others. While Gérard Genette bases his definition of autobiography on a 

correspondence between the author and the narrator (the term he uses is 

“autodiégétique”, a term composed of ‘auto’ and ‘diegèse’) rather than on the use of the 

pronoun “I”, Lejeune develops this idea by elucidating that other pronouns such as “he/she” 

or “you” can be associated with authorial identity:  
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Mais il (Genette) distingue fort bien qu’il peut y avoir récit ‘à la première personne’ sans que 

le narrateur soit la même personne que le personnage principal. C’est ce qu’il appelle plus 

largement la narration ‘autodiégétique’. Il suffit de continuer ce raisonnement pour voir 

qu’en sens inverse il peut parfaitement y avoir identité du narrateur et du personnage 

principal sans que la première personne soit employée. (1975: 16) 

Lejeune and Genette do not consider the first person a necessary element to classify a 

narrative as autobiography. This argument is all the more relevant to Bâ’s identity 

construction as the author’s presence in Une Si longue letter is mediated via an alter ego, 

which is the character of Ramatoulaye. Given the fact that the narrator’s use of the pronoun 

“I” refers to Ramatoulaye, not to Bâ, “the referential reading”, which consists of researching 

the paratextual information about the author’s life, reveals a range of manifest similarities 

between the author’s and the protagonist’s identities. The way Ramatoulaye describes her 

social situation is a good example of this : “Issue d’une grande famille de cette ville, ayant 

des connaissances dans toutes les couches sociales, institutrice ayant des rapports aimables 

avec les parents d’élèves, compagne de Modou depuis trente ans, je reçois les sommes les 

plus fortes et de nombreuses enveloppes” (1979: 21). This passage could be an accurate 

description of Bâ herself, also a teacher, from a privileged background, and a wife. The 

fictionalisation concerns the length of Ramatoulaye’s marriage as Bâ divorced three times. 

The author lends her some elements from her own experience while other parts are taken 

from her sister’s experience. In addition to Ramatoulaye’s social status, her work as a 

teacher, her reluctance to accept the husband’s polygamy as well as motherhood and 

raising of several children are all elements modelled on Bâ’s own life. 

 As a postcolonial African woman author, Bâ depicts suffering and scars, which originate 

from colonial repercussions, postcolonial national injustices and issues, patriarchal 

marginalisation of women in an African society that is intrinsically male-dominated. Bâ turns 
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the autobiographical genre, which until recently has mainly been critiqued and analysed 

when produced by male authors, into an autobiographical discourse that becomes a tool to 

address subjects that echo the lives of many Senegalese women. Une Si longue lettre is 

meant to be analytical and critical of Senegalese power relations and social issues. Bâ’s 

strategy of denouncing social problems related to polygamy and tackling them in fiction is 

also comparable to the novels and films of Sembene Oussmane, such as Xala (1973). The 

topic of male domination is also a key theme in the film demonstrating the tenacity of 

authors to address this issue. Sembene Oussmane is a male author, but his gender does not 

prevent him from writing about this topic, displaying the urgency of tackling it in writing. 

While Ramatoulaye writes to Aissatou, she points out her own and her friend’s eagerness to 

gain emancipation though financial independence:  

Nous étions de véritables sœurs destinées à la même mission émancipatrice. Nous sortir de 

l’enlisement des traditions, superstitions et mœurs; nous faire apprécier de multiples 

civilisations sans reniement de la nôtre; élever notre vision du monde, cultiver notre 

personnalité, renforcer nos qualités, mater nos défauts ; faire fructifier en nous les valeurs 

de la morale universelle ; voilà la tâche que s’était assignée l’admirable directrice. (1979: 38) 

This reflection shows Ramatoulaye’s identity and that of the writer, simultaneously. 

Ramatoulaye explains how to navigate one’s path without taking one side of the North 

versus South dichotomy. The phrase “nous faire apprécier de multiples civilisations sans 

reniement de la nôtre” entails a negotiation between African customs and European ways 

learnt through French education. As a result, despite the fact that Bâ is the only case study 

author who did not emigrate to a Western country, there is a similar “entre-deux”, an in-

betweenness which is comparable to the three other writers, who crossed borders. Bâ 

challenges rigid binaries by maintaining liminality with regards to the purported clashing and 

dualism between West/East, North/South and coloniser/colonised. She suggests that 
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embracing one’s past, culture and tradition and being open to learning from other 

edifications and cultures should be espoused by everyone. Thus, this quotation can also be 

construed as Bâ’s position which is also expressed through the plot by both singling out the 

Senegalese culture as an important aspect of one’s identity to be proud of and criticising the 

traditions and practices of her society and the Western bad behaviour according to her 

judgement. This criticism is a part of Bâ’s resistance to male hegemony and Eurocentrism, to 

which I shall return in Part Three of the thesis. One of the most revealing instances, which 

shows Ramatoulaye’s ardour to protect her culture and tradition and her moderation 

concerning her approach to modernity, is the following reflections on clothes and the way 

Senegalese youth dress. This passage shows her adamancy about the importance of 

preserving one’s background:  

Je jugeais affreux le port du pantalon quand on n’a pas, dans la constitution, le relief peu 

excessif des occidentales. Le pantalon fait saillir les formes plantureuses de la Négresse, que 

souligne d’avantage une courbure profonde des reins. Mais j’ai cédé à la ruée de cette mode 

qui ceignait et gênait au lieu de libérer. (1979: 142) 

In another instance, Ramatoulaye explicitly states her thoughts on modernity to be an 

example of an “entre-deux” – she welcomes modernity but is also nostalgic of the passing 

tradition. Her generation needs to invent a new way of being that draws on both: 

Nous étions tous d’accord qu’il fallait asseoir la modernité dans les traditions. Ecartelés 

entre le passé et le présent, nous déplorions les ‘suintements’ qui ne manqueraient pas… 

Nous dénombrions les pertes possibles. Mais nous sentions que plus rien ne serait comme 

avant. Nous étions pleins de nostalgie, mais résolument progressistes. (43) 

In his essay “Feminism and African Fiction: the novels of Mariama Bâ” (1988), Charles 

Ponnuthurai Sarvan comments on the torments of Ramatoulaye, an educated woman torn 

between reaching full emancipation and remaining deeply rooted in her culture and 

accepting submission:  
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And so Ramatoulaye the rebel becomes afraid of progress. (The negritude cry was 

"Assimilate but don't get assimilated," that is, assimilate elements but not to such an extent 

that you lose your distinctive and essential "Africanness"). Ramatoulaye's caution and 

skepticism seem to extend to Aissatou, her dear and faithful friend: Has Aissatou, because of 

her stay in the United States, become too Westernized? Will she insist on eating with a fork 

and knife, rather than with the hand? Will she wear trousers? And so Ramatoulaye 

continues to write her letter even after hearing that her old friend will return home on 

holiday, to write even on the very day before Aissatou's arrival. The letter has now become a 

diary, a form suggesting greater loneliness, beginning and ending with oneself. (1988: 460) 

This passage reiterates the idea explained earlier regarding in-betweenness and the 

protagonist’s inner struggle between assimilation of and integration into some rather than 

all aspects of the Western culture. Through the main character, the text indicates Bâ’s 

position as a female postcolonial African author who builds up her authorial identity 

through her double belonging, first to Senegalese culture and tradition and simultaneously 

to the modern Western mindset reflected by the use of the French language in her writing 

as well as her openness to some elements of this foreign culture. Aspects of Bâ’s life 

experience are thus exposed and exhibited in the text which is inviting identification 

between Bâ and her protagonist. Bâ clearly draws on autobiographical elements like many 

other writers do to construct a narrative that allows her to explore such topical issues as 

polygamy, male domination and the burden of tradition. In addition to elements 

experienced in her own life, Ramatoulaye expresses her beliefs and intellectual convictions. 

When exchanging with Daouda Dieng, an educated suitor with whom she has long 

conversations about politics, marriage and women’s fate, Ramatoulaye lingers over 

assimilation, a cardinal point tackled by the Negritude movement. Reflecting on assimilation 

intermittently is a way of dwelling on identity. In the following instance, Ramatoulaye mocks 

how the Africans themselves perceived the colonisation of Africa:  
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Rêve assimilationiste du colonisateur, qui attirait dans son creuset notre pensée et notre 

manière d’être, port du casque sur la protection naturelle de nos cheveux crépus, pipes 

fumantes à la bouche, shorts blancs au-dessus des mollets, robes très courtes, découvrant 

des jambes galbées, toute une génération prit, d’un coup, conscience du ridicule que vous 

couviez. L’Histoire marchait, inexorable. Le débat à la recherche de la voie juste secouait 

l’Afrique occidentale. Des hommes courageux connurent la prison ; sur leurs traces, d’autres 

poursuivirent l’œuvre ébauchée. Privilège de notre génération, charnière entre deux 

périodes historiques, l’une de domination, l’autre d’indépendance acquise, nous étions 

restés jeunes et efficaces, car nous étions porteurs de projets. L’indépendance acquise, nous 

assistions à l’éclosion d’une république, à la naissance d’un hymne et à l’implantation d’un 

drapeau. (53) 

The quotation displays Bâ’s in-betweenness, which is not only accessible through her 

ideological positions, as seen before, but also through her historical in-betweenness as the 

generation of Bâ and Ramatoulaye belongs to two radically different, yet decisive eras, 

which correspond to colonisation and independence. For postcolonial African writers, 

assimilation is clearly a most important topic, especially for authors writing in European 

languages. Therefore, discussing the Senegalese political changes just before and after 

independence through the autobiographical discourse, which either encompasses clear 

instances of similarity between Bâ’s life and the fictitious details in the narrative or gives the 

reader the impression that autobiography and fiction are interwoven, not only displays 

identity construction, but emphasises the way identity is a prevalent variable in postcolonial 

writing. The autobiographical nature of Une Si longue lettre opens the possibility of 

addressing an “I” that can be cathartic for the reader to encounter and the society that 

recognises itself in it. Speaking of the self in literature allows introspection and healing for 

both the “real author” and the “real reader”. In one of the letters to Aissatou, Ramatoulaye 

questions her potential mistakes; she endeavours to understand why Modo wants to take a 

second spouse while she had spent her life attempting to make him happy: “J’essaie de 
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cerner mes fautes dans l’échec de mon mariage. J’ai donné sans compter, donné plus que je 

n’ai reçu. Je suis de celles qui ne peuvent se réaliser et s’épanouir que dans le couple. Je n’ai 

jamais conçu le bonheur hors du couple, tout en te comprenant, tout en respectant le choix 

des femmes libres” (106). In Bâ’s work, the autobiographical discourse, immersed in a 

fictional narrative, enables the writer to simultaneously deal with the self and the collective 

whole, particularly a collective body, which is directly concerned with the social scourges 

denounced in the plot. 

5.2.  Assia Djebar’s Vaste est la prison  

Vaste est la prison (1995) is a text in which history, the autobiographical discourse and 

fiction interact. Thanks to the interviews delivered by Djebar, we know that she relied on 

her memory and on the collective memory of her relatives to reconstruct the lives of her 

maternal grandmother and mother. The text depicts female plights, tragedies and 

challenges. The narrator represents her failed marriages and her mother’s trip to Paris to 

visit her incarcerated son. She also recounts the story of her grandmother, who married a 

septuagenarian when she was fourteen. Like Bâ, Djebar explores polygamy through the 

experience of another woman, her grandmother. She also tackles the issue of linguistic 

identity in the text and considers that women are the guardians of language. She refers to 

historical material found in the tomb of the Berber queen Tinhinane containing writing in 

the Berber alphabet Tifinagh as the ultimate evidence that women are the protectors and 

transmitters of identity, language and origin. Exploring the mother’s legacy in Djebar’s Vaste 

est la prison, Michèle E. Vialet (2010) earmarks the four chronotopes that constitute the 

text: 

Le roman joue sur le rythme narratif et sur les points d’intersection de 

quatre chronotopes (chronotopes de la vie intime de la narratrice dans la “Première 
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Partie”, de l’héritage linguistique antique de l’Algérie dans la seconde, de la généalogie 

familiale de la narratrice dans la troisième et enfin de sa relation à la guerre civile 

des années 1990). (2010)  

 In Djebar’s complex text, the autobiographical discourse emphasises her mother’s 

Andalusian origins as well as her admiration for her mother’s mastery of the Arabic 

language. This point is discovered through the referential reading. Djebar mentioned her 

mother in a number of interviews (as seen in Chapter One), where she expressed her 

admiration for her origins and mastery of the Arabic language. 

Djebar wrote several novels, which were labelled either autobiographical or semi-

autobiographical. These include L’Amour la fantasia (1985), Oran, langue morte (1997), 

Nulle part dans la maison de mon père (2007) and others for their open references to the 

author’s life. This section examines Vaste est la prison for its inclusion of the 

autobiographical discourse, but also of the realist aesthetic (as discussed in Chapter Four 

with another novel), its inclusion of the Algerian history as well as a sustained reflection on 

and explicit references to language and identity. Like Bâ’s Une Si longue lettre, Vaste est la 

prison carries the word “novel” on its cover. Although important instances demonstrate the 

correspondence between the events in the story and Djebar’s life, the case study remains a 

work of fiction. Vaste est la prison is divided into four titled parts, each containing seven 

chapters, and one final part. The structure of the text facilitates the understanding of how 

the work shifts between different modes of writing. The first part, “L’Effacement dans le 

Coeur”, is manifestly autobiographical and focuses on the author’s divorce. The narrator 

(which overlaps with the author in this part, particularly when comparing the events taking 

place in Djebar’s own life, such as her divorce) discusses her failed marriage and her 
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attraction to another man and describes everyday life in Algeria after independence (1962) 

as follows: 

Quinze ans après la guerre- ‘après les événements’, disait-on encore avec un surprenant 

laconisme-, la nuit opaque installait dans les rues de la capitale un couvre-feu de fait. Un 

sillage de peur, sans vraiment la peur ; un relent d’insécurité où les habitants semblaient se 

complaire, pouvait-on se dire. Ainsi, parce que femme et ne sachant pas conduire un 

véhicule, je ne pouvais marcher seule, même sur cent mètres, dehors, après dix-neuf heures. 

(1995: 44) 

This depiction of the post-independence atmosphere sets the text in a particular timeframe: 

the 1970s. The passage enhances the reader’s understanding of the way women lived at the 

time, and the mention at the beginning of the text of the phrase “parce que femme” reflects 

Djebar’s intention to address women’s distress. The second part, “L’Effacement sur la 

Pierre”, is also both autobiographical and historical. It is autobiographical because the 

narrator discusses the author’s intellectual vision on a number of subjects, such as her own 

authorial identity and language. As per the historical aspect of this part, it uncovers the 

history of language. Djebar investigates the roles held by women throughout Algerian 

history. She refers to the first Algerian female author during the 1500s:  

Tout ce récit meuble se place d’emblée sous le signe d’une écriture arabe de femme, écriture 

qu’alourdit à plusieurs reprises une donation d’or […] L’histoire de Zoraidé, rapportée devant 

celle-ci muette par l’ex-captif aux hôtes d’une auberge de campagne où Don Quichotte et 

Sancho Pança sont de passage, est bien la métaphore des Algériennes qui écrivent 

aujourd’hui, parmi lesquelles je me compte. (1995: 169) 

It is important to mention that the chapter from which this quotation is taken is entirely 

written in italics. Through this typographic means, Djebar endeavours to draw the attention 

of the reader to the historicity and, more importantly, the prevalence of the 

autobiographical discourse, as the change of font appeals to the intellectual side of the 

reader to pause and pay further attention to the section. The text is fictional, yet there is a 
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temptation towards the essay or scholarly analysis that dominates this writing. The 

historical line that is drawn from the first female writers to present-day authors shows 

Djebar’s commitment to constructing and shaping her identity in relation to her Algerian 

female literary precursors. More importantly, in addition to being a writer and a teacher, 

Djebar is a historian and therefore her meticulous reference to a history that Algerians do 

not study at school is another reminder of her own life. Subsequently, she traces the history 

of her mother’s family:  

Trois siècles après ces allers sans retours, juste avant les années vingt de notre siècle, ma 

mère naissait là, au milieu de ces familles qui arboraient encore, avec une vanité naïve, leurs 

clefs des maisons perdues à Cordoue et à Grenade. De quels legs se trouva-t-elle l’héritière 

et que me transmit-elle de cette mémoire déjà ensablée ? Quelques détails dans les 

broderies des costumes féminins, quelques détails dans le dialecte local et gardé comme 

seul résidu, parler arabo-andalou maintenu le plus longtemps possible. (1995: 170) 

As far as the third part, entitled “Un Silencieux Désir”, is concerned, it entwines history and 

personal life as it deals with the quest for Djebar’s origins on her mother’s side. She draws 

upon the story of her mother and her grandmother, which reveals her eagerness to find out 

who she is. There are some indicators which divulge that the mother and grandmother in 

the text are, effectively, Djebar’s real family rather than fictitious characters through the 

inclusion of the same details in other works of Djebar’s. For example, the mother goes to 

France to visit her detained son, showing her ability to go through the process of visiting 

someone in prison after having been confined and dependent all her life. As mentioned in 

other chapters in this thesis, Djebar’s works incorporate a continuous thread because 

events that take place in one text tend to reoccur in her other texts. More importantly, the 

interviews, which I examined in Part One, are highly informative about the lives of Djebar 

and her family. She mentions that her mother had Andalusian origins and mastered the 

Arabic language; these attributes reappear in the text. The titles of the parts are also 
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relevant as they include meaningful symbolic words such as “l’effacement” and 

“siliencieux”. The term “effacement” can be construed as a reference to the Kabyle identity, 

which all Algerian governments consecutively attempted to delete and ignore. The erasure 

was conducted through the constitution, which ignored the peoples’ request to 

institutionalise the Tamazight language; it was only after the outbreak of riots and the 

deaths of young Kabyle Algerians between 1980 to 2001 that their request was accepted 

and a law recognising Tamazight ratified in 2016. Moreover, the Kabyle identity was not 

welcomed to be a part of the school curriculum; again, the Kabyle people instigated 

demonstrations in order for their requests to be heard. In fact, Nacira Abrous (2017) reports 

that in Algeria the first teaching of the Tamazight language took place between 1990 and 

1991 in Tizi Ouzou. As a result, “effacement” is a word with heavy meanings in the Algerian 

context, which Djebar decides to tackle by excavating the traces of the tombs of Algerian 

female historical figures and transmitting to her audience the knowledge that should be 

taught as part of the curriculum. As for the word “silence”, which is employed in reference 

to Djebar’s own life, it can be interpreted as Djebar’s way of reconciling with her own story. 

By recording her life, the long silence is broken. Djebar’s quest for her individual identity 

passes through this exploration of her female genealogy. The past becomes an essential 

thread through which she articulates her belonging to her homeland, Algeria. The authorial 

identity is in turn shaped through these references to the author’s autobiography and 

history as well as through her intellectual positions and views directly highlighted in her 

fiction in relation to feminism and the language question. Speaking of building one’s literary 

identity by bridging the gap between the past and the present, Djebar clearly underscores 

her identity in the third part of her text. She writes:  
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J’apprenais que le regard sur le dehors est en même temps retour à la mémoire, à soi-même 

enfant, aux murmures d’avant, à l’œil intérieur, immobile sur l’histoire jusque-là cachée, un 

regard nimbé de sons vagues, de mots inaudibles et de musiques mélangées… ce regard 

réflexif sur le passé pouvait susciter une dynamique pour une quête sur le présent, sur un 

avenir à la porte. (1995: 298) 

For Djebar, history and memory are key in the process of reconstruction of multiple 

fragments of herself and the Algerian history in order for her identity to be shaped. She 

makes use of the ancient history through her historical study of language but also through 

her references to a more recent history, including the French colonisation and the most 

important bloodshed in post-independence Algeria, known as the Black Decade: 

Premiers jours d’octobre 1988. La voici soudain seule dans l’appartement déserté d’un ami. 

Dans la ville, des jeunes, enfants, manifestent, défilent, détruisent. La police bat retraite. 

L’armée dans la ville. Les chars, la nuit. L’insurrection. Le sang dans les rues… Retrouver ma 

fille ; nous restons cernées mais à deux, dans cet appartement des hauteurs ; par ses larges 

baies vitrées, nous contemplons, figées, chaque nuit Alger désert et sous couvre-feu. (1995: 

319) 

The passage represents the daily experience of a state of emergency and the way people -

unspecified characters- evolved in such unstable circumstances. Thus, Djebar’s use of the 

autobiographical discourse encompasses a substantial amount of information about 

Algerian culture, which is substantiates an important part of her authorial identity. Indeed, 

the presence of cultural elements which remains prevalent throughout Vaste est la prison 

facilitates this process of identity construction, especially since the cultural practices 

coincide with the history of Algeria’s colonisation, as can be observed in the following 

passage:  

A ces derniers mots qui, en arabe ancien, rimaient, une femme soudain cria : elle se dressa, 

grande et maigre, elle déchira son foulard d’une main, de l’autre, les doigts ouverts, elle se 

lacéra lentement la joue gauche. La poétesse, accroupie, s’était tue ; Bahia se leva, bouche 

béante, yeux élargis devant la face ensanglantée de la pleureuse. Une autre s’appliqua à 
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tirer vers elle, doucement, la fillette. Celle qui cria une fois, qui s’essuyait à présent 

nonchalamment la joue, eut comme un spasme étrange, le torse secoué comme d’une sorte 

de rire, puis elle s’écria, à l’étonnement de toute : la langue étrange- que la plupart des 

citadines ne comprenaient pas, ou qu’elles avaient oubliée, prenant, au fur et à mesure de 

l’improvisation, moue gênée, mêlée de condescendance-, la langue berbère se déroula assez 

vite. (236) 

Djebar narrates the death and mourning of Cherifa, a secondary character in the text. 

Similarly to Bâ, who provides a detailed description of her husband’s mourning ceremony, 

Djebar also devotes a place to traditional customs and uses these descriptions as an 

opportunity to analyse language use, as discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis. Mourning 

is a social ritual shared by Algerians. Postcolonial African authors engage with such rituals to 

mirror cultural aspects of one’s identity. In addition, Djebar depicts her father in most of her 

texts, although in different ways, and Vaste est la prison is no exception. Although Djebar’s 

mother and grandmother are central to her plot, as she devotes chapters to their histories, 

she does not exclude her father. On the contrary, she refers to her father in a twofold way. 

This shows that women’s emancipation is often assimilated by feminists to male hegemony 

and simultaneously any feminist action becomes a liberation and a step forward against 

male representation, be it a father, a brother or a husband. However, Djebar reflects on her 

father’s contribution to her education and emancipation. She paints her father as the very 

source of her independence, thereby diverging from Western feminist principles. The 

following passage illustrates how Djebar’s father played a pivotal role in her quest for 

education; it recounts details of her childhood and refers to her father’s role first implicitly:  

C’était la première fois: personne ne m’avait expliqué le protocole de la photo de classe. 

Soudain…Soudain quelle impulsion a entraîné mon père? Il m’a regardée, il m’a vue seule, 

dans l’attente, intimidée à mon habitude. Que lui a-t-il pris ? Une brusque tendresse ? Un 

sentiment d’injustice vague de me voir seule, écartée de ces enfants, comme exclue ? Il a 

oublié une seconde que j’étais une fille, donc pour ses élèves garçons quelqu’un à part…il est 
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venue me chercher, il m’a prise par la main ; il a fait reculer les garçons du premier rang et il 

m’a fait asseoir au centre. (370) 

My examination of Djebar’s interview in Chapter One informs us that Djebar was the only 

Algerian and Muslim girl in her classroom, which was composed of Europeans. This passage 

pinpoints Djebar’s double exclusion, as both a colonised Algerian and a woman. This 

enhances our understanding of the topics that she addresses throughout her oeuvre. By 

placing Djebar at the centre of the boys, her father’s gesture signifies defiance; it can be 

interpreted as one of the first aspects of her life which led her to speak for women. Then, 

she speaks openly of her father’s commitment to the women’s cause: “Mon père a parlé au 

jeune homme de la nécessité de scolariser ‘nos filles, toutes les filles, dans ces villages 

comme dans les villes anciennes où traditions les ankylosent’” (293-294). Speaking about 

her private life has a cathartic and a therapeutic effect, but more importantly, her use of the 

pronoun “I”, which is an echo of both the colonial and postcolonial Algeria, is a place of a 

collective representation. Djebar’s building of her authorial identity through the 

autobiographical discourse is significant since it affects the collective representation of 

women in Algeria. In her examination of shifting subjects and the plural subjectivity in 

selected Francophone authors, Nathalie Edwards (2011), highlights how Djebar attempts to 

make herself detectable in her writing while carving her identity in a collective context, her 

homeland. Through this effect, Djebar neither devotes her oeuvre exclusively to the 

collectivity nor does she write a standard autobiography. Edwards uses the relevant 

expression “non-unitary” to describe this idea: “Djebar continues to write the self in a non-

unitary way, but this work [Vaste est la prison] shows a change of direction compared to her 

previous life writing. Djebar blends fiction, historical narrative and autobiographical ‘I’, into 

the work” (146). The non-unitary way means that Djebar does not represent her own self as 
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and through one unity; rather, she employs multiple means to maintain her in-

betweenness, which will be further discussed in Part Three. 

Although Kelly reports that scholars tend to neglect autobiographies written by female 

writers because these are “lacking a sense of individuality” (36), this chapter propounds that 

the impact autobiographical discourse has on the collectivity does not preclude the 

individual focus on the author’s experience. In fact, Djebar’s writing explores her life and 

intimacy; therefore, individuality cannot be denied. While reflecting on Djebar’s writing of 

the self through the autobiographical discourse, Kelly explores a number of novels by Djebar 

including Vaste est la prison, noting: 

The construction of identity requires that the individual be able to situate himself or herself 

in time and space; there must be a constant work of affirmation in the past, present and 

future. Through her excavation and exploration of history, Assia Djebar seeks to provide a 

time and a space that secure a place for the exiled of history in the here and now. Not 

‘liberation’, for that word is too vast, as the narrator has already told us, but another way of 

being can be created, through a reinvented relationship to language, to history, to other, to 

self. Such a way of being must be constantly renegotiated, but it is shown to be possible 

through a writing project that again bestows an ethics as well as aesthetics on the discourse 

of autobiography. (2005: 333) 

This passage is very relevant since it considers most of the points that have been examined 

in this chapter. The phrase “language, history, other and self” exposes the process of 

authorial identity construction, which passes through the autobiographical discourse but 

also through other intrinsic techniques, as seen in this thesis. Kelly reflects on the constant 

need to affirm one’s self in time and space. Djebar’s focus on Algerian history in Vaste est la 

prison is a way to map her literary belonging to a long history of Algerian women writers. 

The affirmation of Djebar’s identity also passes through an examination of her own self, her 

life, marriage, divorce and her female relatives. The construction of her identity is also 
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undertaken through historical research about the Tamazight language, which is also 

mapped through female historical figures.  

5.3. Fatou Diome’s Impossible de grandir (2013) 

The text Impossible de grandir (2013) tells the story of Salie, a Senegalese woman who lives 

in France. Salie receives an invitation to dinner from her French friend Marie-Odile. She is 

plunged into a state of anxiety and fright at the idea of visiting another person’s home. 

Then, a regression to the past plunges Salie into a schizophrenic state in which she sees 

herself as a child. The younger Salie appears frequently in the text, reminding the mature 

Salie of her childhood. The child signals to the adult Salie, without filters or taboos, how she 

should act in different situations. The little girl prompts her to practice introspection and 

self-observation and to analyse her own memories. Salie recollects fragments of her 

childhood and her life in Niodior, where her grandparents raised her. Her childhood was 

dominated by being an illegitimate child who could not live with her remarried mother. Her 

grandparents taught her to be strong and navigate through hardship like a sailor navigates 

through a stormy sea, a metaphor used by her grandfather, who is a sailor. However, like 

any village girl in Senegal, Salie is often sent away during holidays to spend some time with 

her relatives. Once there, she is treated with disdain and disrespect. She is harassed and 

given all the household chores. She can neither eat to satiety nor have a decent shower 

while she is also constantly bullied for being an illegitimate child, which shocks her. This 

regression to the past explains the adult Salie’s abhorrence of being invited to people’s 

houses.  

Impossible de grandir is a text which employs autobiographical discourse. The main theme is 

life between two territories: France and Senegal. The narrator relies on Diome’s memories 
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as a fundamental source of reflection about her life history. The protagonist Salie is also the 

narrator in the text and Diome’s fictive alter ego, who goes by the nickname Diome received 

from her grandfather as a child. Diome already used the same protagonist in Le Ventre de 

l’Atlantique’ therefore, the reader can deduce that the trinity – author, narrator and 

protagonist – that is crucial in autobiography is achieved in Impossible de grandir. This 

intimates that although fictionalised, the events taking place in the text are inspired by the 

author’s own life. Although the cover indicates that the book is a “roman”, just like the 

other texts in this study, Impossible de grandir has various autobiographical elements. 

Impossible de Grandir can be read independently from Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, but when 

we read the two side by side, we understand that Diome gives the reader an important 

account of her life. In Impossible de grandir, the instances of autobiography are pervasive. 

For example, in the following passage, Salie narrates:  

L’île de Niodior est derrière nous, lovée entre d’innombrables sentinelles, ces cocotiers qui 

toisent le bosquet de Koko, accroupi à notre gauche avec ses palétuviers et ses quelques 

champs de mil. A droite, on aperçoit le village de Dionewar. Nous pensons que notre île est 

la perle du Saloum, ceux de Dionewar nous jugent prétentieux et jurent que la leur est plus 

belle. N’empêche que la sous-préfecture commune est située à Niodior, ce qui nous permet 

de garder la main et rend nos voisins verts de jalousie. (2013: 108) 

This passage depicts the setting of Diome’s early life; however, on many occasions, her 

autobiography shifts its focus from the simplicity of daily life in Niodior to a more engaged 

discourse touching on history and politics. Throughout the text, Diome calls for the old 

Senegalese wisdom, which she learnt from her grandparents and which she uses to analyse 

the current politico-social conditions of life in Senegal:  

Ce mystique philosophe de la tradition orale sénégalaise a laissé dans la mémoire collective 

cette imparable vérité Bour dou mbôk, ce qui signifie littéralement le roi n’est pas un parent. 

Dans le contexte actuel, on peut comprendre les puissants n’ont pas de parentèle : là où 

règnent les rapports de pouvoir, seuls les intérêts font le larron. Dans l’Afrique 
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d’aujourd’hui, les calculs égoïstes font et défont ce que les fibres fraternelles suffisaient, 

jadis, à lier pour l’éternité. (2013: 150) 

Diome refers to power and power relations and she reflects on the corruption of African 

governments. Additionally, she accuses tourism of exposing her compatriots to abuse. Her 

realist depiction of tourism in Africa exposes her overt resistance to Eurocentrism, as the 

narrator shows revulsion towards the Westerners’ stifling reactions to the situation in 

African countries through the autobiographical discourse:  

Dire qu’il se trouve encore des candides pour citer en exemple la solidarité familiale 

africaine. Que penser de cette autre rumeur, selon laquelle tous les enfants seraient élevés 

et choyés par toute une communauté ? En plus des antipaludéens, il faudrait vraiment faire 

avaler de la jugeote à certains touristes pour les guérir de leur aveuglement exotique. Si le 

désir de comprendre les animait plus que celui d’être surpris, s’ils observaient plus qu’ils ne 

photographient, ils remarqueraient la mine tourmentée de certains enfants. Ils verraient, 

alors, le nombre incroyable de petits martyrs silencieux, au lieu de s’écrier à tout bout de 

champ : Ah qu’ils sont mignons. Comme s’ils découvraient une portée de singes malins. 

(147-148) 

Manifestly, the passages quoted above show that autobiographical discourse contributes to 

shaping Diome’s authorial identity. The indicators of Diome’s vantage point are the 

similarity between the narrator-protagonist’s tones, which resemble Diome’s tone when she 

is received in televised shows. In addition, the theme of immigration is also indicative of the 

autobiographical discourse because Diome has long shown engagement with this topic. Her 

authorial identity is constructed by weaving into her narrative elements of her upbringing, 

worldview, life story, social commentary and reference to tradition and culture. On many 

occasions in the text, Diome discusses her identity as an author and as an individual. As an 

author pertaining to a double territory, she defines her identity as engaged with both France 

and Senegal. Similarly to the narrator, she feels that she belongs to both places: 
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Une boussole me désignera toujours le Sénégal, car même jalouse de ma liberté enfin 

trouvée, je reviens, repars et reviens, parce que Senghor n’a pas libéré que ses fils, mais 

aussi ses filles. Lui, qui aimait et chantait la femme, serait d’accord avec moi pour dire qu’un 

pays, s’il n’accorde pas aux femmes la place qu’elles méritent, n’a pas des fils, mais des 

despotes. Le retour, toujours. Parce que l’Afrique pourra sans cesse dévier ma navigation et 

m’attirer à elle, puisque, toujours réclamer le doux sein de ma grand-mère et me prosterner 

devant son cher et tendre époux, mon grand-père, mon protecteur. La France, belle, 

complexe, mais toujours inspirée et inspirante, j’accoste pour l’idylle définitive, pour 

Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Yourcenar, Simone de Beauvoir. (2013: 190) 

In the same line of thought as Djebar, Diome defines herself explicitly through the 

autobiographical discourse as if she felt the need to justify her position as a postcolonial 

African woman writer. The quotation refers to a number of authors from either France or 

Senegal. The reference to these authors signals that she is concerned with her identity as a 

writer, and it is for this reason that authorial identity is under scrutiny in this thesis. Diome 

specifies the literary influences which have shaped her authorial identity and simultaneously 

demonstrate her belonging both as an artist and as an individual to both countries. This 

reminds us of Bâ’s and Djebar’s ambivalence and negotiations as they refuse to embrace 

one idea or literary movement but opt to navigate their way within a number of choices. 

The narrator adds:  

Puisque l’escale dure, que la France me garde ou me dégobille, c’est pareil. Parce que, si elle 

ne m’adopte pas, moi, je l’adopte. N’étant pas désirée, je suis arrivée au monde par 

effraction, m’imposer et m’adapter fait partie de ma condition existentielle […] mais toute 

marginalité assumée devient identité. Avec les miettes de vie, mes éclats d’ailleurs, j’ai 

fabriqué une identité composite, permanente intersection entre ceux qui me revendiquent 

et ceux qui me rejettent. Portant l’Afrique et l’Europe en moi, je suis laboratoire où vos 

différences e vos antagonismes versent dans le même entonnoir, je suis un peu de vous 

tous. (2013: 191) 
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In this passage, Diome reaffirms her presence within her literary work. She embraces her 

condition as an illegitimate child and employs it as a metaphor for her migrant condition 

and effort to create a place for herself in a hostile literary scene. 

Another common literary technique in the writing of the four postcolonial authors is 

intertextuality. Bâ’s allusion is the less noticeable as most of her oeuvre bears cultural 

markers. Djebar’s work includes many references to dates, facts and events of historical and 

cultural significance. One example of this is the title of the text Vaste est la prison, which is, 

in fact, a translation of a Berber song, which Djebar inserts at the beginning in translated 

version and at the end of the text in its original form. The inclusion of this song is tangible 

proof of Djebar’s desire to display a profound sense of belonging through words borrowed 

from her first language. Diome’s work, on the other hand, contains religious references, as 

in the passage from the Quran that the protagonist quotes to expose the hypocrisy of her 

uncle, who pretends that he is a good worshipper but neglects numerous other aspects (this 

is seen in Chapter Four of this thesis). 

5.4. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Americanah (2013) 

Americanah (2013) tells the story of a female protagonist Ifemelu who was born in Lagos, 

Nigeria. She meets Obinze in her hometown, and they begin a relationship but break up. 

This love story is told through flashbacks as Ifemelu settles in the USA at a time when 

Nsukka University undergoes a teachers’ strike. Nsukka University is pivotal to ascertaining 

the presence of the autobiographical discourse, as it is used as the setting of Half of a Yellow 

Sun, and it is the university where Adichie’s father worked as a professor. Ifemelu’s life in 

America appears to be a road full of obstacles as she struggles to adapt to this new life. 

There, she struggles to find a decent job and starts a blog to write about her daily life as a 
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Nigerian woman living in the United States. Although still in love with Obinze, she starts a 

new relationship with an affluent white American man, and she uses this relationship to 

gather material for some of her blog posts. After she breaks up with her new lover, mainly 

for cultural differences, she aspires to a new life. She returns to Nigeria, where she also 

positions herself as an observer of social interactions and, in particular, of the way women’s 

role has evolved in society. She observes how desperately women chase men for marriage – 

they are ready to set their dignity aside and accept becoming the mistresses of rich married 

men. She also discovers that her former love interest, Obinze, has become a rich, successful 

businessman. She finds a job in a local newspaper and carries on writing through a more 

institutional medium. 

Although Americanah is Adichie’s third publication, it is the first one to be set between two 

countries, Nigeria and the USA. The protagonist’s profession as a blogger and later as a 

journalist offers interesting opportunities for the text to tackle issues of race, immigration, 

social issues, politics, culture and identity in both the United States and Nigeria. During an 

interview in the New York Times blog entitled “Life across Borders: Chimamanda Ngozi 

Adichie Talks about Americanah”, the author points out her desire to tackle serious and 

meaningful themes rather than superficial and politically correct ones which do not disturb 

the established opinions. She states this in response to the interviewer’s question about 

Obinze’s belief that American literature is devoid of significant themes. Adichie continues:  

I’m reading new novels by Elizabeth Strout, Elliot Holt and Claire Messud, and they dispute 

Obinze’s opinion. I do think there is a tendency in American fiction to celebrate work that 

fundamentally keeps people comfortable. There is also an obsession with “original” for the 

mere sake of it, as though original is automatically good, and original often involves some 

level of irony and gimmick. The U.S. has been at war for many years now, and there is also 

an ongoing intense ideological war in the U.S., but you would hardly know that from 
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American literature. But of course this is also about my own biases. I love fiction that has 

something to say and doesn’t “hide behind art,” novels that feel true, that are not self-

conscious experiments. I read a lot of contemporary American fiction and find the writing 

admirable, but often it is about individuals caged in their individuality, it says nothing about 

American life, is more about style than it is about substance (style matters but I struggle to 

finish a novel that is all style and has nothing to say). “The Great Gatsby,” for example, says 

something about American life in a way that many contemporary novels no longer do. 

(2013) 

In her answer, Adichie states a clear intention to deal with social issues which are often 

absent from contemporary American literature. She criticises contemporary authors for 

their exaggerated interest in stylistic prowess rather than content and scrutinises their 

individualism. Adichie indicates that American literature tends to be devoid of social 

commentary and representation of social issues. In the French literary field, similar 

criticisms have been formulated about some contemporary French writers and the Parisian 

literary milieu in general – they have been labelled “nombrilistes”, concerned more with 

themselves than with the world. As a Nigerian postcolonial woman writer, Adichie feels the 

need to make her literature a terrain of representations, discussions and analyses. She is 

more socially engaged and committed to addressing war and social issues that concern the 

group, not just the individual. By adopting such a line of conduct, her writing stands out not 

automatically in an original way as she utters in her answer, but through the inclusion of the 

self and background experiences to serve them in literature for the benefits of the collective 

whole. She embraces the autobiographical discourse as a way of discussing critical social 

issues beyond her own life experience. Americanah, like the three other analysed works, is 

labelled a “novel”. In the same interview, when asked whether her text is an autobiography, 

she replies:  

Ifemelu spends 13 years in the U.S. before moving back to Nigeria. I spent only four years in 

the U.S. before I went back, and have since lived in both countries. That is a significant 
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difference, as much of Ifemelu’s character is shaped by being disconnected from home for 

so long. I quite like that she is a female character who is not safe and easily likable, who is 

both strong and weak, both prickly and vulnerable. (2013) 

While Adichie refutes the idea that her text is autobiographical, she does not deny that 

there is a resemblance between the character of Ifemelu and herself. Her experience of 

living in the USA has been a valuable source of inspiration for the text and allowed her to 

observe social differences between both countries and tackle themes such as racism. The 

text uses “focalisation interne sur le personnage”, introduced by Genette in 1972. Through 

this technique, we see the world through Ifemelu’s eyes, which means that American life is 

perceived through the viewpoint of a marginal, freshly arrived African immigrant, who 

becomes the central element that evaluates social practices. Through this technique, 

Adichie decentres the Western reader's vision and Africa becomes the centre from which 

America is judged. 

In this final section of the chapter, I will first identify the autobiographical elements present 

in Americanah and then examine how Adichie uses them to promote reflection on social, 

political, and identity issues of postcolonial Nigeria and the Nigerian people, as well as to 

construct her own identity as a writer. In his Le Pacte autobiographique, Lejeune highlights 

the difference between identity and resemblance. He writes: “Identité n’est pas 

ressemblance. L’identité est un fait immédiatement saisi- accepté ou refusé, au niveau de 

l’énonciation; la ressemblance est un rapport, sujet à nuances infinies, établi à partir de 

l’énoncé. L’identité se défini à partir des trois termes: auteur, narrateur et personnage” 

(1975: 35). In Adichie’s text, the comparison of the author’s identity, which establishes the 

autobiographical genre through the “énonciation”, and the resemblance between the 

author and protagonist, which bolsters the notion of the autobiographical discourse through 
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the “énoncé”, means that the former functions in respect of a set of rules, while the latter 

creates a sense of déjà vu in the text that intensifies with the contextual reading. In 

Americanah, due to Adichie’s rejection of autobiography in its strict meaning, the 

autobiographical discourse is the most relevant technique to construct authorial identity. In 

the text, the main instances of similarity between the writer and the protagonist are 

typically the life experience of Adichie between two countries. Since the intrinsic rule in 

autobiography is a clear enunciation of the identity of the author, narrator and characters, 

we know as readers that the three elements are distinguishable separately and do not have 

a manifest link in the text. The interview with Adichie also corroborates the non-

autobiographical nature of Americanah. Thus, what is observable in Americanah is a 

resemblance instead of a clear enunciation of the author’s identity. Therefore, the 

autobiographical connotations are implicit and do not lie in the story’s details and the way 

in which she builds up the protagonists’ features in the text. The autobiographical discourse 

is reflected in the ideas, issues and notions Adichie deals with. Her experience as an author 

who was raised in Nigeria and lived in the US for four years is a solid indicator, which 

provides insight into a migrant experience influenced by race and gender. In Half of a Yellow 

Sun, she creates a book within the text, written by one of the main characters, which is an 

occasion to reflect on Nigerian and Igbo history. In Americanah, she adopts a similar 

strategy by writing about a character who is a blogger and a journalist. Blogging becomes 

the means through which Ifemelu mediates her observations with regards to issues on race 

in the USA. The blog entries produced by Ifemelu have gripping titles and most are triggered 

by conversations, social events and exchanges in her life that prompt her to write a 

commentary reflecting on everyday life in America and Nigeria. A striking instance is when 

she blogs “Understanding America for non-American Black: American Tribalism”:  
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 In America, tribalism is alive and well. There are four kinds – class, ideology, region and 

race. First, class. Pretty easy. Rich folk and poor folk. Second, ideology. Liberals and 

conservatives. They don’t merely disagree on political issues, each side believes the other is 

evil. Intermarriage is discouraged and on the rare occasion that it happens, is considered 

remarkable. Third, region. The North and the South. The two sides fought a civil war and 

tough stains on that war remain. The North looks down on the South while the South 

resents the North. Finally, race. There’s a ladder of hierarchy in America. White is always on 

top, specifically White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, otherwise known WASP, and American Black 

is always on the bottom, and what’s in the middle depends on time and place. (Or as that 

marvellous rhyme goes: If you’re white, you’re alright; if you’re brown, stick around; if 

you’re black, get back). (2013: 184) 

There is a huge amount of irony in this anthropological observation of the USA. Tribalism is a 

pejorative term that has a connotation of backwardness that is always associated with the 

colonial margins but never the centre. Ifemelu overturns this gaze and subverts this West-

centric system of values. Not only does Adichie, through Ifemelu’s blogs, discuss current and 

controversial topics, but she also approaches corrosive issues such as racism. She points out 

disturbing truths or simply underscores the obvious, but clearly, her technique is to 

denounce. She acts as the external observer who holds power over her narrative. She is an 

external observer, which allows her to flag up incoherencies in the system. She debunks 

some core American myths of fairness, democracy and superiority compared to developing 

countries. In “International Author’s Stage” (2014), Adichie declares: “I wanted this novel to 

also be a social commentary, but I wanted to say it in ways that are different from what one 

is supposed to say in literary fiction”. The social commentary in the text is articulated 

through realism and the autobiographical discourse. In an article entitled “Writing ‘so raw 

and true’: Blogging in Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Americanah” (2014), Serena Guarracino 

comments:  

Blog writing, or blogging, features prominently in the novel as such a space, both embedded 

in but also outside creative writing, and as a place where social realities of race can be 
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discussed without the trappings of character and action. Yet, the separation between 

blogging and fiction in Americanah is far less clear-cut than Adichie’s remark seems to imply. 

Actually, as the novel progresses its social commentary moves back and forth, from the blog 

to the novel and vice versa, contaminating fiction with the drive for elaboration expressed 

by blogging but also infusing blog entries of the emotional entanglements. (2014: 2) 

In fact, Adichie uses blogging as a space for delivering her thoughts; however, her 

observations and notes are intrinsic in all her works. Ifemelu is the prism through which 

Adichie’s remarks are mediated. Therefore, through her blogging and conversations with 

other characters like Obinze, or Ifemelu’s American flatmate, many extra-literary issues 

become tangible. As Ifemelu discovers America, she highlights some of the main cultural 

disparities between the USA and Nigeria, including cultural practices, social behaviour and 

language use. Furthermore, in a way, by inventing a character similar to herself but who is 

not identical to her, Adichie can comment without taking full responsibility for her 

comments and choices, since Ifemelu is the one talking, not her. These are all ways in which 

fiction translates the autobiographical discourse, reality and the author’s ideology. In my 

initial definition of authorial/literary identity, I consider ideology as an important feature of 

the authors’ construction of their identities. It is noted throughout the chapters of this 

thesis that the author’s own ideology is inscribed in the author’s works. It penetrates the 

text even if there is no correspondence between the character, the narrator and the author. 

This idea is further explored in Hamon’s Texte et idéologie (1984). It is important to consider 

ideology as a hands-on aspect of the authorial identity construction because it bolsters the 

idea of discourse in the chapter and explains further the reason why the autobiographical 

discourse is more relevant to our texts than a traditional autobiographical genre. The 

meaning of discourse is closer to the one of ideology, which in turn is intelligible through a 

construction of an oeuvre, from one text to the other, through recurrent events, themes, 
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opinions, which appear as pertaining to the author and not just to her fictional characters. In 

Americanah, the social code and the implications behind ignoring it are epitomised in the 

following quote: 

I was telling them about back home and how all boys were chasing me while I was a half-

caste, and they said I was dissing myself. So now I say Biracial, and I’m supposed to be 

offended when somebody says half-caste. I’ve met a lot of people here with white mothers 

and they are so full of issues. I didn’t know I was even supposed to have issues until I came 

to America. Honestly, if anybody wants to raise biracial kids, do it in Nigeria (124). 

We can see another example of this technique when the narrator comments on American 

English language and pronunciation through the protagonist Ifemelu (and through her 

implicitly Adichie). It should be mentioned at this point that this text is different from the 

three other case study novels in that in this chapter Adichie uses the two main characters to 

tackle her own ideas, as seen in the previous quotation from the interview. Adichie channels 

some of her ideas through Obinze and others through Ifemelu. Therefore, the 

autobiographical discourse interspersed with ideology and the “fiction identitaire” are not 

systematically tangible through the main protagonist. These can also be conveyed through 

themes as explained earlier. Thus, the narrator articulates another attack on hierarchies and 

decentres the centre: 

Ifemelu decided to stop faking an American accent on a sunlit day in July, the same day she 

met Blaine. It was convincing, the accent. She had perfected, from careful watching of 

friends and newscasters, the blurring of the t, the creamy roll of the r, the sentences starting 

with ‘So’ and the sliding response of ‘Oh really’, but the accent creaked with consciousness, 

it was an act of will. It took an effort. The twisting of lip, the curling of tongue. If she were in 

a panic and terrified, or jerked awake during a fire, she would not remember how to 

produce those American sounds. And so she resolved to stop. (2013: 173)  

Here, accepting and being comfortable with her own different accent and pronunciation is a 

way of showing pride in her identity despite its particularities. She is faking the accent 

because her English, a colonial African version of it, is judged inferior. The phrase “stop 
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faking” means that she gives up important advantages that can be obtained through faking. 

This process is similar to skin bleaching, but as the narrator highlights, the costs are not 

being in peace with oneself and having to make a constant effort and feeling like an 

impostor. Thereby, Americanah is a text which is not autobiographical stricto sensu, but the 

ideologies and social reflections, which are based on Adichie’s own experiences in a double 

territory life, place her in the category of postcolonial African female authors who build up 

their literary identities through the autobiographical discourse.  

This chapter, more particularly this section on Adichie, clarifies further the link between the 

autobiographical discourse and the ideology. In fact, by imputing some relevant aspects of 

the narrative to the author’s own life (as seen earlier), the reader comes to grips with the 

author’s ideologies through the same narrative, which in turn exposes the author’s identity. 

In other words, the autobiographical discourse contributes to understanding that when 

particular themes such as race, language, identity, gender issues, immigration and 

colonisation to cite only a few are channelled in the works, they are not mundane topics, 

but are tightly related to the author’s ideology. By linking the protagonist to the author, the 

ideologies channelled in the text have a stronger impact on the readers as they know the 

existence of such connections. Without the autobiographical discourse, this could be less 

obvious. Additionally, although the four authors espouse the autobiographical discourse to 

different extents, this discourse is undeniably a means of authorial identity construction and 

is discernible in the case study novels.  

To conclude, Chapter Five has explored the pertinence of the autobiographical discourse 

within the selected corpus of analysis and the way it contributes to the authorial identity 

construction. After reviewing the existing discussion about autobiography at the beginning 
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of this chapter, it is clear that the autobiographical discourse is the most appropriate angle 

of analysis. De facto, while the authors obey specific typographical rules, the 

autobiographical discourse contains some aspects of the autobiography, which are only 

salient through extra-literary reading. The trinity of author-narrator-protagonist is a case in 

point as it is a crucial aspect of autobiography. However, relying on Kelly’s concept is the 

closest and most efficient way of lapping a larger meaning of autobiography. As explored 

throughout this chapter, the autobiographical discourse is essentially a strategy that can be 

discerned in the four examined works through the referential reading of biographical and 

contextual data. The autobiographical discourse can thus touch on one or many aspects of 

autobiography, and the rest is then deciphered by the reader. The analysed texts by 

Mariama Bâ, Assia Djebar, Fatou Diome and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie share a number of 

similarities. While Bâ, Djebar and Diome remain close to the autobiographical triad, as the 

analysis of their texts has shown, Adichie differs in the way she embraces the 

autobiographical discourse. She relies on her protagonists to disseminate her worldviews in 

a way that triggers emotions and identification, which are, in turn, detected through the 

socio-historical approach, more particularly through interviews. Furthermore, Djebar and 

Diome have the propensity to use details such as the name of the protagonist Salie in 

Diome’s case and the reference to her parents in Djebar’s case in more than one text to 

reinforce the idea of the autobiographical discourse. This chapter has emphasised the 

importance of the autobiographical discourse as it contributes to entangling the way 

authorial identity is shaped in postcolonial African female literatures. The focus on a female 

corpus is even more paramount as autobiography by female authors used to be less studied 

as opposed to male authors, as advanced in Kelly’s work. This chapter has employed the 

autobiographical discourse with an emphasis on the word ‘discourse’ that infers a tool of 
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resistance. Thus, I have built on Kelly’s autobiographical discourse by using it as a technique 

of resistance, where the case study authors use some aspects of their lives to resist multiple 

hegemons. 

In Part One of my thesis, I explored interviews, essays and speeches as the main source of 

information; this was fruitful because I detected that the authors’ ideologies, mindsets and 

positions, which are given in a non-fictional space, are corroborated in their 

autobiographical and realist texts. It is safe to consider Part Two, which discusses the 

language question and translanguaging, the realist aesthetic and the autobiographical 

discourse, one unit, meaning that each chapter shows some overlaps with and completes 

the others. In fact, translanguaging and the use of multiple languages in one text is an 

integral part of realism, and the autobiographical discourse bolsters the 

referential/representational character of these writers’ realist fiction. Therefore, the three 

chapters bring to the fore the literary and stylistic techniques of writing, which serve an 

even more significant concern of this thesis which is resistance. The techniques explored in 

each chapter of Part Two represent a pivotal layer in my definition of my concept of hybrid 

resistance, which will take shape in Part Three. 
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Part Three: Postcolonial Authorial Identity Formation through Resistance to 

Hegemony 

Part Three of this thesis focuses on authorial identity construction through resistance. So 

far, this study has explored fictional and non-fictional productions by the case study 

authors. Part One emphasised the engagement of the authors in their speeches, essays and 

interviews in order to probe their perspectives on their writings, their intentions and take 

on public debates, as well as their commitment to the anti-colonial and feminist causes. Part 

Two explored female postcolonial African authors’ three most crucial writing strategies: 

translanguaging, the adaptation of realist aesthetics and the autobiographical discourses to 

their projects, which involves subverting Western languages and literary genres and turning 

these into tools which suit their aims. I argued that these three strategies allow the authors 

to infuse their works with markers of their ideological commitment and identities. The 

analysis in Part Two enabled me to draw parallels between the four postcolonial African 

women authors, comparing and contrasting their ways of expressing their commitment in 

their works. The first two parts also highlighted an array of intertwining practices in the 

eight selected texts. These allowed me to observe that postcolonial African Francophone 

and Anglophone female authors have a propensity to shape their authorial identities 

through their language use as a central element in their writing and to employ the 

aesthetics of realism and the autobiographical discourse to express their resistance to 

dominant narratives and discourses in their literary oeuvres. All three forms infuse the 

literary expression with subjectivity, allowing postcolonial women to have a different take 

on history, representing it from a humanised, deeply personal, female and postcolonial 

vantage point.  
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This part is concerned with the way the authors resist dominant ideologies and how this 

resistance contributes to the formation of their literary identities. How does the ideology 

promoted by these engaged authors penetrate their texts? How, in addition to the 

appropriation and subversion of Western literary norms and codes, do they resist Western 

hegemonic discourses that are preserved and transmitted in the language and literature? 

Ultimately, how is the work of female and African postcolonial authors different from other 

writers and how is their authorial identity formed through their literary and political 

articulations and positions? Since postcolonial African female authors resist various 

oppressions simultaneously and these resistances are strongly intertwined to a point where 

they cannot be separated from each other, I will describe these as a hybrid resistance. 

Hybridity is a term conceptualised by Paul Gilroy (1987), Stuart Hall (1996), Iain Chambers 

(1994), Homi Bhabha (1994), and James Clifford (1997). They contributed to the definition 

of the concept within specific realms such as the postcolonial diaspora, identity and culture. 

While each scholar brings a new angle to the notion of hybridity, this chapter is mainly 

concerned with Bhabha’s theory, which specifically aimed at describing a postcolonial 

context and therefore his definition of hybridity in relation to in-betweenness suits this 

study’s purposes. Throughout Part Three, I will draw on his theory of hybridity to develop a 

new notion, that of hybrid resistance. The aims of this part are twofold. First, I will attempt 

to demonstrate that postcolonial African authors’ writings are neither mere emulations nor 

mock-ups of the Western novel and its multifarious sub-genres. On the contrary, 

postcolonial African women’s writing has its own singularities that turn the novel into a 

distinctively different literary form. Lydie Moudileno explains this with reference to 

Francophone sub-Saharan African writings in The Cambridge Companion to the African 

Novel (2009): 
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African Francophone literature as we know it today owes much of its solidity to the 

novelists, who have continuously engaged with the novel as a form in order to express the 

specificities of the African experience at particular moments of history. In so doing, they 

have created a new literary tradition, characterized by certain topoi and regularities, but 

also, within the genre itself, by a formidable diversity of voices. (125) 

Secondly, I will show that by subverting the Western genre of the novel, the four 

postcolonial African women writers resist and oppose multiple sources of hegemony. The 

main aim of this last part of my study is to argue that it is through a hybrid resistance that 

the authors resist patriarchal and postcolonial hegemony in their oeuvres. I will argue that 

patriarchal and Eurocentric dominations are two interconnected forms of hegemony, which 

can only be fully understood if they are analysed together, and therefore resistance to them 

is merged into a hybrid resistance. I will seek to understand how resistance to male 

domination and to colonial domination relate to each other. Are they strengthening each 

other? Are they always distinguishable? What is the added value of examining these as a 

hybrid, over examining them separately? Chapter Six will play an important role in the 

elaboration of my concept of hybrid resistance. It will allow me to explore the theoretical 

basis of my concept as well as bolster our understanding of the notions of Eurocentrism, 

race, migration and difference to better comprehend the analysis of the corpus in Chapter 

Seven.  
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Chapter Six: Anti-patriarchal and anti-Eurocentric/Western-centric 

Resistances 

Before undertaking an in-depth examination of the case study novels, it is necessary to 

grasp the meanings of hegemony and resistance. Karl Marx (1848) introduced the term 

hegemony to describe the domination experienced by proletariats in different societies. He 

explored how the working class was dominated and participated in its domination as if it 

indirectly consented to its situation: 

Historically, the term hegemon signified ‘leadership’ or ‘sovereign ruler.’ The term expanded 

to include the military, economic, and political dominance of one nation state over another 

– for example, Ur, Athens, Corinth, Portugal, Britain, and the United States. Noting the 

intertwined concepts of ideology and control, theorists began to look at power within 

societies. (Herrmann, 2016: 1) 

Marxist scholars, as Hermmann notes, were mostly concerned with the structuralist 

capitalist exploitation of labour, and in the ways in which the working class participates in its 

own subjugation, to the benefit of the economic, political, and cultural elite. While Marx 

focused on “material hegemony” and its impact on people, the Italian philosopher and 

politician Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) explored means by which power could be exercised, 

in particular coercion and consent. Coercion denotes the state’s capacity for violence 

against its population. According to Gramsci, hegemony is created “when the 

Weltanschauung, or world view, of the ruling class is consented to as the cultural norm for 

society” (Herrmann, 2016: 1). With regards to postcolonial theory and thought, Gramsci’s 

formulation of hegemony is applied by the pioneers of postcolonial thought and writers 

against colonialism and imperialism. Exploring hegemony in postcolonial media, theory and 

culture (2020), Renella Cere indicates that the coloniser and colonised dichotomy is the 

perfect prototype of the coercion and consent duality: 
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What better expression of the hegemonic model of coercion/consent could be found than in 

the relationship between colonizer and colonized? Albert Memmi and Franz Fanon were the 

first to describe this relationship in detail and read it as the dominant colonial class 

exercising power towards colonized people. The categories that both Memmi and Fanon 

introduced in their writing on the French empire to outline the intricacies of a hegemonic 

colonial political system are still important in interpreting today’s media culture. (3) 

Hegemony, as explained and developed by Marx and Gramsci, is inherent in all societies 

through politics, history, culture, race and epistemology – a scourge that exists worldwide at 

different levels and stints of history. Here, hegemony is directly examined through and 

linked to the two intertwining systems of power, namely patriarchy and Eurocentrism. The 

concept of hegemony, as understood by Gramsci, is useful to grasp how power is wielded in 

patriarchy and European colonial domination in Africa. However, it is pertinent to mention 

that while hegemony arises from a binary system where there exists a systematic duality 

between two aspects dominant/dominated, which is an outdated system of perceiving the 

world; this thesis proposes hybrid resistance based on intersectionality and heterogeneity of 

areas as the answer to the aforementioned hegemonic systems. 

Hegemony is also at the centre of feminist studies, as scholars question the domination of 

men over women and have exposed the workings of patriarchy, a societal organisation that 

rests upon the unequal roles that women and men fulfil within it. Patriarchy involves the 

inherent authority of men over women. The ensuing social inequalities create a deep chasm, 

which calls for perpetual resistance. As mentioned in Part One of this thesis, feminism was 

developed in the 20th century in three main waves, which were marked by major 

movements and demonstrations in the USA and Europe. The first wave spanned from the 

late 19th century to the early 20th century and campaigned for the right to vote, divorce, 

education and custody of women’s offspring. The second wave started in the 1960s when 
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works by leading intellectuals such as Simone De Beauvoir’s The Second Sex (1949), Betty 

Fridan’s The Feminist Mistique (1963), Mary Ellmann’s Thinking About Women (1968), Kate 

Millett’s Sexual Politics (1969), Ellen Moers’s Literary Women (1976) and Elaine Showalter’s 

The Literature of their own (1977) were published. They developed the theoretical corpus, 

which accompanied the activism in the field, and met their goals such as abortion rights and 

access to higher positions in business and education. Finally, third wave feminism, marked 

by intersectionality, started in the 1990s and addressed the gaps and failures of the second 

wave movement. Intellectuals of this stint revised and enhanced feminist thought seeking to 

countermand the previous understandings of feminism that essentialised the feminist 

identity according to the standards of middle-class women. A fourth movement has recently 

been identified, starting around 2012 and distinguished by the pivotal role that technology 

and social network play on a daily basis (Raina, 2017: 3). In fact, social movements such as 

“Me too” in the United States and its French equivalent “Balance ton porc” have used 

Twitter as a platform to denounce women’s sexual mistreatment and harassment and can 

be viewed as the latest development of feminism. From the postcolonial/decolonial 

perspective, Gayatri Spivak’s “Can the Subaltern Speak” (2008) and Françoise Vergès’ Un 

Féminisme décolonial (2018) are fundamental sources for my work, the former for its notion 

of subalternity (as developed by Gramsci and borrowed by Spivak) and marginalisation and 

the latter for its creative perspective on feminism through decoloniality.  

Given the inherent trait of hegemony, resistance is a natural response to oppressive 

systems. As defined by the Cambridge dictionary, the word resistance signifies “the act of 

fighting against something that is attacking you, or refusing to accept something” (online 

dictionary). Scholars who have contributed to shaping postcolonial studies provide more 

specific definitions of resistance and concur in foregrounding the concept of resistance as a 
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pivotal characteristic of such postcolonial writings. Franz Fanon (1952), Edward Said (1978), 

Homi Bhabha (1994), and Gayatri Spivak (2008) all wrote about resistance to colonial 

hierarchies. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1989) explain why resistance is important in the 

postcolonial context. Their central argument is laid out in the Empire Writes Back as follows: 

Imperial expansion has had a radically destabilizing effect on its own preoccupations and 

power. In pushing the colonial world to the margins of experience the ‘center’ pushed 

consciousness beyond the point at which monocentrism in all spheres of thought could be 

accepted without question. In other words the alienating process which initially served to 

relegate the post-colonial world to the ‘margin’ turned upon itself and acted to push that 

world through a kind of mental barrier into a position from which all experience could be 

viewed as uncentred, pluralist and multifarious. (1989: 34) 

Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin argue that since colonisation consists of imposing a Eurocentric 

worldview on the rest of the world, resistance that seeks to defy the colonial centre must 

oppose this mono-centrism by adopting a decentred worldview that rebuts dominant 

narratives. They explain how the dichotomy margin versus centre takes place. By “the 

centre”, they denote the Western European countries which have alienated the margin. The 

latter consists of “the colonial world” and the other parts of Europe and the world that are 

judged unfit due to their undemocratic states. Thus, any non-Western epistemology that 

does not espouse the centre’s standards is doomed to rejection and scepticism. This 

gatekeeping and alienating process implants a sense of resistance. Building on the previous 

quote, which explains the origin of resistance, Ines Mzali discusses postcolonial theories of 

resistance in selected contemporary African literary works (2011). She argues that the 

meaning of resistance in the field of humanities has gradually shifted to subversion. 

Subversion means that writers employ slightly different codes, which seem to obey the rules 

of the imposed genres, but make some subtle changes that undermine the monocentric 
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world view. She also draws a parallel between resistance and the othering of the diasporic 

subjects by explaining:  

The notion of resistance had not so much disappeared as it had now been restricted to a 

particular understanding equated with Bhabha’s notion of ‘sly’—usually enunciative—

subversion. Resistance in this sense is also closely related to the idea of difference and the 

hybrid postcolonial diasporic subject. (32) 

In their definitions, the above scholars suggest that it is still possible to explore a praxis that 

reconsiders the real-life power relations and not only a theory that is unreflective of the 

material world. With regards to postcolonial resistance, David Jefferess (2008) claims that 

despite the centrality of the notion of resistance in postcolonial studies, there is a 

noticeable lack of critical analysis and theoretical background of this concept. To fill the gap, 

he proposes to introduce new ways of employing resistance in postcolonial studies. He 

examines a new paradigm where it is possible: 

 […] to redefine resistance to reconnect an analysis of colonial discourse to material 

structures of colonial exploitation and inequality. Engaging with works of postcolonial 

fiction, literary criticism, historiography, and cultural theory, Jefferess conceives of 

resistance and reconciliation as dependent upon the transformation of both the colonial 

subject and the antagonistic nature of colonial power. (Jefferess, 2008: 1) 

Jefferess’s work invites scholars to widen the perspective of resistance in postcolonial 

studies. The term “reconciliation” can be linked to the efforts made by the case study 

writers to juggle resistance to and acceptance of certain aspects of the culture, some values 

and the language of the colonisers, and to reconcile these with the preservation of and their 

allegiance to African values. While the existing scholarly pillars of postcolonial studies have 

conceptualised resistance by highlighting the centre against the periphery, as is the case 

with Ashcroft et al., and while Bhabha equated resistance with subversion, in this chapter, I 

will endeavour to demonstrate that resistance to established hegemonies can be widened 
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to shape authorial identity. It is pivotal to understand that resistance in this study is at the 

crossroads of sources of domination and power relations.  

This thesis refers to hybridity as the mixing of multiple elements, the junction of boundaries 

between established identities, races, knowledge and cultures. The term “hybrid” was first 

conceptualised by Homi Bhabha in his The location of culture (1994). Bhabha draws on 

Fanon, stating:  

Fanon recognizes the crucial importance, for subordinated peoples, of asserting their 

indigenous cultural traditions and retrieving their repressed histories. But he is far too aware 

of the dangers of the fixity and fetishism of identities within the calcification of colonial 

cultures to recommend that ‘roots’ be struck in the celebratory romance of the past or by 

homogenizing the history of the present. (1994: 13) 

Bhabha refers to Fanon as a pioneer who called for resistance and supported colonised 

nations such as Algeria to achieve independence. Simultaneously, Bhabha points out that 

Fanon rejected the marginalisation of cultures and identities under the guise of resistance, 

which is what Bhabha conceptualises as “cultural hybridity” as a way of resisting 

totalitarianism and homogeneity of thoughts, histories, cultures, ideologies and per se 

identities. Bhabha claims:  

Postcolonial critique bears witness to those countries and communities – in the North and 

the South, urban and rural – constituted, if I may coin a phrase, ‘otherwise than modernity’. 

Such cultures of a postcolonial contra-modernity may be contingent to modernity, 

discontinuous or in contention with it, resistant to its oppressive, assimilationist 

technologies; but they also deploy cultural hybridity of their borderline conditions to 

‘translate’, and therefore reinscribe, the social imaginary of both metropolis and modernity. 

(1994: 9) 

Therefore, cultural hybridity is one of the answers to the hegemonic systems of power and 

Eurocentrism. This is noticeable in postcolonial African Francophone and Anglophone 

fiction, as will be seen in the textual analysis of the case study novels. Hybridity is generally 
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considered from two vantage points. On the one hand, it is understood as a pejorative 

concept, frequently associated with sterility. Exploring hybridity in relation to power in the 

South African author Bessie Head, Moosavinia and Hosseini note: “people used to think of 

hybridity as sterility and infertility. Since animals like mules are sterile, they generally 

thought of hybrids as infertile and so doomed to extinction. Hybrids, sooner or later will be 

absorbed by one of the pure species” (2017: 337). Scholars who share this pessimistic 

standpoint do not predict any future for hybrid people or concepts because they end up 

leaning to one side or another of the initial original constituents of their hybridity. On the 

other hand, hybridity is considered a positive and creative concept as it allows the coming to 

grips with multifarious characteristics of subjects from disparate origins. Postcolonial 

communities whether diasporic or not find themselves at the forefront of hybridity, which is 

why postcolonial studies have the propensity to analyse texts through this concept.  

While Bhabha’s work and some of his notions such as Eurocentrism versus otherness are 

fundamental in this thesis, it is essential to engage with his concept of the “third space” 

insofar as it helps to grasp his understanding of the word hybridity and how it applies to the 

present study’s authors. Moosavinia and Hosseini denote Bhabha’s hybridity as a counter-

hegemonic subject negotiating a space that challenges the existing established positions: 

“He [Bhabha] posits hybridity as a form of ‘liminal’ space, where the ‘cutting edge of 

translation and negotiation’ occurs’ (Bhabha, 1994: 38). He terms this space the ‘Third 

Space’” (Moosavinia and Hosseini, 2017: 335). Bhabha examines how Fanon, as a case study 

in his work, challenges the “ontology of that white world” through an interrogative and 

repetitive initiation of a differential history that displaces power into a third space that is a 

place between the “you and us” (340). This explains how hybridity operates – it neither 

dismantles the existing epistemology nor does it espouse it fully; instead, it allows us to 
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question monocentric and hegemonic positions, be they Eurocentric/Western-centric, 

patriarchal or other, by addressing issues of race, gender, ethnicity, language and culture 

through other viewpoints. Analysing Fanon’s arguments, Bhabha notes: “What Fanon shows 

up is the liminality of those ideas – their ethnocentric margin – by revealing the historicity of 

its most universal symbol – Man. From the perspective of a postcolonial ‘belatedness’, 

Fanon disturbs the punctum of man as the signifying, subjectifying category of Western 

culture, as a unifying reference of ethical value” (1994: 340). Here, “belatedness” infers a 

late advancement in comparison to the Western bloc due to the colonial destruction and 

repercussions upon the postcolonial subject. The interstitial/liminal characteristic of 

Bhabha’s theory means that the authors do not choose to position themselves in one 

epistemic background, but conversely opt for multiplicity and ambivalence which, once 

understood, becomes a position by itself. 

Starting from Bhabha’s concept and acknowledging the array of meanings associated with 

hybridity, I propose a new paradigm based on hybridity and intersectionality. The term 

intersectionality was first coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 to signify the 

interrelatedness of racial, gender and class disadvantages that “intersect” and need to be 

tackled with an acute awareness of their mutual coexistence. It is widely employed in the 

21st century by scholars to explain complex power relations, and is generally defined as 

follows: 

Intersectionality investigates how intersecting power relations influence social relations 

across diverse societies as well as individual experiences in everyday life. As an analytic tool, 

intersectionality views categories of race, class, gender, sexuality, nation, ability, ethnicity, 

and age- among others- as interrelated and mutually shaping one another. Intersectionality 

is a way of understanding and explaining complexity in the world, in people, and human 

experiences. (Collins and Bilge, 2020: 2) 
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This definition points to the 21st century woke culture, a movement in the USA that displays 

an awareness of the interrelated social issues and a willingness to address the social 

inequalities and injustices that concern certain issues related to gender, race, sex and 

ethnicity. The concepts of hybridity and intersectionality are very close in meaning and are 

espoused in this study to articulate the authorial identity construction. The similarity is 

noticeable mainly in the interrelation, coexistence and cross-influencing of multiple 

elements. However, they also differ as hybridity looks at identity whereas intersectionality 

explores power relations. Yet they both reflect on the imbrication of categories to eschew 

marginalisation and fight domination, but more importantly, they represent creativity, 

heterogeneity and the rejection of fixed identities, cultures and histories. By combining the 

concept of resistance, as a fundamental topic in the authors’ work and a concept for the 

previously colonised communities and their postcolonial texts, and hybridity, which is a 

preeminent tool in postcolonial studies, hybridity can be reflective of an urgency to go 

beyond established Western epistemology, as Bhabha notes: 

What is at stake in the naming of a critical theory as ‘Western’? It is, obviously, a designation 

of institutional power and ideological Eurocentricity. Critical theory often engages with texts 

within the familiar traditions and conditions of colonial anthropology either to universalize 

their meaning within its own cultural and academic discourse, or to sharpen its internal 

critique of the Western logocentric sign, the idealist subject, or indeed the allusions and 

delusions of civil society. This is a familiar maneuver of theoretical knowledge, where, having 

opened up chasm of a cultural difference, a mediator or metaphor of otherness must be 

found to contain the effects of difference. (1994: 45) 

While addressing the evolution of Eurocentricity, Bhabha propounds that epistemology is 

constructed according to a critical framework that instigates “allusions and delusions of civil 

society” that are shaped upon a “colonial anthropology”. He introduces hybridity as a way 

to reconcile Eurocentrist theories and the concept of otherness. Intersectionality 
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contemplates categories of sex, gender, race, and class as integral to its concerns of social 

equity, equality and justice. Yet, effectively, it has been widely adopted by active members 

of society who claim and use the term ‘intersectionality’ for their diverse intellectual and 

political projects (Collins and Bilge, 2020: 1). This means that it fits a great range of fields 

and possibilities and needs to be refined to serve specific domains. Therefore, the two terms 

are embraced in this work with regard to their acceptance of multiple connected and 

disjunctive categories in one place. More precisely, the articulation of hybrid resistance aims 

to target the postcolonial African female Francophone and Anglophone literatures, which 

resist in a hybrid way. They withstand intersecting systems of hegemony, mainly 

Eurocentrism and patriarchy, and they employ hybrid tools of resistance. This implies that 

the hybrid resistance takes effect in both the origin of the problem (hegemony and 

marginalisation) and the solution to the problem, making it a unique yet patent notion in 

the case study novels. 

The four authors resist Eurocentric ontological, epistemological and patriarchal hegemonies 

(or Western gatekeepers of epistemology) through a number of writing techniques, 

strategies and counter-concepts that play pivotal roles in their identification as postcolonial 

African female writers. The aim of this section is to examine how the authors resist 

patriarchal and postcolonial hegemony in their oeuvres. Before answering the question 

focusing on textual analysis of the eight novels, it is important to discuss the theoretical 

framework of Eurocentrism as it will be a seminal concept in this chapter. It is equally 

important to understand how race and immigration are constructed in France and the USA. 

This will enhance our understanding of the postcolonial struggle and resistance in the eight 

novels.  
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Eurocentrism is a worldview referring to Europe as the centre in opposition to the rest of 

the world, which is considered peripheral. Other terms are also used to convey the idea of a 

binary division of Europe into the West versus the East, colonial powers versus colonised 

nations, civilised versus barbarians and North versus South. More importantly, Eurocentrism 

does not merely refer to a geographic location opposing another; it also imposes a hierarchy 

in which Western epistemology is institutionalised as the only acceptable and trusted 

authority. The neo-Marxist economist Samir Amin’s (1988) seminal work examines the 

distorted construction of the Western culture as a dominant one through capitalism and 

universalism. He notes that Eurocentrism is implemented in the minds of Western people 

since primary school. He expounds that “Eurocentrism is not, properly speaking, a social 

theory, which integrates various elements into global and coherent vision of society and 

history; it is rather a prejudice that distorts social theories” (166). Amin points out that this 

distorted social construct of the Western versus the non-Western dates back to the Greek 

and Romans and he claims that this worldview is “one of the most popular received ideas” 

(166). Building on Amin’s work, Xypolia notes: “Eurocentrism assumes that Europe is 

civilized and has been throughout history and that European civilization has a unique 

historical advantage that leads to its permanent superiority over all other cultures” (2016: 

1). There is an intrinsic connotation of hegemony to the term Eurocentrism as it evokes 

hierarchies between sources of knowledge as well as a rejection of non-Western expertise 

and wisdom.  

As has been discussed throughout this thesis, the Eurocentric institutions of power relegate 

non-Western literatures, authors, publishers and cognition as a general quality to an inferior 

level. The non-Western attempts to challenge this supremacy are doomed to failure. This is 

what Edward Said denounces in Orientalism (1978), showing how Western science has 
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conceptualised the non-Western cultures as the Other. The otherness signifies a distrust of 

the exotic, which perpetuates the chasm between the two dual worlds: 

Orientalism was ultimately a political vision of reality whose structure promoted the 

difference between the familiar (Europe, the West, “us”) and the strange (the Orient, the 

East, “them”). This vision in a sense created and then served the two worlds thus conceived. 

Orientals lived in their world; “we” lived in ours. The vision and material reality propped 

each other up, kept each other going. (Said, 1978: 43-44) 

Said’s Orientalism mainly denounces the Western vision of the “Other”. He emphasises the 

fact that Orientalism is an English and a French discourse, which is essentially conceived to 

underpin colonisation, as he argues that “Unlike the Americans, the French and the British – 

less so the Germans, Russians, Spanish, Portuguese, Italians and Swiss – have had a long 

tradition of what I should be calling Orientalism” (1978: 1). According to Said, it was 

Westerners’ obsession with Eastern cultures that fuelled the study of Eastern languages and 

contributed to turning philology into a leading discipline. He shows that the West’s 

articulation of the non-Western passes through the creation of a knowledge that examines 

the Other, seeking to derive the rules and conventions that govern this unknown other. Said 

contends that by doing so, the West preserves the imperial domination it acquired through 

colonisation. For him, “Orientalism expresses and represents that part culturally and even 

ideologically as a mode of discourse with supporting institutions, vocabulary, scholarship, 

imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles” (1978: 2). This is what I 

referred to earlier as the epistemological hegemony. As the West, more particularly the 

Americans, the British and the French powers, abide by this process of rejection and control, 

they foster Eurocentric views and instil the premise that knowledge is created by the West 

and applied to other locations. This could be compared to the pre-colonial and colonial 
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ideology that justified colonialism through religious missionaries, crusaders, and civilising 

missions.  

The term Eurocentrism encapsulates important historical, political and economic power 

relations and celebrates imperialism. In fact, the Eurocentric hegemony and its centrality in 

the conception of knowledge uncover a conscious mishandling of the information (Amin, 

1988). In their quest to paint a perennial civilised culture, Western European and North 

American history either omits (especially in France) the colonial past and slavery or paints it 

as a chapter of their history marked with bloodshed. Examining Eurocentrism, racism and 

the creation of knowledge, Araujo (2015) explains how Westerners’ interpretation of the 

history of colonisation and slavery is as a “dark chapter” instead of analysing them 

objectively with a full consideration of their implications: 

In conceiving of Eurocentrism as a paradigm for an interpretation of reality, we insist on the 

need to bring the relationship between knowledge and power to the center of disputes on 

national identity, cultural diversity and the validation of ‘other’ narratives. More specifically, 

we insist on the need to interrogate and explain what Sylvia Wynter (1992, 1995, 2003) 

refers to as the ‘organization/order of knowledge’ and its ‘descriptive/prescriptive 

statements’. (3) 

This leads non-Westerners such as postcolonial scholars and authors to seek to address 

issues and develop a thematic code tightly related to the under-represented previously 

colonised countries. In the case of African female immigrant authors, their engagement with 

their culture of origin, languages, ontologies, and to expose challenging dominant 

Eurocentric representations shapes their authorial identities and entrusts them with a 

mission. From this vantage point, Barbara Harlow (2009) notes: “Like the recent history of 

the African novel and the stories told in those novels, the changing constructions of ‘culture’ 

in Africa’s 20th-century engagements reveal a narrative of their own, one reflected in and 
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inflected by the writerly projects” (61). Harlow’s idea correlates with my idea articulated 

throughout the thesis regarding African writings’ distinction from other writings, as their 

novels tend to reflect their authorial insights.  

Migration emerges as a strong indicator of resistance and leverage affecting the authors’ 

postcolonial resistance. As has been previously mentioned, three of the four authors, 

Djebar, Diome and Adichie, lived or live between multiple territories. Their position as 

migrants provides these authors with insights into the events and issues taking place in 

different locations and affects their choice of the motifs and themes dealt with in their 

writings. By contrast, Bâ is the only author of the selection who spent her life in her native 

country. This does not diminish her role as an active resistant to postcolonial hegemonic 

systems; on the contrary, her position offers an internal perspective on the question of 

postcolonial resistance. Thus, living between France, Algeria and the USA towards the end 

of Djebar’s career, Nigeria and the USA for Adichie and Senegal and France for Diome results 

in their novels presenting two different viewpoints and attitudes. First, when they live 

outside of their countries of origin, distance helps these authors to perceive and denounce 

the neocolonial powers responsible for the injustices experienced by their compatriots. The 

national postcolonial policies serve the ex-coloniser and do not serve the interests of the 

local population, which gives rise to a plethora of social issues that find their way into their 

fiction. For instance, in the case of Algeria, the economic agreements and concordats with 

France have been contested by the Hirak; a massive series of demonstrations occurred in 

2020 that challenged the fallacious democracy and the ineffective and corrupt political 

system in which political leaders sign contracts for gas and oil exportations for their own 

profit. This unfair political system, which has marked the very recent history of Algeria, has 

been almost a norm since independence. Algeria’s history and socio-political circumstances 
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have influenced many writers, including Assia Djebar and Kamel Daoud, whose work has 

attempted to explain why Algeria has not yet reached its potential half a century after its 

independence. As Jadesola Babatola (2014) explains, imperialist, neocolonialist and 

postcolonial Western domination in Africa linked two forms of exploitation, imperialism, 

which implies the establishment of colonial and neocolonial relations and economic 

domination that creates inequity based on the economic subordination of the colonised 

country to the coloniser:  

Hence, the stage of economic domination and subjugation of the African continent as a raw 

material exploration field and a finished product exploitative market required the use of 

state apparatuses to conceive the colonial state as a sphere of interest in order to aid the 

successive exploitation of the African continent with limited resistance and orderly process. 

(2014: 1) 

Moving away from their native countries has several implications for the writers as Africans 

living abroad. On the one hand, they are on the receiving end of racism and exclusion, 

making them experience the postcolonial inequalities and social and economic disparities 

between native Europeans and immigrants from Africa. On the other hand, however, it also 

frees them from censorship and political persecution they would face in their country of 

origin for their political engagement. Concurrently, they tend to be considered less highly 

than their Franco-French counterparts, at least within the Franco-sphere that separates 

native from non-native French writers. This can be explained through the French elite’s 

eagerness to maintain the colonial superiority or the African author’s thematic dynamic that 

tends to criticise and condemn the colonial repercussions on their native homelands in their 

works. These facts explain the selected writers’ propensity to denounce structures both in 

their countries of origin and countries of adoption. However, the Anglosphere cues that it 

has accepted and welcomed writers from the Commonwealth, at least better than the 
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French. As mentioned in Part One, Adichie is celebrated as a bestselling author; however, 

this is probably due to the fact that she is prosperous in the USA while Nigerian history is 

instead linked to England. Besides, authors with immigrant backgrounds frequently 

experience liminality and a sense of transnational belongings. Their ambivalent positions 

regarding controversial topics such as feminism and the place of women as both Muslims 

and feminists (as in the case of Djebar’s work) are often understood as incompatible notions 

because Islam is often misunderstood as a religion that oppresses women. While Hasan 

notes that women have their full rights and are liberated by religion, he propounds that 

people’s misinterpretations are responsible for the distortion of the meanings of the Quran 

to serve the males’ interests: 

When discussing women‘s position in Islam, it is important to bear in mind that most 

Muslims believe that gender egalitarianism is so patently obvious and prominent in the 

Qur‘an and hadith literature that it requires little substantiation. There are innumerable 

Qur‘anic verses and hadiths that emphasize gender justice and obligate men to be kind and 

compassionate to women. (2013: 82) 

Islam is still intrinsically dissociated from feminism and is perceived as conflicting with the 

emancipatory and egalitarian principles of feminism. This can explain the reason why 

Muslim female writers tend to distance themselves from positions that are centred on 

religion and situate themselves within a position that does not bear negative judgements or 

ambiguity. Another instance of the ambivalent position of the authors is the critical 

approaches to postcolonial memory in the French context, as France fails to recognise 

colonialism as a crime against humanity. To develop a better understanding of the way 

authorial identity is constructed, this chapter will explore the strategies the writers use to 

resist inherent postcolonial hegemonic systems.  
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Racism and Eurocentrism/Western-centrism represent a pivotal part in the postcolonial 

African female’s resistance and authorial identity construction. This authorial identity 

construction is achieved through the establishment of a counter-hegemonic discourse based 

on a non-binary system of thought. In other words, dichotomies and dualities are not 

eligible systems of reflecting reality and constructing knowledge anymore in the 

postmodern society. This is explained by Majumdar (2003), as she highlights the outmoded 

nature of dualism: “C’est devenu un lieu commun de la théorie postcoloniale que la dualité 

des oppositions binaires serait dépassée, non seulement du fait des processus historiques 

réels, mais aussi sur le plan théorique” (109). Hence, the four case study authors resist the 

established binary system of domination in their writing and in the real world. 

It is pivotal to point out that the case study authors deconstruct the North/South binary 

thought in their writing and combat the inequalities imposed both by the West when they 

are immigrants or the political powers in their countries of origin. This will be discussed in 

the following sections, as all previously discussed notions will come together. The premise is 

that while the authors struggle against a system of duality, they employ eclectic tools of 

resistance, which are derived from both their native countries (translanguanging) and from 

the Western epistemology (realism and the autobiographical discourse); thus uniting and 

promoting the essential qualities of both sides of the conflict. They are a part of a global 

trend of an anti-Eurocentric dynamic, especially as Christopher Murray propounds: “several 

scholars now call for inclusion of the non-Western to address Eurocentric erasures and 

violence” (Murray, 2020: 442). Joining Edward Said (1978) and Samir Amin (1988), Gayatri 

Spivak contributes to the elaboration of the non-Eurocentric epistemology. In her “Can the 

Subaltern speak?” (2008), She claims that while Foucault and Deleuze affirm that the 

“subaltern” can speak for themselves and have a voice; Spivak rethinks this statement by 
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operating a division between the subaltern itself. On the one hand, she identifies “the 

subaltern studies” (scholars who focus their study on the marginalised subjects) and the 

“indigenous elite” as the ones who have a voice. On the other hand, she sheds light on the 

peasantry, Marx’s proletariat, as less capable of speaking for themselves and being listened 

to. On the idea of subject/Other, Spivak notes:  

This S/subject, curiously sewn together into a transparency by denegation, belongs to the 

exploiters’ side of the international division of labor. It is impossible for contemporary 

French intellectuals to imagine the kind of Power and Desire that would inhabit the 

unnamed subject of the Other of Europe. It is not only that everything they read, critical or 

uncritical, is caught within the debate of the production of that Other, supporting or 

critiquing the constitution of the Subject as Europe. It is also that, in the constitution of that 

Other of Europe, great care was taken to obliterate the textual ingredients with which such a 

subject could cathect, could occupy its itinerary - not only by ideological and scientific 

production, but also by the institution of the law. (2008: 24) 

The last sentence of the quote reflects on the way the subaltern subject is isolated through 

the intellectual “obliteration” of any textual attempt to represent them. This systematic 

obliteration is done rigorously through various institutions, which perpetuate Eurocentric 

worldviews and dismantles any discourse that does not follow up. Spivak’s argument also 

questions the eligibility and ability of postcolonial authors to represent the “subaltern”. The 

appropriateness of speaking on behalf of the marginalised women was thus the main 

concern that triggered scholarly attention as Margaret Majumdar (2004) points out: 

Pour Spivak, la violence épistémique colonial/postcolonial fait que la subalterne ne peut 

exister comme sujet discursif, mais seulement comme l’Autre, objet du discours de ceux qui 

jouissent de l’hégémonie, que ce soient les impérialistes européens ou autres néo-

impérialistes, ou les élites nationales, régionales ou locales dont la qualité de sujet reste 

partielle et programmée par leur rapport aux premiers. La subalterne serait donc vouée au 

silence et ne peut être représentée que comme Autre, objet du discours. C’est ce qui définit 

son statut de Subalterne. Tout projet visant à rendre la voix à la subalterne serait ainsi voué 

à l’échec et resterait embourbé dans une vaine tentative de représentation. (2004: 111) 
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Spivak clearly concludes her essay by writing: “If, in the context of colonial production, the 

subaltern has no history and cannot speak, the subaltern as female is even more deeply in 

shadow” (28). According to this reasoning, there are only two options left for the 

“subaltern”, in particular for the female subaltern from the former colonies and the 

postcolonial peripheries, to become the subject of the discourse. Either her concerns are 

voiced by intellectuals brought up in a privileged milieu who, like the four case study 

authors, have benefitted from higher education. These intellectuals sharing the subaltern’s 

marginality, albeit to a lesser extent, can endeavour to give voice to the voiceless. In this 

case, this work of representation becomes an undisputable part of these writers’ 

postcolonial resistance and of their authorial identities. On the other hand, these 

postcolonial intellectuals could succumb to the discourse promoting the impossibility of 

representing the Other, in which case the “subaltern” would remain perennially 

unrepresented. Unless there is a sudden surge in literacy, democracy and respect for 

individual liberties in the previously colonised countries and every person takes an active 

part in the process of representation, a collective representation undertaken by “the 

indigenous elite” (including the postcolonial female authors) remains the more likely model. 

Therefore, while Spivak shows the limitations of the subaltern’s ability to express 

themselves, the subaltern subjects are still at the core of the authors’ works. It is probably 

for the sake of precision and faithfulness to reality that in Femme sans sépulture (2002) 

Djebar undertakes research and interviews Zoulikha’s family and friends to enrich her 

writing. She immerses herself in a specific period in the life of Zoulikha’s daughters and 

relatives in order to make her representation of the voiceless as truthful as possible, to carry 

the voice of these women instead of speaking for them and to resuscitate the female 

resistance in her novel. This immersion allows her to collect their narratives from a first-
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hand source. Thus, the process of resuscitation takes place twice; first through the research 

and the interviews, which provide access to real-life events, and second through the 

fictional embodiment of Zoulikha as a character with a voice – a voice used to express the 

physical pain she suffered from the torture and the mental suffering from the separation 

from her children. This means that the work of representation should not be neglected, as 

Zoulikha becomes a subject and no longer the Other. 

The notion of difference is undeniably present in postcolonial African novels, as we have 

already seen in the chapters on translanguaging, realism and the autobiographical 

discourse. The four authors have a certain aspiration towards singularity. As a result, it is 

important to consider their affirmations of difference as a tool of postcolonial resistance, 

which is expressed using various techniques espoused by postcolonial African female 

authors who seek to undermine hegemonic systems in their writing. Bâ, Djebar, Diome and 

Adichie display their resistance in the eight novels examined here through two main known 

postcolonial strategies. The first one is appropriation, which is somehow inevitable as the 

mimicry occurs through the novel form and the appropriation of the Western epistemology 

to champion causes that are partly inhibited by the West:  

Appropriation is a term used to describe the ways in which post-colonial societies take over 

those aspects of the imperial culture- language, forms of writing, film, theatre, even modes 

of thought and argument such as rationalism, logic and analysis- that may be of use to them 

in articulating their own social and cultural identities. (Ashcroft et al., 2000: 19) 

This process is the first step towards resistance. The second strategy, subversion, is 

undertaken with the aim of asserting their own individuality (difference) as writers. By 

underscoring the hegemonic political powers that maintain the imperialist discourse in 

place, and the patriarchal mindset that legitimates the submission of women to archaic 

practices, the case study postcolonial African women writers resist through subversion, as 
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will be seen in the last section of this thesis. This implies an attempt to change the dogmatic 

thinking through their fictional and non-fictional writings. More importantly, the two forms 

of resistance are intertwining forces that join into one hybrid form of resistance. This means 

that, frequently, appropriation and subversion are simultaneously at work in the case study 

novels. This combination of two forms in one is what differentiates the case study authors 

and other postcolonial African writers (i.e. postcolonial African writers emanating from the 

same contextual background) from most writers (i.e. worldwide writers).  

In the next two sections, I rely on the “féminisme décolonial” and decolonality to examine 

resistance and subversion in the selected novels as performative acts. Françoise Vergès 

defines her “féminism décolonial” as follows : 

Les féminismes de politique décoloniale s’inscrivent dans le long mouvement de 

réappropriation scientifique et philosophique qui révise le récit européen du monde. Ils 

contestent l’économie-idéologie du manque, cette idéologie occidentale-patriarcal qui fait 

des femmes, des noires, des peuples autochtones, des peuples d’Asie et d’Afrique des êtres 

inférieurs marqués par l’absence de raison, de beauté, ou d’un esprit naturellement apte à 

la découverte scientifique et technique. (Vergès, 2019: 24-25) 

In On decoloniality (2018), Mignolo and Walsh explain how this growing theory is 

representative of intersecting struggles and resistances. They propound that the praxis of 

decoloniality is a continuous work that aims at studying subjects at the margins of the 

modern heteropatriarchal society: 

The pedagogies of this praxis are multiple. They are sown and grown in the contexts of 

decolonial struggle, wherever and however this struggle is conceived, situated, and takes 

form. And they are sown and grown in the methodologies and/or as pedagogies of struggle 

itself. I am thinking of the struggles in Indigenous, Black, and peasant communities, the 

struggles of racialized subjects, struggles in urban spaces, struggles within feminisms and 

struggles in the educational sphere. (2018: 101) 
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These two quotes sum up the whole essence of Chapter Seven and provide a pivotal support 

to the hypothesis formulated in this thesis that postcolonial Francophone and Anglophone 

African female authors construct their authorial identities through a hybrid resistance, 

which encapsulates an intertwining range of literary strategies and aesthetics. This will be 

scrutinised in the analysis of the novels. 

 

 

 

Chapter Seven: The Role of Hybrid Resistance in the Authorial Identity 

Formation 

7.1. Hybrid Resistance: the Case of Bâ and Djebar 

After the multidimensional analysis of the eight novels in Part Two, Chapter Seven will 

examine the eight novels through their two main forms of struggle: feminist and political 

struggles. This is an opportunity to observe resistance across the works of the corpus. 

Mariama Bâ and Assia Djebar belong to the first generation of African female authors who 

produced their fiction during and directly after colonisation. In addition to the generational 

variable, their lens on feminism automatically ties them together, especially since both 

authors relentlessly advocate the women’s cause while refuting the Western conception of 

feminism. Given the proximity of the two authors in terms of time and positions, they will 

be analysed together. I will discuss the varying levels of commitment and resistance 
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expressed in their fictional and non-fictional productions and declarations. Adel King (1994), 

who studied Bâ’s political and personal implications in her novels, states: 

While the slogan “the personal is the political” is a commonplace of contemporary Western 

feminism, many American and European novels that relate personal to political issues seem 

thin or unaware of problems beyond a narrow range of middle-class experience. Mariama 

Bâ, however, addresses both women's issues-those she defined as emanating from a 

“woman's cry” that has a “certain unity” everywhere in the world (Cham in 89)-and political 

concerns in Senegal. Issues include the relations between men and women and the relations 

of post-colonial societies to pre-modern traditions. (177) 

Bâ methodically draws the attention of the reader to the intertwining traits of the political 

and the personal in Une Si long lettre (1979). Bâ refutes the feminist categorisation as she 

belongs to the first generation of Senegalese writers whose emergence coincided with 

second wave feminism, which took place in 1960s-1970s, and she does not totally adhere to 

the principles of the movement at that point in time. King explains that “This is partly a 

result of male intimidation […] and also because feminism is too often equated with an 

aggressive bourgeois individualism on the part of a small elite of women who opt for radical 

separatism or denigrate motherhood” (1994: 178), Bâ has an active role in the defence of 

women’s rights to acquire education and achieve emancipation. As I have shown in the 

previous chapters, Mariama Bâ’s career and oeuvre bridge the gap between modernity and 

tradition by striving to create a “third space”, where both modernity and tradition coexist. 

Her resistance to an inherently androcentric society is noticeable through her lucid attempt 

to reconcile Senegalese society with women by creating narratives centred on women and 

the way they react to and live the injustices imposed on them by a society based on 

androcentric tradition. In Une si longue lettre (1979), she seeks to reconcile tradition with 

modernity. It is worth reminding the reader that, in this novel, there is a fine line of 

separation between Ramatoulaye, the narrator-protagonist, and Bâ. This character is the 
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principal means through which Bâ expresses her resistance to male hegemony. The novel is 

told from a female perspective and focuses on some of the hurdles that women face in 

Senegalese society. These range from polygamy to teenage pregnancy out of wedlock, 

illustrated by the case of Ramatoulaye’s daughter and the difficult access of women to 

political roles. In one of the numerous examples from her novel, Bâ writes:  

On ne résiste pas aux lois impérieuses qui exigent de l’homme nourriture et vêtements. Ces 

mêmes lois poussent ‘le mâle’ ailleurs. Je dis bien ‘mâle’ pour marquer la bestialité des 

instincts… Tu comprends… Une femme doit comprendre une fois pour toute et pardonner; 

elle ne doit pas souffrir en se souciant des ‘trahisons’ charnelles. (1979: 68) 

Through the expression “on ne résiste pas” and by giving the voice to Ramatoulaye, Bâ 

sardonically denounces the injustices suffered by women. The negation is carried out 

throughout the passage indicating unfairness. Furthermore, Bâ’s hybrid resistance is 

noticeable in her attempt at changing the way society considers women in different 

circumstances of life. In one passage, she explains how an active woman is despised for her 

inability to manage both her job and her household; Ramatoulay states:  

Allez leur expliquer qu’une femme qui travaille n’en est pas moins responsable de son foyer. 

Allez leur expliquer que rien ne va si vous ne descendez pas dans l’arène, que vous avez tout 

à vérifier, souvent tout à reprendre: ménage, cuisine, repassage. Vous avez les enfants à 

débarbouiller, le mari à soigner. La femme qui travaille à des charges doubles aussi 

écrasantes les unes que les autres, qu’elle essaie de concilier. Comment les concilier ? Là 

réside tout un savoir-faire qui différencie les foyers. (1979: 45) 

The novel typifies resistance to patriarchal hegemony in an overt and explicit way. Multiple 

instances exhibit different women characters from both sides of the feminist debate: those 

who advocate change and social transformation and those who are more cautious about 

modernisation. These attitudes are epitomised by Ramatoulaye and Aïssatou. While 

Aïssatou represents a more courageous perspective of women who leave their husbands to 

free themselves and start a new life, Ramatoulaye is an illustration of a self-conscious 
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woman who understands the injustices but accepts her lot and does not attempt to change 

her own situation. Instead, she resists by educating her numerous children and by showing 

courage in the face of problems such as her young daughter’s pregnancy, which she handles 

with panache and wisdom. Besides, we find less educated female characters who are less 

conscious of their disparaging situations and unwilling to carry out any change. They 

embody tradition and fight to maintain practices that are seldom beneficial to them. This is  

illustrated through Aïssatou’s mother-in-law, who does not respect her daughter-in-law 

because she is an independent woman.  

Along with patriarchal hegemony, denouncing the political breaches and criticising the social 

scourges that resulted from the mismanaged policies in Senegal is the most prominent 

aspect in her novel. In the novel, Ramatoulaye, the main character and Bâ’s alter ego, writes 

letters to her friend Aïssatou narrating the conversation that was exchanged between her 

and her suitor, Daouda, who works in the national assembly. The conversation was a 

continuation of Daouda’s first visit to Ramatoulaye. Douada teases Ramatoulaye about his 

work by saying “moi de l’assemblée masculine” and Ramatoulaye replies as follows:  

Ne crois pas que je critique par plaisir. L’amorce de démocratie qui change la situation du 

citoyen, et dont ton parti peut se glorifier, me séduit. Le socialisme qui est le noyau de votre 

action, est l’expression de mes aspirations profondes, s’il est adapté à nos réalités, comme le 

dit votre secrétaire politique. La brèche qu’il a ouverte n’est pas négligeable et le Sénégal 

offre un visage nouveau de liberté retrouvée. J’apprécie tout cela, d’autant plus qu’au-

dessus et sous nous, à notre droite, des partis uniques sont imposés. Le parti unique ne 

traduit jamais l’expression unanime des citoyens. Si tous les individus étaient du même 

moule, ce serait l’épouvantable collectivisme. Les différences enfantent des chocs qui 

peuvent être bénéfiques au développement d’un pays si elles émanent de patriotes vrais qui 

n’ont d’ambition que le bonheur du citoyen. (Bâ, 1979: 121) 

The Senegalese political landscape described by Bâ is strongly marked by Eurocentrism. The 

term “Françafrique” designated by François-Xavier Verschave (1998) in his book about the 
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scandalous occulted political relationships between a number of African leaders and l’Elysée 

displays the corruption and the neocolonial domination that is perpetuated in Africa. Thus, 

it is clear that as a former colonial and imperial power, France still has vested interests in 

African countries’ resources. It is equally evident that the political opacity, patriarchal 

dominance and the colonial argument that African people are emotional, lazy, politically 

immature and uncivilised are very well maintained by the political leaders in most African 

countries. Irwanto writes: “Paternalistic Leadership is characterised by a patriarchal and 

hierarchical authoritarian style of management. It is strongly characterised by absolute 

guidance, the protection of subordinates” (2011: i). This paternalism is often subtle and 

officially unrecognised by the authorities. However, the absence of democracy and the fact 

that political speeches are filled with disparaging and untrustworthy connotations 

demonstrate a paternalistic treatment of the people. This is explained by Beck: “The initial 

basis for ‘legitimate domination’ by a ruler is traditional authority that evolves from a 

gerontocracy to a patrimonial form of rule based on a mixture of traditional authority and 

clientelism, and ultimately to a legal-rational form of rule that he [Max Weber] associated 

with the rise of Western modernity” (2008: 1).  

Bâ’s vivid criticism of the politics of her country in Une si longue lettre is indirectly reflective 

of postcolonial resistance to European intrusion. In the aforestated quote, Bâ speaks of 

difference in positive terms, contributing to the debate that I have examined in the previous 

section of this chapter. When Ramatoulaye speaks of the benefits of difference for the 

political expansion of one’s country, she explains that difference involves a certain 

transparency and openness to represent a maximum of citizens through a multiplicity of 

parties. Similar to Algeria, Senegal was ruled and politically represented by a single party, 

which indicates the absence of democracy. In 1963, Senghor was elected president without 
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any opposition. In 1966, Senegal was considered a single party state. However, even a multi-

party system may just be a smokescreen designed to preserve the appearance of 

democracy.  

It is even more interesting to explore Bâ’s position on Eurocentrism and the way she tackles 

it in her fiction, given the fact that she did not migrate to Europe as the other three authors 

did. As King suggests: “the third-world woman has a difficult job balancing the need to fight 

on two fronts at once: against Western racial and cultural discrimination and against male 

claims of superiority” (1994: 178). This will be further explained in this section, but Bâ is the 

embodiment of a writer who resists on multiple fronts, and her position is often ambivalent 

or compromising.  

One might think that since Bâ takes a moderate position in her approach to feminism and is 

active only through associations instead of directly joining the political fight, which is often 

considered the fastest way to undermine sexism and male hegemony, her anti-Eurocentric 

and anti-patriarchal resistance does not equal the other authors’. However, if she remains 

cautious when dwelling on the idea of feminism in her novels, it is probably due to the fact 

that, for her, Western feminism does not suit the Senegalese context. Western feminism 

arguably proclaims a universal vision in which all women are considered similar regardless 

of their national and cultural context. Authors such as Vergès have since demonstrated that 

Western feminism suits mainly middle-class white women. Bâ represents a pioneering 

generation who rejected the totalitarian vision of Western feminism. Since the 

1980s/1990s, theorists condemned the absolutist feminist positions that neglect non-white, 

racialised and “subaltern” women in their vision: Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider (1984) and 

Maria Lugones’s “Toward a Decolonial Feminism” (2010) are a case in point. Essentialising 
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feminism is seemingly the imperial hegemony and Eurocentrism at its pinnacle. As the 

feminist author and activist Françoise Vergès explains in Un Féminisme décolonial (2019), 

the discourse of le féminism civilisationel which adopts the derogatory colonial demeanour 

towards postcolonial female subjects: 

‘Vous êtes sous-développés mais vous pouvez être développés si vous adoptez nos 

technologies, nos manières de résoudre les problèmes sociaux et économiques. Vous devez 

imiter nos démocraties, le meilleur des systèmes, car vous ne savez pas ce qu’est la liberté, 

le respect des lois, la séparation des pouvoirs.’ Cette idéologie nourrit le féminisme 

civilisationnel qui, à son tour, dit en substance : ‘Vous n’avez pas la liberté, vous ne 

connaissez pas vos droits. Nous allons vous aider à atteindre le niveau de développements 

adéquat’. (25) 

Vergès pinpoints the presence of a hegemonic form of feminism, which claims its universal 

impact. She denominates this as “le fémi-impérialisme”. Its meaning is self-evident as it 

completes the idea of eclectic sources of domination. She claims that Western feminism 

tends to disconnect its fight for women’s right from anti-colonial and anti-capitalist 

struggles, and a civilisational feminism grown out of the civilising mission is patronising 

towards non-Western women. Vergès adds: “Au XIX éme siècle, la plupart des féministes, à 

quelques rares exceptions comme Louise Michel ou Flora Tristan, soutiennent l’empire 

colonial dans lequel elles voient un levier pour sortir les femmes colonisées des fers du 

sexisme de leurs sociétés” (2019 : 48). Vergès also denounces the way history repeats itself 

through the Western exploitation of the feminist movement for the benefits of political, 

economic and foreign policy agendas. By employing the word crusades in reference to the 

“féminisme civilisationnel”, she declares that this feminism no longer takes into 

consideration the differences in contexts, needs and priorities, but it joins in France the 

right-wing and far-right political parties’ phobias of Islam and immigrants to constitute its 

line of thought: 
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La mission féministe civilisatrice est claire: les femmes européennes partent en croisade 

contre la discrimination sexiste et les symboles de soumission qui persistent dans les 

sociétés hors de l’Europe de l’Ouest ; elles se présentent comme l’armée qui protège le 

continent de l’invasion d’idées, de pratiques, de femmes et d’hommes menaçant leurs 

acquis. Le récit est évidemment mensonger. Il leur a fallu dépolitiser les luttes des femmes 

des années 1970, en écarter celles des femmes dans le tiers-monde, effacer l’apport du 

féminisme noir. La liberté individuelle- m’habiller comme je veux (sauf pour porter le voile). 

(2019: 74) 

Thus, in Une si longue lettre, Ramatoulaye displays major signs of resistance to Eurocentrism 

through her resistance to a univocal, totalitarian modernism. It has been explored in 

previous chapters how Bâ judges the Western clothes as not suitable for the curves and 

shape of Senegalese women. This can be interpreted as a metaphoric parallelism between 

Europe and Senegal, the curves representing Senegal and Western clothes representing 

Europe. Compromising between the two poles, selecting what is suitable and rejecting the 

irrelevant aspects of modernity that might suppress the essence of one’s culture is clear in 

Bâ’s writing. On this matter, Bâ writes: “j’eus tout d’un coup peur des affluents du progrès. 

Ne buvaient-elles pas aussi ? Qui sait, un vice pouvant en introduire un autre ? Le 

modernisme ne peut donc être, sans s’accompagner de la dégradation des mœurs ?” (1979: 

142, emphasis mine). From Bâ’s first novel, we understand that her authorial identity is 

shaped through this eagerness to differ from European norms. The two female protagonists, 

Ramatoulaye and Aïssatou, adopt the seemingly opposed roles of submission and 

emancipation. Despite Ramatoulaye’s criticism of women’s exclusion from politics and the 

importance of their financial independence, she values the tradition and accepts it to a 

certain extent. King refers to this contradiction as a “conflict between the maternal role and 

the wider world” (1994: 179). The in-betweenness of Bâ’s positions is clearly illustrated 

through Aïssatou, who chooses divorce and leaves her country to change her life abroad.  
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Un chant écarlate (1981) is underpinned by a similar logic and approach to the feminist 

cause. While the narrative differs, the patriarchal hegemony and the feminist struggle 

remain central. Similar to Aïssatou’s mother-in-law, Ousmane’s mother is typical of a 

conservative woman who does not accept mixed marriages. Her discontent with Ousmane’s 

choice is an example of this attitude: 

‘Assurément, affirma-t-elle, un des sommets de la vie d’une femme est le choix d’une belle-

fille’. Ousmane introduisait une anomalie. Une Blanche n’enrichit pas une famille. Elle 

l’appauvrit en sapant son unité. Elle ne s’intègre pas dans la communauté. Elle s’isole et 

entraîne dans son évasion son époux. A-t-on jamais vu une Blanche piler le mil, porter des 

bassines d’eau ? (1981: 112) 

Resistance to patriarchy also passes through the denunciation, realist description and 

exposition of the general mindset concerning male-female relationships and the hegemonic 

character of men’s attitudes towards their partners. In her novels, Bâ tends to show how 

tradition weighs down both men and women, and how men, like Ousmane, behave in a 

male-led society. During a conversation with his friend Lamine, Ousmane shows his 

attachment to tradition and conservative notions of masculinity: 

Mais pour Ousmane, tout compromis était synonyme de capitulation. Il opposait à la ‘grande 

volonté de Mireille’ ‘le durcissement de ses positions’. Même lorsqu’il avait tort, il tenait 

tête. Tout compromis, tout recul, lui apparaissait comme l’abdication de sa personnalité. Il 

se retournait à son tous vers Lamine et ne le ménageait guère : ‘ _Tu ne te rends pas compte 

que tu te renies, tu vis ‘Toubab’, tu penses ‘Toubab’. Du Nègre tu n’as plus que la peau. Tu 

désertes nos rangs alors que nous sommes pauvres en cadres. (1981: 152) 

Here the postcolonial and feminist resistance are intersecting, as the male who dominates is 

African and the dominated woman is French; in other words, the traditional dominant (the 

white man) is absent from the equation. Therefore, gender and race, masculine and 

Eurocentric domination are closely intertwined in Bâ’s works and many other postcolonial 

Francophone African novels. Ousmane’s attitude shows that he is trapped and imprisoned 
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in a typically masculine role and any change in his demeanour signifies the abandonment of 

his culture and tradition. More importantly, Bâ’s portrayal of Ousmane and the fact that she 

creates a masculine character, where many feminist authors do not give room to a male 

voice in their attempts at shedding light on women, demonstrates that gender equality is, in 

fact, a matter that affects both sexes. It shows that men’s roles cannot be disregarded if we 

want to instigate change.  

In Un chant écarlate (1981), Ousmane, the male protagonist, seeks to resist modernity 

associated with the West. Contrary to Ramatoulaye, who is a moderate traditionalist, 

Ousmane rejects foreign cultures and practices. By marrying Mireille, a French woman, he 

aspires to make her adopt Senegalese cultural and religious standards. Given the fact that 

the patriarchal hegemony serves the interests of men, he embraces polygamy and overtly 

criticises his friends’ openness to modernism. For King: “In Un chant écarlate, the 

disintegration of an interracial marriage is both a personal and political tragedy, since it is 

caused by a perversion of the ideals of Negritude into a Black racism” (1994: 177). Here, Bâ’s 

own perspective on the Negritude movement and principles are transmitted through 

Ousmane’s destructive ego, which causes the death of his son and the madness of his wife. 

Ousmane typifies a radical version of the principles of Negritude, which mainly consist of a 

pride in black culture, the association of the black woman with “Mother Africa”, and the 

conservation and protection of the black culture and a black woman’s dignity culminate in 

her being a mother. Motherhood depicted by the Negritude movement as the essence of a 

woman’s purity and sacredness is criticised by Bâ first in Une si longue lettre, as she subverts 

the ideals of the movement as Ajayi-Soyinka states:  

Within such politics of gender identity, what kind of culture is the woman being asked to 

protect? Is it the one inscribed by the ‘natural’ patriarchy of African cultures or the 
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‘corrupting’ (colonizing) European partriarchy, or, in fact, both combined in what has been 

termed ‘double patriarchy’. How indeed does she fit into and negotiate each type of 

patriarchy? And more importantly, who is really this archetypal African woman who must be 

dignified and knowing but uncorrupted or uninfluenced by her knowledge? In So Long a 

Letter, such woman and culture seem to exist, not to validate the basis of their existence in 

Negritude as it first appears but to question and subvert it. (1993: 159) 

The questions raised by Bâ highlight her disagreement with the Negritude movement’s 

principles. This disagreement is stressed by the two characters, Ramatoulaye and Aïssatou. 

It points out the difficulty of dissociating patriarchy from colonialism and Eurocentrism. The 

quote substantiates the idea that exploring postcolonial resistance cannot be parted from 

anti-patriarchal resistance. In Un chant écarlate, Ousmane adopts the ideology of Negritude 

and, by recounting his pride through the conversations with his friends, his relationship with 

his wife and eventually his love for another black woman, Bâ criticises the flaws and 

radicalism of such mindset and justifies further her propensity to compromise both as a real 

author and an implied one. The anti-patriarchal resistance is again noticeable in this novel; 

Ousmane’s viewpoint is shown as Bâ writes:  

Ousmane écoutait et regardait. Certains, par égoïsme, paresse, faiblesse, ou opportunisme, 

selon leurs termes, s’étaient laissés assimiler honteusement. Aucune résistance. Leurs 

femmes s’érigeaient en ordonnatrices implacables et les avaient ‘vidés’. Elles implantaient, 

dans leur foyer, les mentalités, coutumes et mœurs de leur pays, enterrant les traditions 

culturelles de leur conjoint. L’homme était ‘blanchi’ en profondeur, impitoyablement 

détaché de ses origines. (1981: 184-185) 

Bâ addresses the challenges of a mixed marriage, and she stresses Ousmane’s disdain for 

the white race and Western culture. He represents the people who are unwilling to 

compromise. As Bâ’s entire career is underpinned by compromise, she creates a character 

whose radical thoughts consume him and destroy his family as a way of invalidating such a 

path. Compromise entails the combination of the important aspects of both one’s culture 
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and Western modernity. France still rules in West Africa, and instead of resisting those 

powerful neocolonial forces, he focuses his disdain on his French wife; he takes revenge on 

France through her humiliation. The dysfunctional mixed marriage here is a metaphor that 

epitomises the consequences of colonisation on the colonised people. We come to 

understand the complexity of Eurocentrism and how pernicious it is not to adopt the right 

tool of resistance. Without an astute awareness of the flaws and advantages of both 

cultures and by rejecting and reversing the process of denigration, which is initiated by the 

coloniser, Ousmane’s character substantiates the conclusion that compromise is the way 

forward. 

While there are many other male characters in the novel who show openness, the emphasis 

is clearly put on Ousmane. The main reason must be related to Bâ’s overt denunciation of 

male hegemony even when the victim in the novel is a white, affluent woman. Bâ’s novel is 

a good illustration of Fanon’s theory of recognition (1952). Fanon examines the effects of 

mixed marriages and the complexity of recognition that passes through the black person’s 

desire to be loved and recognised by a white person. This is what Ousmane demonstrates; 

by being loved by Mireille, it is as if he were loved by the whole white Western community, 

then once his goal has been reached, he loses interest in her and is in the grip of an 

obsession with the beauty of a black woman, which is equated with the pride in blackness 

conceptualised by Negritude. Fanon argues: “je ne veux pas être reconnu comme Noir mais 

comme Blanc. Or – c’est là une reconnaissance que Hegel n’a pas décrite – qui peut le faire 

sinon la Blanche ? En m’aimant, elle me prouve que je suis digne d’un amour blanc. On 

m’aime comme un Blanc” (61). This is palpable in many instances in the novel. For example, 

in Chapter Four, I quoted a passage where Ousmane endeavours to introduce his love of 

tam-tam music to Mireille, attempting to trigger Mireille’s appreciation of this traditional 
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music which, he explains, plays a role in the ancestral ritual celebrating the male passage 

from adolescence to adulthood. Mireille’s lack of tact when criticising this music can be 

interpreted as one of the reasons that leads to Ousmane’s frustration and the couple’s 

separation. 

As she depicts women from different origins, Bâ shows that the problem is the patriarchal 

hegemony, which maintains domination through politics, mainly the exclusion of women 

from political leadership. Moreover, like in Une si longue lettre, Bâ writes about the absence 

of ethics and morals in the leaders of Senegal. She conveys this immorality through a 

conversation between undergraduates who exchange ideas about the political situation of 

their country, which is a similar strategy to the one adopted by Adichie in Half of a yellow 

sun, where politically aware university lecturers are discussing pan-Africanism and politics. 

One of the students states: “Les grandes idées ont déserté l’âme des Africains. Combien de 

gouvernants avons-nous ici qui ont été des étudiants à l’avant-garde des mouvements de 

libération nationale et qui aujourd’hui, les pieds sur l’étrier du pouvoir, sont 

méconnaissables. Ils blâment ce qu’ils prônaient autrefois” (1981: 70). Throughout the 

narrative, we notice a realistic and historically accurate depiction of the people’s 

abandonment of politics as well as their scepticism regarding the potential positive changes 

that could occur in the political sphere. This might be due to their disappointment with 

several successive incompetent or corrupt leaders who have led Senegal since it became 

independent in 1958. 

 As seen in Part One of this thesis, the political and historical contexts which serve as 

backgrounds for the four authors’ novels share a number of similarities, including corrupt 

political leaders who continue to serve the vested interests of the former colonising powers. 
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In fact, despite the apparent independence of Algeria and Senegal from France and Nigeria 

from Britain, the governments in place employ colonial methods to extinguish any remnants 

of resistance in their citizens. They punish, imprison, or kill those who participate in the 

recurrent insurrections and revolts. Their actions are encouraged by the Western forces 

that, according to Walter Rodney (1972), use two main mechanisms of underdevelopment: 

exploitation through trade and exploitation through investment and imperialism. Both 

Rodney (1972) and Wright (2020) highlight that leading capitalist countries artificially 

maintain low prices of minerals and agricultural products, depriving African countries of 

their principal revenue while they export their manufactured products at higher prices to 

these countries. Thus, imperialism, manifested, for instance, through the European 

ownership of mines, banks and factories in Africa, is responsible for draining the revenues 

from Africa and hindering economic development in post-independence countries. Rodney 

accuses African political elites of serving the interests of these foreign countries and 

organisations rather than their own nations. In addition, African citizens are often treated as 

immature and unripe for democracy in dominant Western discourses, which repeat the 

colonial rhetoric.  

There is an important intersection between the fight against patriarchal hegemony and the 

struggle against political oppression. It is logical to note that due to the prevalence of 

dictatorship and economic subjugation through imperial strategies, as shown above, women 

have a lesser manoeuvering space to develop. Since the critique of imperialism, patriarchy 

and capitalism are inseparable from each other, Bâ’s critique targets the treason of those 

initially progress driven political elites who, once in power, serve Western neocolonial 

interests while also adopting patriarchal, socially conservative ideologies which justify the 

oppression of women. Ousmane uses a distorted idea of tradition to humiliate his French 
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wife, which shows his hypocrisy as he does not fight the French political influence and 

power in Senegal, but turns his frustrations against Mireille. At this point, Bâ can be 

considered an avant-garde writer who adopts a decolonial feminist viewpoint in her novels. 

Her writing encompasses an inherent fight against patriarchy at the same time as 

neocolonialism and the corruption of this elite. Her novels underscore the double standards 

of the political class and the contradictory ideologies that Senegalese/African intellectuals 

are trying to negotiate.  

Focusing on Une si longue lettre, Shaun Irlam analyses the convergence between memory 

and women’s history and the way in which Bâ navigates those aspects in her fiction. He 

substantiates the heterogeneous characteristic of Bâ’s novel and points out the negotiation 

between several fundamental aspects of Bâ’s writing: 

Within its complex, not to say tortuous, negotiations with the total field of competing, 

conflicting, and often contradictory values and allegiances - African, Western, Islamic, 

colonial, postcolonial, feminist, ethnic, regional, national, universal humanist, modernist, 

and postmodern- that compromise the hybrid space of contemporary African culture, it 

bears witness to the Passion of modern African history. The novel offers no comfortable 

synthesis of these tensions, but rather a persistent restless motion and negotiation, 

emblematized finally in the dialogue between African and Western customs that Rama and 

Aïssatou – the ‘Interpreter’ – will assume, in the continuing search for a way forward. (1998: 

88-89) 

This observation is also applicable to Un chant écarlate. Irlam gauges the extent to which 

the conjoining “values and allegiances” are visible in the writings of Bâ. Even more 

importantly, he shows that, despite the apparent ambivalences, Bâ succeeds in negotiating 

between African and Western cultures. This demonstrates the intersectional, 

multidimensional and hybrid quality of Bâ’s resistance to patriarchy, despotism and 

neocolonial domination. The liminal trait of the two novels can be deemed omnipresent in 
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Bâ’s novels, and resistance to patriarchy and Eurocentrism is intrinsic in her fiction. This 

hybridity of resistance is not exclusive to Bâ’s work. I will demonstrate this through an 

analysis of resistance in the two novels of Assia Djebar – it can also be observed in other 

postcolonial female African authors’ works.  

Assia Djebar’s Vaste est la prison (1995) encompasses features of postcolonial resistance. 

Although its key themes differ from Bâ’s, the systems of power and resistance to them are 

similar. The resistance in most of Djebar’s oeuvres is acknowledged by critics who highlight 

her feminism and her desire to represent women in fiction. Like Bâ, Djebar might have 

rejected feminism as an ideology and only adheres to it partially, yet her work remains 

eminently feminist. In fact, it has been widely accepted that her critique tackles the 

situation of women as well as crimes committed by the French colonisers, but here my focus 

is to highlight how these resistances are intertwined.  

Assia Djebar engages with patriarchal hegemony in her fiction in similar ways to Bâ’s. She 

employs multiple techniques to advocate women’s causes in her novels. Similarly to Bâ, the 

hybrid resistance in Djebar’s writing also passes by the creation of a “third space” where 

major onthologies and ideologies intertwine. Djebar refutes clear-cut classifications and 

categorisations and embraces neither the Western feminist movement nor the Algerian 

totalitarian vision. Yet, the championing of women’s cause prevails in her oeuvre. In recent 

years, there has been a heated debate about the feminisation of words indicating 

professions in the French academy, and the fact that Djebar addressed this issue two 

decades earlier already shows that she was an avant-garde thinker. In French, some 

professions are only named in masculine form and have to be preceded by Madame when 

the person in this profession is a woman (for example, Madame le ministre). It is only 
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recently that the feminised forms of intellectual professions, like auteure, écrivaine, 

professeure or maitresse de conference, have started to be tolerated in language use. 

Therefore, although Djebar believes that introducing words specifically for women is a way 

of opposing and countering women’s absence in all fields, she does not attach too much 

importance to the issue. She refutes belonging to the Western feminist movement as her 

struggle goes beyond the way a female author should be referred to in French. Djebar’s 

priorities are not the same as those of white middle-class French women.  

This is already propelling my analysis of resistance from idiosyncratic positions to the 

threshold of “in-betweenness”. Jane Hiddleston (2006), who explores the Djbear’s 

resistance to patriarchal hegemony and general stance on feminism and women’s identity, 

calls attention to her ambivalent position with regards to women’s cause:  

The notion of womanhood or femininity occupies a fraught position in Djebar’s work. She is 

on the one hand clearly preoccupied with Algerian women’s particular experiences, 

narrating numerous scenes of female oppression and liberation occurring at different 

moments in the history of the country. She sets out to retrieve suppressed feminine voices 

as she reflects on the relation between women and self-expression. On the other hand, 

however, Djebar also unsettles the very category of feminine experience. She retells history 

of women in Algeria while simultaneously questioning whether ‘woman’ names a 

meaningful position or coherent mode of identification. (2006: 80) 

Hiddleston’s monograph demonstrates that Djebar’s feminist position does not belong to 

any established movement. More importantly, she questions such fundamental distinctions 

as male/female. Djebar’s position on language is also reflected in her multifaceted position 

on women as social subjects versus woman as a suitable term of identification. 

Simultaneously, Djebar depicts women, writes about their lives, commits to inscribe them 

into history and narrates their sufferings in order to explicitly resist male hegemony. She is 

unwilling to identify completely with either feminist Islamic movements or Western 
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secularism in their conventional meanings. As a result, her writings and resistance are 

hybrids. This substantiates another way of forming one’s authorial identity and endorses the 

idea of hybrid resistance. Similarly, women are at the core of the 1995 novel Vaste est la 

prison. In the following quote, Djebar describes the male gaze on women in Algeria: 

Car ils épient, ils observent, ils scrutent, ils espionnent! Tu vas, ainsi étouffée, au marché, à 

l’hôpital, au bureau, au travail. Tu te hâtes, tu tentes de te faire invisible. Tu sais qu’ils ont 

appris à deviner tes hanches ou tes épaules sous le drap, qu’ils jugent tes chevilles, qu’ils 

espèrent voir tes cheveux, ton cou, ta jambe, au cas où le vent soulève ton voile. Tu ne peux 

exister dehors : la rue est à eux, le monde est à eux. Tu as droit théorique d’égalité, mais 

‘dedans’, confinée, cantonnée. Incarcérée. (1995: 175, emphasis mine) 

This passage is a superb illustration of male supremacy. Not only does Djebar intimately 

describe women’s daily struggle, but she also denounces men’s outrageous hypocrisy, as 

women are fully covered, yet they undergo regular harassment. Algerian women’s living 

space tightens insidiously in their attempt to avoid the male gaze. In another instance, the 

narrator recounts the way women in Algeria are looked at in the streets as prey; their 

clothing does not improve the situation – it exacerbates the infatuation and puts women in 

a vicious circle: 

Peuple des cloitrées d’hier et d’aujourd’hui, une image symbole est véritable moteur de 

cette chasse aux images qui s’amorce. Corps femelle voile entièrement d’un drap blanc, la 

face masquée entièrement, seul un trou laissé libre pour l’œil. Fantôme que l’interdit rend 

encore plus sexué, inversant l’apparence ; ombre qui déambule sans que, des siècles durant, 

nous ayons hurlé notre ensevelissement, sans que nous ayons arraché le drap. (1995: 174, 

italics mine) 

The vocabulary employed in this quote and throughout the novel illustrates the narrator’s 

defiance. Terms such as “cloitrées”, “ensevelissement” and “kheradjine” (kheradjine has a 

derogatory connotation when referring to girls who go out) express the position of Djebar 

with regards to women’s subjugation. It is important to understand that reflecting on the 

situation of women and condemning men in fiction is an act of rebellion and resistance in 
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Algeria. Djebar attempts to validate her statements as she adds “Cette image- réalité de 

mon enfance” (174). This accuracy is also confirmed by Lazarus: 

Djebar experienced personally Algeria's repressive social policies against women and 

intellectuals: as a victim of domestic violence, as a writer who lost many of her dearest 

friends to the civil war of 1992-2002, and as an intellectual who was forced to live in exile in 

France and the United States for much of her adult life. (Lazarus, 2010: 88) 

This means that Djebar’s agency as an author resisting a double hegemony stems from both 

her own personal experience and the life of other women. Djebar’s style is highly effective 

in eliciting a reaction from her readers. Although the passage can be read by men who 

might reflect on the depicted scourge and attempt to understand women’s standpoints, it 

is, to a great extent, addressed to a female readership. This passage is loaded with the 

intention of prompting women to think critically about their own position and contrast their 

purported equality with the de facto male domination. Here the most important aspects of 

the narrative are the autobiographical discourse and the realist aesthetic, which play a key 

role in transforming the author’s ‘I’ into a collective ‘we’. Given the fact that every woman 

has experienced some sort of unwanted male attention she describes at one point or 

another in their lives, recognising themselves in the description prompts them to rethink 

their situations. Djebar offers a realist description of women’s confinement and men’s 

scrutiny of their feminine attributes despite their conservative clothes. In both case study 

novels, she refers to the Algerian traditional women’s outfit called hayek which, contrary to 

the modern veil, is a sheet that substantially covers most of a woman’s body. The outfit has 

a symbolic cultural significance and it is therefore classified as part of the patrimony. The 

novel is a complex narrative as it employs multiple strategies, including telling episodes of 

the history of Algerian women to create a link between female role models from the past 
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and the present. Djebar endeavours to understand the fate of these women whose stories 

seem to repeat themselves as Hiddleston argues:  

Djebar seeks connections between women of different epochs and laments their common 

plight. She traces similarities across generations and constructs a sort of genealogy of 

Algerian women in order to better challenge the oppressive structures with which they 

contend. Despite this project, however, she also again reveals her skepticism regarding 

feminine identity, and she troubles the possibility of conceiving of ‘woman’ as a particular 

group starkly differentiated from ‘men’. (2006: 97) 

Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier in this thesis, Djebar’s apparently ambivalent position on 

feminism and her hybrid conception of knowledge (a conception of knowledge that regards 

the needs of the subjects instead of adopting an epistemology that is implemented by the 

West, such as the theories of feminism) is in reality a new position easily distinguishable 

from the existing ones. Djebar attempts to construct an identity that is particular to every 

woman by featuring characters that are individually explored, such as Zoraidé and Tin 

Hinane, by telling her own story and the individual stories of other women from her 

bloodline, which form a continuous legacy and create a collective dynamic. As Hiddleston 

claims, “if there is any broader feminine community evoked in Djebar’s text, then this is not 

a genealogy that is securely located and positioned but one that champions self-invention 

and rebirth” (2006: 100). 

Vaste est la prison addresses postcolonial oppression in various ways. Djebar’s criticism of 

patriarchy in Algeria is indicative of her anti-Eurocentric position because the critical stance 

she displays is not totally Western. By living abroad, she could have espoused a Western 

feminist discourse in her criticism of patriarchy in Algeria. Yet, although she agrees with 

some of the Western feminist viewpoints mentioned above, she combines this criticism with 

a scrutiny of the former coloniser and a defence of Algerian cultural identity. She “blurs the 
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boundaries between autobiography, fiction and history in order to fully utilise the 

subversive potential of writing” (Lazarus, 2010: 83).  

Djebar’s resistance to Eurocentrism is noticeable through her criticism of the Algerian 

dictatorship disguised as a democracy. By delving into the past and recovering historical 

facts about the genuine past of the Algerians that the state strives to delete, Djebar 

withstands political unilateralism. The second part of Vaste est la prison, entitled 

“L’effacement sur la pierre”, includes seven chapters. “L’esclave de Tunis”, “Le compte 

transfuge”, “Le Lord archéologue”, “La destruction”, “la stèle et les flammes” and “l’écrivain 

déporté” narrate the origins of the Berber Alphabet and provide tangible proofs of its 

existence, referring to archaeological findings like “la stèle de Dougga”, discussed in Part 

One of this thesis. These chapters tackle the North African Berber identity, which is erased 

from the Algerian national archives and is excluded from school curricula. Djebar 

simultaneously scrutinises both the French colonisation and the new Algerian state for using 

similarly oppressive methods against Berber populations. The very act of transposing those 

facts into fiction constitutes a clear attempt to resist the political power in place in Algeria. 

School curricula are designed to exclude parts of the Algerian past; the Amazigh (Berber) 

origins are silenced: “En somme, conclut de Saulcy boulversé, contrairement à ce que 

croyait Venture de Paradis qui avait pris soin d’apprendre le Berbère, mais croyait naturel 

de l’écrire en caractères arabes, en somme si le Berbère, depuis toujours, s’écrivait ? s’était 

toujours écrit ? dès la nuit des temps ?” (Djebar, 1995: 148). Here the narrator undermines 

the prejudice that the Berber language is another African oral language by demonstrating 

through historical references its ancestral scriptural traditions. There are two inseparable 

characteristics in the novel. The historical aspect demonstrates a frontal attack on the 
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Algerian state and its violence against Berbers, while the fictional construction of resistance 

passes primarily through characters and themes.  

It should be noted that Eurocentrism is not addressed in Djebar’s writing as a topic in itself. 

As explained by Amin, Eurocentrism is not so much a social theory but rather a distorted 

vision of the world. Djebar’s anti-Eurocentric stance is expressed by the fact that she 

explores the origin of her linguistic identity, the history of female writers in Algeria and her 

criticism of the political system in Algeria, which is imbricated with the colonial occulted 

affairs. The focus on Algeria involves her difference from mainstream French literature. The 

anti-Eurocentrism and anti-patriarchy struggles are inseparable in Djebar’s oeuvre, and they 

are bound to the collective community, which refers back to the notion of representation, 

mentioned earlier and developed further in Chapter Five, where I examined the impact of 

the pronoun “I” in fiction and its representation of the collective whole. This is stated by as 

Jeanne-Marie Clerc (1997), who argues: 

L’intérêt d’étudier cette réinitialisation/ répudiation, chez Assia Djebar, tient au fait qu’elle 

se situe en tant qu’écrivain, identiquement acculturée en français, et mûe par la même 

recherche d’identité à la fois individuelle et collective dans un horizon politiquement déchiré 

par les luttes sanglantes, mais c’est une parole de femme qu’elle fait entendre, appartenant 

à cette génération révélée à elle-même par le combat pour l’indépendance, et dont la 

découverte d’identité et étroitement liée à la participation à l’Histoire vécue activement, et 

non plus subie du fond de la claustration imposée. (6) 

Djebar’s later novel, La femme sans sépulture (2002), is another work that typifies resistance 

to patriarchy as well as colonial oppression. It is prominently analogous to Vaste est la 

prison in its depiction of women and its denunciation of men’s attitudes. The following 

example is a case in point: “Et les regards! Qui dira les regards dévorateurs, voleurs, 

violeurs, de tant de jeunes mâles, immobilisée dans la rue, sans mots, sans rêve, sinon 

taraudés par la pulsion de toucher l’hirondelle, de frapper, d’écraser la libellule…La haine, 
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par éclairs, explose on ne sait d’où, ni pourquoi” (2002 :106). The description of the male 

gaze is similar to what can be observed in Vaste est la prison. The use of words such as 

“violeurs, voleurs, écraser” convey the physical and psychological violence and oppression 

experienced by Algerian women. This quote also indicates that the reality depicted by the 

author is still relevant to the current mode of life. In another instance, in both novels, Djebar 

employs an identical reference to the hayek as a symbol of oppression and simultaneously 

to indicate that despite women’s effort to become invisible in order to avoid men’s gaze, 

they still endure the same harassment: “Je masquais alors mon visage presque entièrement: 

seul, mon œil libre, en triangle ouvert. Ainsi voilée à la façon paysanne, et non comme une 

citadine, moi, pourtant la veuve du maquignon El Hadj, que chacun, dans mon quartier, 

reconnaîtrait” (2002: 130, emphasis mine). In this quote, the voice is given to Zoulikha, the 

unburied woman, who speaks as a ghost that is haunting the living. Djebar imagines the 

speech that Zoulikha could make if she were alive, but it is undeniable that through this 

character, Djebar denounces the subject of the veil, which she continuously tackles in her 

novels as a symbol of containment. Here Djebar’s reference to outfit is very strongly 

relatable to French feminism, which attacks the Islamic outfit and the traditional clothing of 

women from the previous colonies (such as the hayek). Her resistance to gender norms is a 

hybrid one, inseparable from her activism in the fight for freedom and national 

independence. The hybridity lies exactly in this third space, where some aspects of “le fémi-

impérialism” (Vergès, 2019) and other aspects that are not representative of the 

movements of feminism such as the renaming of female profession imbricate into her 

hybrid resistance. This states clearly that women’s struggle differs in priorities and urgent 

matters according to the geographic location and the cultural needs. Subaltern women’s 

different needs and claims still remain neglected by many Western feminists. 
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Although the authors may not be avowed feminists according to European definitions, 

women’s causes remain prevalent in their work as they do not only want to achieve 

comparable rights to men, but also bring down unfair political systems and imperialism. 

Interestingly, their rejection of the feminist movement at least partially reiterates Françoise 

Vergès’ denunciation of what she calls “le féminisme civilisationnel”, which does not 

consider the non-European perspective on the subject and assumes that Western feminists’ 

vision is universal and equally representative of all women. Intersectional and decolonial 

feminists such as Lugones (2010) and Vergès claim that the white female experience is not 

universal, since it differs fundamentally from the experience of racialised women. Thus, the 

assumption of universalism is mistaken since although white women have suffered from 

patriarchy, they have benefitted from colonial oppression. They also demonstrate that the 

very concept of ‘womanhood’ is a Western category which has never included non-white 

women whose labour was exploited during slavery and colonisation similarly to men’s. 

These differences result in women from different class and racial backgrounds having 

distinct priorities and struggles. What might seem of paramount importance to French 

middle-class woman can be trivial to a Senegalese or Algerian middle-class woman. For 

instance, while abortion is an important issue for European feminists, it remains secondary 

to Muslim women, including minority ethnic groups living in France. As Vergès and 

Frenando have demonstrated, since the 1970s, French feminism has identified Islam and the 

Islamic veil as symbols of female oppression and a threat to the republic. This has resulted in 

the alienation of Muslim feminists from white French feminist movements, as well as in the 

adoption of an orientalist ideology by mainstream feminists. These feminists have 

compromised with the French state and focused on the denunciation of female oppression 

practised within minority diasporic communities while overlooking other forms of gendered 
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discrimination perpetuated by the French state: “Les arguments démontrent la persistance 

d’un orientalisme, la conviction que ‘chez nous’ (la France) ‘la femme est l’égale de 

l’homme’ et que dès lors […] le voile est un problème politique fondamental qui touche 

l’avenir même de la communauté nationale” (Vergès, 2019: 69). As Vergès demonstrates in 

this passage, liberty is paradoxically dictated and framed by Western feminists whose 

objectives are enmeshed with imperialism. This dominant discourse implies that women are 

free as long as they do not wear the veil, which is regarded as a symbol of repression and 

submission. As a result, mainstream feminism promotes an idea of the French state as the 

defender of women’s rights, betraying non-white women who, unlike their white middle-

class counterparts, suffer from the consequences of colonisation, racism, and capitalist 

exploitation. It is, therefore, understandable that women’s priorities diverge depending on 

their experience of class and racialisation. Vergès exposes French mainstream feminism to 

be complicit in the oppression of racialised and Muslim women whose “defence” is an 

opportunity for the French state to bash racialised and Muslim men and pretend that there 

is no other oppression of women in France outside diasporic communities. Although 

Vergès’s study focuses on France, it has a salience to Western feminism in general, which 

considers itself universal. Its relevance to racialised and non-Western women is 

questionable, however. 

In La femme sans sépulture (2002), Djebar builds her hybrid resistance by confronting 

colonial domination and simultaneously foregrounding a female independence fighter 

during the Algerian war against France (1954-1962). Given the French collective amnesia 

regarding the 132-year occupation of Algeria, the novel itself becomes a perennial 

testimony and contributes to the intellectual corpus constituting leverage compelling the 

French to face their past. This past was ignored and refuted in France until historians like 
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Benjamin Stora (1991) offered a critical synthesis of the Franco-Algerian colonial history in 

order to counterbalance the unilateral occulted history in France. Even calling the so-called 

‘armed conflict’, that is, the military operations that occurred between 1958 and 1962, a 

“war” was prohibited in France (1991). Incorporating real events and realistic 

representations of torture into the novel allows Djebar to highlight anti-colonial and anti-

Eurocentric intentions, ranging from postcolonial recognition of the colonial atrocities 

undertaken in the colonised countries to the female exceptional ability, which runs counter 

to the Western image of the woman embodied through Zoulikha. This reminds the reader 

that France, which promotes itself as the country of liberty-equality-fraternity, is 

responsible for massacres and bloodshed. More importantly, Djebar shows the reality of 

torture on a female body – which supports Vergès’s statement that the female experience 

of the colonised is not entirely the same, that ‘womanhood’ is not universal, and the 

oppression of the colonial woman is multiple. A crucial point should be considered here: 

Djebar’s criticism of colonisation is anti-Eurocentric because a mainstream Eurocentric word 

view would consider colonisation to be enlightening and would push the agenda that 

colonising other nations had many positive aspects, minimising any drawbacks. Djebar’s 

detailed account subverts this discourse. Additionally, while Djebar is very critical of the role 

played by the French in colonising Algeria, she is not less critical of independent Algeria’s 

treatment of minorities and women.  

By depicting women like the late Zoulikha and her female friends and relatives, Djebar gives 

voice to the excluded, and denounces the Algerian state’s failure to acknowledge the role of 

women during the war by utilising them when needed and the appealing to them to go back 

to the kitchen, where they supposedly belong (this colloquial expression is loaded with 

meaning because it is frequently employed by men in Algeria to downplay women’s role in 
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society). “Quel est donc ce peuple, pour avoir de telles femmes?” (Djebar, 2002: 69). Thus, 

the use of female characters, the themes and the description of historical events are 

important literary devices to exhibit the political character of her writing. By creating a 

strong female character, a fighter of colonialism in La Femme sans sepulture, Djebar 

subverts typical representations of Algerian women, depicted in mainstream discourses as 

only destined for domestic roles. 

The anti-patriarchal resistance is often indiscernible from resistance to colonialism, 

Eurocentrism and other forms of domination in Djebar’s novels. She dwells on the female’s 

attributes and clothing to point out the male gaze. In the following sequence, she shows 

how both European and Algerian men have similar demeanours towards women by 

depicting their gaze and specifying that, as she wanders in the streets, she feels their 

maleness is the same: 

les cheveux flambant couleur henné et tirés en arrière, la jupe un peu longue bien que la 

mode alors eût raccourci les robes des Européennes; ainsi, je me redressais, fière bravant les 

regards: des males européens, de leurs garçons que j’avais eus comme camarades 

auparavant et qui auraient pu être mes galants, mais qui avaient bien vite rejoint leur camp, 

regards aussi des amis de mon père qui ne pouvaient s’empêcher de suspendre leur partie 

de dominos tout le temps où je passais. (2002: 188) 

As we have seen throughout this thesis, the main characteristic that brings together Djebar 

and Bâ is compromise. Djebar’s two novels exhibit a perpetual quest for negotiation. They 

negotiate their way in order to compromise between opposing realms. Throughout my 

multi-perspective examination of Djebar’s work, the analysis shows us that her authorial 

identity construction is a moving pattern that rejects categorisation and labels and 

constitutes her own trajectory. She draws on multiple ideologies and elaborates various 

strategies to correspond to her particular vision. Her whole literary oeuvre: 
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S’est vouée à déconstruire, pour redonner aux femmes algériennes leurs poids de chair, leur 

réalité de corps redécouvrant l’espace d’un monde situé géographiquement et 

historiquement, la densité d’un regard libéré porté sur des horizons neufs parce que jamais 

entrevus autrement que du fond de la clandestinité, le statut de fugitives, enfin, hérité de la 

véritable ancêtre. (Clerc, 1997 : 8) 

Therefore, Bâ’s and Djebar’s resistance results from a constant negotiation between 

multiple forms of feminism and modernity while resisting patriarchy and political and 

colonial hegemonies, which are implemented through the Eurocentric discourse. The 

analysis of both Bâ and Djebar together reveals that Eurocentrism is not a social theory that 

is combatted frontally and explicitly in their works. Yet, the anti-Eurocentric position is 

undeniable. This is noticeable in their position on feminism, which is measured and adapts 

itself to the cultural context of the women in question. Instead of espousing Western 

feminism, Bâ and Djebar perform their feminism in a unique way. The anti-Eurocentric 

position is also strongly noticeable in the authors’ criticism of colonisation and the political 

system in place, which either re-appropriates the colonial dogma to repress its own people 

or is corrupt and works for its own vested interest. Denouncing the consequences of 

colonisation allows them to scrutinise Eurocentric discourses by demonstrating their 

tendency to occult some aspects of history and embellish reality. 

7.2. Hybrid Resistance: the Case of Diome and Adichie 

This last section will examine how hybrid resistance has evolved more recently in the works 

of a contemporary generation of female African postcolonial writers. A postcolonial 

resistance and its different components will be assessed here through the exploration of 

both Diome’s and Adichie’s novels. Given the proximity in time, and particularly the 

emphasis put on the theme of immigration in their fiction, it is relevant to analyse their 

novels in parallel because both Diome and Adichie rely on their experience of immigration 
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to deconstruct and subvert different forms of domination. Fatou Diome’s two novels, 

examined in this thesis, approach resistance to patriarchal hegemony from a different 

perspective. Diome’s real-life experience between France and Senegal is reflected in the 

setting of her novels, where the main characters travel back and forth between France and 

Senegal. This alone offers a unique angle from which women’s issues can be addressed. Le 

Ventre de l’Atlantique (2003) is a Francophone novel that represents immigration and race. 

It addresses two sources of hegemony, patriarchy and Eurocentrism, through appropriation 

and subversion. Diome tackles the topic of immigration in most of her literary productions, 

including her essays, and her treatment of this topic is tightly related to the fate of women. 

For instance, in Celles qui attendent (2010), she addresses the situation of women, exposing 

how they are meant to wait for male members of their families to come back from abroad 

perennially. The common point between her work and the writings of Bâ and Djebar is their 

treatment of subjects which are not systematically related to women, such as immigration; 

yet, their championing of women’s cause prevails in all their novels. Diome’s continuous 

shifts back and forth in time and space are not merely physical but also symbolic and 

ideological, since they place her in a third space situated in-between the country of origin 

and the receiving country. In one of her interviews quoted in Part One, Diome places herself 

at the threshold of the two cultures. She explains that when she is accepted and praised in 

France for her acknowledgement of her fellow compatriots’ misdeeds and defects, she is 

disdained and criticised by her Senegalese readership, and when she denounces France’s 

oblivion of African suffering, the contrary happens. As a result, this puts her in the “third 

space”, which is propounded by Bhabha. Moosavinia notes that “Bhabha defines 

‘unhomeliness’ as a ‘condition of extra-territorial and cross-cultural initiations’”. (2017: 

342). This notion of “unhomeliness” is applicable to Diome’s writing. She perceives it as a 
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pleasant and fertile position rather than a burden or disadvantage. Diome’s criticism of 

Senegal’s problems is triggered by women’s treatment. Diome’s Le Ventre de l’Atlantique 

(2003) includes multiple instances of women in enfeebled positions. However, it epitomises 

women’s perseverance and determination to succeed through the main character of Salie. 

After a failed marriage in France, Salie achieves independence. She climbs the social ladder 

from a job as a cleaner during her studies to a writer. She also takes care of her brothers and 

sisters who have remained on Niodior, her native island. As a result, Salie, who is also the 

narrator and Diome’s alter ego, occupies a central position, semantically speaking because 

she is the breadwinner and stylistically speaking as she embraces multiple roles in Le ventre 

de l’Atlantique. However, Diome’s exploration of women’s debilitated social positions is 

undertaken through a plethora of other characters, such as the wives of different 

characters, and more importantly, through some references to polygamy as a part of the 

Senegalese social system. Polygamy is thus a common topic, which is tackled by the three 

Francophone authors examined here, Bâ, Djebar and Diome. Although Bâ dedicates more 

attention to this theme, since she experienced this practice through her relatives, Djebar 

and Diome convey this idea in their novels as a way of denouncing and narrating the fragile 

position of women who endure polygamy. The narrator recounts: 

Tout ceci se déroulait sous l’œil de la première épouse, Simâne, qui avait reculé dans son 

orbite, pour se tenir à distance de cette débauche de joie […] On l’appelait ‘la calebasse 

cassée’, incapable de contenir l’avenir, ses sept enfants n’étant que des morceaux d’elle-

même : que des filles ! On disait aussi que, par sa faute, son mari nourrissait des bouches 

inutiles qui, loin de contribuer à la pérennité du patronyme Yaltigué, iraient agrandir la 

famille d’autrui […] elle se répétait en gesticulant quelques proverbes qu’on avait semés 

dans sa tête […] : ‘Nourrir des filles, c’est engraisser des vaches dont on n’aura jamais le lait.’ 

Ou encore: ‘Berger sans taureau finira sans troupeau’. (2003: 145) 
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This quote illustrates several aspects of how society disparages women. Diome depicts, in a 

realist way, the humiliation of Simâne by other women for her inability to provide an heir to 

her husband, which thus excuses his desire to remarry. The abovementioned passage 

displays, on the one hand, how women are manipulated by society’s expectations and on 

the other, how they themselves become the enemies of other women, despising and 

judging one another for a progeny, which is, in reality, a man’s responsibility, scientifically 

speaking, as his “x” or “y” chromosomes determine the gender of the offspring. In addition, 

the proverbs depicting daughters as ungrateful animals that one feeds without a thriving 

profit as if they were a commodity enhances the image of an ill-conceived society that 

mistreats women from the cradle. By merely describing women’s social realities, Diome 

resists patriarchal hegemony through open denunciation rather than through more discreet 

means.  

Diome engages vehemently with the topic of immigration by uncovering the double 

standards of French republicanism. Stern (2014) describe the colour-blindness of the French 

system which, in theory, gives the same rights to all French citizens but in which racialised 

groups are permanently denied the inclusion into cultural citizenship: “Yet outside of these 

definitions on paper, the title of étranger never goes away in the public discourse, even 

when referring to second- or third-generation immigrants born in France” (91). The 

alienation of the racialised or Muslim French is power-laden insofar as dominant media-

political discourses in France tend to ostracise these groups and depict them as reticent to 

integration through assimilation. The immigrants’ capacity to integrate the French society in 

particular is measured by their willingness “de s’éloigner de leurs familles et de leurs 

communautés et de participer à leurs stigmatisation” (Vergès, 2019: 76). Following Vergès’s 

statement, it seems clear that the racialised individuals are required to give up most of their 
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cultural heritage in order to be accepted without restraint and even then, they may still 

suffer social injustices. This implies an incitement for people to review their identity and 

adapt their cultural, religious, traditional and linguistic characteristics to French standards. 

There is a similarity between racialised individuals undergoing such treatment and 

Francophone postcolonial authors, who, as stipulated earlier, are never fully accepted as 

French writers. This is due to the themes and ideas channelled through their fiction, which 

tends to criticise Eurocentrism and the inconsistencies of the so-called civilised Western 

nations. 

In Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, the protagonist Salie attempts to dissuade her brother and 

other young boys from going to France by explaining “En Europe, mes frères, vous êtes 

d’abord noirs, accessoirement citoyens, définitivement étrangers, et ça, ce n’est pas écrit 

dans la Constitution, mais certains le lisent sur votre peau” (2003: 176). Diome accuses 

France of institutional racism and exposes the hypocrisy of universalist claims. She exhibits 

her resistance to Eurocentrism through an explicit denunciation of French Republican 

hypocrisy. By pointing out the inherent racism in the treatment of postcolonial immigrants, 

she refuses complete assimilation to her country of adoption and denounces racial 

discrimination, which undermines the assimilationist model. She claims that successful 

immigrants are routinely praised and acknowledged as French, but any deviation from the 

norms, such as immigrants’ involvement in delinquency or terrorism, immediately results in 

their exclusion from the national community. For instance, binational individuals can see the 

forfeiture of their French citizenship in case of a terrorist endeavour. The manifest double 

standards of their ethos are discussed in the novel: 

Blacks, Blancs, Beurs, ce n’est qu’un slogan slogan placardé sur leur vitrine mondiale, comme 

une mauvaise publicité de Benetton, juste une recette : Bœuf, Braisé, Beurré, que les chaînes 
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de télévision s’arrachent à coups de millions. Les étrangers sont acceptés, aimés et mêmes 

revendiqués seulement quand, dans leurs domaines, ils sont parmi les meilleurs. Blacks, 

Blancs, Beurs, si ça allait de soi dans la société française, on n’aurait pas besoin d’en faire un 

slogan. Ce n’est qu’une poudre de rêve qu’on nous jette aux yeux pour nous cacher de dures 

réalités. (2003: 178) 

This passage exposes the marginalisation of immigrants through irony as the slogan “Blacks, 

Blancs, Beurs”, which became popular after the victory of an ethnically mixed team at the 

1998 football world cup, is paralleled with a culinary recipe, “Bœuf, Braisé, Beurré”, which is 

a way of pointing out the absurdity of the alliterating slogan. More importantly, we note 

that she uses the English word “Black” instead of “noir” as a way to put a distance between 

the racial denomination and the described group, which reveals the discomfort of the 

French when it comes to naming ethnic minority groups. The alliteration, which is normally 

more prominent in poetry, is also utilised here for emphasis. 

In the novel, Diome constantly seeks to undermine binaries such as individualism versus 

community, tradition versus modernity, solidarity versus self-interest and female versus 

male. She joins Bâ and Djebar in their quest for compromise and balance to avoid falling into 

the trap of enmity between the confronting ideas. This is noticeable in several instances in 

the novel. For example, the narrator criticises the way women contribute to their own 

mistreatment through their rivalry concerning reproduction as if it were the only way to 

prove their value. Reflecting on the fate of children in the third world, Diome gives the 

narrator an opportunity to harshly scrutinise Western interventions in African economies 

that force parents to produce many children in order to have a few of them who survive: 

Qu’adviendrait-il de ces déferlantes de progéniture? Tous ces régiments bientôt décimés sur 

la zone rouge du tiers-monde, par le sida, la dysenterie, le paludisme et les bazookas 

économiques dirigés vers nous depuis l’occident. Dévaluation! Démolition de notre 

monnaie, de notre avenir, de notre vie tout court! Sur la balance de la mondialisation, une 
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tête d’enfant du tiers-monde pèse moins lourd qu’un hamburger. Et les femmes 

persévèrent, aveugles ou aveuglées, elles courent au sacrifice, sur l’autel de la maternité. 

(185) 

Diome’s views on women’s roles can be qualified as decolonial feminist because she 

demonstrates that the subordinated role of women in Senegalese society cannot be 

challenged without addressing Western imperialism that engenders a disastrous future for 

the young generations in Africa. Salie simultaneously criticises Senegalese women’s rivalry 

and lack of lucidity regarding their situations and the West’s imperial interests and their 

impact on the impoverishment of African countries. Like Mariama Bâ, her co-national and 

predecessor, Diome advocates women’s education as part of the solution. For instance, the 

narrator, Salie, claims that her education helped her rise above the condition she was 

destined for in society: “Mon stylo continuait à tracer ce chemin que j’avais emprunté pour 

les quitter. Chaque cahier rempli, chaque livre lu, chaque dictionnaire consulté est une 

brique supplémentaire sur le mur qui se dresse entre elles et moi” (171). This praise of 

learning as a tool of social and international mobility is also discernible in Bâ’s engagement 

for girls’ education and Djebar’s gratefulness to her father who challenged Algerian 

traditions by schooling his daughter during colonialism. It is important to note that, as 

mentioned in Part One, while education for girls is a norm for Europeans, colonialism led to 

a lack of infrastructure, resulting in fewer schools in remote places. Education thus 

remained rare, only accessible to girls from affluent families living in larger cities. It is 

equally important to understand that despite the greater accessibility of education in recent 

decades, marriage still holds paramount importance in most African countries, prompting 

girls to prioritise marriage over education and to leave school early. This explains why 

Diome depicts education as the only way to achieve emancipation and freedom. Education 

is therefore addressed in the novel as a powerful tool of resistance. Diome’s liminal position 
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as a Senegalese woman writer living in France enables her to criticise Senegalese women’s 

unawareness of the key importance of higher educational attainment. However, by drawing 

attention to the lack of awareness in women, she makes them aware. Through her critical 

stance, she endeavours to resist hegemonic forces from both France and Senegal 

simultaneously. 

Postcolonial resistance also plays a key role in Le Ventre de l’Atlantique, where the narrator 

typifies the success and financial independence desired by her young brother, Madické. As 

mentioned earlier, immigration to France and education enable Salie to become her family’s 

financial supporter, a role men usually occupy. The resistance through subversion occurs in 

the novel through the inversion of gender roles. Salie is the oldest sibling who takes care of 

her brothers and sisters and sustains all the males of her family financially. Thus, the female 

character becomes the head of the family on whom male characters depend financially. 

Here, the subversion is conspicuous because the novel is filled with autobiographical 

discourse, as propelling the ideas of the author into fiction bolsters Diome’s authorial 

identity formed through resistance. Major strands of the narrative are derived from Diome’s 

own life. Diome’s testimony of women’s strength helps her challenge the ideals which 

portray men as valiant, intrepid and responsible for the family. Diome’s role as the head of 

clan also validates her arguments and consolidates her authorial identity. 

Finally, Diome’s liminality not only allows her to critique both France and Senegal but also 

puts her in a delicate position. By employing deictic words “I”, “we” and “here”, which 

legitimate her belonging to both Senegal and France, she emphasises her proximity to the 

space-time of the novel’s setting. As an immigrant writer denouncing issues in Senegal, she 

risks attracting criticism for being Westernised, assimilated to French values and accultured. 
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Vice versa, when she criticises France’s controversial attitudes to immigration and racism, 

she exposes herself to scrutiny as a bitter writer who is not grateful enough for the benefits 

France bestows on her. Embracing the autobiographical discourse and using deictic 

pronouns, which include her in the depicted space-time, Diome signals that her identity is 

constructed in relation to both places. Thus, she prompts the reader to trust her experience 

and perceive her criticism of the politics and society in both countries as justified and 

legitimated by her internal gaze and intimate knowledge of both contexts. This idea is 

explained by Samuel Zadi, who explains the implications of the use of deictic words in the 

novel: 

Le déictique spatial "ici" annonce le discours, c'est-à-dire la présence du locuteur dans 

l'espace énoncé, tandis que "là-bas" dénote du récit et implique une distance entre le 

locuteur et l'espace d'énonciation. De plus, les déictiques personnels "je" et "nous" du 

discours impliquent l'énonciateur dans les faits énoncés, alors que l'usage de la troisième 

personne ("ils" et "elles" dans le cas du récit) l'en distancie. La narratrice use par endroits 

des déictiques spatiaux "ici" et personnels "je" et "nous" dans son discours pour créer une 

impression de familiarité avec les réalités socioculturelles de l'espace de la diégèse, c'est-à-

dire du village de Niodor. (2010: 178) 

The phrase “impression de familiarité” confirms, as I argued above, Diome’s awareness of 

her situation. This is mentioned in Part One, where she explains in an interview that her 

position is liminal and that she accepts such a position. By accepting it, she uses in her 

fiction indicators that legitimate her statements. It is also relevant to state that using these 

specific pronouns enhances her postcolonial resistance. Instead of being a mere 

commentator, who speaks from a comfortable external position, she embraces her 

subjective relation with the places and ideas addressed in her fiction through the narrator-

protagonist, Salie. The following quote is an excellent illustration of this idea in the novel: 
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Chez moi, j’étais nostalgique de l’ailleurs, où l’Autre est mien autrement. Et je pensais à ceux 

qui, là-bas, trouvent ma tristesse légitime et me consolent, quand l’Afrique me manque […] 

Evoquer mon manque de France sur ma terre natale serait considéré comme une trahison, 

je devais porter cette mélancolie comme on porte un enfant illégitime, en silence et avec 

contrition. Enracinée partout, exilée tout le temps. (181, emphasis mine) 

Simultaneously, the quote exemplifies immigrants’ perpetual feeling of alienation. Salie 

depicts the complexity of this situation of displacement, in particular when she is in Africa 

and misses France but cannot express it as it would be considered treason to a certain 

extent. 

In Impossible de grandir (2013), hybrid resistance is intrinsic; Diome starkly expresses her 

resistance to multiple dogmas, but first to patriarchy and androcentric society. The novel is 

centred on the same character, Salie, and the story is mostly autobiographical. Sporadic 

flashbacks are employed to create a bridge between the adulthood and childhood of the 

main character. Hence, the narrator wanders between different epochs to explore the 

potential reasons behind Salie’s unwillingness to accept people’s invitations to their homes. 

Immediately, the reader knows that childhood trauma influences Salie in her abhorance, 

specifically of friends’ invitations. The narrator explains that young Salie used to be sent by 

her grandmother to visit her relatives during the summer; however, soon, the summer 

holidays turned into the worst memories for the girl as she suffered distressing moments 

due to being mistreated as an illegitimate child. Her aunt, who treated her with disdain, 

deprived her of food and used her as a servant, while male relatives used to molest her: 

 Quelquefois, en l’absence des adultes, le comportement de certains tontons était loin d’être 

exemplaire. A l’évidence, les rondeurs expansives de leurs épouses ne suffisaient pas à 

endiguer leur autoritaire libido. Outre les plaisanteries graveleuses, frôler, coincer, toucher 

tripoter, faisait partie de leur récréation de prédateurs. (2013: 128, emphasis mine)  
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These different sources of fear result in Salie’s inability to attend dinner parties at other 

people’s homes. This is illustrated through Marie-Odile’s invitation, which puts Salie in a 

state of fright. Thus, Salie’s narration bears several aspects of women’s mistreatment, 

beginning with deprivation, then disdain and harassment. By describing her childhood and 

the way it impacts her adult life, Diome demonstrates that a girl suffers innumerable 

injustices. Furthermore, in Impossible de grandir, Diome, via Salie, expresses an undeniable 

sense of defiance. Her past experience could well have caused self-loathing and shyness. 

Instead, her suffering turns her into a strong, non-compliant individual. This is noticeable in 

the novel when she speaks out to defend her position. The following quote highlights her 

pride in being a Senegalese woman, as she draws her strength from the historical reputation 

of women in her tribe. Resistant Guelwaar, she is inspired by the Serere women in pre-

colonial Senegal:  

Les lutteurs sérères, defiant leurs adversaires dans une gracieuse danse, le bakou, disent : 

Osada hama diabaam ! Qui ose m’affronte ! En pays Guelwaar, les femmes étaient 

d’excellentes lutteuses. Elles aussi connaissaient go rako saakh, cette preste prise qui vous 

envoie valdinguer un Goliath à terre. (2013: 300) 

In another instance, Diome opposes and subverts the phallocentric community through the 

sardonic tone used by Salie to mock her uncle who treats her with machismo although he 

depends on her financially: “A ses yeux, la femelle que je suis ne peut évidemment pas 

prendre seule de judicieuses décisions. Mais, puisque ce mâle dominant est si puissant, je 

me demande pourquoi il lui faut mes deniers pour créer une société à ses enfants” (2013: 

301).  

In Impossible de grandir (2013), Diome employs a strategy similar to the other writers, 

which turns the character into an agent of resistance. Given the fact that characters are the 

main literary devices to convey the authors’ ideas, they encapsulate their resistance. In 
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Djebar’s oeuvre, characters and threads of narration can be extended to several novels as a 

way of narrating a bigger story, which could be extrapolated from the close reading of each 

novel. This means that while the novels are not presented as series or volumes, an alert 

reader can notice the intertextuality between the novels. By using the main character Salie 

for the second time in her writing, Diome creates a similar intratextual link between her two 

novels. Narasimhan (2019) points out how the characters in Diome’s work are chosen to 

epitomise women’s issues: “The marginalization of women, the different forms of 

oppression that victimizes them as well as the articulation of their resistance can be seen in 

the choices of female protagonists” (:101). Salie lives in France but re-lives the events of her 

childhood through a form of schizophrenia. The adult Salie is based in France, while the 

child emerges from a rural Senegalese childhood filled with traumas. The adult Salie 

criticises white middle-class French women typified by Marie-Odile and a psychiatrist, who 

are obsessed with trivial details of life as Salie recounts: “sa [Marie-Odile’s] vie trouvait sa 

consistance dans une succession de dîners, dressés dans son emploi du temps, tels des 

piquets censés éviter que son monde ne s’effondre. Et ma vie à moi consistait à 

m’enfermer” (20). Salie reflects on her friend while she undegoes an introspection about 

her identity and origin: “Guelwaar de la diaspora, loin de l’être ancestral, j’arpente les 

temps modernes, privée des certitudes de mes aïeuls, les chevilles lestées d’un 

enchevêtrement de question […] Devenir quelqu’un de la diaspora, c’est porter en soi deux 

êtres qui ne cessent de s’interroger” (2013: 10). However, it is her presence between two 

territories that allows Diome/Salie to have a critical eye and empowers her hybrid 

resistance. Diome scrutinises Eurocentrism by demonstrating the lack of equality which 

undermines democracy: “Quand certains glosent identité nationale et légitiment la 

xénophobie par leurs dérapages linguistiques, plus que volontaires, car toujours prononcés 
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à dessein, on se demande ce que vaut la belle démocratie, lorsqu’elle porte l’inégalité 

sociale telle une verrue au milieu de la figure ?” (2013: 325). In another instance, Diome 

subverts postcolonial hierarchies between developed Western countries and African 

countries like Senegal by comparing her ancestors’ and French people’s sense of equality:  

Dire que cet homme a osé aller dispenser leçons et remarques désobligeantes en Afrique, où 

l’on se prive parfois de déjeuner pour servir l’étranger qui débarque à l’improviste ![…] les 

Guelwaar, entrés dans l’histoire depuis XVI siècle, défendaient mieux que lui l’esprit 

d’égalité. Leur politique supposait une justice sociale et le Grand Conseil des Lamânes y 

veillait. (323) 

Despite the universalist-humanist discourse that promotes sameness and equality, the 

divisive French policy and the double standards concerning equality between people are 

brought to the fore in the previous quotes. Besides, this idea is corroborated by Vergès as 

she expounds her analysis about women: “Ils [ces féminismes] adhèrent à une mission 

civilisatrice qui divise le monde entre cultures ouvertes à l’égalité des femmes et cultures 

hostiles à l’égalité des femmes” (2019: 80). The Eurocentric discourse carried by Westerners 

is loaded with inconsistencies, especially in Impossible de grandir, which recounts the 

history of women in Senegal and provides an insight into pre-colonial times when women 

had a powerful place in society and were not subordinate to men. They were decision-

makers and fighters respected by the community. That means that the problem with “le 

féminisme Civilisationnel” is that it sets out a frame and legislation since 1989 in France, 

which echoes in postcolonial countries, where such ideologies as capitalism, liberalism, 

feminism and anti-Islam intertwine. Any transgression of the rules is labelled by the 

civilisational, colonial speech as uncivilised and not ready to progress. 

Diome’s in-betweenness enables her to appropriate both the ancestral African knowledge 

and the legacy of Western intellectuals in her novels. Thus, she can simultaneously 
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denounce the male hegemony and the religious authoritarianism in Senegal and the harsh 

immigration policies in France. She can scrutinise the rural Senegalese society that excluded 

her as an illegitimate child as well as the French colonial amnesia (or France’s oblivion about 

its negative colonial repercussions on colonised nations), the incoherence of a Republican 

universalist discourse and the lack of solidarity and selfishness of Western societies. The 

thematic dynamic is channelled through the main character Salie, who is the principal agent 

of Diome’s resistance and commitment. This position and hybrid resistance is explicitly 

illustrated in the following sequence: 

J’écris, en heureuse bénéficiaire du legs de Simone de Beauvoir, Mariama Bâ, Ousmane 

Sembène et tant d’autres : rester entièrement humaine, toujours le revendiquer, ne jamais 

accepter d’être réduite au statut, si longtemps bafoué, de femme […] j’écris contre ceux qui, 

sans aucune miséricorde, invoquent Dieu, le miséricordieux, pour justifier leur autoritarisme 

et leurs basses besognes. J’écris contre l’obscurantisme religieux, les falsificateurs et les faux 

dévots qui condamnent des vies, que le Seigneur, le Tout-Puissant, lui, a jugé bon de faire 

exister, puisqu’il est écrit, à la sourate trois du Coran, Al-Imrane, la famille d’Imrane, verset 

cinq-six, que “rien vraiment ne se cache d’Allah de ce qui existe sur la terre ou dans le ciel. 

C’est lui qui vous donne forme dans les matrices, comme il le veut” […] J’écris, pour rendre la 

mémoire à cette Afrique amnésique, celle sans orgueil, si prompt à la conversion, qui 

renonce à son identité, pour se laisser aveugler par des mythes importés, qui ne concernent 

en rien la culture négro-africaine. (2013: 310-311) 

The quote shows clearly Diome’s intention to criticise various sources of domination 

underpinning her fiction. She highlights her intellectual influence and explicitly expresses 

the way she negotiates her way between the French legacy and the African one. More 

importantly, she emphasises her eagerness to shed light on African culture and restore the 

memory of Africans who are brainwashed by the Eurocentric discourse that is channelled 

through the media and other institutions. Africans are amnesic with regard to their self-

worth. They tend to forget their history as they are fed with this unilateral Westernist 

discourse. There are parallels between Djebar’s and Diome’s writing as they both 
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incorporate episodes from the pre-colonial history of their respective countries of origin to 

emphasise their belonging to these homelands where they no longer live and reinforce their 

legitimacy to critique them. They also use this technique to remind their co-nationals of 

their culture and identities. By reconstructing these national memories, they connect their 

individual identity as authors to the collective identity of their respective nations.  

Similarly to Bâ, Djebar and Diome, Adichie displays hybrid resistance. She lives between 

multiple territories; she systematically commutes between her country of origin, Nigeria, 

and the USA, where she migrated. Living between two countries means confronting two 

different realities that the author must reconcile. Although Diome and Adichie belong to 

different cultural backgrounds, their lives and careers are similar. They share many vantage 

points, including their ideas on immigration and race that are foregrounded in their oeuvres. 

Bhabha’s notion of “unhomeliness” is also fruitfully applicable to Adichie’s work, as she 

remains in the interstitial space, dealing with themes related to Nigeria, such as in Purple 

hibiscus (2003) that tackles domestic violence and religion in the Nigerian society, and 

diaspora, immigration and race, which she discovered after she moved to the USA and were 

later explored more extensively and in greater depth in Americanah. Moreover, similarly to 

the three Francophone authors, Adichie’s novels and public life are marked by her 

engagement with causes that matter to her. Thus, her writing shows signs of a hybrid 

resistance, as she opposes different categories of oppression from an in-between 

perspective. However, her resistance to patriarchy is not prominent in Half of yellow sun 

(2006), which differs substantially from the other novels of my corpus as well as from 

Adichie’s other novels, focusing as it does on the civil war in Nigeria in the 1960s. Yet even 

this novel features important female characters, albeit with a lesser emphasis on their 

femininity. On the contrary, the choice of characters, such as a university lecturer, his young 
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houseboy, his wife and an Englishman, indicate that Adichie opted for a representation of 

the Nigerian society in its diversity. This can be understood as a willingness to avoid a 

thematic scatter where the focal point should remain the Civil War, depicted from various 

local and Western viewpoints. While Bâ, Djebar and Diome engage with their feminist 

struggle and resistance to male hegemony in all their works, even those that exhibit other 

thematic patterns and intentions, Adichie’s resistance to a phallocentric society is more 

discernible in Americanah (2013). 

Bhabha argues that hybridity occurs at particular historical moments (1994). This statement 

is particularly relevant to Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun (2006), as 

Adichie represents the bloody civil war in fiction to restitute the collective memory of the 

Nigerian people and to reflect on who should be made responsible for the civil war. 

Adhikary explains the impact of the representation of the conflict in fiction rather than in 

standard historical non-fictional documents as Adichie approaches the war through a 

generational distance. “[She] speaks through history to our war-racked age not through 

abstract analogy but through the energy of vibrant, sometimes horrifying detail” (2020: 1). 

This concrete and often gruesome narrative of the fratricide war compels the reader to 

rethink history and invites the international readership, mainly the English, to face their 

responsibility and raise their awareness of the impact their country had on Nigerian history. 

The novel contains various instances of the hybrid resistance insofar as it displays multiple 

sources of domination and multiple interacting tools of resistance. Similarly to the six novels 

discussed above, Half of a Yellow Sun also testifies the impact of the divisive power of 

Western imperialism on both the relationships between men and women and between 

citizens and their political leaders. Analysing the resistance to patriarchy and colonialism in 
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the novel of Adichie, Adhikary points out that it contains various postcolonial feminist 

elements interwoven into an exuberant portrayal of the Nigerian Civil War: 

Adichie explicitly portrays the pains and pathos along with the resistance the female 

characters undergo amidst deep-rooted patriarchy as well as the colonial legacy. The 

sufferings these female characters bear throughout the novel itself provides strength to 

them to revolt against the oppression imposed upon them. (2020: 1) 

As Adikhary argues, patriarchy and colonial legacy are depicted in the novel simultaneously 

through the resistance of a set of characters, both female and male. This resistance is a 

hybrid one since it associates the political resistance and the anti-Eurocentric position made 

visible throughout the novel via the writings of the English male character Richard and the 

resistance to patriarchal oppression embodied by the novel’s female characters, Olanna and 

Kainene. As mentioned earlier, Richard is a writer and intellectual attempting to write a 

book about Igbo-Ukwu art, and then turns his attention towards the war. By entrusting the 

role of the denunciation of Western responsibility to an Englishman, Adichie implicitly 

attempts to make the representation of the enemy avow the repercussions of their actions. 

This reminds us once again of Fanon’s mutual recognition explained in Chapter Six. Through 

the mise on abyme, Adichie compels the English character to recognise their negative role in 

the internal conflict caused by the British colonial divisive policies. More particularly, the 

character of Richard can be interpreted as an objective and informed observer who is well 

placed to convey the atrocities of the war in the Biafran region. His observations are all the 

more trustworthy as they are formed from the perspective of a foreigner who is very 

familiar with Nigerian culture and witnesses the conflict from within. In the closing 

paragraph of his book, he exposes the role of English colonisation in dividing Nigerians and 

creating mistrust and hatred between peoples who previously peacefully coexisted: 
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It is imperative to remember that the first time the Igbo people were massacred, albeit on a 

much a smaller scale than what has recently occurred, was in 1945 that carnage was 

precipitated by the British colonial government when it blamed the Igbo people for the 

national strike, banned Igbo-published newspapers, and generally encouraged anti-Igbo 

sentiment. The notion of the recent killings being a product of ‘old-age’ hatred is therefore 

misleading. The tribes of the North and the South have long had contact, at least, as far back 

as the ninth century, as some of magnificent beads discovered at the historic Igbo-Ukwu site 

attest. No doubt these groups also fought wars and slave-raided each other, but they did not 

massacre in this manner. It has been caused, simply by the informal divide-and-rule policies 

of the British colonial exercise. These policies manipulated the differences between the 

tribes and ensured that unity would not exist, thereby making the easy governance of such 

large country practicable. (2006: 166-167) 

Richard throws the blame explicitly on colonialism; however, since Half of a Yellow Sun is a 

historical novel, his criticism is not immediately concerned with contemporary Western-

centrism. In Americanah, Adichie denounces European colonial responsibility in creating 

political conflicts between different ethnic groups in Nigeria. By tackling the history and 

repercussions of the civil war on Nigeria, she practises the performative cultural 

engagement described and conceptualised by Bhabha (1994). She negotiates her way 

between her country’s historical and cultural events and the use of the Western strategies 

of writing, such as realism and translanguaging, which culminate in her hybrid resistance. 

The postcolonial resistance is evident because of the thematic choice related to the war and 

the accountability of Britain. As has been demonstrated in Part One, there is a close 

similarity between the events that took place in Nigeria in the 1960s and the ones narrated 

in Half of a yellow sun. In the novel, Adichie also addresses the relationship between 

colonialism and patriarchal hegemony which, as we have seen in the previous examples 

discussed in this chapter, are inseparable. As a result, hybrid resistance also becomes 

prominent through the representation of female characters and their evolution during the 
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war and the challenging conditions it imposes on them. This is important because in 

Western literature, for centuries war tended to be exclusively described through the male 

gaze. As Rackley notes:  

For centuries, literature has depicted war through an androcentric lens, reinforcing the myth 

that women are silent sufferers during war. For example, Shakespeare’s Henry V, O’Brien’s 

The Things They Carried, and Hosseini’s The Kite Runner were written in different time 

periods and cultures, but they fail to incorporate women’s experiences and interactions with 

war. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun counters the aforementioned 

authors’ assumption that war is a predominately male experience through the depiction of 

female characters as active participants in the Biafran War. (2015: 6)  

Adichie’s focus on women’s experience of war and her choice to represent their active roles 

during sensitive times of history is comparable to Assia Djebar’s quest to rewrite history 

from a female’s perspective. Although the two authors belong to different generations and 

write about different African countries, their struggle and denunciation of Western 

responsibility in African political conflicts are similar. Besides, this undermines the “fémi-

impérialisme” exposed by Françoise Vergès and its dominant representation of African and 

Muslim women as passive, submissive and victims of their androcentric societies. In fact, 

this is a trap that Westerners fall into. While Muslim women can be victims of their own 

society’s androcentric hegemony, which manipulates religion to maintain male domination, 

they are also victims of the West’s understanding of religion and phobia of Islam. By 

creating female characters from both Islamic and non-Islamic contexts in their texts, both 

Djebar and Adichie demonstrate a patent willingness to subvert the clichés and 

counterpoise them through the depiction of resistant women who are just as valuable and 

strong as men during warring conditions. 

Even though migration and race are at the centre of Americanah and, although the novel 

includes the story of the migration of a male character, the book forcefully portrays both 
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the effects of migration on Nigerian women in the USA and women’s situation in Nigeria. 

For example, the protagonist’s aunt and her relationship with the married government 

official or her friends’ capitulation to marriage due to lack of opportunities and economic 

independence. Love and marriage are also at the centre of this novel, with their 

entanglements with race, class, politics and social and economic issues both abroad (the US 

and the UK) and in postcolonial Nigeria. In Americanah, the resistance of women to 

patriarchal hegemony intersects with their resistance to a race-centred society. Given their 

experience as a migrant to Western countries, Djebar, Diome and Adichie have all witnessed 

the problematic intersection of domination based on racial hierarchies and domination 

founded on gender hierarchies. On the contrary, Bâ was less subject to racist issues as she 

lived her entire life in her country and belonged to the elite. bell hooks emphasises in her 

Feminist theory: from margin to center (1984): “Since all forms of oppression are linked in 

our society because they are supported by similar institutional and social structures, one 

system cannot be eradicated while the others remain intact” (1984: 37). This applies to 

Adichie’s case, as she is primarily interested in depicting black women’s resistance and 

subsequently women’s struggle in general. Although her female protagonist is a rich, 

independent, educated black woman, which can be interpreted as a way of making the 

protagonist think and have a critical eye on society, she meets with Nigerian hairdressers in 

the US in Americanah and multiple other female representations in Senegal. In one instance 

in the novel, Adichie describes the double repression and rejection suffered by black 

women. She condemns black men’s attitudes towards black women and the double 

rejection undergone by women in society. This is undertaken through blog writing within 

the novel that is employed as a strategy to express disturbing truths. Ifemelu writes:  
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Many American blacks proudly say they have some ‘Indian’. Which means Thank God We 

Are Not Full-Blooded Negroes. Which means they are not too dark. […] American black men 

like their black women to have some exotic quota, like half-Chinese or splash of Cherokee. 

They like their women light. But beware what American blacks consider ‘light’. Some of 

these ‘light’ people, in countries of Non-American Blacks, would simply be called white. […] 

Now my fellow Non-American Blacks, don’t get smug. Because this bullshit also exists in our 

Caribbean and African countries. Not as bad as with American blacks, you say? Maybe. But 

there nonetheless. Many successful American black men have white wives. Those who deign 

to have black wives have light (otherwise known as yellow) wives. And this is the reason dark 

women love Barack Obama. He broke the mold! He married one of their own. He knows 

what the world doesn’t seem to know: that dark black women totally rock. (2013: 214) 

The quote exposes a raw truth and clearly pinpoints the way it happens that some American 

black men are less attracted to women of their skin tone. This illustrates the discrimination 

that people of colour and especially women of colour regularly endure. It is informative and 

explanatory in the first place, and then it champions black women’s advantages and 

qualities when the protagonist states: “dark black women totally rock”. Finally, it criticises 

the misrepresentation of black women in the media and on the big screen. It is pertinent to 

mention that Adichie and Diome are relatively similar in their straightforward denunciation 

of the systematic racist incidents. The fact that both authors migrated to two different 

nations, the USA and France, yet recount similar issues relating to immigration and race is 

revealing of the perpetration of colonial racial stereotypes in Western societies. Moreover, 

the blogger Ifemelu decides to go back to Nigeria and restart her life. Once in her 

hometown, she exposes women’s realities showcasing male domination and women’s 

unflattering positions, as their unique purpose in life is to find a rich man to marry while 

they are young. She points out cases of women who owe faint respect for themselves as 

they live as mistresses of wealthy men because they prefer this position instead of a 

dignified position of a wife to a modest man. It is, thus, undeniable that despite Adichie’s 
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concentration on race as the principal theme in the novel, there is a clear predisposition to 

resist through denunciation, criticism and opposition to patriarchal hegemony and to 

women’s ignorance and willingness to throw themselves at men’s feet for vague financial 

benefits.  

Likewise, Americanah (2013) addresses Eurocentrism and hybrid resistance through the lens 

of immigration and race. Like Djebar and Diome, who have lived across different national 

boundaries and represent different countries through a double setting in their fiction, 

Adichie divides the narrative of Americanah between Nigeria and the USA. This strategy 

allows her to challenge anti-Eurocentric/anti-Western positions as an author who immersed 

herself in American life. She considers social issues derived from her own experience 

through the character of Ifemelu, who states in the novel: 

We don’t even tell our white partners the small things that piss us off and the things we wish 

they understood better, because we’re worried they will say we’re overreacting, or we’re 

being sensitive. And we don’t want them to say, look how far we’ve come, just forty years 

ago it would have been illegal for us to even be a couple blah blah blah, because you know 

what we’re thinking when they say that? We’re thinking why the fuck should it ever have 

been illegal anyway? […] It’s true. I speak from experience. (2013: 291) 

Ifemelu’s critique of the dominant perception of black people seen by their white co-

nationals merges resistance to the dominant white gaze with an anti-patriarchal resistance 

as it shows how the African female immigrant character seeks to compromise with her 

white partners’ “white fragility” (DiAngelo, 2011). In Americanah, Adichie overthrows the 

colour-blind premise of standards of American discourses, which are unreflective of the 

realities, where the main character Ifemelu discovers another dimension of her blackness 

during her long stay in the USA – one that is marked by the white subjects’ gaze. 
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The novel contains myriads of instances of anti-Eurocentric/anti-Western positions. The 

criticism is centred on the way black people are seen and treated in the USA. It also 

highlights that African countries are not considered a worthwhile subject in academia. This 

is exemplified by Ifemelu’s research project, which needs to be a comparative one since, as 

she explains to a friend: “You can’t do just Africa in political science graduate programmes in 

this country. You can compare Africa to Poland or Israel, but focusing on Africa itself? They 

don’t let you do that” (2013: 177). This means that there is an inherent control of 

epistemology and ontology by Western gatekeepers. What Spivak terms “epistemic 

violence” with reference to postcolonial societies, which are censored and under-

represented because of Africa’s own governments, occurs also in the Western societies. This 

demonstrates the need for postcolonial intellectuals to undertake more work on African 

subjects to counter restrictions applied in both the West and the homeland countries. It also 

legitimises further the case study authors’ vehement resistance as their work contributes to 

offering alternative sources of knowledge and representation of the non-West. 

On another level, Ifemelu challenges the universalism of dominant beauty standards in the 

USA in particular and the Western countries in general by demonstrating that the 

mainstream press and the cosmetic industry ignore the specific needs of non-white women: 

“Look, this article tells you to pinch your cheeks for colour because all their readers are 

supposed to have cheeks you can pinch for colour. This tells you about different hair 

products for everyone- and ‘everyone’ means blonds, brunettes and redheads. I am none of 

those” (2013: 295). Here there is a clear overlap between Ifemelu’s female perspective and 

her anti-Eurocentric standpoint. She denounces the unfair system, which marginalises 

racialised women in the US and underrepresents them in the media. This is an original way 

of addressing racism and emphasising its omnipresence. Its effect can be to sensitise the 
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female African readers of the younger generations to the issues as well as denounce them in 

order to make positive changes. Another instance of Adichie’s resistance to Western-

centrism is when the narrator draws critical attention to Africans for their ambivalent 

position with regard to Europe: “She had teased Boubacar about Francophone Africans, how 

battered their minds were by the French and how thin-skinned they had become, too aware 

of European slights, and yet too enamoured of Europeanness” (2013: 340). This passage 

illustrates, to some extent, the notable historical discrepancy between the African subjects 

depending on the nature of colonisation they have undergone. By contrasting Francophone 

and non-Francophone blacks, Ifemelu conveys the French assimilation colonial strategy, 

which somehow persisted in the minds of Francophone blacks.  

As a result, Americanah can be examined through the lens of hybrid resistance because it 

appropriates and subverts styles, ideas and ideologies through interweaving strategies. I 

place it under the sign of resistance because, throughout the narrative, Ifemelu reacts to the 

striking realities of racism and power relations, and she denounces the ambiguous discourse 

of the West. The subversive nature of the novel is also exemplified by the protagonist 

Ifemelu. Adichie depicts a situation of Ifemelu’s teenage years back in Nigeria, where her 

mother strives to educate her to become a submissive, soft natured, and obedient young 

woman in line with the norm. However, the rebellious Ifemelu does not abide by the social 

rules and speaks up for herself, standing up to her mother who mumbles: “Why must this 

girl be a troublemaker? I have been saying it since, that it would have been better if she was 

a boy, behaving like this” (2013: 52).  

The novel drastically differs from other novels on race and immigration from the diaspora 

because it does not have a predictable end, where the main character becomes alienated 

and estranged from both their mother country and the country of adoption. (Rani, 2018: 
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253). However, Adichie’s differs from this norm. In fact, despite Ifemelu’s criticism and 

subversion of the political and social life of both countries, she ends up leaning towards 

Nigeria and moves back to live there, which means that she does not feel the alienation as a 

result of her migratory experience: 

Adichie undermines the generic conventions of the typical immigrant novel that leaves no 

room for an alternative to self-alienation. Towards the end of the novel, Ifemelu returns 

home not because she is forced to, but because she wants to. Adichie thus achieves two 

things: she problematizes US-American concepts of race and she creates a twenty-first 

century form of the intercultural novel that anticipates ‘its own reception as a new kind of 

black novel’ that functions as a critique of an association of African literature with trauma or 

injury. (Berning, 2015: 4) 

It is pivotal to understand that, while Berning’s study mentions Adichie’s ambivalence, 

negotiation between the self and other and the prominence of culture in the narration of 

stories of immigration, this thesis acknowledges the importance of these elements and 

dwells on the notion of hybrid resistance as an essential synthesis that negotiates a path 

that positively combines culture and knowledge, through the negotiation of styles and 

techniques mentioned not only in this Chapter but in previous ones. Hybrid resistance is 

mainly fostered by Bhabha’s liminality and Vergès’ “le feminism décolonial”. Moreover, the 

anti-Eurocentric/anti-Western-centric position is exhibited more explicitly and frontally in 

Diome’s and Adichie’s novels through the characters and the themes of immigration, race 

and patriarchy. The two authors employ sarcasm and colloquial expressions to foreground 

the absurdity of the West’s double standards and to denounce the inconsistencies of the 

worldwide spread Eurocentric mindset. More importantly, they highlight the African agency 

attempting to restore the memory of Africans through the historical reference to the 

richness of their culture. Diome and Adichie differ from Bâ and Djebar insofar as the first 

generation confronts hegemonic sources with more diplomacy, whereas the second-
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generation counterattacks the sources of hegemony with a firm grip; for example, Adichie 

uses swear words to highlight the protagonist’s exasperation. 

To conclude, Bâ, Djebar, Diome and Adichie employ strategies of resistance, which converge 

into a hybrid resistance. They appropriate Western styles of writing (the realist aesthetic, 

the autobiographical discourse, the use of a European language), oppose the mainstream 

categorisation and mindsets, and subvert them through difference (which culminates in a 

hybrid resistance). This notion, which is insidiously portrayed as a threat to the Western 

universalist discourse, is their way of distinguishing themselves and constructing their 

authorial identities. The difference, which is addressed throughout this chapter as an 

important element of postcolonial resistance, is discernible in the exploration of the four 

case study novels. The distinctive trait of the authors’ writing is the heterogeneity and 

multiplicity of aspects they include and, instead of merely understanding this as an 

ambivalent/unclear position, one must look at it as a means of creating conversations and 

relations. The authors also show discernible signs of resistance to patriarchal hegemony in 

their eight novels. They use similar strategies and motifs in their treatment of women. They 

tend to draw on their personal experience to depict a phallocentric society realistically. 

Their resistance is present in most of their texts and becomes an intrinsic part of the 

construction of their authorial identities, through either voicing the unvoiced or denouncing 

their fellow women’s inferior positions. The four authors reveal differences as they resist 

and subvert through different perspectives and, as they belong to different generations and 

locations, their hybrid resistances differ slightly for historical and cultural reasons. Half of a 

yellow sun appears to be an exception in that it focuses on forms of oppression other than 

women’s. 
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What this thesis has attempted to conceptualise as a hybrid resistance is bolstered by the 

new growing theories of decoloniality and decolonial feminism that consider the multiplicity 

of struggles inseparable from each other because of the overlaps between them and, more 

importantly, because of the interaction between the main sources of domination – 

Eurocentrism, universalism, white feminism, imperialism and patriarchy – which are 

considered by postcolonial feminists as exclusive movements that serve the capitalist and 

liberal lobbies and the far-right political parties in France first, rather than the causes of 

women. 

In summation, Part Three addressed the authors’ resistance to patriarchal hegemony and 

Western-centrism. The first resistance, the authors’ condemnation of the intrinsic male 

domination, uses strategies analysed in Part Two of this thesis. Using translanguaging, 

realism and the autobiographical discourse, female postcolonial authors from Africa tend to 

resist male domination through appropriation and subversion. By adopting the Western 

codes, they critique the issues and scourges of their countries of origin as well as the 

political decisions that nurture the gap between men and women. Simultaneously, the 

authors also resist Eurocentrism by employing the same techniques of writing. Chapter Six 

examined patriarchal hegemony – it emphasised the authors’ liminality through Bhabha’s 

lens. Chapter Seven made slight references to patriarchy while exploring Eurocentrism and 

attempting to show the intertwining link between colonial, imperial and Eurocentric 

domination and the feminist struggle and the postcolonial resistance. The authors address 

issues with regard to postcolonial, decolonial and feminist nature. In the selected novels, 

they pinpoint the Western inconsistencies concerning a number of topics such as 

immigration and feminism. By positioning themselves in-between cultures, societies and 

countries and by rejecting belonging to one established movement and ideology, the case 
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study authors negotiate their identities, inscribing them in the transcultural, transnational 

hybrid spaces.  

The hybrid resistance conceptualised in this thesis allows postcolonial African authors to 

shape an authorial identity that is seemingly different from non-postcolonial writers. 

Throughout the thesis, I propose this notion from a postcolonial vantage point. I take into 

account the existing postcolonial/decolonial scholarship and as I observe a persistent 

questioning by critics of the authorial identity of the postcolonial authors, be it because of 

their use of language in their fictional work, their “in-betweenness”, their subaltern 

positions, or their being female writers, I note that the authors face perpetual dogmatic 

thinking by multiple institutions and suffer eclectic systems of hegemony. Hybrid resistance 

is an articulation of this situation and a concept which encapsulates the essential tools of 

postcolonial writing in a unique intertwining form. There are three intersecting meanings to 

the notion of hybrid resistance. It is important to note that the term hybrid bears an 

inherent causality. The geographical locations of the authors represent the point of origin 

from where stems all the discussed issues. The cause produces the hybrid background of the 

four case study authors. All four writers, as African writers, must navigate a variety of 

cultural and linguistic differences already within their country. Furthermore, because of 

belonging to/living in colonised countries, all four live in a liminal space between the 

culture, language, values of the colonised and African cultures, languages and values. This 

sense of liminality is intensified by the experience of migration in three of them, which has 

made them transnational authors who are neither fully French or American nor fully 

Algerian, Nigerian or Senegalese in the literary world. Additionally, the hybrid resistance 

occurs as they are subjected to the effects of the national and international politics and the 

Eurocentric and phallocentric hegemonies. These aspects are fought simultaneously and 
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cannot be dissociated from one another. Finally, most importantly, hybrid resistance 

describes the eclectic techniques and writing strategies which are employed by the authors 

and shape their literary identities. This operates through the appropriation of the Western 

epistemology, in this case, the realist aesthetic, the autobiographical discourse and 

translanguaging, which are tackled in Part Two.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

This doctoral thesis has attempted to develop an understanding of how postcolonial African 

female authors appropriate and transform the Western genre of the novel and the French 

and English languages to subvert dominant representations of African subjects and resist 
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Eurocentric/Western-centric discourses. It has studied the mechanisms behind the authorial 

identity construction of four writers from three countries, Algeria, Nigeria and Senegal. A 

comparative examination was conducted between two authors belonging to the first 

generation of African postcolonial female authors that emerged immediately during 

occupation or after independence, Mariama Bâ and Assia Djebar, and two contemporary 

writers, Fatou Diome and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. This corpus of study included two 

novels by each author. These share a number of similarities and differences, which made 

their comparative analysis a meaningful way of theorising postcolonial African female 

authorial identity construction. With regards to migration, a seminal topic in this thesis, 

three authors, namely Djebar, Diome and Adichie, have lived between two or three 

countries and therefore share a transcultural and transnational perspective on writing; Bâ 

typifies the first generation of African female authors who did not migrate and whose vision 

was determined by the boundaries of her country.  

The aims of this thesis were to examine eight selected novels by the four authors in order to 

discover how they construct and shape their authorial identity through their extra-literary 

activities and public declarations and through their fiction. Looking at the authorial identity 

of the “real author” has emerged as a crucial aspect in postcolonial studies for a number of 

reasons. First, three Francophone authors are examined as opposed to one Anglophone 

author. The Anglophone author was included with the intention of ascertaining whether 

there were differences between French and English postcolonial contexts (referring to both 

the African countries and their former colonisers) vis-à-vis the status and perception of 

African writers. While the Anglo-Saxon and American readerships accept and welcome 

Adichie with less discrimination, the French scene treats the non-French authors with more 

distance, finding it inconvenient to place Francophone authors in the same rank as French 
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authors. This reveals that France is not reconciled with its colonial past and insists on 

maintaining its superiority towards the postcolonial authors. To correct this inconsistency, 

French institutions have two options: either to refer to all writers employing the French 

language, including the French, as Francophone authors, as is the case in the Anglophone 

sphere, or to call the postcolonial authors of African, Asian and North American origins 

French, when they have French nationality. Although the literary manifesto of Littérature 

monde (2008) shows that, there is an expressed desire to deal with the issue, as long as the 

French do not undertake this exercise, the subtle system of segregation will remain in place, 

creating complex issues of identity that the authors themselves tackle in their fiction. The 

second reason why authorial identity is important relates to the language question. 

Postcolonial African authors writing in colonial languages face dilemmas as to whether to 

continue employing the French and English languages or rather to develop their mother 

tongues by inscribing them in literature, which is seen as the ultimate way of subliming any 

language. This conundrum is important, as shown by the fact that it is addressed in both 

fictional and non-fictional declarations by the authors. 

This thesis has adopted a socio-historical approach, which embraced contextual and para-

textual information in addition to a close reading of a selection of eight novels, bringing the 

authors’ lives, their countries’ histories and their essays, speeches and interviews to bear 

upon their fictional work. This has proved to be a fruitful methodology to meet the aims and 

objectives of this thesis, in particular regarding understanding how the writers’ authorial 

identity is constructed. On the other hand, the textual analysis consisting of close reading 

that brings to the light the stylistic strategies employed by the authors in the eight novels is 

the second part of the approach. Close readings of the texts also highlighted the novels’ 

narrators and protagonists as agents of reality as they tend to be either the authors’ alter 
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egos or the vehicles of the authors’ worldviews. At this point, the socio-historical approach 

supporting text analysis facilitated a referential reading in which the reader becomes an 

important piece of the puzzle linking the scattered pieces in a logical way by going back and 

forth between the textual analyses to the socio-historical reading. By focusing on authorial 

identity, I attempted to understand how postcolonial female authors construct their 

intellectual belonging as authors as well as their personal self and ideologies to form a 

literary canon that is distinguishable and recognisable in the literary world. Authorial 

identity combines the real author and the content of her text, which is replete with the 

author’s subjectivities. This requires a movement to and fro between the novel’s content 

and the life of the author and ideologically engaged statements made by the author outside 

their fictional work. Without this interplay, the essential meaning of the novel can well be 

lost. For instance, Diome invents a narrator-protagonist called Salie who is a lot like her – 

she becomes an independent woman who migrated to France and sustained her family in 

Africa. When Salie speaks about migration, her discourse is superimposed with the one 

expressed by Diome about immigration on television, social media platforms, and 

newspapers. Furthermore, Diome’s experience and life as known by the reader through 

referential reading is superimposed with Salie’s narrative. This overlap produces a particular 

trustworthy effect upon the reader insofar as it adds more weight to the discourse in 

comparison with the discourse of any other character. Thanks to the author’s extra-literary 

declarations, the reader attributes some sort of authenticity to works by postcolonial 

African women authors because they are read as personal as well as collective testimonies; 

the reader knows that the author is a spokesperson for a community. 

The thesis undertook to answer three main research questions. The first one was concerned 

with the opportunities and challenges that writing in the language of the former coloniser 
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entail for female postcolonial authors. I have examined the four authors’ strategies in using 

the language for their own purposes. I have investigated the way African female 

postcolonial literary identity is constructed through the appropriation of Western literary 

models, genres and languages. I have also explored how the authors resist patriarchal and 

postcolonial hegemony in their oeuvres and beyond. Although the questions are inter-

related and therefore the answers can be found throughout the thesis, there has been an 

attempt to devote each Part into which the thesis is divided to one research question. The 

first question on language has been given a foundational context by pointing out the factors 

of choice of writing in a colonial language and the authors’ stances on their tool of literary 

expression. A first, contextual analysis shed light on the reasons leading to the authors’ 

language choices. It highlighted the importance of the author’s education since all four of 

them declared that French or English are the only languages they sufficiently mastered in 

writing. This pinpointed the inadequacy of the political decisions of Nigeria, Algeria and 

Senegal and certainly other African countries as they obstruct their indigenous languages, 

such as Kabyle, in Algeria instead of implementing a system that helps them to develop. 

Adichie declared that the English language is an integral part of the Nigerian heritage and 

highlights that some people think this language belongs only to Western countries as if 

Africans have no agency to appropriate it. These ideas, which have been explored in Part 

One, find an echo in Part Two, where the eight case study novels are examined on the basis 

of language. The analysis of translanguaging, relexification and metadiscourse offered a 

cogent answer to the first research question. The four authors use their mother tongues and 

reflect on the French and English languages in fiction and by doing so they contribute to the 

debate on language in the African context and simultaneously shape their authorial 
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identities through both the colonial language and their mother tongues as they employ both 

in their fiction. This already places the case study authors in a state of in-betweenness.  

The second research question focused on how Western literary models espoused by the 

authors contribute to the formation of their authorial identities. This was examined in Part 

Two through a focus on three stylistic techniques with particular salience to postcolonial 

African writers: translanguaging, realism and the autobiographical discourse. 

Translanguaging represents a way of translating authors’ cultures and origins in fiction 

through language. The realist aesthetics allows the authors to deal with social problems and 

themes in a serious, representational way. This means that the realist aesthetics best 

describes African writing as opposed to other Western genres such as fantastic novels or 

dystopian literature. While this thesis does not exclude that an author could well tackle 

social problems through satire, metaphor and allegory, it claims that African writing has 

traditionally demonstrated a propensity for realism. One of the reasons, which has been 

referred to by multiple critics, is its intention to correct the stereotypical Western depiction 

of Africa in literature. Since Shakespeare, who described Africans without ever travelling to 

see whether his image of them corresponded to reality, or Joseph Conrad, whose narrator-

protagonist describes Africa as a savage place where no system of social behaviour seems to 

be in place, postcolonial African writers, starting with Chinua Achebe, wrote with the 

specific intention to depict the African world through their eyes, their perception, filtered 

through their judgements and systems of values, and through realism.  

The third technique that emerges as a systematic way of building the author’s identity is 

autobiographical discourse. By singling out four case study novels out of the eight that 

contain some sort of autobiographical discourse, Chapter Five discussed the genre of 
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autobiography and found that Kelly’s notion of autobiographical discourse best served my 

project of elucidating how the ‘real author’s’ identity is shaped through fiction. As 

postcolonial African female authors regularly draw on some aspects of their lives and on 

historical events and facts of their countries of origin, they put themselves at the service of 

the collectivity. This in turn nourishes their literary belonging. In Chapter Five, I have 

demonstrated that the four authors have used their novels to reflect on their lives and inner 

selves. This automatically carves their authorial identity as one that is retrospective and 

performative. 

Finally, the third research question dealt with the ways in which the authors resist 

patriarchal and postcolonial hegemony in their oeuvres. The two chapters of Part Three 

were devoted to the elaboration of hybrid resistance, my original contribution to this thesis. 

While Chapter Six formed the theoretical cradle of the notions of resistance, hegemony, 

Eurocentrism, race and migration, Chapter Seven sought to examine the imbrication of anti-

hegemonic resistances in the eight novels. The four authors of the corpus have, to different 

degrees, chosen female protagonists and focus on the challenges they are faced with in 

their fiction. They use their writings as a platform to denounce, condemn and resist their 

phallocentric societies that imposed a normative behaviour upon women and to offer 

alternative representations to the more common ones of women’s capitulation to men’s 

power. The research has revealed that, unlike Bâ and Djebar, who systematically addressed 

polygamy, women’s roles in history, colonial struggle and even their role in protecting the 

cultural identity and maintaining the heritage from one generation to another, Adichie and 

Diome primarily deal with the female experience of migration. One of the shared hallmarks 

between the four writers is that they do not naturally adhere to a specific feminist ideology. 

Rather, they negotiate their own feminist struggle, one that is neither defined by Western 
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standards nor dictated by cultural and religious influences, but rather one that is shaped by 

their own experiences and convictions placing them in a perpetual state of in-betweenness. 

Françoise Vergès’s decolonial feminist theory was used as a theoretical underpinning for the 

analysis of the authors’ depiction of racialised, postcolonial female characters.  

The third research question is also discussed through resistance to Eurocentric/Western-

centric views. Postcolonial African authors are confronted with radical positions in both 

their countries of origin and countries of adoption by contributing to debates on the 

language question and on immigration. Because of the institutional maintenance of an 

unavowed colonial mind-set in the French literary field, these writers experience a relatively 

marginal position. Furthermore, three out of the four authors have experienced some form 

of racism or othering. This is denounced by Diome in France and Adichie in the American 

context, showing a fundamental problem with the way the Western societies treat African 

immigrants. While Western societies take advantage of immigrants, they refuse to integrate 

them completely and relegate them to specific urban areas or consider them second-class 

citizens. Diome denounces this double standard in several of her public declarations and 

novels. In their novels, the four authors demonstrate resistance to Eurocentrism and 

androcentrism simultaneously. This is often expressed through the narrators’ and the 

protagonists’ direct denunciation of injustices and incoherence from the West. Part Three 

singles out a number of notions, which have not been given enough importance in the West 

or are given a negative connotation, especially in France. Difference is one of these notions. 

In France, for example, one of the pioneers of universalism, difference is considered a 

generally harmful threat to Republican values. The four authors show instead the positive 

aspects of difference and how acceptance of difference promotes freedom. They 

demonstrated that affirming and acknowledging difference allows postcolonial African 
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female authors to form their identities by considering their positions and epistemology in 

general as a place of negotiation. In Chapter Seven of Part Three, I examined my authors’ 

embrace of hybrid resistance in a comparative way:  Bâ and Djebar on one side and Diome 

and Adichie on the other. Since the beginning of this research, it seemed obvious that due 

to generational differences Bâ and Djebar would have further elements in common, which 

was revealed to be correct. Throughout the chapters, my analysis exposed a similar 

thematic dynamic, such as polygamy and their feminist positions, which differ from the 

standard Western ones. Their juxtaposition also highlighted that both authors employ the 

protagonists as agents of their personal ideologies and sometimes their alter egos in the 

plot. On the other hand, Diome and Adichie show some resemblances in that they represent 

a more contemporary vision of postcolonial African issues. Both authors make immigration a 

prominent topic in their novels, thus tackling related themes such as racism and 

marginalisation in the Western countries and Western inconsistency and hypocrisy in their 

approach to African immigrants. Their juxtaposition resulted into discovering that although 

the Anglophone African authors have better positions in terms of their relations with the ex-

coloniser and the way they are perceived by Anglophone readership as opposed to the 

Francophone authors whose relationship with the ex-coloniser is still tumultuous and 

incongruous; the two authors have similar concerns. 

While Parts One and Two provide an answer to the first two research questions, they also 

prepare the ground for Part Three. Here my concept of hybrid resistance is elaborated to 

answer the third research question and complete the elucidation of the authorial identity 

construction, which is the main concern of the thesis as a whole. This concept is the thesis’s 

most important contribution to postcolonial Francophone and Anglophone studies. First, I 

consider hybridity as a way of undermining the dichotomous epistemic system and as the 
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solution to the universal vision of the world, to establish a different type of worldview. 

Hybridity in the postcolonial context serves as a way of mixing different ontologies and 

ideologies. It entails a positive connotation as it can be seen as a means of preserving one’s 

cultural legacy while employing the knowledge and languages that have a wider outreach. 

On the one hand, it is debated that postcolonial authors ought to join the international 

realms of universalism, as Western scholars make a subtle appeal to non-Westerners for a 

withdrawal of one’s culture thereby one’s identity. On the other hand, certain scholars 

(Murray, 2020) propound that non-Western writers are trapped in this hybrid notion from 

which it seems impossible to extricate themselves. This thesis, on the contrary, suggests 

that hybridity is a productive ground that promotes perpetual innovation. It has 

demonstrated that resistance occupies a central place in postcolonial studies as it is 

historically inscribed in the colonial past of African countries. It is customary to find 

postcolonial authors’ resistance to major sources of domination in their works since they 

suffer multiple injustices. Therefore, hybrid resistance emerges as the optimum articulation 

that describes the intersecting needs of postcolonial African female authors.  

Consequently, in accordance with the research findings, I define hybrid resistance as a 

concept capable of encompassing the fundamental components of postcolonial African 

authorial identity. On the one hand, it occurs at the level of the techniques employed to 

build authorial identity mainly, realism, the autobiographical discourse and translanguaging, 

which have been investigated as recurrent in the authors’ literary works. These strategies of 

writing are heterogeneous and systematically embraced by many postcolonial African 

authors. On the other hand, hybrid resistance occurs at the geographical level. Given the 

fact that many of these authors emerge and evolve in a multi-territory landscape, they offer 

a multi-dimensional and multi-perspective approach to writing. Hybrid resistance is also the 
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formulation of the authors’ appropriation of the Western styles as well as the opposition 

and subversion of epistemic violence against the “subaltern” mainly women and the 

racialised subject. This hybrid resistance acts as a shield against multiple and interconnected 

sources of domination including patriarchal hegemony, Eurocentric and Western-centric 

ideologies, which tend to serve as the foundations of neo-colonial African policies, and 

imperialist and “fémi-civilisationnel” theories. 

It is crucial to note the link between resistance and authorial identity. Authorial identity is, 

as mentioned before, the author’s intellectual, ideological, and partly subjective self, which 

is intelligible at performance. Postcolonial African female authorial identities are directly 

linked to resistance due to their transnational and translingual positions. Their in-

betweenness is the very reason that compels them to resist eclectic sources of domination 

both in their fictional productions and in non-fictional declarations. De facto, resistance 

becomes an intrinsic part of their authorial identities. This thesis has attempted to articulate 

a nuanced concept – hybrid resistance – that describes how this resistance concretely 

operates in the texts. Hybrid resistance is thus a significant finding of this doctoral research 

and represents a contemporary reading of such seminal theories as Bhabha’s hybridity, 

Vergès’ decolonial feminism, Kelly’s “the autobiographical discourse”, Auerbach’s mimésis 

and Hamon’s structuralist conceptualisation of realism and, finally, theories on 

translanguaging and cultural translation. All these different theories, genres and techniques 

are logically linked to the concept of hybrid resistance. The significance and pertinence of 

this concept is validated by its applicability to four different authors and eight different 

texts. This scope of my research promises a wider implication for other postcolonial African 

female authors. More importantly, this thesis opens grounds for larger interrogations such 

as: can the results of this investigation extend to other authors? Can hybrid resistance be 
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applicable to other postcolonial backgrounds such as Asian, Australian or South American 

authorships? Are theories of decoloniality different from or complementary to postcolonial 

theories, and how? These potential research questions can lead to further results and a 

wider contribution to postcolonial studies. My preliminary intuition regarding these open 

research questions is that not only can hybrid resistance be applicable to a wider panel of 

authors, but it could well include postcolonial male authors. It seems to me that theories of 

decoloniality encompassing my notion of hybrid resistance bring a new angle of analysis to 

postcolonial studies and can in fact inaugurate a new field of study complementary to 

postcolonial studies. 
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